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STUDY OF RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CORPORATE SOCIAL AND FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE IN CANADA
Peter May, Western Co-operative Fertilizers Limited
Anshuman Khare, Athabasca University

Abstract
This study uses primary research methods to determine whether a corporate social
performance (CSP) – corporate financial performance (CFP) relationship exists within
the Canadian context through examination of publicly-traded Canadian-based companies.
The empirical findings demonstrate a positive CSP – CFP relationship, typically
with CFP preceding CSP (although this does not preclude a relationship in the other
direction) when using accounting-based measures of financial performance and as
applied to the Top 1000 firms in Canada as ranked by profitability. This positive
relationship was not confirmed when compared to the Top 500 companies ranked by
profitability (i.e., with the ‘bottom 500’ removed). In addition, the positive relationship
did not occur with respect to market-based measures of financial performance (i.e., share
performance).
In addition, the study noted two possible issues that may have influenced the
findings although the extent of such influences (if they exist) is not known. The first of
these relates to a predilection amongst the CSP-rankings towards firms with high
profitability. Almost all of the top-ranked CSP leaders are from the Top 500 firms in
Canada as ranked by profitability and nearly three-quarters are from the Top 100. The
second issue is the potential bias of the CSP-ranking methods themselves. This may have
resulted in the inclusion of some firms with more questionable reputations in the rankings
as well as the lack of continuity from year to year of CSP-leaders amongst the three
rankings examined.
This research study sets the stage for more detailed analyses within a Canadian
context in the future.

Keywords
Corporate social responsibility, corporate financial performance, corporate social
performance

Introduction
Neo-classical economists (Friedman 1970, cited in Balabanis et al, 1998) typically
see business’ sole social responsibility as maximizing owners’ profits (essentially, to
protect property rights). Challenges to Friedman’s neo-classical model claim that the
economic model and specialized roles of organizations / systems are not working as
8
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suggested. Examples include impacts of lobbying (government / business interface), rise
of oligopolies, and the separation of ownership and management (Frederick et al, 1992,
cited in Balabanis et al, 1998).
An alternative view is based on the belief that firms have an implicit social
contract with society because ‘we’ have permitted firms to operate via use of resources
and enactment of various laws and regulations that enable commerce. As a result, many
observers see firms as social institutions rather than purely private organizations.
Freeman’s (1984) stakeholder model, which posits that a firm is responsible to not only
its shareholders but to all stakeholders, suggests that certain benefits flowing from firms
should be shared collectively across the stakeholder groups, and society in general
(Donaldson, 1983; and Freeman, 1984; both cited in Balabanis et al, 1998).
This has influenced the development of a business concept / social movement
called Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). The World Business Council for
Sustainable Development has defined CSR as “the continuing commitment by business to
behave ethically and contribute to economic development while improving the quality of
life of the workforce and their families as well as of the local community and society at
large” (WBSCD, 2000).
In practice, CSR can be seen in such initiatives as environmental protection,
philanthropy, involvement in social causes, urban investment, and workplace
enhancement programs (Balabanis et al, 1998).
In this study, corporate social performance (CSP) is used for reference to a
company’s demonstration of the principles of CSR, as perceived and noted by certain
analysts through rating schemes.
Is There A Link to Corporate Financial Performance?
The existence and nature of a possible CSP – CFP link can affect many key issues
facing corporate stakeholders including the amount of resources directed toward CSP –
related initiatives (if any) (Simpson et al, 2002).
Substantial research has attempted to determine the nature of the relationship
between Corporate Social Performance (CSP)1 and Corporate Financial Performance
(CFP), research that began circa Friedman’s challenge (Griffin et al, 1997). For the most
part, the evidence gathered to date was thought to be “too fractured or too variable to
draw any generalizable conclusions” (Orlitzky et al, 2003). Indeed, some sustainability
proponents maintain that the “business case is still more anecdotal than factual” (Holliday
et al, 2002).
While there are a myriad of studies on all sides of the debate, two recent metastudies show that social / environmental responsibility does go hand-in-hand with
superior financial performance (Kelly, 2005). These two studies have collated existing
research using rigorous methodologies to attempt to overcome the varied and inconsistent
results found previously:
• A meta-analysis by Orlitzky et al (2003) examined 52 studies conducted over
1 This study contains the terms Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and Corporate
Social Performance (CFP). The latter (CSP) is typically used as a measurement (albeit
somewhat subjective) of the relative success of a firm’s CSR initiatives. The terms are
used somewhat interchangeably in the literature.
9
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30 years and found a statistically significant positive association between CSP
and CFP.
• Innovest (2004) Strategic Value Advisors conducted a meta-analysis of 60
research studies over six years finding that 85% showed a positive correlation
between CSP and CFP.
While no single study can (or will) prove the business case, studies support the
business case for CSR, at least for some industries.
The Canadian Situation
CSR is a growing movement within Canadian and global business. While the
veracity of the business case for CSR may be debated, more and more Canadian
companies are integrating CSR, and similar concepts such as “sustainability” into their
businesses and reporting related progress (Conference Board of Canada, 2004; KPMG,
2005; Stratos, 2003). The Conference Board of Canada (2004) showed that one-third of
the top 300 corporations in Canada issue sustainability reports. Stratos Inc. (2003) who
found that 60% of companies on the TSX Composite Index (220 companies) reported
some form of sustainability information.
While the degree to which individual firms within Canadian industry follow CSRrelated and environment-related practices is unknown and likely varies considerably,
public reporting of sustainability progress is a reasonable indicator of the degree of
activity undertaken in this regard. On this basis, The Conference Board of Canada and
Stratos Inc. findings suggest considerable sustainability / environmental activity within
Canadian businesses. While some of this activity undoubtedly is mandated by federal
and provincial regulations, it is a reasonably well-accepted tenet that business-related
activities should aim to provide competitive advantages of some type. This highlights the
relevance and importance of the search for evidence for or against a CSP – CFP
relationship of some type.
Magness (2003) notes that evidence of a positive CSP – CFP link “is compelling”
but then states that such evidence tends to be anecdotal or proprietary. A literature
search2, however, reveals limited information specific to the potential CSP – CFP link in
Canada. This may be due to the paucity of CSR ranking schemes in Canada. For
example, much of the US – based research has used Fortune magazine’s annual ranking
(since 1983) of the “Most Admired Companies” in the US (Fortune, 2005).
CSP rankings of individual Canadian firms are a relatively recent phenomenon.
Corporate Knights magazine has ranked the “50 Best Corporate Citizens in Canada”
since 2002 (Corporate Knights, 2005a). The Toronto Globe and Mail released a
“Corporate Social Responsibility” ranking for Canadian companies in both 2004 (Globe
and Mail, 2004a) and 2005 (Brearton et al, 2005). Canadian companies have also been
ranked globally by Business Ethics Online (2005) and the World Economic Forum
(2005). Other CSP rating systems exist, mainly in the context of investment screening
mechanisms, including the Jantzi Social Index (Jantzi Research Inc., 2005) as well as the
presence of some Canadian companies in the Dow Jones Sustainability Index (2005).
2 The ABI / Inform Global, Business Source Premier, and ProQuest databases were used
for the literature search using “CSR”, “Corporate Social Responsibility” and
“Sustainability” cross-referenced against “financial performance” and “Canada” (various
synonyms were also used).
10
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Thus, the question of whether there is a real and measurable CSP – CFP link
within Canadian business remains unresolved.

The Objective – Does A CSP-CFP Relationship Exist?
This primary study to determine whether a CSP – CFP relationship exists within the
Canadian context, examines only publicly-traded Canadian-based companies (i.e., listed
on Canadian stock exchanges). The study builds upon research techniques used in the
U.S. and Europe and adds to that body of research literature.
Two research questions are relevant to this objective.
1. Is there a CSP – CFP link in Canadian industry?
The meta-analyses referenced earlier have set an expectation that greater CSP leads to
CFP and vice versa. This question will be explored in Canada without dividing the
dataset into industrial sectors. The resultant hypothesis is: CSP and CFP are positively
related in Canada.
Substantive research has been conducted using datasets across many industry sectors
(Griffin et al, 1997). However, some researchers have noted the lack of data available
within, and research specific to, industrial sectors. A study of the U.K. banking industry
found a positive CSP – CFP relationship (Simpson et al, 2002). Conversely, a study of
U.S. utility companies did not confirm such a relationship (Filbeck et al, 2004). As such,
there is no reasonable expectation of an answer to the question of whether there is a
positive CSP – CFP relationship within specific industries and no resultant hypothesis.
2. Does prior CFP influence subsequent CSP?
The datasets used for this study are 2002 and 2003 CFP data and 2004 and 2005 CSP
rankings. Therefore, within this study it is only possible to measure the influence of prior
CFP on CSP rather than concurrent effects (i.e., within the same year).
Orlitzky et al (2003) confirmed this relationship as positive, noting that this builds
upon the ‘slack resources’ theory – that superior financial performance creates ‘extra’
funds for investment in social / environmental areas. Their examination of this temporal
relationship also considered Ullmann’s (1985) position that when financial performance
is low, firms may not want to disclose CSR expenditure information because
shareholders may see it as a redirection of profits away from them. Therefore, higher
previous CFP should result in greater current CSR disclosure. Thus, the hypothesis is:
Prior CFP influences subsequent CSP.

Research Methodology
The following section describes this study’s research methodology.
A) Corporate Social Performance Ranking
CSP has ‘historically’ been measured around four different constructs:
(i) CSP disclosures (e.g., annual report content analyses);
(ii) CSP reputation ratings (e.g., use of indices that assume CSP reputations
accurately reflect underlying practices);
(iii)Social audits (based on objective data); and,
(iv) Assessment of a firm’s values and principles (Orlitzky et al, 2003).

11
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Many scholars point out that measurement issues (of both CSP and CFP) have
contributed significantly to mixed and contradictory results to date often related to
inconsistency amongst studies and the (in)applicability of different measures between
different industries. In particular, without a widely accepted measure of CSR, it becomes
difficult for other researchers to duplicate the findings of previous scholars (Hammond et
al, 1996).
Early studies typically used a single measure of CSP (e.g., environmental
pollution) whereas it is now more usual to see multidimensional measures such as the
Fortune Survey of Corporate Reputation and the KLD index developed by Kinder,
Lydenberg, Domini & Co., Inc. (Griffin et al, 1997). However, some authors contend
that these comprehensive metrics do not provide a large enough sample for one industry.
Some aspects of the surveys (e.g., Fortune), are based on opinions of senior executives,
adding yet another element of subjectivity. Other measures (e.g., KLD index; Globe and
Mail CSR rankings) are relatively comprehensive but are affected by the subjective
weighting of different sub-components. In addition, it is possible for a component (e.g., a
company’s product) to be seen as both a strengths and weaknesses (Griffin et al, 1997).
CSP and CFP are broad meta-constructs, which can create many problems for
study purposes (Orlitzky et al, 2003). Orlitzky et al believe it is critical to improve CSP
(and CFP) measures in future research such as assessing only CSP outcomes rather than
positively rewarding processes (i.e., acknowledgement of effort). In addition, they posit
that the concept of the stakeholder (i.e., the groups affected by CSR initiatives) should be
more restrictive to focus more on those that can be directly affected by firm activities
rather than a wider universe of publics. Simpson et al (2002) echo this sentiment for
future studies believing that CSP should be a comprehensive assessment of a firm’s
social performance with specific foci on key stakeholders. Similarly, Rowley et al (2000,
cited in Simpson et al, 2002) suggest that CSP research should be narrowly defined in
operational terms to a specific industry or setting. The nature of stakeholder actions
appears to be an important influence on CSP because different industries face different
portfolios of stakeholders with different degrees of activity in varying areas.
It appears no ideal CSP construct exists. Some authors question whether research
should be done without one (Carroll, 2000) while others suggest that it may not be
desirable (Rowley et al, 2000; Griffin, 2000 – both cited in Simpson et al, 2002) because
it potentially oversimplifies a complex construct. Nevertheless, empirical studies of the
possible CSP – CFP relationships continue, culminating (to date) in the positive
relationship conclusions of Orlitzky et al (2003) and Innovest (2004).
CSP performance or capability rankings are relatively new phenomena in Canada.
For this research study, such rankings were taken from three sources:
(i) The Toronto Globe and Mail’s Report on Business Magazine has released
CSR Rankings in both 2004 (Globe and Mail, 2004a) and 2005 (Brearton et
al, 2005). They ranked firms from various industry sectors using the Globe
and Mail’s Top 1000 list as a starting point. The industrial sectors had
exposure in both equity markets and consumer products. The rankings were
developed in partnership with Jantzi Research Inc. and, although they are
separate from the Jantzi Social Index (JSI), there are likely to be many
methodological similarities (if not consistencies in the firms named to the
lists) exist.

12
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(ii) Jantzi Research Inc., a partner in the Globe and Mail ranking study, produces
the Jantzi Social Index. This multi-industry list contains firms deemed to
meet certain socially responsible criteria as defined by Jantzi Research Inc.
The index uses a detailed set of qualitative and exclusionary criteria for both
social and environmental issues. Qualitative criteria are used when both
positive and negative performance are possible (e.g., employee relations,
human rights performance). Exclusionary criteria are utilized when it is
impossible to perform positively (e.g., nuclear, tobacco) (Boutin-Dufresne et
al, 2004).
(iii)Business Ethics Online (2005), in conjunction with the World Economic
Forum (2005), has released world-wide sustainability rankings which list
several Canadian firms referred to herein as the “Global List”. The Global
List is developed from the Russell 1000 (the 1000 largest publicly traded US
firms) and the Domini Index (a social screen – which includes the S&P 500
and 150 other firms selected for “industry balance and social excellence”).
The ratings include eight areas of social performance, provided by KLD,
where stakeholders have an interest: shareholders, community, minorities and
women, employees, environment, human rights, customers and governance
(Business Ethics Online, 2005).
Another prominent CSR / CSP ranking system in Canada is the annual Corporate
Knights magazine CSR ranking that has been issued since 2003 (Corporate Knights,
2005a). This system was not included in this project because their “Top 50” is taken
from a population of the Top 100 companies on the TSX, thereby skewing the data set
toward large companies and not providing a sample size that allows differentiation
between companies that perform strongly in the CSR field and those that do not.
Within the primary CSP ranking source (the Globe and Mail rankings), the size of
each industry sector ranged from five to ten firms – an approach not explained by the
authors. To avoid comparing firms that might be at the lower end of their industries, this
research study uses the top five firms in each sector, where financial data were available.
As compared to some previous empirical studies, the external CSP measures used
in this research study (i.e., the Globe and Mail CSR rankings) are multidimensional in
that their authors have aggregated several sub-measures of CSP. Because the stated
intent of the Globe and Mail CSR rankings is not to compare from sector to sector where
various factors (e.g., environmental impact) may differ substantively, analyses of
individual sectors were not undertaken.
Further, due to the Globe and Mail’s disclaimer about cross-industry comparison,
this research study does not compare the effects of various subcomponents that make up
the aggregated CSP scoring (e.g., effect of financial performance on corporate
governance as opposed to human rights, or vice versa).
B) Corporate Financial Performance Data
A variety of CFP measurements have been used in previous CSP – CFP studies.
Three general types of measures are accounting-based (accounting returns), market-based
(market returns), and perceptual or survey measures (Orlitzky et al, 2003). Accountingbased measurements (e.g., Return on Equity, Return on Investment, Gross Profit to Sales
ratio) largely reflect historical aspects of financial performance (i.e., they necessarily
reflect the past – even the recent past) and capture internal efficiency in some manner.
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Some researchers have argued that because they are subject to managerial manipulation
and methodologically different accounting treatments it is problematic to compare across
firms and studies and they reflect internal decision-making capabilities rather than
external responses to the activities of the firm (McGuire et al, 1988 cited in Moore,
2001). Market-based measures (e.g., share performance) capture investors’ evaluations
of a company and some researchers believe they are a more appropriate measure of CFP
for the purposes of exploring a possible CSP – CFP relationship because CSP is
necessarily related to stakeholders (Ullmann, 1985 cited in Orlitzky et al, 2003).
Griffin et al (1997) suggest that multiple measures of CFP be used because
market-based measures may contain (pick up) more than just financial performance. As
such, accounting-based measures may be better or, at the very least, both type of
measures should be included (Simpson et al, 2002).
CFP data was taken from two main sources:
(i) The Globe and Mail Report on Business Top 1000 list issued in 2003 and
2004 (for the previous calendar years) (Globe and Mail, 2003 and 2004b);
and,
(ii) National Post magazine’s 2005 FP 500 Ranking (data for 2004) (National
Post, 2005).
While the fiscal years of the many companies vary, the Globe and Mail 2004
issue is interpreted to represent 2003 financial results and the Globe and Mail 2003 issue
to represent 2002 financial results.
The Globe and Mail (2003 and 2004b) provides information on revenue, profit
and return on common equity. The FP 500 ranking includes data on share performance.
The Toronto Globe and Mail’s Report on Business CSR Rankings issued in 2004 and
2005 also provides some financial information. However, the Globe and Mail Report on
Business Top 1000 lists (Globe and Mail, 2003 and 2004b) were used for consistency.
Because these publications provide very limited data for privately-held companies, this
research study has omitted those companies from further analysis.
For some firms, the references present financial information in US dollars. For
the purposes of this study, this data has not been converted back to Canadian dollars
because the references provide no information regarding an appropriate reference date
within a particular fiscal year, to avoid potential inaccuracies given that the Canadian-US
exchange rate can fluctuate over the course of a year. As a result, the descriptive
statistics for profit and revenue levels for the data sets may be understated. The statistical
analyses used in this research study use Return On Common Equity (ROCE) which is
unaffected by Canadian – US conversion rates. In addition, the Globe and Mail ordered
the rankings to take into account conversion from US funds. As a result, currency
conversion does not affect this research study.
The Globe and Mail Top 1000 magazines (Globe and Mail, 2003 and 2004b)
present three financial measures: profit, revenue and Return on Common Equity for oneand five-year periods. Profit, a widely understood measure, is noted as:
“Net income for the year after taxes, excluding extraordinary gains or losses.”
Revenue is described as:
“Total revenue from operations, less sales and excise taxes, plus income
from investments and any other pretax income before losses on foreign
exchange.”

14
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Return on Equity (ROE) is a profitability metric that reveals how much profit a
company generates with the money shareholders have invested in the company. Return
on Common Equity (ROCE) typically involves subtracting preferred dividends from net
income and subtracting preferred equity from shareholders’ equity to give the following
formula (Investopedia, 2005):
Return on Common Equity = (Net Income - Preferred
Dividends)/Common Equity.
For this metric, the Globe and Mail (Globe and Mail, 2004b) specifies:
“Return on common equity… (is) net income (or profit) before
extraordinary items, less dividends paid on preferred shares, divided by
average common shareholders’ equity. Shows the rate of return on
investment for the company’s common shareholders.
Return on common equity (five-year average)…(is) simple average of the
return on common equity for the past five years. Shows returns over the
long term, reducing the impact of unusual year-to-year fluctuations.”
Businesses with higher returns on equity are more likely to be able to generate
cash internally rather than having to go to the market. Thus, the higher a company’s
ROE or ROCE, generally the better because it measures relative efficiency of asset
utilization. It has been noted that ROE can be distorted by differences in capital
structures between firms, thus making direct comparisons sometimes difficult (Balabanis
et al, 1998).
ROE has been used in the literature by a number of scholars including Balabanis
et al (1998) and Waddock and Graves (1997). The former also used ROCE.
The FP500 presents share performance data as percentages of share price increase
over a 1-year and 5-year period. This represents a market-based measure of financial
performance. Having both accounting and market-based data was noted as important by
several authors including Griffin et al (1997) and McGuire et al (1988) cited in Moore
(2001).
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C) Analytical Approach
Statistical analyses were used to determine whether a CSP – CFP relationship
exists. These were also based, in part, on various methodologies noted in the literature.
The key analytical method was to test for statistical differences between the
means of the overall dataset of Canadian companies (the Top 1000 lists for ROCE and
the Financial Post list for share performance) and the firms listed as being CSP leaders by
various publications (Globe and Mail, JSI, Global List). This type of analysis is similar
to that followed by Simpson et al (2002) who used t-tests (due to smaller sample sizes) to
test for differences in group means.
In order to determine whether the “Bottom 500” firms are a factor in negatively
describing Canadian business success and to provide a reasonable basis of comparison
with the FP500 list, analyses were conducted separately using both the Top 1000 and the
Top 500 subset.
In addition, analyses were conducted separately with each of the two years of
accounting-based data.
Twenty-five null hypotheses were developed for these analyses (see Table 1a).
The first eight were created to supplement descriptive statistics about the data sets. A
decision also had to be reached as to whether the Top 1000 or Top 500 lists should
include or exclude the CSR leaders for the analyses. To judge the potential impact of
such a decision, six more hypotheses were developed (see Table 1b). The next eleven
hypotheses were developed to test whether a CSP – CFP relationship exists (see Table
1c).
The general methodology for the statistical treatments of one-sample tests of
hypotheses follows that described in Lind et al (2001). This includes setting a null
hypothesis (see Tables 1a-c) and then formulating the alternative hypothesis. This is
followed by selecting a level of significance – “the probability of rejecting the null
hypothesis when it is true”. Then, the test statistic – the “value, determined from sample
information, used to determine whether to reject the null hypothesis” – is determined.
For these data sets, the Z-distribution was used as the test statistic due to the large sample
size. Finally, the decision rule notes the circumstance under which the null hypothesis is
rejected.
With respect to the decision rule, the summary of hypothesis testing uses p = 0.01
or a 1% chance that the null hypothesis is not true.
Hypotheses 1-14 (see Tables 1a and 1b) are of the “is no difference / is a
difference” type. As such, they are two-tailed tests of the differences in means. For these
fourteen hypotheses, the following hold true.
Null Hypothesis:
H O: µ S = µ O
Alternate Hypothesis:
H1: µS ≠ µO
Decision Rule:
HO is rejected if Z > 2.575 or Z < -2.575 (i.e., twotailed test) for p=0.01.
The findings of Orlitzky et al (2003) and Innovest (2004) have created the
expectation that CSR-leading firms will out perform the Top 1000 and Top 500 firm lists.
Note that Orlitzky et al (2003) also found relationships in the other direction (i.e., CFP
predicts CSP). However, the research study described herein addresses only one
direction. Hypotheses 15 through 25 (see Table 1c) have been developed around those
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expectations using one-tailed tests of the differences in means. Thus, the following hold
true:
Null Hypothesis:
H O: µ S ≤ µ O
Alternate Hypothesis:
H1: µS > µO
Decision Rule:
HO is rejected if Z > 2.33 (i.e., one-tailed test) for
p=0.01
For these two sets of hypotheses, from a managerial standpoint, rejecting the null
hypotheses (HO) means the following:
Hypotheses 1 - 14: There is a difference between the two data sets in question.
Hypotheses 15 – 25: The CSR leaders do not outperform the broader Top 500 or
Top 1000 lists.
For one-tailed (i.e., Hypotheses 1 through 14) and two-tailed (i.e., Hypotheses 15
through 25) tests, achieving test statistics greater than Z = 2.33 and Z = 2.575,
respectively, means there is a 99% likelihood that this does not occur by chance. Tests
were conducted at 0.05 and 0.1 p-level but only the results for 0.01 p-level are reported
since the p-levels of 0.01 are very rigorous statistically (i.e., proof at this level provides a
great deal of certainty in the results).

Research Findings and Discussion
A) Data Set Overview
Tests of the means of these data sets against one another show significant (p =
0.01) differences between the two years, 2002 and 2003, only with regard to Profits (z = 2.631) and 1-Yr Return on Common Equity (z = -3.534) and only with respect to the Top
1000 list (see Table 1a).
When the data set is reduced to the Top 500 firms (ranked in terms of profitability
by the Globe and Mail), the statistical significance of any differences is removed except
for Profits (z = -1.861), which is significant to p = 0.1. This suggests that the
performance of the accounting-based measures has remained similar between the two
years for the firms in the Top 500. However, addition of ‘bottom 500’ firms increases the
differences between the data sets. As a result, statistical analyses used later utilize both
the Top 1000 and the Top 500 financial data sets.
Statistical analyses of the means of the data sets, comparing 2004 to 2005 using
both the financial data from 2002 and 2003, show no significant differences between the
two years.
Descriptive statistics for share performance data for firms in the 2004 and 2005
CSR Globe and Mail CSR lists makes us conclude that the statistical analyses of the
means of the changes in share prices (market-based financial data) show no significant
difference between the two years. This suggests that potential differences between
performances in the two years will not adversely affect the CSP-CFP comparisons to
come.
Comparing the JSI to the Globe and Mail CSR lists shows no significant
differences for Return on Common Equity except for to p = 0.1 for 1-yr ROCE for the
2004 CSR list compared to 2003 JSI data (z = 1.896). A statistically significant
difference to p = 0.01 exists for the JSI compared to Globe and Mail 2005 CSR list (2003
data) for Revenues (z = -5.544). A similarly strong relationship exists for the JSI to the
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Globe and Mail 2005 CSR list (2002 data) comparison for Revenue (z = -5.678). A
weaker relationship (p = 0.1) exists for Revenues when comparing the 2004 Globe and
Mail CSR list to 2002 and 2003 JSI data (z = 1.779 and z = 1.771, respectively).
Comparisons of share price performance between the JSI and the Globe and Mail
CSR lists shows no statistical differences at the p = 0.01 level although 5-Yr Share Price
Change is significant to p = 0.05 for JSI as compared to the Globe and Mail 2004 CSR
list (z = 2.010) and to p = 0.1 for the same comparison relative to the 2005 Globe and
Mail CSR list.
Hypotheses 9 through 14 (see Table 1b) were developed to address whether to
include or exclude the CSR leaders from the three ranking schemes from the Top 1000
and Top 500 lists when conducting the statistical analyses.
Z-scores were used for comparisons between the Globe and Mail Top 500 and
Top 1000 lists with the three CSR ranking list firms removed. Removal of firms on
these lists has a significant impact with respect to the profits and revenues in some
instances (e.g., removal of the 2004 Globe and Mail CSR list firms has a significant
effect relative to revenues amongst 2003 Top 500 firms; p = 0.01). However, there is no
significant impact for any of the 1- and 5-Yr ROCE values. Profit and revenue are not
part of the CSP-CFP analyses. As a result, data relative to those firms has been retained
within the Top 500 and Top 1000 datasets for further analyses (for Hypotheses 15
through 25 as listed in Table 1c). The summary of the hypotheses (and findings) in Table
1b supports this discussion.
Overall, these findings confirm the following:
• Generally (i.e., with minor exceptions), there is no statistically significant
difference between the 2002 and 2003 Globe and Mail Top 1000 and Top 500
datasets using accounting-based and market-based CFP data. Thus, despite
observable differences in descriptive statistics, there will be no significant
implication on further statistical analyses.
• Generally (i.e., with minor exceptions), there is no statistically significant
difference between the financial performance of 2004 and 2005 Globe and
Mail CSR lists using accounting-based and market-based CFP data.
• There is no statistically significant difference between the financial
performance of 2004 and 2005 Globe and Mail CSR lists and the JSI using
accounting-based and market-based CFP data. The exceptions are Profits and
Revenues in 2005. These two measures are used only descriptively in this
study (i.e., they are not part of statistical analyses to come).
• There is generally no statistically significant effect when the firms listed
within the three CSR ranking lists are removed from the Top 1000 and Top
500 lists with respect to ROCE (the FP measure used in further statistical
analyses).
Given these results, any observable differences between descriptive statistics for
these datasets has no significant bearing on the CSP – CFP comparison outcomes.
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B) CSP – CFP Statistical Comparisons
1- Yr Return on Common Equity
Z-scores were used for comparisons of means between firms listed in the Globe &
Mail CSR listings, the JSI, or the Global List to the Top 1000 and Top 500 Firms using 1Year Return on Common Equity as the measure of financial performance.
In examining 1-Yr ROCE, all three of the CSR ranking schemes show a
statistically significant positive difference (p = 0.01; i.e., z > 2.33) as compared the 2002
and 2003 Top 1000 list using both years of financial data with three exceptions: (i) JSI
using 2002 data as compared to the 2002 Top 1000 firms is significant only to p = 0.1 (z
= 1.641); (ii) there is no significant difference (z = 0.908) when comparing the JSI using
2002 data to the 2003 Top 1000 firms; and, (iii) there is no significant difference (z =
0.911) when comparing the firms on the 2004 Globe and Mail CSR ranking using 2002
data to the 2003 Top 1000 list. This suggests the relationship is repeatable across the two
fiscal years.
This relationship does not hold true when compared to either the 2002 or 2003
Top 500 lists. Here the relationship turns negative (negative z-scores; some significantly
so). Therefore, when poor performers (the “bottom 500”) are removed from the overall
population, the CSR leaders do not outperform the remaining Top 500.
Indeed, 2002 and 2003 financial data shows the Globe and Mail CSR list firms
performing statistically worse (p=0.01) than the 2002 and 2003 Top 500 firms with the
exception of 2004 Globe and Mail CSR firms (2003 data; z = 1.137) and 2005 Globe and
Mail CSR firms (2003 data; z = -2.275) which was significant to p = 0.05.
The JSI was significantly worse performance-wise than the Top 500 firms at p =
0.01 using 2003 financial data as compared to the 2002 Top 500 firms (z = -9.572) and
2003 Top 500 firms (z = -3.707). This relationship was not significant when using 2002
financial data.
The Global List were significantly poorer performers than the Top 500 firms at p
= 0.1 when comparing 2002 financial data to the 2002 Top 500 firms (z = -1.575). The
p-level improved to p=0.05 when comparing 2002 and 2003 financial data to the 2003
Top 500 firms (z = -2.162 and z = -1.795, respectively) and again to p = 0.01 when
comparing 2003 financial data to the 2002 Top 500 firms (z = -6.781).
5-Yr Return on Common Equity
Relative to 5-Year ROCE, the three CSR rankings all showed statistically
significant (p = 0.01) improvements in return as compared to the 2002 and 2003 Top
1000 Firm lists. This significance no longer exists when compared to the Top 500 firms
(i.e., when the poor performers over 5 years were removed). Exceptions are:
• The Globe and Mail 2005 CSR list (using 2003 financial data) firms earned
significantly higher ROCE (5-Yr) than the 2002 Top 500 firms (z = 1.758; p =
0.05) and the 2003 Top 500 firms (z = 1.390; p = 0.1).
• The Globe and Mail 2005 CSR list (using 2002 financial data) firms earned
significantly higher ROCE (5-Yr) than the 2002 Top 500 firms (z = 1.425; p =
0.1).
• The Global List (2003 and 2002 financial data) firms earn significantly higher
ROCE (5-Yr) than the 2002 Top 500 firms (z = 1.444 and z = 1.599,
respectively; p = 0.1).
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Share Performance
Comparisons of the three ranking systems to the Financial Post FP 500 1-Yr
Share Performance data show that the CSR leaders do not statistically outperform the FP
500.
The same is true of a comparison of 5-Year Share Performance data with the
exception of the JSI which statistically performed more poorly (z = -2.294; p = 0.05) than
the FP500 list.
The tests of hypotheses (and findings) as summarized in Table 1c and associated
statistical analyses show that:
• Firms rated as CSR leaders via three ranking schemes achieve statistically
significantly (p = 0.01) higher 1- and 5-Year ROCE than the Top 1000 firm
list as ranked by profitability. This finding generally holds true both for 1-Yr
(i.e., subject to considerable annual volatility) and 5-Yr (i.e., greater stability)
ROCE.
• This statistically significant relationship disappears and generally becomes
negative (i.e., statistically worse) when compared to only the Top 500 firm list
with respect to 1-Year ROCE.
• For 5-Year ROCE, the 2005 Globe and Mail CSR list and the Global List
firms significantly (p = 0.1) outperformed the Top 500.
• From a market-based perspective, the firms listed by the CSR ranking
schemes do not outperform Canada’s Top 500 firms (as listed by the National
Post). This echoes Orlitzky et al’s (2003) postulate that capital markets do not
always respond to certain CSR initiatives. It also reinforces their finding that
accounting-based measures are more highly correlated to CSP than marketbased measures.
Overall, from an accounting-based perspective, these findings support the
Innovest (2004) and Orlitzky et al (2003) contention that there is a strong CSP – CFP
relationship; one that is based on prior financial performance linking to subsequent social
performance. From a market-based perspective, this support is not found.
The following two sections present factors that may have influenced these
findings.
C) Possible Influences of CSR Rating Methodologies and Firm Size
One possible factor influencing the study is the relative lack of transparency
surrounding the CSP measurement systems employed by the Globe and Mail, JSI and
Global lists. This research study did not aim to critique those measurement systems.
However, the ratings are an amalgamation of CSP ratings in various often disparate areas
(e.g., philanthropy, gender equity amongst employees, environmental pollution
performance). A more in-depth analysis of the relevance (to the CSP – CFP relationship)
of these various individual measures is in order for future research. This type of analysis
has been conducted by some researchers (e.g., Simpson et al, 2002) but it is predicated
upon the availability and transparency of the rating system3.

3 Note that the JSI methods are proprietary. In addition, the Globe and Mail specifically
cautioned against cross-industry comparisons using data sub-sets from their rankings.
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As discussed earlier, several scholars note empirical problems created by the
current CSP rating systems (Carroll, 2000; Rowley et al, 2000; Griffin, 2000 – all cited in
Simpson et al, 2002), mainly due to oversimplification of a complex construct.
Another possibly troubling aspect of the ratings is the potential impact of firm
size on the findings. Certain other authors have addressed (or “corrected for”) firm size
in their studies – generally detailed regression analyses using multiple dependent and
independent variables where firm size is typically a control variable (Balabanis et al,
1998; Orlitzky, 2001; Ullmann, 1985 cited in Orlitzky et al, 2003; Waddock et al, 1997).
These authors have found that larger firms are under greater public scrutiny and tend to
have greater resource availability for discretionary expenditures such as CSR initiatives
as compared to smaller companies. Balabanis et al (1998) also notes that as the number
of industries grows, the ability to statistically control such effects is limited. Indeed,
Stanwick et al (1998) and Moore (2001) both found strong positive associations between
firm size and social performance although this was not supported by Orlitzky et al
(2001).
During the course of the data analysis, it was noted that the majority of the Globe
and Mail CSR lists were found high in the Top 1000 firm list. To examine this further
the lists were stratified.
For the Globe and Mail CSR list across the two data sets (2004 and 2005) and
using the two sub-sets of financial data (2002 and 2003), between 66.67 and 75.68% of
the listed (CSR) firms are in the Top 100 firms nation-wide in terms of profitability.
From 82.05 to 94.59% of the firms are within the Top 500. Looking at overall firm
revenue, from 75.68% to 82.05% of firms are within the Top 100 and all firms are within
the Top 500.
This circumstance is found to a lesser degree in the JSI where just over half the
firms (from 53.33 to 56.67%) are in the Top 100 nation-wide in profitability, and from
73.33 to 88.33% are in the Top 500. When examining revenue, these figures increase to
just over 60% (from 61.67% to 63.33%) within the Top 100 and nearly all (98.33%)
within the Top 500.
Within the Global list, due to the small number of firms (6), all are within the top
100 and all but one are within the Top 50 except for one firm in 2002 that was at position
102.
These findings indicate that the three rating organizations have found that the
majority of socially responsible companies in Canada are also the largest companies.
What is not known is whether this relates to a “virtuous cycle” between CSP and CFP
(wherein firms have “slack” – additional discretionary – resources as the result of
superior financial performance that can be devoted to social performance) or whether
there is some predilection towards examining only large companies (i.e., issues related to
the CSR ranking process). With limited information available regarding the rating
methodologies, it is difficult to refute such information. It is also not known whether the
ratings schemes hinge upon readily available information such as might be provided by
larger firms under greater public scrutiny and more used to openly providing such
information.
An additional factor that intertwines in some fashion with the firm size issue
relates to the CSR/CSP rating schemes themselves, as described in section that follows.
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D) Comments on CSR Rating Schemes
This research study did not conduct a detailed examination of each firm in the
three CSR rating lists or assess the specific methodologies used by the ratings
organizations4. However, some specific cases raise questions (although they do not, nor
are they meant to, invalidate the rankings) as to the full validity of these rating schemes.
The Globe and Mail (and, by association, Jantzi Research Associates) note the use of
questionnaires sent to firms to provide more detailed information for their ratings. As
such, the subjective comments presented below have some validity given that the ratings
are not exclusively numerically-derived:
• Smaller, co-operative organizations are not included on any of the three rating
schemes (e.g., Mountain Equipment Co-op – MEC) when some are generally
regarded as socially responsible companies and fall into Level 5 of Johnson’s
continuum (Corporate Knights 2005b; Johnson, 2003). As such, one would
expect an organization like MEC to score very highly in any CSP rating
exercise.
• Use of only the Top 1000 list as a starting point (i.e., profits; and, public
companies) eliminates the possibility of other Canadian firms widely
renowned as CSR leaders such as Vancouver City Savings Credit Union
(Corporate Knights, 2005b).
• The 2004 Globe and Mail CSR list and the JSI contain Nortel Networks Corp
which has questionable corporate governance capabilities as evidenced by the
share price freefall of recent years as well as the significant turnover at the
director and executive level (Thain, 2005).
• The 2005 Globe and Mail CSR list contains Talisman Energy which has been
widely criticized for its investment in Sudan.
• The 2005 Globe and Mail CSR list and the JSI contain Telus Corp which has
been embroiled in bitter labour disputes with unions over the last two years –
such as the recent strike in British Columbia5 (Evans, 2005).
• The Global List, which theoretically takes the best from each country,
contains Enbridge Inc. and TransAlta Corp., neither of which is listed on the
Globe and Mail CSR lists. The former is not on the JSI.
• Given this author’s reduction of the Globe and Mail CSR lists to the top 5 in
each industrial category, only 21 of 39 companies repeated on the list from
2004 to 2005. Some of this is due to the Globe and Mail’s re-organization of
the various industry categories. Another factor that obscures the potential
significance of this issue is the Globe and Mail’s inclusion in 2005 of many
private companies although it is not clear how the CSR ratings were
completed for private companies. For example, three of the top 5 in the
Technology Sector are wholly owned Canadian subsidiaries of US firms
(Hewlett-Packard, Dell, and IBM) that were not included the previous year.

4 As noted, transparency of rating methods precluded conducting such a study with any
validity.
5 Jantzi Research Inc.’s website does note that they are following the Telus situation
closely.
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These comments highlight the difficulty of comparisons between industries.
Some industries simply have a greater environmental footprint than others (e.g., mining,
oil and gas, forestry). Yet the inclusion of many of these industries as CSR leaders (e.g.,
Alcan and TransAlta on the Global List) demonstrates they may be being rewarded for
‘effort’ and processes rather than their overall environmental impact as compared to other
companies in Canada. Such a specific criticism is clouded by the fact that CSR-ranking
schemes are multi-dimensional with non-environmental factors playing a significant role
in the overall score.
To improve the repeatability and reliability of CSP – CFP studies, Orlitzky et al
(2003) recommended that only CSP outcomes should count in the measurement or rating
of CSP. However, from a broader perspective, positive ratings for processes provide
some reward to companies where time is required to get to a desired end point. However,
Orlitzky et al (2003) point out that companies are rewarded by the market for superior
CSP performance and that they will (or should) embark on such processes in order to
maximize financial performance.
From the point of view of further studies, micro-analyses of potential CSP – CFP
relationships are worthwhile in industries where information is publicly available and
there are enough firms to make a statistically significant comparison (e.g., oil and gas,
mining).

Conclusion and Recommendations for Further Research
This research study demonstrates a positive CSR – CFP relationship when using
accounting-based measures of financial performance to compare CSR-leaders to the Top
1000 firms in Canada as ranked by profitability. This supports the general findings of the
most comprehensive CSP – CFP studies (Innovest, 2004; Orlitzky et al, 2003) to date
which noted positive, mutually reinforcing relationships. This relationship is one in
which CFP precedes CSP and exists for the three different CSR ranking systems
examined.
A positive relationship was not confirmed when comparing CSR leaders to the
Top 500 companies ranked by profitability (i.e., with the ‘bottom 500’ removed).
Because the Top 1000 list is based on profitability, this finding may support the ‘slack
resources’ theory wherein superior financial performance frees up funds for investment in
social / environmental areas. Thus, the firms in the ‘bottom 500’ may elect not to make
funds available for CSR – related activities.
The positive relationship was not found with respect to market-based measures of
financial performance despite some authors stating that such measures might be more
appropriate than accounting-based methods (Ullman, 1985 cited in Orlitzky et al, 2003).
This concurs with Orlitzky et al’s (2003) finding of high correlations between
accounting-based measures and reputational indices. As noted by those authors, capital
markets may not be responding to CSR initiatives for some reason, perhaps because such
activities are seen as overt efforts to manage corporate reputation.
It is worth noting that the depth of the meta-analyses discussed earlier is
substantially greater given the limited scope of this research project. In addition, the
dearth of Canadian-based studies in this area as well as the infancy of CSP rating systems
makes continuing and refining such studies in Canada a key area of research. This study
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identifies several methodological issues and areas for further investigation for future
study:
• Detailed examination of CSR rating systems including their bases and the
degree of subjective versus objective information within the rankings;
• Expansion or alteration of the overall universe (i.e., the Top 1000 firms), for
example, possibly to the TSX;
• Inclusion of private firms in the study where possible;
• Examination of the CSP – CFP relationship within specific industrial sectors;
• As more CSP data becomes available, studies that examine lag effects both
forward and backward (i.e., does CFP influence CSP or vice-versa?);
• Efforts to examine (perhaps via case studies) whether there is an optimum
level of social performance beyond which the expenditures devoted to such
activity detract from rather than contribute to financial performance, as
suggested by Moore (2001); and,
• Examination of the CSP – CFP relationship looking specifically at subcomponents of the CSR rankings and using of a greater number of financial
performance measures (e.g., is there a relationship between corporate
philanthropy and share performance?). This would entail regression analyses
to determine the varying impacts of these measures on each other.
Societal expectations of the overall responsibility of companies in Canada are
growing. As of 2004, 83% of Canadians believe that companies have a greater
responsibility than simply financial returns to shareholders. Fifty-one percent of
Canadians have responded negatively to firms (in some manner) due to socially
irresponsible behaviour and 43% cannot name one company they believe is socially
responsible (Globe and Mail, 2004a). Canadians also invest heavily in socially
responsible areas, to the tune of more than $50 billion in 2002 in Canadian stock markets.
A 2001 study by Vector Research suggested that 51% of respondents would like their
pension funds to invest in companies with good CSR performance, even at the possible
expense of some profitability (Boutin-Dufresne et al, 2004). Therefore, the stakes for
Canadian companies are significant, not just in the more nebulous area of ‘reputation’ but
also in their ability to obtain and retain capital from the markets.
The findings of this research study and the literature of a positive CSP – CFP link
implies that good social issue management and good overall business management are
the same thing when examined through the lens of important stakeholder relationships for
the firm (e.g., not purely discretionary spending such as philanthropy) (Simpson et al,
2002; Waddock et al, 1997). Given this positive relationship and the evolving attitudes
of Canadians and investors, firms would do well to pursue CSR initiatives and, if they do
not, may suffer longer-term financial decline. Such pursuit, as emphasized by Johnson
(2003) is best done in a strategic manner targeted at key stakeholders.
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Tables
Hypothesis
Hypothesis 1 – There is no difference between the 2002 and
2003 Globe and Mail Top 1000 accounting-based financial
performance data.
Hypothesis 2 – There is no difference between the 2002 and
2003 Globe and Mail Top 500 accounting-based financial
performance data.

Findings / Inference
Reject HO for Profits and 1-Yr Return
on Common Equity. Accept H1.
Accept HO for all other aspects of the
comparison.
Reject HO for Profits and accept H1.
Accept HO for all other aspects of the
comparison.

Hypothesis 3 – There is no difference between the 2004 and
2005 Globe and Mail CSR lists using 2002 accounting-based
financial performance data.

Accept HO for all aspects of the
comparison.

Hypothesis 4 – There is no difference between the 2004 and
2005 Globe and Mail CSR lists using 2003 accounting-based
financial performance data.

Accept HO for all aspects of the
comparison.

Hypothesis 5 – There is no difference between the 2004 and
2005 Globe and Mail CSR lists using market-based financial
performance data.

Accept HO for all aspects of the
comparison.

Hypothesis 6 – There is no difference between the 2004 and
2005 Globe and Mail CSR lists and the JSI using 2002
accounting-based financial performance data.

Accept HO all aspects of the
comparison except for Revenues (2005
CSR list). Accept H1 for Revenues
only.
Accept HO all aspects of the
comparison except for Revenues (2005
CSR list). Accept H1 for Revenues
only.

Hypothesis 7 – There is no difference between the 2004 and
2005 Globe and Mail CSR lists and the JSI using 2003
accounting-based financial performance data.

Hypothesis 87 – There is no difference between the 2004 and
2005 Globe and Mail CSR lists and the JSI using market-based
financial performance data.

Accept HO for all aspects of the
comparison.

Table 1a: Summary of Hypothesis Testing (at p = 0.01)

7 Note that due to the limited sample size (6), a similar set of comparisons was not
conducted with the Global List.
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Hypothesis

Findings / Inference

Hypothesis 9 – There is no difference between the 2002 and
2003 Globe and Mail Top 1000 accounting-based financial
performance data and the same lists with the Globe and Mail
2004 and 2005 CSR list firms removed.

Accept HO for all aspects of the
comparison.

Hypothesis 10 – There is no difference between the 2002 and
2003 Globe and Mail Top 500 accounting-based financial
performance data and the same lists with the Globe and Mail
2004 and 2005 CSR list firms removed.

Reject HO for Revenues with 2004
firms removed and accept H1. Accept
HO for all comparisons with 1- and 5Yr ROCE and for all other
comparisons with Profits and
Revenues.
Accept HO for all aspects of the
comparison.

Hypothesis 11 – There is no difference between the 2002 and
2003 Globe and Mail Top 1000 accounting-based financial
performance data and the same lists with the JSI firms removed.
Hypothesis 12 – There is no difference between the 2002 and
2003 Globe and Mail Top 500 accounting-based financial
performance data and the same lists with the JSI firms removed.

Accept HO for all aspects of the
comparison.

Hypothesis 13 – There is no difference between the 2002 and
2003 Globe and Mail Top 1000 accounting-based financial
performance data and the same lists with the Global list firms
removed.

Accept HO for all aspects of the
comparison.

Hypothesis 14 – There is no difference between the 2002 and
2003 Globe and Mail Top 500 accounting-based financial
performance data and the same lists with the Global list firms
removed.

Accept HO for all aspects of the
comparison.

Table 1b: Summary of Hypothesis Testing (at p = 0.01)
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Hypothesis

Findings / Inference

Hypothesis 15 – The accounting-based financial performance of
2004 Globe and Mail CSR leaders does not outperform that of
firms on the 2002 Globe and Mail Top 1000 and Top 500 lists.
Hypothesis 16 – The accounting-based financial performance of
2004 Globe and Mail CSR leaders does not outperform that of
firms on the 2003 Globe and Mail Top 1000 and Top 500 lists.
Hypothesis 17 – The accounting-based financial performance of
2005 Globe and Mail CSR leaders does not outperform that of
firms on the 2002 Globe and Mail Top 1000 and Top 500 lists.

Accept HO for all comparisons to Top
500 firms. Reject HO and accept H1 for
all comparisons to Top 1000 firms.
Accept HO for all comparisons to Top
500 firms. Reject HO and accept H1 for
all comparisons to Top 1000 firms
except for 1-Yr ROCE for 2003.
Accept HO for all comparisons to Top
500 firms. Reject HO and accept H1 for
all comparisons to Top 1000 firms.

Hypothesis 18 – The accounting-based financial performance of
2005 Globe and Mail CSR leaders does not outperform that of
firms on the 2003 Globe and Mail Top 1000 and Top 500 lists.

Accept HO for all comparisons to Top
500 firms. Reject HO and accept H1 for
all comparisons to Top 1000 firms.

Hypothesis 19 – The accounting-based financial performance of
the firms listed on the JSI does not outperform that of firms on
the 2002 Globe and Mail Top 1000 and Top 500 lists.

Accept HO for all comparisons to Top
500 firms. Reject HO and accept H1 for
all comparisons to Top 1000 firms.

Hypothesis 20 – The accounting-based financial performance of
the firms listed on the JSI does not outperform that of firms on
the 2003 Globe and Mail Top 1000 and Top 500 lists.

Accept HO for all comparisons to Top
500 firms. Reject HO and accept H1 for
all comparisons to Top 1000 firms.

Hypothesis 21 – The accounting-based financial performance of
firms listed on the Global List does not outperform that of firms
on the 2002 Globe and Mail Top 1000 and Top 500 lists.

Accept HO for all comparisons to Top
500 firms. Reject HO and accept H1 for
all comparisons to Top 1000 firms.

Hypothesis 22 – The accounting-based financial performance of
firms listed on the Global List does not outperform that of firms
on the 2003 Globe and Mail Top 1000 and Top 500 lists.

Accept HO for all comparisons to Top
500 firms. Reject HO and accept H1 for
all comparisons to Top 1000 firms.

Hypothesis 23 – The market-based financial performance of the
Globe and Mail 2004 and 2005 CSR leaders does not outperform
that of firms listed on the FP 500.

Accept HO.

Hypothesis 24 – T The market-based financial performance of
firms listed on the JSI does not outperform that of firms listed on
the FP 500.

Accept HO.

Hypothesis 25 – The market-based financial performance of the
firms listed on the Global List does not outperform that of firms
listed on the FP 500.

Accept HO.

Table 1c: Summary of Hypothesis Testing (at p = 0.01)
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E-GOVERNMENT DEPLOYMENT
INDICATORS: A CASE STUDY OF
GEORGIA’S COUNTY GOVERNMENT
Ernest A Capozzoli, Kennesaw State University
Elke M. Leeds, Kennesaw State University
Abstract
The 2006 Government Accountability Report (GAO) describes 25 new eGovernment initiatives sponsored by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB).
Nationwide, there is a movement towards electronic-government (e-government) as a
solution to managerial inefficiency, budgetary shortfalls, and the ability of government to
better serve its constituencies. This paper describes e-government and its movement
across sectors. The paper additionally explores the service level and the pervasiveness of
e-government across Georgia’s 159 county government systems. Suggested indicators of
e-government deployment, such as size and per capita income, are tested against
Georgia’s county governments using publicly available information. The paper concludes
with an analysis of e-government deployment indicators and discusses the
generalizability of the study to other state systems.

Keywords
e-government, Georgia, county, per capita income, website deployment

Introduction
Electronic government is an information technology (IT) based approach to
managerial reform. Like other practices in public administration, the e-government
phenomenon is following private-sector adoption of e-business and e-commerce models
(Moon, 2002). President George W. Bush identifies the expansion of e-government as
one of five priorities of his management agenda (GAO, 2006). Local governments in the
United States are making steady progress in e-government deployment, primarily through
the development and implementation of websites. However progress towards
transactional deployment is much more limited.
Economic downturns and resulting budgetary shortfalls created an initial focus on
e-government in state, county and local government agencies (Eggers, 2002) Government
agencies at all levels, beleaguered by revenue shortfalls, saw a simultaneous increase in
demand for the services they provide. Like their business counterparts, the mantra of “do
more with less” has become commonplace for government agencies. While local
budgetary constraints have lifted over the past few years, city and county governments
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are still situated more closely to their constituents than the federal government. County
governments deliver the greatest number of services directly to their constituents and
maintain a higher level of interaction with them (Norris & Moon, 2006). E-government at
city and county levels may have the greatest affect in terms of reach, acceptance, cost
reduction, and impact; thereby impacting the ability of the public sector to serve their
constituencies (Norris & Moon, 2006). At its best, web based technologies can be
leveraged internally to solve management inefficiencies, and externally to facilitate
linkages between government agencies, businesses, and citizens. Yet projected savings
associated with e-government and federal e-government publicity has not yet reached the
state and municipal levels (Moon, 2002).
This paper describes e-government and its movement across sectors. It presents
the current financial and technological situation in Georgia and explores the service level
and the pervasiveness of e-government across Georgia’s 159 county government systems.
Suggested indicators of e-government deployment, such as population size and per capita
income are tested against Georgia’s county government system, using publicly available
information. The paper concludes with an analysis of e-government deployment
indicators and the generalizability of the study to other county systems.

Electronic Government
E-government distributes information, forms, and promotes communication
(Norris & Moon, 2006; Lemuria & Belangér, 2005). The e-Government Act of 2002
defines e-government as government use of web-based Internet applications or other
information technology to enhance access to and delivery of government information and
services to the public, other agencies and other government entities; or to bring about
improvements in government operations that may include effectiveness, efficiency,
service quality or transformation (Schildkraut, J. L., 2003). The council for Excellence in
Government asserts that “E-Government has the greatest potential to revolutionize the
performance of government and revitalize our democracy” (Dearstyne, 2001). Similar
feelings were expressed by the CIO’s of each state and thirty-eight federal agencies.
They assert that information technology can improve the delivery of services to citizens,
make government more efficient and reduce operating costs (Enos, 2000). EGovernment activity is increasing; according to a Pew Research Center study the, U.S.
Government is now the largest on-line retailer with $3.6 billion in sales in 2001 (Brown,
2002). Utah is currently using a new e-Government system that integrates federal, state
and local government business processes into a single, seamless process (Brown, 2004).
The system permits businesses to register electronically and initiate business-licensing
procedures with local government in about an hour. The system has reduced a process
that could take months to one that only takes weeks.
At a core level, e-government, like e-commerce, enables the exchange of goods
and services. Governments and businesses operate in similar environments. They both
have internal and external business process requirements. The business environment as it
relates to e-business is characterized by Business to Business (B2B), Business to
Consumer (B2C), and Consumer to Consumer (C2C) activity along a two-way channel.
Likewise, e-Government can be characterized as Government to Government (G2G),
Government to Business (G2B) and Government to Consumer (G2C) activity along a
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two-way channel. The General Accounting Office (GAO) adopts these same three
categories, but adds Government to Employee (G2E) to focus on public servant
interaction. Belangér & Hiller (in press, as cited in Lemuria & Belangér, 2005) expand
the four classifications of the GAO to include purpose and channel. The authors provide
six classifications: Government Delivering Service to Individuals (G2IS), Government to
Individual as Part of the Political Process (G2IP), Government to Business as a Citizen
(G2BC), Government to Business in the Marketplace (G2BMKT), Government to
Employee (G2E), and Government to Government (G2G).
Two-way electronic interaction between government and constituency at the
federal level has not transitioned as rapidly as expected to the municipal level. Mark
Foreman, Associate Director of Information Technology and E-Government at the Office
of Management and Budgets, finds the country is only beginning to tap the potential to
improve government (Lunney, 2001). Despite a few shining examples, municipal
governments have been slow to create new electronic service platforms for the Internet
(Barrett, 1999). A study of 1,813 U.S. Government websites conducted by Brown
University concluded that government at all levels is not making full and effective use of
commonly available information technology (Enos, 2000). The literature provides a
somewhat limited sampling of e-government initiatives. The view is one of great upside
potential evidenced by spotty implementation.

Framework of the Study
To investigate e-government deployment efforts across county governments in
Georgia, this study utilized the methodology employed by Capozzoli & Matuszek (2003)
in their investigation of e-government readiness in the state of Alabama. Content analysis
of the county websites was performed to examine the extent of the services provided and
the level of G2C interaction. In addition, website information was analyzed incorporating
census data such as population and income levels. The demographic data were integrated
to identify possible attributes favorable to county e-Government initiatives.
This study also extended previous research in the area of government website
deployment. Norris and Moon indicate that few state governments have sophisticated
two-way e-government offerings and most consist of one way transmission G2C for
informational pages and forms (Norris & Moon, 2006). They further indicate that
transactional offerings are slow in deployment. Institutional factors of size and type of
government were evaluated as indicators of website adoption. Results indicated that there
was a statistically significant relationship between website adoption and population, type
and form of government, and metropolitan status (Norris & Moon, 2006). This study
additionally investigates the relationship between county per-capita income and egovernment adoption.
Additional factors were examined for potential fit at the county level. Gasco
(2005), in her examination of the global divide in e-government, finds four factors
indicative of successful e-Government initiatives: (1) infrastructure such as teledensity
and telecommunications; (2) the extent to which computerization of back-end processes
has been conducted and hardware, software, and networking infrastructure required is
available; (3) the existence of an enabling legal framework encompassing privacy and
security of data; and (4) the attitude of civil servants, particularly a customer orientation,
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willingness to change, and adequate IT literacy. While this information cannot be
obtained through publicly available information, it provides the opportunity for valuable
anecdotal analysis at the county level.
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Methodology
A search for existing Georgia county websites began with a visit to the National
Association of Counties (NACO) website. NACO lists all counties in a particular state
and, where appropriate, provides a link to the website. When missing links, out-of-date
links, or links to non-government entities such as a chamber of commerce site were
noted, popular search engines were used to conduct an exhaustive search. The search
conducted for this study provides a reliable inventory of Georgia county websites at yearend 2006. Georgia consists of 159 counties with varying degrees of e-government
service and quality levels.
The search was further complicated by inappropriate links and an absence of a
standardized website naming convention. NACO and State of Georgia lists provide links
to Chamber of Commerce websites, suggesting that they are part of the county
government. Website URLs were also misleading. Many varieties of domain names and
designations were discovered, along with top-level domain name suffixes to add to the
confusion. Table 1 presents the suffixes used.
Table 1
2006 Breakdown of Domain Suffixes
Type

Number

%

.org
.com
.ga.us
.gov
.us
.net

21
19
18
7
3
3

30%
27%
25%
10%
4%
4%

Total

71

100%

Service Levels
Further analysis of counties with operational websites was conducted to determine
the extent to which services were provided to the public. The sites were classified along a
three point scale:
3 = Permitted online transactions (EGov)
2 = Included email or downloadable forms (Interactive)
1 = Website information only- no email- no downloadable forms
0 = No website
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Table 2 presents the level of service provided by operational websites.
Table 2
2006 County Website Service Levels
Category

Count

Percent

Level 3 (E-Gov)
Level 2 (Interaction)
Level 1 (Info only)

23
21
27

14.5%
13.2%
17.0%

Sub Total

71

44.7%

Level 0 - No website

88

55.3%

159

100%

Total

There were twenty-three Level 3 websites that had the ability for two-way
interaction with G2C level commerce. Twenty-one websites operated at Level 2 and had
the ability to download forms pertaining to government activities such as voting and
property tax. Twenty-seven sites provided information only and 88 (55.3%) counties did
not have a website. The most common G2C activities are presented in Table 3.
Table 3
2006 Service Activity
Activity
Property Tax payments
Car tag renewal
Drivers license renewal
Pay traffic fines
Court e-filings
Boat license renewal
Utilities- service

# Websites
14
12
13
6
3
3
2

This finding is particularly interesting as Georgia has enabled many eGovernment activities at the State level. A link to the appropriate State web-page deploys
these services at the county level. Of the counties linked to the State site, only 12 provide
online car tag renewal, thirteen provide drivers license renewal, and three provide boat
license renewal.
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Per-capita Income and Population
Additional analysis was conducted on per-capita income and population levels to
determine the extent to which they may characterize web-site adoption at the county
level. Average PCI by service level was determined by weighting the PCI of each county
by population. Results suggest that a possible relationship between population, percapita-income (PCI) and website level exists. The higher the population and PCI, the
more sophisticated the level of e-Government activities. Table 4 presents an analysis of
population and PCI by Website level.
Table 4
2006 Weighted County Per Capita Income by Population
Category

Count

%

Population

%

Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

23
21
27

14.5%
13.2%
17.0%

4,308,190
1,545,318
1,051,585

52.6%
18.9%
12.8%

Sub Total

71

44.7%

6,905,093

84.3%

No website

88

55.3%

1,281,360

15.7%

Total

159

100%

8,186,453

100%

Weighted PCI
$24,412.07
$19,683.77
$16,845.58

$15,511.07

The analysis suggests that both population and per-capita income are possible
indicators of county e-government initiatives as defined by web page deployment. These
activities may include initial creation of a web page, or movement from one service level
to another. On average counties with level 3 sites have almost nine-thousand dollars more
in PCI and serve a population base almost three to four times as large as those counties
with no website.
To further explore the relationship between per-capita income and population
relative to web site adoption, additional ad-hoc statistical analysis was performed to test
the hypothesis that PCI and Population are related to website levels. The resulting null
hypotheses are:
H10: There is no relationship between PCI and website level.
H20: There is no relationship between Population and website level.
Categorical data ranges were created for PCI and population data using SPSSX. A
number of categories with various ranges spanning the data were created with the goal of
selecting a category size that would provide a suitable level of discrimination and
facilitate further analysis. Visual inspection of the cross-tabulation table results provided
support for the categorical breakdown. It was determined that four data ranges provide a
suitable level of discrimination between the various website levels and permits additional
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ad-hoc analysis. The results of the cross-tab analysis of the transformed PCI data are
presented in Table 5 and Table 8. Both sets of data meet the requirements for a Chisquare test of relationship including: (1) random sampling, (2) independent observations,
(3) mutually exclusive measurement classes, and (4) an average cell frequency of ≥ 5.
Table 5
Cross-tabulation – Per Capita Income and Service Level
Weighted Average PCI (in dollars)
Service
Level
0
1
2
3
Total

10,916 to
14,230
32
4
2
1
39

14,252 to
15,934
34
6

40

16,031 to
18,079
14
11
7
8
40

18,221 to
30,003
8
6
12
14
40

Total

88
27
21
23
159

The Chi-square test is often used to test whether sets of frequencies or proportions
follow certain patterns. The data suggests that there is a pattern associated with PCI and
website level. Visual inspection indicates that higher levels of PCI are associated with
higher levels of web service.
To further explore this relationship a Chi-square test for significance was
performed and is presented in Table 6 and 7.
Table 6

Chi-Square Tests of PCI*

Pearson Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of Valid Cases
•

Value

df

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

65.653
75.162

9
9
1

.000
.000
.000

50.292
159

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 5.15.

Table 7
Symmetric Measures
Value

Asymp. Std. Approx. Approx.
Error
T
Sig.
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Interval by Pearson's R .564
Interval

.057

8.562

.000

Ordinal by Spearman
Ordinal
Correlation

.571

.059

8.711

.000

Number of Valid Cases

159

The results of the Chi Square tests for Per Capita Income and service level are
significant. The Pearson’s R and Spearman correlation results indicate that PCI and
website levels are related. The null hypothesis “H1: There is no relationship between
PCI and website level.” can be rejected.
The same process was employed to examine the relationship between population
and website service level. The cross-tabulation results are presented in Table 8.
Table 8
Cross-tabulation – Population and Service Level
Population
Service
Level
0
1
2
3
Total

2,077 to
10,590
38
1

10,687 to
21,016
29
9
2

39

40

Total

21,176 to
43,664
20
10
8
2
40

44,104 to
816,006
1
7
11
21
40

88
27
21
23
159

The data suggests that there is a pattern associated with population and website level.
Visual inspection indicates that higher levels of Population are associated with higher
levels of web service.
To further explore this relationship a Chi-square test for significance was
performed and is presented in Table 9 and 10.
Table 9

Chi-Square Tests of Population*

Pearson Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio

Value

df

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

110.695
126.607

9
9

.000
.000
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Linear-by-Linear
Association
84.399
Number of Valid Cases 159
•

1

.000

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 5.15.
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Table 10
Symmetric Measures
Value

Asymp. Std. Approx. Approx.
Error
T
Sig.

Interval by Pearson's R 0.731
Interval

0.0318

13.41761 .000

Ordinal by Spearman
Ordinal
Correlation

0.739

0.0361

13.75885 .000

Number of Valid Cases

159

The results of the Chi Square tests for population and service level are significant.
The Pearson’s R and Spearman correlation results indicate that PCI and website levels
are related. The null hypothesis “H2: There is no relationship between Population and
website level.” can be rejected.

Discussion and Future Research
The overall assessment of county websites for the state of Georgia is not
encouraging from a deployment perspective. Only a small percentage of counties have
websites that serve their constituents, as defined by transactional activities. The lack of
websites is further complicated by a lack of a standard naming convention. This theme of
compatibility in infrastructure, naming, conventions, and processes is pervasive through
other e-government deployment readiness indicators (Norris & Moon, 2006; Gasco,
2005).
Not all citizens of Georgia have benefited from the E-Government revolution.
This lack of E-Government services will ultimately lead to dissatisfaction by residents as
they become more net-savvy. At a national level user satisfaction with government
websites appears to be leveling off. After consistent increases in public satisfaction
levels, the latest quarterly findings of the American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI)
report a slight decline to the aggregate government website satisfaction score (PA Times,
2005). When compared to private sector e-business improvements government entities
are having a difficult time matching private-sector e-business improvements. This will
only get worse as citizens’ standards for web interactions increase. However, government
entities must face the same constraints as for-profit organizations. They must strive to
provide service at ever increasing levels while coping with budgetary constraints. The
private sector has employed web-based activities at ever increasing rates for commercial
and business related activities. One would expect that technology solutions such as
accepting payments for goods or services for the private sector would easily and cheaply
migrate into the public sector. Is paying for a car tag renewal, property tax levy or traffic
fine more complicated than a typical commercial transaction?
The significance of population and per-capita income as they relate to website
deployment is persuasive and worth further study to measure the extent of this digital
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divide. One could propose that only those counties with sufficient tax revenue can afford
to develop and deploy higher level websites and thus reap the benefits associated with egovernment activities. Additionally, there could be some point when the population base
reaches a critical level and traditional brick and mortar operations cannot meet the everincreasing demands for service. Likewise, as the population base increases so does
county revenue. Population size may also play a role in the demand for web-based
service; as the population grows, so does the absolute number of residents ready willing
and able to embrace new web-based service.
The analysis of Georgia county websites is narrow in scope and may not be
generalizable to the rest of the counties in the U.S., though a close association to other
southeastern states is expected. A broader more comprehensive study would be needed to
corroborate the assertion that Per-Capita Income and population size are determinants of
higher website functionality. Additionally, there may be other as yet unidentified
variables that impact county website deployment.
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FINANCE AND AVIATION SAFETY: AN
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Abstract
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is a necessary and integral part of a
corporation’s overall strategy and obligation to society. However, the emphasis on profit
making often undermines that belief, negatively impacting the relationship between the
corporation and society. In the aviation industry this can mean putting safety and
financial stability at risk. The social responsibility of an organization starts with an
inherent obligation of the organization to conduct its business practices in a way that
demonstrates socially responsible conduct. Its generous philanthropic activities do not
justify socially irresponsible behavior at its core. CSR is a complex and comprehensive
concept that in order to advance needs new and innovative approaches to help define,
describe and measure CSR for specific industries and corporations. Numerous studies
have examined the significance of various factors as they pertain to airline safety. What
these studies have not addressed is the relationship between Corporate Social
Responsibility, aviation safety, and finance. This paper investigates that relationship and
proposes an Aviation Corporate Social Responsibility index (ACSR) based on four of
seventeen key variables. Results demonstrate significant differences in airline
performance, and accordingly, significant differences in the values of the ACSR index for
individual airlines. Financial data also reveal highly significant differences across
airlines, and as could be expected, not all safety data shows significant differences
between airlines.

Keywords
ACSR index, Airlines, Corporate Social Responsibility, Safety, Finance, Strategy

Introduction
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is a necessary and integral part of a
corporation’s overall strategy and obligation to society. However, the emphasis on profit
making often undermines that belief, negatively impacting the relationship between the
corporation and society. In the aviation industry this can mean putting safety and
financial stability at risk. The definitions, descriptions and measurement of CSR
compound the problem. This article is not going to delve into the multiple and conflicting
CSR definitions (See Carroll 1999) or to offer a new definition, but to propose an
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innovative way to assess the CSR of the airlines. The authors call it the Aviation
Corporate Social Responsibility Index (ACSR).
Most researchers define CSR as a philosophy that guides how the organization
conducts its internal operations recognizing that it is the best way to serve society, and
the best means of contributing to social causes through philanthropic activities (Starting
with Bowen, 1953). However, they often follow those definitions with descriptions and
examples that inevitably fall under philanthropic activities. (For example, see Phillips
2006). This distinction is important because it is contradictory for an organization to
donate millions of dollars to social causes while at the same time undermining the basic
principles of running its business ethically. For example, the Gates Foundation was
recently criticized for investing in oil plants in Ebocha, Nigeria that have caused an
epidemic of bronchitis, asthma and blurred vision, while at the same time giving millions
of dollars to help the victims of the same oil plants causing emitting the harmful
chemicals (Piller, 2007). Another example is how the airline industry seems to do a
commendable job at dealing with diversity issues but a questionable job at dealing with
labor issues (Godfrey, 2007 p. 95). Similarly, if an airline’s internal policies are such that
excessively overbooking passengers is common practice, this will result in an increase in
denied boardings, negatively and unfairly affecting passengers. While focusing on
revenue management (meeting economic responsibility), the airline is not being socially
responsible as this practice violates the implied social contract that it has with society,
and causes a negative effect on a working society that expects and depends on the flight
schedules of the airline.
Therefore, the social responsibility of an organization starts with an inherent
obligation of the organization to conduct its business practices in a way that demonstrates
socially responsible conduct. Its generous philanthropic activities do not justify socially
irresponsible behavior at its core. Analyzing the philanthropic contributions of an
organization alone does not provide a complete and accurate assessment of CSR. One
must also look at how that organization conducts its daily operations along with its
philanthropic activities. The problem is evident; CSR is a complex and comprehensive
concept that in order to advance needs new and innovative approaches to help define,
describe and measure CSR for specific industries and corporations. The ACRS index is a
step in the right direction.

Background: Perceptions and Realities
The belief that corporations have a social responsibility has a long tradition in the
United States. In the 18th century corporations were created for the sole purpose of
fulfilling a specific social need, such as building the Erie Canal (Wood & Logsdon, 2002,
p. 62). Today, there is no question that Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is
considered an integral part of a corporation’s overall strategy and obligation, including
the airline industry. It is difficult to imagine a company’s CEO openly claiming that his
or her organization is against the basic principles of CSR. That claim would threaten the
economic and social legitimacy of the airlines and it would violate its implied contract
with society (Katz, 2001). In recent years the belief that making a profit should be the
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primary purpose of the corporation, even at the detriment of social responsibility, has
gained ground and the legal decisions have helped legalize that belief by ruling on the
side of managerial discretion and stockholders (Windsor, 2001, p. 229). Milton
Friedman’s article (1970) “The Social Responsibility of Business is to Increase its
Profits” makes a seductive case against any involvement of philanthropic activities on the
part of organizations.
Numerous studies have examined the significance of various factors as they
pertain to airline safety. What these studies have not addressed is the relationship
between Corporate Social Responsibility, aviation safety, and finance. This paper
investigates that relationship and proposes an Aviation Corporate Social Responsibility
index (ACSR) based on four of seventeen key variables. This index focuses on the
internal operations of the organization and leaves out its philanthropic activities. The data
collected falls into three basic categories: Performance figures, financial figures, and
safety figures. Results demonstrate significant differences in airline performance, and
accordingly, significant differences in the values of the ACSR index for individual
airlines. Financial data also reveal highly significant differences across airlines, and as
could be expected, not all safety data shows significant differences between airlines.

Aviation Safety and Social Responsibility
Safety in the airline industry receives significant attention from government
regulators, industry leaders and the general public, and numerous studies have been
dedicated to the study of various factors as they pertain to airline safety. Barnett,
Abraham and Schimmel use a statistical analysis to assess the safety record of 58 airlines
prior to 1975 (1979). Although a downward trend in aviation related accident rates was
identified, they also discovered some of the difficulties in doing a comparative study of
this sort. Rose argued that the post-deregulation safety record of the airlines was better
than within a regulated industry (1992). These assertions were empirically supported by
the work of Foreman (1993) in which he used an autoregressive integrated moving
average technique to uphold his assertion that the increased competition following
deregulation had a positive impact on commercial airline safety. Another study by
Scheraga and Ornstein hypothesized that stock market forces may be a source of
motivation for airlines to provide safe service (1991). Their study did show that there
were significant stock price movements subsequent to accidents, but they felt that this
was not the most critical factor in the corporate motivation for the provision of safe
commercial air service. Dionne, Gagne, Gagnon and Vanasse found that financial
variables, explicitly the debt-equity ratio and the maintenance expenditures per departure
made by an airline, do have a statistically significant effect on the accident frequency
(1997). Previous studies and documentation have hypothesized various factors, variables
and determinants that can be used as indicators of an aircraft’s or an airline’s safety
posture (Vasigh and Helmsky, 2000, 2002). These studies did not assess the CSR of the
airlines. A significant amount of attention has been given to the relationship between
CSR and financial performance of corporations. This is a difficult field of research
because disagreements inevitably arise as to how to appropriately measure CSR and
financial performance (Carroll and Buchholtz 2006, Godfrey and Hatch 2007). No
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significant research pertaining to CSR and its relation to aviation safety and finance has
been conducted in the aviation industry.

Statistical Analysis
Every organization has a set of fundamental practices at its core that when
analyzed can help determine its commitment to social responsibly. To this end, some
organizations have developed standards to help organizations achieve high performance
without compromising its ethical behavior. These include the World Resources Institute
(WRI), AccountAbility, Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), International Standards
Organization (ISO 14000), and the United Nations (UN) (Godfrey and Hatch, p. 87
2007). These efforts are far-reaching, costly to implement and may not help the
individual manager in short term decision-making. The challenge for these researchers
was to come up with a set of fundamental practices or (variables) an airline conducts that
would provide an accurate assessment of the CSR of the organization. The following
financial related data is chosen because changes in the financial conditions facing the
airline industry have raised serious concerns about safety of the traveling public. The
pressure to perform while cutting costs has implications on the airlines basic business
functions. Financial deterioration of airlines have the potential for creating an
environment that forces airline companies to cut costs and to engage in risky operations
that puts the level of service and safety at risk. Hence, continued improvement in liquid
assets such as cash, total assets and reduction in financial liabilities would help the
company to improve its core corporate responsibilities and stay solvent. As airlines
generate more liquidity, their balance sheets tend to show strong cash balances.
Moreover, a healthy cash flow provides airlines with an internal source of capital
funding, resulting in reduced borrowing. This financial cushion reduces the airline’s
vulnerability to insolvency. When an airline files for bankruptcy, it may impose some
inconveniences to passengers by reducing flight frequencies, increasing layovers and
reducing cabin services. It could also cause more crowding on flights due to schedule
changes that pull capacity back further. ACSR may be the first casualty of an airline
bankruptcy filing but some may argue, for some airlines, entering a bankruptcy
proceeding can be a turning point in the way they treat customers and other stakeholders.
A casual look at the financially troubled airlines' customer service we may see despite the
salaries are being cut and worker morale is hitting bottom, an airline that is reorganizing
is often able to meet their responsibilities. In order to capture the effect the above
variables we have considered the following variables for our study. Four of those became
the components of the ACSR (delayed arrivals, denied boardings, mishandled baggage,
and total complaints):
•
•
•
•

Cash: this balance sheet item is the quarter-end cash value.
Total Assets: this balance sheet item is the quarter-end book value of all assets.
Total Current and non-Current Liabilities (TL): this value is the complete quarterend book value of both current and non-current liabilities.
Total Operating Revenue (TOR): this income statement item reflects all revenues
collected at quarter-end, set to a common domestic currency.
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•
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Total Operating Expenses (TOE): this item refers to all expenses incurred during
the stated quarter.
Total operating profit, (TOP)
Total number of flight operations, (FOP)
Scheduled revenue passenger-miles (RPMs): this is the number of scheduled
revenue passenger-miles, calculated as the number of scheduled revenue-paying
passengers (not employees flying for free or “buddy-pass” holders flying at cost)
multiplied by the distance those passengers were flown.
Scheduled available seat-miles (ASMs): this is the sum of all available seat-miles,
calculated as total number of seats available for sale (including those purchased)
multiplied by the distance of the flight.
Near mid-air collisions (NMA): this figure represents occurrences when at least
one aircraft from the airline broke federal safety standards for proximity in
passing another aircraft.
Incidents (INC): the FAA classifies incidents as events that do not meet the
aircraft damage or person injury thresholds contained in the NTSB definition of
an accident.
Non-fatal accidents (NFA): these occurrences are classified by the NTSB as an
accident, but do not involve any fatalities.
Fatal accidents: these occurrences are classified by the NTSB as accidents and
include at least one fatality.
Delayed Arrivals: flights are FAA defined as delayed when arriving sixteen or
more minutes after the published arrival time; this is a percentage.
Denied Boardings: when flights are overbooked, some passengers may be
involuntarily denied boarding; this is denied boardings per 10,000 passengers.
Mishandled Baggage: any baggage which is delivered late, damaged, lost, or
destroyed may be considered mishandled: this is mishandled baggage per 10,000
passengers.
Total Complaints: this variable refers to complaints filed with the Department of
Transportation; this is total complaints per 10,000 passengers.

Aviation Corporate Social Responsibility Index (ACSR)
The ACSR index analyzes four basic business functions of the airlines (delayed
arrivals, denied boardings, mishandled baggage, and total complaints). ACRS does not
attempt to measure an airline’s philanthropic contributions. In the absence of welldefined standards to measure ACSR and availability of data, the authors utilized these
performance indexes as a proxy. The Aviation Corporate Social Responsibility index was
calculated as an inverse of the weighted average of the following:
o
o
o
o

Delayed arrivals=(1-On-Time Performance)
Denied boardings per 10,000 passengers
Mishandled baggage per 10,000 passengers
Total complaints per 10,000 passengers
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The data may be broken into three basic groups: Corporate Social
Responsibility/Performance figures, financial figures, and safety figures.
Airlines have to report to the Department of Transportation their traffic and
financial data. For this study we use “Air Carrier Financial Statistics Quarterly” and “Air
Carrier Traffic Statistics Monthly” which include the financial statements and various
traffic statistics of all major, national, large and medium regional airlines, which report to
the US-Department of Transportation pursuant to CFR Part 141.
The commercial airline safety data is retrieved from the National Transportation
Safety Board (NTSB) Accident and Incident Data System. The information is collected
during an NTSB investigation of an accident or incident involving civil aircraft. The
NTSB database is the official source of accidents and their causal factors though the
FAA's Accident and Incident Data System (AIDS). The financial data from Form41,
NTSB and FAA databases is collected over the period of 1985-2005.
All financial data used was removed from the Form 41 database, maintained by
BACK Aviation. All performance data used was published in the Air Travel Consumer
Report, published by the Department of Transportation. Safety data was taken from the
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB). In order to examine the relationship
between corporate social responsibility, aviation safety and finance, the authors begin
with the examination of the descriptive statistics for each series. In this section, we utilize
the t-test, F-test, regression analysis, Granger causality tests to analyze and investigate
any correlation, causality among safety, corporate social responsibility and airline
financial performance. The summary statistics of airline operational performance,
financial activities and safety are shown in Tables 1-4.
As can be seen in Table 1, there were significant differences in airline
performance, and accordingly, significant differences in the values of the ACSR index for
individual airlines. Shown are quarterly means of performance data from January 1,
1996 through December 31, 2003.
Table1:

Airline
American Airlines
Alaska Airlines
Continental Airlines
Delta Air Lines
Northwest Airlines
Southwest Airlines
United Airlines
US Airways
F Statistics

ACSR
Index
6.64
4.28
6.44
5.38
6.97
16.52
5.35
4.35
6.51

Performance Data Means (Quarterly 1996-2003)
Denied
Mishandled
Delayed Arrivals
Boarding’s
Baggage
2.34
5.55
1.42
2.84
16.06
1.30
2.13
7.22
1.25
2.33
10.90
1.31
2.28
4.60
1.57
2.03
1.73
1.28
2.59
7.42
1.94
2.28
5.89
1.34
6.27
17.36
6.94

Total Complaints
5.75
3.15
4.93
4.06
5.89
1.00
6.72
4.73
9.17

The F-statistics from one-way ANOVA show the differences in means; as
confirmed by the ANOVA, all data show individual means at the .01 significance level.
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Users immediately note that Alaska Airlines easily shows the poorest
performance, with a quarterly mean CSR index of 4.28; this may be expected because
Alaska Airlines operates to and from Alaska, where weather often dictates delays (on
average, 28% of all of Alaska’s arrivals were delayed). However, what is most
interesting is that Alaska Airlines also shows the highest number of denied boardings;
there is no clear explanation why Alaska might deny more boardings, or why this figure
might be so much higher for Alaska airlines than the others. One could argue that
extensive delays cause more cancellations resulting in more denied boardings.
Not surprisingly, the results show that Southwest Airlines enjoyed the greatest
performance, with an average ACSR index more than twice that of its closest competitor,
US Airways. This reflects well on the index’s credibility, since Southwest is revered in
the industry as a leader, both in reliability and financial strength.
Financial data also shows highly significant differences across airlines. This is
evinced by the high f-statistics. Each airline reveals its individual capital structure and
some of its modus operandi in the financial data.
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Table 2:
Financial Data Means (Quarterly 1996-2003)

Airline
American Airlines
Alaska Airlines
Continental Airlines
Delta Air Lines
Northwest Airlines
Southwest Airlines
United Airlines
US Airways
F Statistics

Cash
85,409,621
141,353,259
1,055,653,036
1,017,968,429
34,334,714
-20,538,429
18,824,857
25,135,500
186.79

Total Assets
21,200,073,069
1,951,873,963
7,476,709,143
17,564,142,214
14,023,901,786
5,819,370,000
20,276,523,286
9,225,317,464
152.24

Total Current and
non-Current
Liabilities
11,961,218,069
1,200,696,519
5,725,660,000
12,606,946,393
8,128,261,750
2,042,575,071
15,245,261,179
8,057,245,214
105.34

Total Operating
Revenue
2,684,229,517
383,243,704
1,358,158,071
2,800,845,679
1,597,111,821
1,173,240,393
2,830,788,000
1,908,568,964
405.74

Total Operating
Expenses
2,708,098,621
366,863,111
1,339,594,393
2,608,078,036
1,499,262,071
1,015,792,500
2,842,643,964
1,911,212,179
386.98

Southwest Airlines on average shows negative cash due to its highly hedged
position. American and US Airways show, on average, greater operating expenses than
operating revenue indicating operating losses and even higher net losses.
Operational data, shown below, again shows extremely high f-statistics because of
the unique level of operations of each individual airline. More information may be
gleaned by considering production data.
Table 3:
Production Data Means (Quarterly 1996-2003)
Airline
Scheduled RPMs Scheduled ASMs
American Airlines
18,463,801,414
26,603,808,828
Alaska Airlines
2,610,884,148
3,862,759,148
Continental Airlines
9,119,285,286
12,631,319,821
Delta Air Lines
19,137,528,393
27,058,475,071
Northwest Airlines
10,307,425,536
14,475,005,321
Southwest Airlines
9,144,784,679
13,582,316,786
United Airlines
18,689,074,071
26,345,552,464
US Airways
9,140,321,464
13,153,000,857
F Statistics
571.87
846.30

Delta shows the highest levels of both revenue passenger-miles (RPMs) and
available seat-miles (ASMs). Smaller carriers, Continental, Southwest, and US Airways
all fell in approximately the same capacity ranges. Alaska Airlines had both the lowest
capacity and the lowest sales in the category.
As could be expected, not all safety data show significant differences between
airlines. Because of the extreme infrequency of fatal accidents, airlines show no
significant difference in fatal accidents (as seen in the table below). As well, the totals
for American and United were slightly skewed before averaging as their aircraft were
involved in the September 11 attacks.
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A significant difference is observed in non-fatal accidents. It is the highest level
of difference between airlines among all safety measures. According to this table,
American has the poorest performance, averaging 1.25 non-fatal accidents per quarter.
Southwest provided roughly half the same capacity and averaged only 0.18 non-fatal
accidents.
Significant differences also appear in mid-air and incident data at the .05 level.
Again, American shows particularly poor or “unsafe” behaviors in near mid-air
collisions. Compared to equal sized Delta, it averaged nearly twice as many near mid-air
collisions per quarter. Interestingly, American Airlines shows poor results in near mid-air
collisions, and non-fatal accidents.
Table 4:
Airline
Alaska Airlines
American Airlines
Continental Airlines
Delta Airlines
Northwest Airlines
Southwest Airlines
United Airlines
US Airways
F Statistic

Safety Data (Quarterly Average; 1996-2003)
Near Mid-Air
Incident Non-Fatal Accident
0.89
0.43
2.25
0.71
0.46
0.54
1.25
0.96
0.79
0.50
0.82
0.21
2.04
0.64
0.86
0.21
3.94
2.61

Critical F(alpha .05)=

0.21
1.25
0.54
1.14
0.43
0.18
1.00
0.32
5.09

Fatal Accidents
0.04
0.18
0.07
0.07
0.00
0.00
0.11
0.00
1.56

2.052

Still, the F values returned for all safety data were much lower than those returned
for the other data types. This may prove to be a difficulty for research, because the
relative infrequency of safety problems may be linked to insignificant returns (because
the incidents act more like statistical anomalies than predictable patterns).

Empirical Results
In this section, we present the empirical results. The methodology used in this
paper consists of a set of linear regressions based on ordinary least square (OLS) models
and followed by seemingly unrelated regression estimation (SURE) taken directly from
Zellner’s seemingly unrelated regression model (Zellner, 1962).
A C S R = F (T A , C A SH , F OP , A C C )

(1)

A C C = ϕ (TA , C A SH , F OP , A C S R )
T OP = g (T A , C A SH , F O P , A C S R )

The correlation coefficients existing between the residuals of these equations (1)
are tested and show a high correlation between them. We used the Chi-squared test and
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compared the log of likelihood functions of the equations estimated by OLS and SUR.
The results indicate that the estimated and functions using SUR show relatively better
result than OLS. Since error correlation across sets of equations presents a problem of
efficient estimates, we use the SUR estimating technique, which corrects for error
correlation across equations. The OLS estimator fails to take into account cross-equation
information that can be exploited to improve estimator efficiency. The technique
frequently used is Zellner's method since it was originally proposed for linear models by
Arnold Zellner. In many areas of business, relationships arise naturally that can be
modeled in terms of several seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) equations. The SUR
model consists of n simultaneous regression equations, each of which satisfies the
assumptions of the standard regression model. The unique feature of simultaneous
equations is the fact that the dependent variable in one equation may be an explanatory
variable in another. The problem then becomes that the dependent variable is now
stochastic and may be correlated with the disturbances in that equation. SUR considers
the following system of N equations:

⎡ ε1 ⎤
⎡ Y1 ⎤
⎡ α 1 ⎤ ⎡ X 1 0 0 L 0 ⎤ ⎡ β1 ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢Y ⎥
⎢α ⎥ ⎢ 0 X 0 L 0 ⎥ ⎢ β ⎥
2
⎢ ε2 ⎥
⎢ 2⎥
⎢ 2⎥ ⎢
⎥ ⎢ 2⎥
⎢ M ⎥ = ⎢ M ⎥ + ⎢ 0 0 X 3 L 0 ⎥ × ⎢ M ⎥ + ⎢M ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢L L L L L ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎢ε ⎥
⎢ Yn ⎥
⎢α n ⎥ ⎢ 0 0 0 L
⎥ ⎢ βn ⎥
X
⎢⎣ n ⎥⎦
n
⎣ ⎦
⎣ ⎦ ⎣
⎦ ⎣ ⎦
Or simply as
Yi = α i + βi X i + ε i

i = 1... n

Where:
Yi is a vector of sample values on the dependent variables
Xi is a matrix of sample values on the independent variables
bi is a vector of coefficients
ei is a vector representing the residuals of the equations
E (ε i ,t ) = 0
⎧ σ ij if
E (ε i ,t ε j , s ) = ⎨
⎩ 0 if

t = s⎫
⎬
t ≠ s⎭

The statistical advantage of this procedure is that it should yield unbiased estimates for
the coefficients. Table 5 presents the results of the regressions. We find that over the

period 1996-2003, the correlations between ACSR and the total asset are positive and
statistically significant as expected.
Table 5:
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Variable
Constant
TA
FOP
CASH
ACC

55
Aviation Corporate Social Responsibility regression parameters (OLS)
Coefficient
t-Statistic
21.32631
21.03
2.53E-09
0.30
-2.83E-04
-2.01
4.72E-10
1.85
- 0.323
2.30

R2: 0.13, Durbin-Watson stat 1.13, log likelihood -171.4

Variable
Constant
ACSR
TA
FOP
CASH

Table 6:
Airline safety regression parameters (OLS)
Coefficient
t-Statistic
-0.012
-2.01
0.0041
1.25
6.02
-1.01
-2.73E-05
-1.01
1.39-09
1.25

R2: 0.314, Durbin-Watson stat 1.72, log likelihood -254

Table 7:

Variable
Constant
ACSR
TA
FOP
CASH

Airline profitability regression parameters (OLS)
Coefficient
t-Statistic
-1.25E+08
-2.01
2933027
1.75
-0.048603
-9.01
3746.889
-1.01
0.026628
1.55

R2: 0.54, Durbin-Watson stat 2.31, log likelihood -3981

The results of are OLS are not satisfactory. Using the seemingly Unrelated Regression
model, this paper finds evidence of a negative relationship between the level of aviation
safety and CSR (Table 8).
Table 8:
Seemingly unrelated regression parameters
Dependent variables
ACSR
ACC
Independent variable
Constant
19.21c
3.54
ACSR
------1.11c
ACC
-0.49b
------

TOP
-2.11E+10a
5865453 b
-1.7E+04
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TA
CASH
FOP
Number of observations

2.14E-05c
1.03E-04 b
-1.32E-05a
197

-2.90E-10
-1.20E-05
5.32E-05a
197

0.05 b
0.87 c
22406 b
197

R2: 0.54, Durbin-Watson stat 1.68
a. Significance level 0.05
b. Significance level 0.01
c. Significance level 0.001

Table 8 indicates that there is a significant negative correlation between ACSR
and accidents as one would expect. The higher the accident rates the lower ACSR. There
is also a negative correlation between ACSR and FOP. The implication here is that the
larger airlines would find it more difficult to maintain a high level of CSR. The above
table also reveals that, there is a significant positive correlation between Total assets and
ACSR. Perhaps this is indicates that the stronger the airline is financially, the less
pressure there is to bend the rules. Results also indicate a positive correlation between
CASH and ACSR. The results also provide some support for improving liquidity in the
form of cash, to wit, a negative relationship between accidents and cash. Regarding total
operating profit (TOP), airline profitability has a significant positive relationship with
ACSR but a negative relationship with ACC.

Conclusion
This paper investigates the relationship between corporate social responsibility,
aviation safety and finance, and proposes an innovative Aviation Corporate Social
Responsibility index (ACSR). The reason for this new approach is that evaluating the
social responsibility of an organization has everything to do with how an organization
conducts it basic business practices and not just how much money it gives to social
causes (philanthropy). The ACSR index along with the other findings should help airline
managers assess some of their fundamental business practices and help them formulate an
improved social responsibility strategy. This includes helping them decide which
business practices need to be improved, or which practices to emphasize if choices have
to be made in order to continually improve its responsibility to society.
Results of this study demonstrate significant differences in airline performance,
and accordingly, significant differences in the values of the ACSR index for individual
airlines. Table one shows that Southwest Airlines had by far the highest quarterly mean
ACSR index (16.52) out of eight airlines studied. Next was Northwest Airlines (6.97),
and third was American Airlines (6.64). Alaska airlines had the worst ACSR (4.28). This
indicates that the ACSR index has the potential to develop into a predictive instrument to
help managers and make decisions to help advance the overall strategy of the
organization. Variables that were not a part of the ACSR index also provide important
information about the relative performance of the airlines. Financial data shows highly
significant differences across airlines and it helps explain why Southwest’s hedging
strategy has helped it remain highly competitive (Table 2). Production data (Table 3)
demonstrates the advantage the large airlines have over the smaller carriers with regards
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to RPMs and ASMs. Due to the extreme infrequency of fatal accidents, airlines show no
significant difference in fatal accidents, but one can see the effects of 9-11 on American
and United Airlines (Table 4). Results show a significant difference in non-fatal accidents
with American showing the worst performance, averaging 1.25 per quarter. Southwest a
much smaller airline performed the best at 0.18 non-fatal accidents per quarter. One of
the limitations of this study was the lack of available information on more in order to
include them in the ACSR index. More studies are needed that focus on areas that can
help managers improve the CSR of the organization by improving its daily operations,
and more specific measures are need to be developed in order to further and clarify the
CSR concept.
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INTEGRATED IMPACTS OF MODEL BASED
SIMULATION (MBS) AND QUALITY FUNCTION
DEPLOYMENT (QFD) METHODOLOGIES IN
IMPROVING AUTO INDUSTRY PERFORMANCES
–A CASE STUDY APPROACH
Md.Nurul Amin, Walden University
Ruth Maurer, Walden University

Abstract
This research paper examines how the integrated effect of model based simulation
(MBS) and quality function deployment (QFD) can improve automotive industries
performances in quality, products and services. Engineering design encompasses a wide
range of activities whose goal is to determine all attributes of a product and its support
structures before they are manufactured. Quality of engineering design of products and
their support structures affects the development of products, project commissioning
times, cost, and overall competitiveness of a manufacturing company. In recent years,
many manufacturing companies have developed innovative products and executed them
as part of a complete process may employ partly the quality function deployment (QFD).
Nevertheless, this QFD methodology does not have an explicit mechanism to include
environmental impact assessment in the course of product development and in the
implementation of a project.
The effectiveness of QFD methodology depends on the quality and fidelity of the
information that its team members can provide. This paper shows how advanced
structural design tools can be used in a multidisciplinary team setting to improve
structural information generation and communications to meet structural design
requirements. MBS and QFD are assumed to act as defensive mechanisms to safeguard
the company’s profitability and sustainable growth. Research in engineering design can
contribute to the industrial infrastructure of the manufacturing companies by reducing the
ad-hoc methods in design practice and by fostering and developing creativity. This
research investigates and demonstrates how high-fidelity computational tools can
generate and communicate structural information early in a design process to foster team
learning, creativity, and innovation to improve the quality of early design decisions.
A few commercially available software products can perform non-linear analysis.
However, there is consensus among researchers that many of the uncertainties are not
taken care of entirely in the commercial software. Model based simulation is a new
engineering methodology with the understanding of the general-purpose commercial
software for linear analysis and to verify the result for the dynamic load for non-linear
analysis. Still, it is only through formulating a physical model of the prototype structure
that professional engineers can ensure safety of the project, public and the environment.
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MBS- model based simulation, QFD-quality function deployment, FEA- finite element
modeling

Introduction and Problem Description
Model-based simulation (MBS) is a research initiative by the engineering
directorate of the National Science Foundation (NSF, 2000, Publication No. 0026) to
encourage integration of computational sciences, modeling and information technologies
for simulating and visualizing the behavior of complex engineering and natural systems
in structures. While the approach is used in the automotive industry the primary
limitations to a broader use of MBS arise from non-linearity characterized by abrupt
discontinuity in the problem formulation, including such phenomena as failure of
connections, large scale deformation of plates and structual members. Most of the
underlying simulation codes perform purely sequential calculations. Therefore, for nonbuilding structures used in automotive industry requires the services of structural
engineers with the advanced knowledge of structural analyses using finite element
methods. Moreover, uncertainty in the environment, material, construction and the
loadings adds to more complexity. NSF considers MBS as valuable as theory and
experimentation for scientific discovery and technological innovation in that it provides a
framework for combining the theory and experimentation with advanced computation.
MBS allows engineering researchers and professionals to acquire an understanding of the
engineered systems, make informed decisions on the design, construction and
performance systems and enable technological innovation. Combining with other
uncertainty the MBS can replace existing problems of the trial and error engineering
approach to a systematic practical engineering methodology (NSF, 1995). NSF’s
recommendation was an excellent procedure for engineers but its work alone without
integration of quality function deployment (QFD) methodology is questionable. The
integration of these two methodologies is not explored yet. In addition, advanced
engineering requires input data for performing structural analyses for products and their
supports in auto industries. This information can be obtained from the experienced
multidisciplinary team of QFD.
There is no explicit mechanism for structural engineers to perform the advanced
structural analysis and verify the non-building structures that support the products and
other processes equipment that they can work. Therefore, the engineers in MBS are
mostly structural engineers and mechanical engineers who can perform the analysis using
finite element analysis (FEA) and simulation techniques with the information back and
forth from the QFD team. What NSF proposed (NSF, 2000) was to have a new
engineering methodology in the name of MBS to perform the advanced structural
analyses and simulations. In QFD methodology, there are multifunctional members
experienced in the sales, marketing, human resources, information technology, customers
and venders, engineers for product development. Govers (2001, p.151) stated “QFD is a
method of continuous product improvement, emphasizing the impact of organizational
learning and innovation.
This integration of MBS and QFD methodologies is researchable, original and
will be contributory to the existing body of knowledge. The MBS methodological tool
coupled with QFD methodology effectively can communicate information to make fact61
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based design decisions. The effective design tool development and use requires an
understanding of the complete design process and the important information needs within
the process. The research study of MBS and QFD at the manufacturing organizations
level will be more efficient than that at a purely academic institution. Because doing
some analyses that does not conform to standard practices defined by the codes of
practices in engineering as ambiguously defined by the industry runs the real risk and a
loss of credibility that is something no automotive manufacturing organization can afford.
There are various problems in automotive paint finishing systems that are
hindering the growth of many manufacturing companies in the automotive industries. The
research problem is current engineering management practices without the integration of
model-based simulation (MBS) and quality function deployment (QFD) result in a
decline of manufacturing companies’ productivity and competitiveness in automotive
industry. Research into the interaction and integration of technical and organizational
tools to improve the process is rarely found in the literature. Successful product
development calls for understanding and characterizing the interactions between the two
aspects of design and for development of strategies for articulating them. Chen (2002,
p.23) also stated organizations are compelled to incorporate all efforts to improve
products and services to make profit and enhance their competitiveness.
There are consensuses among researchers about the needs of each system in
engineering practices to minimize the problems of failure, delays in production and to
compete in global competitiveness in businesses. Therefore, the engineering directorate
of the National Science Foundation (NSF, 2000, publication No.-0026) announced in
2000, a research initiative on model-based simulation (MBS). The primary objective of
this initiative was to promote an integration of computational sciences, modeling and
information technologies for simulating and visualizing the behavior of complex
engineering systems.
There are a number of conceivable explanations for the inappropriateness between
what is known to be effective and efficient approaches and the current engineering
management practices without the integration of model-based simulation (MBS) and
quality function deployment (QFD) methodologies. These include lack of advanced
engineering knowledge and practice, failure to adequately propagate new knowledge into
engineering, or the idea that engineers selectively choose from among alternatives based
on their understanding and evaluation what might work by over design or under design,
the level of effort involved, or what the system of the organization dictates.
Quality function deployment is a methodology that has been used for managing
the development of new manufactured products. In this methodology, the customer
needs are translated into design parameters. Such design parameters should be set with
specific target values that require use of model-based simulation (MBS) and
environmentally conscious design throughout the design and development cycle to ensure
customer satisfaction with the total product. Although these are important factors for
successful engineering management, unfortunately they are, however, not implemented
jointly in any non-building structures because of complexity and non-linearity. Therefore,
some engineers over design structures without paying attention to actual behavior of the
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structure. These results in (a) non homogenous stress distributions and some times
damage to equipment and hindering productivity, (b) uncertainty in behavior of the whole
process, (c) repair costs erodes companies profit, credibility and loose sustainable growth,
and (d) structures become unsafe, might cause severe environmental problems to prevent
leakage from hazardous liquids from spilling, and so on.
In this research, two projects of the paint finishing system (PFS) are studied one
without MBS and QFD and one with the integration of MBS and QFD in a case study
company. MBS is performed in the case study company’s shop to collect the data.
Complex engineering systems such as PFS can be studied by case study.
The new approach of integration of MBS and QFD for non-building
environmentally conscious structures in automotive paint finishing system can provide
the following significant results in optimizing product, avoiding design flaws, reducing
uncertainty. MBS will enhance testing the part of the prototype structure as a model in
the company shop floor for (a) quality of fabrication, (b) meet design criteria by checking
serviceability requirement, (c) on a small scale by simulating the field conditions, and (d)
modular structural design. MBS and QFD will fulfill EPA regulatory requirements for
recycle, reuse by studying the life cycle cost analysis. Organizational competitiveness to
business with innovative design will be sustainable and can improve global
competitiveness, and will have a positive social change by creating more jobs, enhancing
the economy and preventing outsourcing the job.

Literature Review
Model-based simulation (MBS) is a research initiative by the engineering
directorate of the National Science Foundation (NSF, 2000). The objective was to
encourage integration of computational sciences, modeling and information technologies
for simulating and visualizing the behavior of complex engineering and natural systems
in structures, solid mechanics, materials engineering and so on. By combining other
uncertainty in the material and geometry of the structure, the MBS can solve existing
problems of the trial and error engineering approach to a systematic practical engineering
methodology. NSF’s (2000) recommendation was an excellent procedure for engineers
because current engineering management practices without the integration of modelbased simulation (MBS) and quality function deployment (QFD) result in a decline of
manufacturing companies’ productivity and competitiveness in automotive industry. This
research will explore the efficiency in terms of cost effectiveness of integration of MBS
engineering methodology and QFD methodology.
Taylor (2000) performed dissertation research at Purdue University on aerospace
structural design process improvement that demonstrated how advanced structural design
tools could be used in a multidisciplinary team setting to improve structural information
generation and communication through evolution of structural detail. Taylor used finite
element based structural design tools with structural information to the same level as
other computationally supported methods. Because of complexity of design, Taylor
validated his approach by conducting experiments on the wing of an aircraft.
Guyader and Iwan’s (2004) research study for non-linear analysis justified the use
of this analysis for uncertain loads in paint finishing system (PFS). The article made an
original contribution in changing the current non-linear CSM to a new graphical solution
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procedure to incorporate ductility of material that will exhibit actual behavior at low and
high ductility. The theoretical framework for the study was appropriate.
Siveaslevan (2003, p.4) performed a dissertation research at the University of
New York at Buffalo to study the non-linear analyses of structural response to hazard
loads. The author demonstrated that such analyses should include; (a) the significant
material and geometric non-linearity’s, (b) various phenomenological models of
structural components, and (c) the energy and momentum transfer to different parts of the
structure when structural components fracture. Siveaslevan’s research method was
appropriate for analyzing structural behaviors for hazard loads. The hazard loads are also
uncertain loads so MBS engineering methodology can be used for non-building structures
using the concept of Siveaslevan’s research approach. After the fracture in the structure,
the structural and material behaviors become non-linear. This type of non-linear analysis
is possible only through the widespread use of MBS.
Ferrel and Ferrel (1994, p. 384) stated QFD is a structured and disciplined
process that provides a means to identify and carry the voice of the customer through
each stage of product development and production. The authors reiterated that the crossfunctional teams had to identify and resolve issues for products and services to satisfy the
customer needs by using QFD. Ferrel and Ferrel’s view is supported by Lockamy and
Khurana (1995, p. 73) who stated that the Japanese view QFD as a philosophy that
ensures high product quality in the design stage.
Sevki (2003, p.977) stated that a QFD team is a cross-functional team set up to
improve the operation of a specific process to meet customer needs. Sevki’s research
provided reassurances that this method is useful to identify critical customer attributes
and to create a specific link between customer attributes and design parameters. The
design parameters can be used by the advanced engineering analysis team i., e. MBS
team to explore the effects of integration. If the effects of integration provide positive
results in terms of productivity and customer satisfaction, one can propose the integration
of both of these methodologies as an effective and efficient team for association.
Studies performed by Clark and Fujimoto (1991, p.78) showed that the time taken
in product development by the U.S. automakers are about 50% more than the Japanese
automakers. For instance, during the stages of product development for advanced
engineering, product engineering and process engineering, the time consumed by the U.S.
and the Japanese automotive industries was about 50 months and 36 months respectively.
The total time required from concept generation to pilot run was about 62 months in the
U.S. industries compared to 43 months in the Japanese industries.
Similar studies is also conducted by the survey performed by Standard and Poor (S &
P) Industry (2002) on auto & auto parts. There is no integrated effort by the U.S.
automakers to reduce the time to market by providing world-class quality products.
Implementing only one or two changes or techniques to experience dramatic
improvements in quality of products, design of structures, making profit by reducing cost,
avoiding rework, re-engineering and time schedule performances can neither be effective
nor be efficient. Trial-and-error engineering approaches must be stopped in product
development (NSF, 95). Multidisciplinary teamwork containing the expertise of creative
and loyal employees is mandatory in the automotive industry for assembling an
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innovative product (Kanyamibwa, 97 p.160). Moreover, a plausible reason exists among
the researchers (Kanyamibwa, 1997, p.162, Nandakumar, Datar,& Akella, 1993. p. 2)
that manufacturing related costs can be reduced by conformance to quality, improved
engineering design for quality, incorporation of QFD methodology to select product
quality characteristics. By evaluating the researches of several researchers,
(Kanyamibwa, 1997, p.164, Nandakumar, Datar, & Akella, 1993. p. 6, Cristiano, 1998, p.
219) it is inducted that it is possible to establish a causal relationship between MBS
methodology and QFD methodology in this research. This will ensure all of the
constituents of the automobiles are in accord with each other. The final product will be of
world-class quality and will be capable of surpassing its competitors.
. Based on the studies and recommendation from the engineering directorate of the
NSF, (1995, 1999, 2000, 2002, publication-0026) products development by the
manufacturing organizations require prototype simulation to ensure products
serviceability and strength because of their complex non-linearity in materials and
constructions. This type of study has academic value only if not applied through research
study by prototype simulations using advanced engineering methodologies and
appropriate codes of practice. Based on the dissertation research studies of Cristiano,
(1998, p.218) one can assert that practical engineering related research should integrate
advanced engineering and QFD methodology to defeat the competitors and to stay in
business. Cristiano concluded in his dissertation research (1998, p. 219) that the “QFD
tools and techniques were not sufficient factors in determining the success of QFD.” The
author recommended to include value function and advanced engineering to increase
productivity in the U.S. auto industry.
According to Bossong (2002) a survey published by the Standard and Poor (S &P)
Industry, the U.S. automobile is experiencing intense competition from the Japanese and
Korean automakers. The author reiterated that the U.S. automakers are declining in the
market shares and this is eroding the economy. Moreover, the perception of lower quality
associated with the U.S. cars is truly hampering sales. Secondly, new high fuel mileage
requirement is a burden on the U.S. automakers, since they are already behind in
efficiency. The survey of S & P added that finally, the big three lag the competition for
diesel engines in Europe, where the demand for diesel engine is rising. Bossong stated
that during the 2001, GM’s market share was 28.4%; unchanged for the same period in
2000. Ford’s market share fell from 24% to 23%. Similarly, Daimler Chrysler’s (DC)
share dropped from 14.6% to 13.3% in 2001. Therefore, the big three’s combined market
share stood at 64.7% for the first eleven months down from the 67.2% at the same time in
2000.
Overall, the foreign automakers enjoyed a 6.7% increase in the combined market
value (Bossong, 2001). The perception of lower quality associated with the U.S. vehicle,
can be further perceived by frequent recalls by the U.S. automakers. Similarly, this safety
issue is hindering the progress of the Ford motor company. On the other hand, this
incident enhanced the perceived higher quality for the Japanese and other foreign cars.
Clearly, the Japanese have the upper hand in the automotive industry in terms of quality,
research and development, fuel consumption and better process. Recalls and the safety
issues are less prevalent in the Japanese and other foreign automakers. Their products are
perceived to be superior in quality; vehicle fuel consumption is better; the processes are
efficient in making durable products. These issues are essential for the survival of auto
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industries. This report depicts the lack of conformance to quality in the U.S automaker.
These discussions provide that there is a research gap to study the effects of integration of
MBS and QFD methodologies.

Methodology
Stephen (2004, p. 1) stated engineering design involves the incorporation and
assimilation of large amounts of both qualitative and quantitative information in various
forms. Engineering design covers a wide range of activities whose goal is to determine all
attributes of the product before it is manufactured. Good engineering design consists of
three major interlinked activities; (a) the generation and identification of design concepts,
(b) the refinement of the chosen concepts, and (c) the development of a concept into a
realizable product that meets the specifications. Engineering design demands that
designers generate a broad set of feasible options and make an intelligent selection from
the set. NSF (1995, p.1) sponsored a workshop hosted by the Arizona State University
to develop a strategic plan for strengthening engineering design through research. The
workshop participants generally agreed that “the overall quality of engineering design in
the U.S. is improving though still below that of competing nations.

Problem Solving Mechanisms of MBS and QFD
MBS and QFD are two methodologies can work together to solve non-building
structural engineering problems for support structures and other products. The problem
solving techniques included the features as depicted in Figure 1.
Defense Mechanism
MBS
Methodology
(Engineering)
QFD methodology
(Customer)

Problem Solving
1. Project Feasibility
2. Modeling of structures
3. Meeting project
requirements
4. Solve construction and
field problems
5. Solve project
commissioning problems

Successful
PFS Project

Figure 1. Depicts a Simplified MBS and QFD Model for Problem Solving
The structural layout of a complete paint finishing system (PFS) project is
studied for conceptual level structural level design tools in a structured design process by
MBS team. The QFD process defines the problem by translating requirements to metrics.
The model of various process supports are identified. The models are synthesized by first
conceptualizing using the scientific brainstorming approach and then evaluating against
the metrics or choices to fit the project requirement. Each of procedures took place during
the earliest phases of structural design with the full participation of multidisciplinary
design team to share information. In this project, the MBS and QFD teams were formed.
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The MBS design team proposed a set of structural requirements that drove their
process. Some of these requirements flow down from top-level customer needs. Some of
the typical structural requirements are as follows:
1. Must meet tolerance requirements for proper functioning of equipment,
2. Must be light weight to reduces cost and to reduce load to trusses,
3. Must be structurally stable, safe, stiff, and durable,
4. Must be manufactured in modular form with shipping restrictions for mass
production, and
5. Accessible for maintenance.
Many of the requirements are not directly measurable ( items #4 and #5) and
therefore not useful for driving design evolution in an engineering sense. QFD provided
the means to present these requirements to a multidisciplinary dsesign team to establish
metrices and specifications (target values) and understand interrelationships between
requirements.
Research Questions:
1.

How can structural engineers in the automotive industry adopt modelbased simulation (MBS) and quality function deployment (QFD) for
protecting auto industry from declining in productivity?

2.

What are the relationships between model-based simulation (MBS) and
quality function deployment (QFD)?

3.

How the integration of MBS and QFD improve overall performances by
making the industry more productive and innovative to compete in global
market?

4.

What uncertainties in analyses, design, and environmental impact that
affects the U.S. automotive industry from lagging behind from the
Japanese and some European automakers be included in MBS to reduce
time to market and to avoid rework?

In this research, the following two hypotheses testing will be conducted.
1.
Null hypothesis H01: No reduction in design and construction time, no change in
quality, no change in repair costs and no change in customer satisfaction, productivity
and company performances.
2.
Alternate hypothesis Ha1: Significant changes in design and construction time,
quality, repair costs, customer satisfaction, productivity and performances.

Model -Based Simulation (MBS) Using Finite Element Modeling (FEM)
Numerical analysis and simulation of problems in structural mechanics has led to
major advances in the field of engineering. Modern numerical methods such as finite
element analysis (FEA) in combination with prototype testing and theoretical methods
are enabling manufacturing companies to design efficiently. This advanced engineering
coupled with simulation to verify the design parameter for serviceability and strength in
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automotive paint finishing system helps to eliminate all types of uncertainty in loading
and materials. Studies conducted by Peter and Chris (2003, p.17) on Model-Based
Simulation (MBS) in the automotive industry helped to support on-board diagnosis,
design for performing diagnosis failure modes and effects of analysis. The authors stated
that the automotive industry was the first to promote the development of applications of
MBS on a broad scale. MBS engineering methodology is an integrated set of
computational and information technologies for predicting the behavior of complex and
natural systems.

Data Collection
The data in the specified areas are collected for a period of more than three
months. Since the general approach to collect data affects decision about both
measurement and sampling, the approach to be taken is determined early (Singleton and
Straits, 1999, p.71) in design phase. The collected data are transferred to structural
engineer for analyses. The team members validated the data by witnessing the procedures
and the measurement. In this case study, MBS is performed for a conveyor project used
in PFS. The structural modules are tested for deflection, stresses and quality of welding
of joints. One of the methods of conducting the MBS for structures suspended from
building trusses is Pull Test in approved ways to fulfill the requirement of codes.
Even after corrective measures were taken, the quality of the welding did no
improve. Poor quality is observed in the report of the independent testing agency. Based
on the requirement of AWS D1.1, the company has rejected 44 % of the fabricated
handrails as defective. As a result, this data analysis rejects the null hypothesis. In fact,
welding defects affects the project performance significantly.
Testing Methods
The testing method is specifically made for applying the required forces to see
measure the deflections at various points on the handrail attached to the structural
modules. Figure 2 depicts the typical handrail module with loads. Each hand rail module
has 12 points selected for application of horizontal loads decided by the team member to
represent all practical cases of loads that a hand rail can experience in its service life. A
field engineer witnessed and recorded the data after each application. The data includes,
(a) horizontal deflection, (b) actually applied loads, and (c) visual inspection on the welds
at joints and attachment to the structural modules. The period of data collection was 3
three months. Figure 3 represents the set up requirements for the MBS. The strains at
different locations are presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 2. Handrail Module with Selected Critical Points by Team for Pull Tests
Instruments:
1.
Finite element analysis software VA5.1 (2004),
2.
Precision P3 stress and strain gages (Vishay Micro Measurements),
3.
Tensiometer to show the pull loads,
4.
Calibrated wrench as specified by the American Institute of steel
Construction, (AISC) for bolt tightening test,
5.
Calipers to determine the sizes, and defects of various welds,
6.
Magnifying glasses for visual inspections,
7.
Magnetic imaging equipment to determine the soundness of weld,
8.
Magnetic tape, scale and digital camera, scissor lifts,
9.
Visual aids to uncover defects by removing paints or obstructions, and
10.
Factory and field devices and equipment to conduct the tests.
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P
2000mm
P1

Recorder
1 ¼ in handrails and post
P
1100mm
(b)

Tensiometer

(a)
Structural Module Frame
Figure 3. (a) A typical handrail attached to Module, (b) Section of handrail with
Instrument. ( P=220 lb, P1=170 lb).
Results
We have installed the strain gage 24 hours before the actual test as recommended
by the gage manufacturer Vishay Company. All of the strain gages are placed properly at
four critical locations at different parts of the structure. They were glued by special glue
supplied by the Vishay Company. During application of horizontal loads, deflections are
measured and the strains are recorded automatically. The results of the Model Based
Simulation are shown in Table 1. The measured deflections on the top and middle
handrails are same as the calculated deflections obtained by finite element modeling. It is
noticed from the Table 1 that the maximum strain occurred on the attachment of the
handrails at the attachment to structural module. Vishay P3 strain gage recorder records
the strains.
It is seen that when the top handrail is cut at the middle between point 1 and 2 on
handrail modules to simulate the conditions that these two handrail pipes are not
connected (assuming defective welds). The maximum strain recorded is 584 in/in. The
corresponding tensile stress on the weld is about 17,520 psi, as depicted in table 1,
position no. 17 and channel no1 (Ch1). This measured strength of fillet weld (one type of
structural welds, others are Groove, and Butt welds) exceeded the allowable strength
(24,000 psi). Therefore, this MBS methodology on handrails have validated the field test
and confirmed the horizontal deflection measured in the field condition when the handrail
is connected and suspended from the building trusses. If QFD could be integrated with
the MBS methodologies for all stages of the project, these problems of welding defects
and wrong information from clients could be avoided. All of the consequences of delays,
repair and reengineering could be avoided. Therefore, this provides answers to the
research questions as follows.
1. MBS methodology can be performed for non-building structural models
suspended from the building trusses in the shop floor to conduct the tests.
2. The handrails attached to the structural modules can be tested for structural
integrity according to Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) regulations and codes of practices (ASCE, IBC, and UBC).
3. Some welding defects affected the overall quality of the project, and
4. MBS and QFD methodologies can be integrated.
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Table 1.
MBS at Eisenmann Shop Data Recording on Vishay Model P3 Strain Gage Indicator
Recorder.

Depict Results of Recorded Strain Test from MBS
Channel #1: Check Point #14

Horizontal, perpendicular to rail, reading strain on welding between
vertical jamb and base
Horizontal, longitudinal to center rail, reading strain on
welding at rail members crossing
Horizontal, longitudinal to top rail, reading strain on welding
at rail members crossing
Horizontal, perpendicular to rail, reading strain on welding
between vertical jamb and base

Channel #2: Check Point #6
Channel #3: Check Point #4
Channel #4: Check Point #11

P3
Record
Number

Recorded Values
Units are µε [micro strain]

Time

Negative values indicate compression
CH1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

10:01:42
10:11:23
10:22:13
10:25:38
10:30:10
10:34:23
10:37:48
10:39:45
10:45:08
10:48:28
10:50:33
10:53:24
10:55:57
11:07:57
11:13:51
11:23:43
11:27:01

Units are PSI

3
0
17
5
7
-5
15
4
13
-24
29
-154
-2
-160
-209
-263
-584

CH2

CH3

-8
-2
-13
-2
-9
-16
30
-36
10
32
-47
-4
-24
-8
-19
-27
-148

CH4

-30
-6
-13
6
61
23
-18
9
-10
-31
-12
-29
-12
-29
-28
-30
-30

CH1

-59
-31
-47
-29
-35
-15
-20
-6
-3
-6
-3
-5
-1
-6
-4
-4
-2

CH2

90 -240
0
-60
510 -390
150
-60
210 -270
-150 -480
450
900
120 -1080
390
300
-720
960
870 -1410
-4620 -120
-60 -720
-4800 -240
-6270 -570
-7890 -810
-17520 -4440

Test Visual Readings: Starting at ~10:00AM, test ended
at ~11:30AM
Pulling Applied
P3
Top Rail
Center
Horizontal
Record Point
Rail
Force
Number
Reference Deflection
Reference Deflection
[lbs]

1

1
1

0
220

[mm]
20
43

[mm]

23

[mm]
192
203

[mm]

11

CH3

CH4

-900 -1770
-180 -930
-390 -1410
180 -870
1830 -1050
690 -450
-540 -600
270 -180
-300
-90
-930 -180
-360
-90
-870 -150
-360
-30
-870 -180
-840 -120
-900 -120
-900
-60

Units are µε
[microstrain]
Negative values
indicate compression
CH1 CH2 CH3
0
6

0
-10
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0
-28

CH4
0
-59
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
N/A
9
10
11
12
13

14

15

16

17

18

1'
3
3
3'
4
4
4'
5
5
5'
6
6
6'
7
7
7'
8
8
8'

170
0
220
170
0
220
170
0
220
170
0
220
170
0
220
170
0
220
170

28
33
50
35
30
45
35
17
32
23
26
43
32
43
63
50
36
60
45

8
17
2
15
5
15
6
17
6
20
7
24
9

197
199
206
202
175
182
179
193
200
198
170
178
174
205
214
210
203
214
208

5
7
3
7
4
7
5
8
4
9
5
11
5

0
0
18
3
0
9
-4
0
15
4
0
19
12
0
-24
29
0
-154
-2

Failure
Test
Cut in upper 1-1/2" rail: ~70 mil, vertical,
opposite side of pull
9
0
51
218
0
9
220
76
230
12
-160
Cut in upper 1-1/2" rail: 2/3 of circumference, vertical,
opposite side of pull
9
220
79
231
13
-209
Cut in upper 1-1/2" rail: 2/3 of circumference; center rail cut of ~80 mil, vertical,
opposite side of pull
9
0
36
202
0
9
225
66
216
14
-260
Upper rail cut through; center rail cut of ~80 mil, vertical, opposite side of pull, force
applied on vertical jamb
9
220
50
222
20
-582
Upper rail cut through; center rail cut of ~80 mil, vertical, opposite side of pull, force
applied on horizontal rail
9
220
120
211
9
-194

-3
0
-14
-1
0
-10
-16
0
30
-36
0
71
10
0
32
-48
0
-4
-24

-6
0
-17
2
0
57
24
0
-18
9
0
-33
-10
0
-31
-12
0
-29
-12

-32
0
-47
-28
0
-35
-15
0
-20
-6
0
-11
-3
0
-6
-3
0
-5
-1

0
-8

0
-28

0
-6

-19

-29

-4

0
-25

0
-28

0
-4

-147

-30

-2

228

-56

2

Instruments used for the
test:
1. Vishay P3 Strain Indicator and Recorder, Serial No. 0159603,
Eisenmann Property No. 1314
Channels Settings, 1 ->4 Active, Quarter Bridge, Gage
Factor 2.09
Gage Resistance: 120 Ohm +/0.8
Gage Model: Omega KFG-30-120-C111L3M3R
2. Dillon Dynamometer, Serial
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D27010
Capacity: 1000Lbs, 10 Lbs
Divisions

Scatterplot of Time vs CH1, CH2, CH3, CH4
CH1

CH2
11:30:00

11:00:00

10:30:00

Time

10:00:00
-600

-450

-300

-150

0

-150

-100

CH3

-50

0

50

CH4

11:30:00

11:00:00

10:30:00

10:00:00
-20

0

20

40

60 -60

-45

-30

-15

0

Figure 4. Strain Vs. Recording Time at Different Locations

Results of the Case Study
In this section, the results of the case study are presented in the form of results
obtained from simulation of modular construction after installation is complete. The
stresses and deflections in the structure are simulated based on the calculated stress and
defection using finite element method of structural analysis. The results are compared
with the field-measured conditions by an independent testing agency.
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Table: 2
Summary of Applied Loads (Code:ICI 1607.7.1) and the Results Based on Calculation
Loads (lb)
Point of
Calculated Calculated
Field
Maximum
application
deflection
maximum
measured allowable
and direction
(inch)
bending Stress
deflections Stress by
(psi)
(in)
codes
(psi)
220 lb
Middle of top 0.55
10,433 on rail
0.56
27,930
concentrated rail (horz)
and
18, 686 psi on
post <27,930 psi
by code
50 plf
Top hand rail 0.78
7,718 psi on
,,
distributed
horizontal
hand rail and
12,105 psi on
post
220 lb conc. On top of one 0.68
7561 psi on hand
,,
post
rail
13,256 on post
-220 lb conc On top of post 0.94
7536psi on rail
0.875
,,
and
13281 psi on
post
220 lb conc
On top of one 0.30
7,535 psi on rail
,,
post at the end
and
13,281 psi on
post
200 in conc. Vertical on
0.16
7,190 psi on rail
,,
top rail
and
5,738 psi on post
-50 plf
Vertical on
0.10
1,037 psi on top
,,
distributed
top hand rail
rail and 5,584 psi
on post
The results of calculation shows that the maximum stresses occur when the
concentrated load acts horizontally at the center of top handrails. The maximum bending
stresses are 10,433 psi on rail and 18,686 psi on post near the support. The allowable
stresses for hand rail material ASTM A 53 grade B is 21000 psi (AISI section F3).
According to ICI 1607.7.1.3, this allowable stress is permitted to increase by one-third to
27,930 psi. Therefore, there is a factor of safety of about 1.5 under allowable stress
design conditions.
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Table 3
Summary of Handrail Pull Test as per Instructions by MBUSI and Eisenmann
Corporation
Locations
Areas
designated
on the
drawings.
1

Applied
Minimum
Pull Forces
(lb)

Applied
Maximum
Pull Forces
(lb)

220

408

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
11
13
15
18
20
Total no. of
Tests

217
249
223
209
256
253
219
224
215
210
206
211

460
496
396
467
422
427
476
504
434
402
368
327

No. of hand
rails
Assembly
Tested
at 12 points
60

Maximum
Allowed
concentrated
load (lb)

Remarks
Independent
Testing
Agency

200

68
56
77
99
73
95
73
47
77
157
106
23
917

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

Meets
criteria
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

This Table-3 reflects that the requirements of codes are met by pull tests.
According to OSHA regulation #1910.23 section 3 (iv), “ the anchoring of posts and
framing of members for railing of all types shall be such construction that the completed
structure shall be capable of withstanding a load of at least 200 pounds applied in any
direction at any point on the top rail”. Therefore, these handrail assemblies resisted the
critical loads as specified by the codes. The contractor performed 917 nos. of pull test on
these handrail assemblies. Each of the tests has maximum of 12 points and minimum of
4 points. The mid handrails were also tested for excessive loads more than 250-pound
loads than required by the codes (maximum of 50 lbs). If we assume about an average of
10 ft of handrail assemblies for each nos. of tests, these constitutes about 9,170 ft of top
handrails tested. These tests comprise about 33% of the total length of handrails for this
project.
.

Social Implications of the Case Study
This case study is complicated and very limited research work is done for
complicated situation like this. This case study includes most of the factors that caused to
decrease in quality of product for the absence of a defensive mechanism like MBS and
QFD methodologies integration. Companies in auto industries cannot expect by an
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implementing one or two changes or techniques to experience a satisfactory
improvements in cost and schedule performances or a dramatic improvement in cost and
productivity.
This case study is the most logical method of approach to find a methodology to
take care of most of the complex situations. If complex situations similar to this in the
auto industries are analyzed and studied in the form of a case study research and present
the results to the appropriate authority for necessary actions, the productivity will
increase. This increase in productivity will have a positive impact on the economy and
employment of creative people to have a positive social change.

Conclusions
This research examined and studied how a complex engineering project can be
studied applying both qualitative and quantitative method using case study research. This
study rejects the null hypotheses H01 . Therefore, welding defects, have a tremendous
impact on project to increase the cost of the steel works by 15% and for lack of
integration of MBS and QFD the overall cost of the project increased to about 10%. This
study proved that even some minor defects in the handrails generally neglected in
building structures could be a design issue in non-building structures. The cost of reworks
and reengineering are due to poor information from the client during feasibility studies
resulted in a complex situation almost gone out of control. Client’s insufficient
information of the project and specifications and lack of field verifications of existing
conditions resulted in a tremendous financial and quality loss to both the contractors and
the client. With the analysis and interpretation complete, the major findings of this
research are.
1. MBS methodology can be performed for non-building structural models
suspended from the building trusses in the shop floor to conduct the tests.
2. The handrails attached to the structural modules can be tested for structural
integrity according to Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) regulations and codes of practices (ASCE, IBC, and UBC).
3. Some welding defects affected the overall quality of the project.
4. MBS and QFD methodologies can be integrated.

Recommendations
Based upon the research experience gaps in what we know about this topic,
findings are relatively straightforward, but we need to continue further research on this
case study for other component of the project for my dissertation. The term case study
usually refers to an intensive examination of a single unit such as a single company. Case
studies involve measuring what is there and how it goes there. In this sense, it is
historical. It can enable the researcher to explore, unravel and understand problems,
issues and relationships. It can however, allow the researcher to generalize, that is to
argue that from one case-study the results, findings or theory developed apply to other
similar case-studies if I can present some similar case studies in my dissertation. The case
looked at may be unique and in automotive industry, and therefore not representative of
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other instances. It is, of course possible to look at several case studies to represent some
features of management that we are interested in studying. The case-study approach is
often done to make practical improvements. Contributions to general knowledge in auto
industries and some other manufacturing organizations are possible if adopted with
appropriate technology and combination of MBS and QFD methodologies. The aim of
case-study research is to check that the hypotheses tested actually work out in practice.
Some action, correction or improvement is made and a re-check carried out on the
situation to see what effect the change has brought about.
The case study enables rich information to be gathered from which potentially useful
hypotheses can be generated. It can be a time-consuming process. It is also efficient in
researching situations which are already well structured and where the important
variables have been identified
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BARIATRIC SURGERY: TRENDY ALTERNATIVE
OR PRACTICAL SOLUTION TO OBESITY? THE
DILEMMA FACING HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGERS AND HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS
James B. Schiro, Walden University
Roy L. Baker, Austin Peay State University

Abstract
The purpose of this study was to determine if Bariatric surgery is a practical and
affordable solution for obesity and how it effects Human Resource Professionals and
Health-care providers. A review of the literature (secondary research) was performed
and the information gathered came from a number of authors including Grossman, Bell,
Ebell, Fillon, and Larkin.
Bariatric surgery is relatively new and not enough information is available to
make a definitive conclusion. Also, a pretty significant failure rating was reported. In
addition, employers and insurers are hesitant to approve the procedure. Finally, there is a
movement to curtail the coverage on Bariatric Surgery. As more employees seek this
new alternative weight-loss method more and more questions must be answered.
Employers and health-care insurers must continue to wrestle with cost containment,
better delivery systems, and programs that deliver long-term results. Also, further
research be done on this subject.

Introduction
There is no doubt that America’s waistline continues to grow. One-hundred
million Americans are overweight, or obese. Unfortunately, obesity brings other
problems to the forefront such as: Diabetes, High-blood Pressure, Sleep Apnea, Asthma,
and other medical issues. The cost to employees, organizations and insurers are
astounding and continue to escalate. Americans are overweight and the extra pounds
connect to out-of-control health care costs, low productivity and morale. The bottom-line
is that employers are experiencing billions of dollars in health care costs due to obesity.
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What is Obesity?
Just look around. One can see the effects of eating the wrong foods, sedentary
life-style, and a content attitude. The consequence of this behavior is an over-weight
population, but the serious consequence is obesity. What is obesity? The American
Obesity Association explained that:
Obesity is a disease that affects nearly one-third of the adult American
population (approximately 60 million). The number of overweight and
obese Americans has continued to increase since 1960, a trend that is not
slowing down. Today, 64.5 percent of adult Americans (about 127
million) are overweight or obese. Each year, obesity causes at least
300,000 excess deaths in the U.S., and healthcare costs of American adults
with obesity amount to approximately $100 billion. (“Finally a cure”,
2002, para. 1)
The health care industry uses a body mass index (BMI) that determines whether a person
is over-weight or obese. A thirty or more score translates in the obese range, while being
overweight falls below that range.
What Are People Doing About Obesity?
The U.S. population continues to gain weight, while the weight-loss product
industry gains revenue. The overweight seek and try countless remedies to stop the
weight gain, but with little success. In the mean time, new exercise apparatus appear on
the market, new fitness centers open, and a weight loss pill of the month advertised.
American is on a quest to trim down.
It is evident that most every product or remedy introduced to help shed unwanted
pounds is an ineffective means to keep off weight. Blackwood (2004) indicated that
“unfortunately, traditionally weight loss attempts such as diet, exercise regiments,
psychotherapy, and prescription medicine, often yield insignificant long-term weight loss
for patients” (p.5). At first many individuals find success and increase there exercise
regiment, but old habits are hard to break and one finds him or her back to square one…
depressed. Dr Caren G. Solomon explained that “other things do not take the weight off
as well, and it does not stay off well” (as cited in “Bariatric surgery helps”, 2005, p. 1).

A Possible Solution - Bariatric Surgery
America’s obese population has begun to understand the ramifications of being
obese and have taken action. Bariatric surgery seems to be their method of choice. Is
this the Jewel of the Nile? Can Bariatric surgery reverse recent trends? “Dieting,
medication, and behavior modification often fail in this patient population detrimentally
affecting their quality and length of life. The only proven method of achieving long term
weight loss, for the severely obese, is through surgical treatment” (Bariatric surgery and”,
2003, p. 1). Bariatric surgery can reverse obesity related complications. However, “what
has been debated is whether or not the possibility of reward is great enough to undergo
such a major surgery that drastically reduces stomach volume and has many associated
risks” (Studying the effects”, 2005, p. 1). Blackwood (2004) indicated that “experts have
concluded that surgical intervention is the only method to have a significant long-term
impact on the disease of obesity and that less invasive methods have failed to have any
significant impact” (p. 5). The American Society for Bariatric Surgery (2005) explained
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that “surgical treatment is medically necessary because it is the only proven method of
achieving long term weight control for the obese” (“Rationale for the surgical”, p.4).
The large number of individuals seeking weight-loss surgery is staggering.
“In the past seven years, the number of such surgeries performed in the U.S. has
increased fivefold to 100,000 in 2003” (“Bariatric surgery helps”, 2005, p. 2).
According to the American Society for Bariatric Surgery, “the number of patients
who under went the $20, 000 to $40,000 surgical procedure rose to 140,000
Americans in 2003” (Rundle and Spencer, 2005, p.2).
What Is Bariatric Surgery?
The word Bariatric comes from the Greek word baros and Bariatric Surgery is an
intervention for obesity. The surgery is a very intense and serious procedure and
designed to improve weight loss and overall health. The surgical procedure started in the
1950s. The procedure entails shortening the length of the small intestine (Schoenthal and
Getzen, 2005).
What are the Different Types of Bariatric Surgery?
Smith (2005) discussed the different types of Bariatric surgery. “There are three
types of Bariatric procedures restrictive, malabsorptive and those that use a combination
of both techniques. Vertical banded gastroplasty (VBG) and laparoscopic gastric (lapbanded) are widely used restrictive procedures. They create a small pouch out of the of
the stomach and use a narrow passage from the pouch , thereby limiting the amount of
food an individual can consume at one time. In contrast, malabsorptive procedures
bypass most of the small intestine excluding it from the digestive track. However, since
this type of surgery leads to severe nutritional deficiencies, it is no longer recommended.
Combination procedures-most notably the Roux-en-Y gastric bypass-have taken its place.
RYGB limits the size of the stomach and bypasses part of the small intestine” (Smith,
2005, p. 60). Further, Blackwood (2004) suggested that “the concept of Bariatric surgery
was developed after surgeons noted that patients who had undergone gastric restriction
for gastric cancer or peptic ulcers lost weight” (p.6). Criteria exist that people must meet
prior to any surgical approval and the standards required by private insurance companies
and Medicare vary by carrier.
It is possible to draw several conclusions: (Sjostrom, Lindroos, Peltonen,
Torgenson, 2004, p. 9).
1) favorable results would seem to indicate that Bariatric surgery can be an
effective option for some individuals who suffer from obesity; 2) along
with significant weight loss, patients experience favorable results with
conditions such as diabetes and elevated levels of cholesterol; 3) while
weight loss surgery may be an attractive option in the fight against obesity
the problem of obesity can be addressed by other non-invasive methods;
and 4) “In conclusion, this study indicates that Bariatric surgery is a
favorable option in the treatment of severe obesity. That not-all obesity
associated risk factors were improved by sustained weight loss
underscores the importance of obtaining long-term data concerning the
effect of weight loss on overall morbidity and on the incidence rates
myocardial infraction, stroke, and cancer.
Solomon and Dluhy (2005, p. 3) said that:
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The demonstration of long-term benefits of Bariatric surgery is
encouraging but must be viewed in a broad context. The increasingly
prevalence of obesity not only in adults but also in children and
adolescents – indeed Bariatric surgery is now being considered a potential
pediatric intervention indicate the urgent need to implement effective
preventive interventions, beginning early in life, to improve dietary habits
and increase physical activity. Bariatric surgery is currently the most
successful approach to “rescuing” patients with severe obesity and
reversing or preventing the development of several diseases associated
with obesity. It would be an even greater success to make theses
procedures unnecessary.
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Cost to Human Resource Managers
Employees expanding waistlines translates into increased financial burden for
employers. Grossman (2004) reported that “as a result, HR professionals find themselves
on the hot plate, facing the unenviable challenges of controlling costs, addressing the
needs of a ballooning workforce, emphasizing healthy lifestyle options, and sensitizing
both the lean and the large the advantages of overcoming harmful weight-based
stereotypes” (p. 3). Also, Grossman reported that “obesity costs U.S. companies an
estimated $12.7 billion annually” (p. 1). “On average, health care for workers costs 36
percent more than for normal weight workers, and medication costs 77 percent more”
(Grossman, 2004, p. 1). The bottom-line is that obesity costs U.S. companies an
estimated $12.7 billion annually (Grossman, 2004, p. 3).
Indirect costs “include decreased productivity and increased absenteeism. Obese
employees are twice as likely to be absent 14 or more times a year. Paid sick leave
associated with obesity costs employers an estimated $2.4 billion per year” (Grossman,
2004, p. 3). As information is dissemenated, it is apparent that all are feeling the effects.
“Make no mistake about it, despite recent retractions of government study figures
reporting obesity-related deaths, our nation is facing a serious weight problem that
significantly impacts the workplace” (“Bariatric surgery lowers cost”, 2005, p. 2).
“According to recent published data, it is estimated that in 2003 the U.S. spent $75.1
billion on obesity-related medical costs” (Fuhrmans, 2004, p.2).

Health Care Insurers and Bariatric Surgery
Given the lack of workable, effective, long-term weight loss solutions, the yellowbrick road is full with potential surgical candidates. “In the past seven years, the number
of such surgeries performed in the United States has increased five fold” (Bariatric
surgery helps”, 2004, p. 2). According to the American Society for Bariatric Surgery
“the number of patients who under went the $20,000 to $40,000 surgical procedure rose
to 140,000 Americans in 2003” (Rundle and Spencer, 2005. p. 2). First reports are
successful, so the demand is rising. “Proponents have said that the cost of surgery would
be recovered in a few years through a reduction in a patient’s overall medical costs along
with their improved health” (Rundle and Spencer, 2005. p. 2). It appears there might be a
disconnect between how the individuals perceived weight-loss surgery versus the
employers and health care providers views. There are many issues at the forefront about
why many providers have been slow to join the cause. One such reason is the unusual
way Medicare classifies obesity and the different kinds of treatment available to treat
obesity. “Medicare officials, in late July 2004, changed policy and listed obesity as a
disease. By doing so, the program can now review medical evidence to see if treatments
such as gastric by-pass surgery should be paid for. The procedure can be a life-saver for
obese patients who otherwise would have less than a 5% chance of overcoming their
potentially fatal condition” (Larkin, 2004, p. 1).
Over the years, health care providers have introduced a number of interventions
aimed at curbing weight-loss. Programs such as nutrition counseling, wellness
programs, and exercise programs were all aimed at preventing obesity.
CIGNA is one of the nation’s largest health care providers. They have added a
host of new programs directed at both overweight and obese individuals. These program
includes: (Bell, 2005, p.1)
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1) A wellness program for normal weight plan members; 2) A weightloss program that combines diet, exercise advice and behavioral
modification advice for overweight or moderately obese members; 3)
A more aggressive disease-management program for members who are
obese and suffer from serious obesity-related health problems, such as
high blood pressure; and 4) A case-management and “center of
excellence program” for members who may weight enough to be
candidates for weight-control surgery, which is known as “bariatric
surgery.

It has been estimated that almost a 20% failure rating is experienced. So, employers and
insurers are reluctant to approve the procedure. In fact, there is a movement to curtail the
coverage on Bariatric Surgery. “Make no mistake-this is very high-risk surgery”, says
Barry Schwartz, M.D., vice president for care and network management for Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Florida (Larkin, 2004, p. 1). While many insurers are reluctant to
discuss the cost issue, it remains a major road block in the process. Larkin (2004)
comments that “our primary concern is keeping the price of the plan affordable” (p. 2).
Health care providers have offered weight-loss intervention programs and procedures for
years and recent decision by Medicare to cover obesity surgery will cause increased
demand. “Because most companies use Medicare coverage manual as a guide to manage
their own coverage decisions, any eventual government decision would ripple across the
industry” (Fuhrmans, 2004, p. 1). Studies have shown that obesity surgery is a good
remedy for obesity, but insurance carriers are still nervous that this doesn’t lead to longterm health and weight control. Also, it is still up in the air on whether more coverage
will lead to healthier people. Insurance carriers are experiencing the pressure to do
something, but they worry they will not know what the return on investment is going to
be (Fuhrmans, 2004, p. 1).

Research Findings
Several recent studies have yielded data related to return of investment. One
study reported that roughly 9 % of full-time employees are eligible for Bariatric surgery
based on existing guidelines. Due to increasing medical costs and an increase in
absenteeism, the individuals approved for Bariatric surgery incur two-thirds of the costs
related to the surgery. Also, the payback period would be from five to ten years.
In the second study, RTI researchers and colleagues with Ethicon Endo-Surgery
Inc, a Johnson $ Johnson Company and Copernicus Marketing, Inc., used an Internet
survey of obese individuals to determine about 150,000 Bariatric procedures would be
demanded by those with private insurance would not exceed about 375,000 procedures
per year among full time employees (Finklestein, E.A., Brown, D.S., Avidor, Y., &
Takeuchi, A.H., 2005).
It is too early to make sound decisions on the impact of this procedure has on the
employee and employer. However, the large demand of surgeries has been grounds to
extrapolate financial information to aid in future decision-making.
Grossman (2004) said:
The time to break even may be longer than some have anticipated or
estimated. On the other hand, the demand for the surgery may be less than
many have anticipated. Facing a growing crisis where doing nothing is
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not an option, insurers and employers find themselves between the
proverbial rock and a hard place. The crisis has fostered a multitude of
actions from carriers and employers with cost containment and cost
effectiveness being the common denominator. To their credit, many
companies are trying to find a solution to the obesity problem. Many are
looking at providing nutritional counseling. (p. 2)
There is increasing evidence that a growing number of organizations are actively playing
a part in their employees quest to shed pounds. “HHS estimates that more than 80
percent of worksites with 50 or more employees and almost all employers with more than
750 workers offer health improvement programs, most with an obesity component”
(Grossman, 2004, p.5). Many organizations have begun to offer incentives to try to curb
some costs. “An incentive may be to offer reductions in co-payments when employees
participate in health improvement or disease management” (Grossman, 2004, p.5). Do
these programs work? What are some of the results? Studies show that the incentive
efforts can reduce costs. The HHS 2003 report cites unnamed health promotion and
disease prevention programs that a return a median of $3.14 for every dollar spent”
(Grossman, 2004, p. 5). Of course, there are the naysayers. “Experts who have tracked
obesity solutions for extended periods attribute much of these short-term results to the
“Hawthorne” effect, the theory that any intervention shows initially positive results that
do not last over time” (Grossman, 2004, p.5). Additional studies showed “weight loss
efforts do not pay off. Weight loss money is money thrown down the toilet. Each diet
program gets results, but none of them works beyond two years. There are individualized
stories, but they can not be generalized” (Grossman, 2004, p. 5).
A new step-in-the-right direction program has companies paying for over weight
employees to undergo obesity surgery. Many believe this is the only way that employees
can finally overcome their weight gain. “The American Obesity Association contends
that the mortality rate of .5 percent to 1 percent is acceptable. The group also claims that
employers will save more costs of the procedure-which varies regionally from about
$25,000 to $50,000 because the process reduces recipients risks to diseases like diabetes
and hypertension” (as cited in Grossman, 2004, p. 7).

Conclusion
Over half of the adult population shows signs of being overweight or obese.
Evidence of this problem is apparent in the increasingly alarming number of reported
diabetic, high-blood pressure, high-cholesterol cases. People have taken into
consideration one more possible remedy to their obesity problem. The reaction is to seek
a more serious possibility called Bariatric Surgery. .
As more employees seek this alternative more and more questions must be
answered. Employers and health-care insurers must continue to wrestle with cost
containment, better delivery systems, and programs that deliver long-term results.
However, a growing epidemic threatens our ability to address costly and
chronic conditions such as diabetes and heart disease. Until our health
care system can offer consumer’s comprehensive programs necessary to
address obesity, we will continue to pay a premium for our health
problems (Mayberry, 2004, p. 1).
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The collective waistline of America’s employees continues to grow, but the growing
question facing employers is pay now or pay later?

Recommendation
Health-care providers should develop more comprehensive and effective
programs to aid the obese consumer. Also, additional studies should be conducted on the
physical and financial effects of Bariatric surgery on the employee, employer, and healthcare provider.
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MEASUREMENT OF CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT ACTIVITIES IN A PRODUCTION
ENVIRONMENT
Raj K. Singh, La Sierra Group, Riverside, California
Merle E. Davis, Davenport University

Abstract
The practice of continuous improvement in manufacturing organizations is
widespread and it is assumed that continuous improvement has value. However, there is
little research addressing the value of continuous improvement. This research examines
the measurement of continuous improvement activities in a manufacturing environment.
The study explores the use of Return-on-investment for training as a methodology for
determining the value of continuous improvements in production processes. This study
examines the costs and benefits achieved by an organization from continuous
improvement interventions. Continuous improvement theory as well as evaluation models
are considered.

Keywords
Measurement, Continuous Improvement, Return On Investment

Introduction
It is evident that the results of continuous improvement activities are assumed to
be adequate. In many cases the results are taken for granted without question. In times of
increased competition and scarce resources, leaders are required to justify all
expenditures. In particular, assets required to conduct and implement continuous
improvement activities are being questioned. The question then becomes “what is the
best improvement to pursue at the present time?” The answer is that there should be a
measurement process that will confirm and predict the importance and well as the
effectiveness of a continuous improvement intervention. While many researchers have
examined the measurement of continuous improvement, most of the focus has been on
customer satisfaction (Douglas & Fredendall, 2004), or performance (Gregg, 2005).
While performance and customer satisfaction are critical measures of continuous
improvement, the cost of such improvements and the benefits to the organization must
also be considered (Brady, 2004).
The purpose of this case study was to explore continuous improvement activities at a
manufacturing facility in order to determine if the ROI for Training (Phillips,1997)
measurement process can be applied to continuous improvement workshop. Could such a
measure be used to evaluate the value of continuous improvement activities in order to
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measure the contribution of specific continuous improvement activities in a
manufacturing organization?

Research Methodology
In order to answer the research question, this study focused on describing several
continuous improvement interventions at the subject manufacturing facility. The purpose
was to determine the cost and benefits of such interventions to the facility.
The study utilized the case study as proposed by Yin (2003), examined the
archival records of a manufacturing facility with a well documented continuous
improvement workshop process. Using a case study protocol and case study database
recommended by Yin (2003), data was collected using worksheets, a procedure suggested
by Stake (2006) to record and analyze the records from three continuous improvement
workshops contained within organizational archives. Analysis of the data provided the
basis for the narrative summary of the case, as well as a pre and post ROI analysis.
Finally, a cross – case analysis was conducted, in order to add to the validity of the study
(Feagin, Orum, and Sjoberg, 1991).

Discussion of the Findings
The ability to continuously improve creates a competitive advantage for
manufacturing operations. To protect the organization, the researcher agreed to maintain
confidentiality and non-disclosure in order to insure that the organization in this study
would not be revealed through the research process. The findings of the study, for each of
the three cases follow, consisting of a case summary followed by a ROI analysis.
Subsequently, a cross – case analysis examines the results of all three cases.
Case 1
Background
Strategic Business Unit 1(SBU-1) was experiencing throughput difficulties. In
particular, one subprocess was blocking upstream processes and starving downstream
processes. SBU-1 consists of five cells that produce the same part. The result was a 12%
loss in throughput or 252 parts per day, requiring additional overtime in all cells in order
to meet customer requirements. Working with the customer, the business unit determined
that a subprocess was performing nonvalue added work in the form of extra processing
that the customer did not require. A business process reengineering workshop was held to
solve the throughput issue with the subprocess. The team spent five days in the workshop
determining the best method and plan to remove the subprocess with no disruption to
production operations due to equipment removal. Cells were targeted in the plan, and the
non value-added equipment was entirely removed in seven months with no production or
customer disruptions. In addition to the equipment, indirect materials consumed by the
subprocess were eliminated, resulting in additional savings.
ROI Calculations
The ROI calculations, pre and post, were taken from the case study database
documents. The preROI was based on the preliminary target improvement and
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participants identified on the workshop planning documents. The preROI analysis
worksheet (Appendix C) for this case is presented in Table 3.
Cost Summary
Breakdown of Workshop Expenses

Total Cost per Item

2 Facilitator(s) @ $3,120/facilitator
10 Participants @ $3,120/participant
Facility @ $500
Miscellaneous Supplies @ $100
Preworkshop @ $1,875
Postworkshop @ $2,500

$6,240
$31,200
$500
$100
$1,875
$2,500

Total Cost

$42,415
Predicted Improvement Summary

Unit of Improvement
12% Throughput Improvement
Value per Unit in Dollars
$300
Annualized Improvement Value in Dollars
$18,144,000
Predicted Return-on-Investment
Table 3. PreROI Calculations for Case 2
Improvement Value – Workshop Cost = $18,144,000 - $42,415 = $18,105,335 =
Divided by Workshop Cost
$42,415
$42,415
ROI = 42,677 %

The postROI Analysis (Appendix D) was based on the results obtained from the project
timeline and completion summary presented to leadership and is presented in Table 4.
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Table 4. PostROI Calculations for Case 2
Cost Summary
Breakdown of Workshop Expenses

Total Cost per Item

2 Facilitator(s) @ $3,120/facilitator
12 Participants @ $3,120/participant
Facility @ $500
Miscellaneous Supplies @ $100

$6,240
$37,440
$500
$100

Workshop Costs

$44,280

Preworkshop @ $1,875
Postworkshop @ $2,500
Implementation Costs (Equipment
removal/installation, etc.)

$1,875
$2,500
$1,325,000

Total Cost (Workshop, Pre and
Postworkshop costs, and Implementation)
$1,373,655
Actual Improvement Summary
Unit of Improvement
12% Throughput Improvement
Value per Unit in Dollars
$300
Annualized Improvement Value in Dollars
$18,144,000
Actual Return-on-Investment
Improvement Value – Workshop Cost = $18,144,000 - $1,373,655 = $16,770,345 =
Divided by Workshop Cost
$1,373,655
$1,373,655
ROI = 1,220%
Summary
In this case, SBU-1 had an enormous opportunity for continuous improvement
based on the preROI analysis. The industry was doing very well at the time of this
workshop, and the customer was taking every part that SBU-1 could make, providing an
opportunity for increased revenues. It was unknown what the implementation costs, if
any, were at this point, so the preROI did not consider or estimate the costs to eliminate
12% downtime.
The ROI for this workshop is very conservative, fully loaded for all pre and
postworkshop costs and the implementation costs, including equipment and labor, and yet
it still returns $12 per $1 invested in the business process reengineering workshop. While
the workshop took seven months to complete, the results achieved the goal of eliminating
the 12% throughput improvement for SBU-1.
Case 2.
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Background
Strategic Business Unit 2 (SBU-2) was experiencing 1.5 percent downtime and
incurring overtime costs as a result. The problem was how to reduce starvation of key
process equipment and operators due to material losses in the upstream sub - process.
Business Unit 2 leadership determined that a process improvement workshop should be
conducted to eliminate or minimize the problem. A cross – functional team consisting of
key personnel from different disciplines were invited to participate in a five day
workshop conducted by two trained facilitators. The workshop theme and purpose were
to reduce material losses due to process equipment inefficiencies resulting in loss of
production due to downtime. The goal of the workshop was to eliminate the 1.5%
downtime caused by material losses and the waste of waiting on the part of the operators
and downstream processes. The team mapped the process, identified opportunities for
improvement, and constructed a plan to track and implement the improvements over a 6
month period. Within a two month period, the workshop started yielding results,
improving downtime by 1.3 percent. At the end of the six – month target date for full
implementation of the workshop plans, related downtime had been reduced to .1% and
had been maintained at this level for the past four months prior to completion of all
workshop improvement initiatives.
ROI Calculations
The ROI calculations, pre and post, were taken from the case study
database documents. The pre – ROI was based on the preliminary target improvement
and participants identified on the workshop planning documents. The Pre - ROI analysis
worksheet (Appendix A) for this case is presented in Table 1. The Post – ROI Analysis
(Appendix B) was based on the results obtained from the project timeline and completion
summary presented to leadership, and is presented in Table 2.

Table 1. PreROI Calculations for Case 1
Cost Summary
Breakdown of Workshop Expenses

Total Cost per Item

2 Facilitator(s) @ $3,120/facilitator
12 Participants @ $3,120/participant
Facility @ $500
Miscellaneous Supplies @ $100
Preworkshop @ $1,875
Postworkshop @ $2,500

$6,240
$37,440
$500
$100
$1,875
$2,500

Total Cost

$48,655
Predicted Improvement Summary

Unit of Improvement

13 Minutes of downtime
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Value per Unit in Dollars

$390
Cost Summary

Breakdown of Workshop Expenses

Total Cost per Item

2 Facilitator(s) @ $3,120/facilitator
$6,240
Anualized Improvement Value in Dollars
$1,224,000
Expected Return-on-Investment
Improvement Value – Workshop Cost = $1,224,000 – $48,655 = $1,179,720 =
Divided by Workshop Cost
$48,655
$48,655
ROI = 2,416 %
The PostROI Analysis (Appendix B) was based on the results obtained from the project
timeline and completion summary presented to leadership and is presented in Table 2.
Table 2. PostROI Calculations for Case 1
13 Participants @ $3,120/participant
Facility @ $500
Miscellaneous Supplies @ $100

$40,560
$500
$100

Workshop Costs
Preworkshop @ $1,875
Postworkshop @ $2,500

$47,400
$1,875
$2,500

Total Costs (Workshop and Pre and
Postworkshop Costs)
Actual Improvement Summary

$51,775

Unit of Improvement
12.5 Minutes of Downtime for SBU #2
Value per Unit in Dollars
$390
Annualized Improvement Value in Dollars
$1,152,000
Actual Return-on-Investment
Improvement Value – Workshop Cost = $1,152,000 - $51775 = $1,100,225 =
Divided by Workshop Cost
$51,775
$51,775
ROI = 2,125%

Summary
The preROI analysis resulted in a predicted ROI of 2,664%, indicating that the
workshop had the potential to provide excellent value to the organization. The postROI in
Table 2 provides the actual results of 2,125%, indicating that this case was an excellent
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continuous improvement project because it provided a net return of $21 for every $1
invested in the workshop. The differences between the pre and postROI are explained by
Cost Summary
the fact that the results of 1.4% downtime improvement from the workshop did not meet
the improvement goal of 1.5%. In addition, workshop costs were increased by $3,120,
due to the addition of a participant.
Case 3:
Background
Strategic Business Unit 3 (SBU-3) was having problems with die changes taking
too much time to accomplish. Production requirements result in die exchanges taking
place four times a day. The required time for a die exchange is 10 minutes from the
stopping to the restarting of production. Facilitated by two trained facilitators, the team
visited the die exchange area, reviewed single minute exchange of die (SMED)
techniques, and formalized a new die exchange procedure. Over the course of the fiveday workshop, the team met and exceeded the expectations of the SBU-3 leadership. At
the end of the workshop, the team, with the help of all stakeholders, had established a
seven-minute die change procedure.
ROI Calculations
The preROI was based on the preliminary target improvement and participants identified
on the workshop planning documents. The preROI analysis worksheet (Appendix E) for
this case is presented in Table 5.
Table 5. PreROI Calculations for Case 3
Breakdown of Workshop Expenses

Total Cost per Item

2 Facilitator(s) @ $3,120/facilitator
6 Participants @ $3,120/participant
Facility @ $500
Miscellaneous Supplies @ $100
Preworkshop @ $1,875
Postworkshop @ $2,500

$6,240
$18,720
$500
$100
$1,875
$2,500

Total Cost

$29,935
Predicted Improvement Summary

Unit of Improvement
3 Minutes of Uptime
Value per Unit in Dollars
$312.50
Annualized Improvement Value in Dollars
$900,000
Expected Return-on-Investment
Improvement Value – Workshop Cost = $900,000 - $29935 = $870,065 =
Divided by Workshop Cost
$29,935
$29,935
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ROI = 2,906 %
Cost Summary
Breakdown of Workshop Expenses

Total Cost per Item

2 Facilitator(s) @ $3,120/facilitator
6 Participants @ $3,120/participant
Facility @ $500
Miscellaneous Supplies @ $100

$6,240
$18,720
$500
$100

Workshop Costs

$25,560

The PostROI Analysis (Appendix F) was based on the results obtained from the project
timeline and completion summary presented to leadership, and is presented in Table 6.
Table 6. PostROI Calculations for Case 3
Preworkshop @ $1,875
Postworkshop @ $2,500

$1,875
$2,500

Total Cost (Workshop and Pre and Post
workshop Costs and Suggestion Award)
Actual Improvement Summary

$54,935

Unit of Improvement
1 Minute of Uptime
Value per Unit in Dollars
$312.50
Anualized Improvement Value in Dollars
$1,800,000
Projected Return-on-Investment
Improvement Value – Workshop Cost = $1,800,000 - $54,935 = $1,745,065 =
Divided by Workshop Cost
$54,935
$54,935

ROI = 3,176%
Summary
This workshop resulted in the highest return-on-investment, yielding $31 for
every $1 invested. In addition, the results were accomplished in the shortest amount of
time and with the fewest number of participants. While the participants easily achieved
the requested improvements, they utilized the remaining workshop time to make further
improvements by reducing the die change time from 10 minutes to 7 minutes.
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Cross-Case Analysis
The cross-case analysis seeks to identify major similarities and differences in
order to arrive at conclusions necessary to reliably answer the research question. The data
collected for all three case studies is presented in Table 7, based on Worksheet 5
(Appendix G), and used in the cross-case analysis.
Table 7. Multicase Presentation of Data
IQ1.

IQ2.

IQ3.

IQ4.
IQ5.
IQ6.

Case 1
Process Improvement
Workshop

Case 2
Case 3
Business Process
Continuous Improvement
Reengineering Workshop Workshop

Yes. Documented
92 Documents
reviewed
Originals and copies of
planning and support
documents maintained
in organizational
archive: 92 documents
examined
Judgmental Sampling
(Research Protocol)
Yes. ROI Cost-Benefit
Reactive and Predictive

Yes. Documented
254 Documents reviewed

Yes. Documented
189 Documents reviewed

Originals and copies of
planning and support
documents maintained
in organizational archive:
254 documents
examined.
Judgmental Sampling
(Research Protocol)
Yes. ROI Cost-Benefit
Reactive and Predictive

Originals and copies of
planning and support
documents maintained
in organizational archive:
189 documents examined.
Judgmental Sampling
(Research Protocol)
Yes. ROI Cost-Benefit
Reactive and Predictive

The ROI process was successfully applied to three different types of continuous
improvement activities resulting in increased understanding of the value of continuous
improvement methods. The research question has been answered in each of the three
cases examined, and, for the purpose of this research effort, has been validated as a useful
tool for measuring the effectiveness of continuous improvement.
Summary
In summary, the research shows that the organization in this multiple case study
has a formal continuous improvement workshop process that utilizes different continuous
improvement methods to achieve desired goals. The three cases in this study utilize
continuous improvement, business process reengineering, and process improvement
methods. Because the workshop process is a formal process, it is well documented,
providing a rich source of data for the researcher. In addition, the successful use of the
ROI process in all three cases indicates the ability to compare predictive and actual
values of continuous improvement workshops across an organization. Finally, based on
the research presented in this study, it can be concluded that ROI can be used to measure
the value of continuous improvement activities in a manufacturing organization.

Conclusion
This study bridges the gap between the theory and practice of continuous
improvement in organizations. More importantly, it establishes that the Return on
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Investment for training established by Phillips(2003) is a methodology that can be
utilized to better understand the value of continuous improvement interventions within an
organization.
While much has been written regarding continuous improvement, the literature
has been somewhat scarce regarding the true value of continuous improvement to an
organization. Many of the discussions surrounding continuous improvement focus on
performance results, but not in terms of the costs and benefits or value to the
organization. Organizations need to understand performance improvements in terms of
costs and benefits. The results of this study confirm the unstated assumption that
continuous improvement, while improving organizational performance, does in fact add
value to an organization. First, by having the ability to predict and confirm the value of
single or multiple continuous improvement opportunities allows organizations to focus
scarce resources more effectively. Second, when the incurred costs of continuous
improvement interventions are considered, the true value of the activity can be
understood. Third, ROI creates a common measure for comparison and prioritization of
continuous improvement interventions or opportunities within an organization or across
industries.
The value of continuous improvement is often taken for granted. However, the
use of a method for determining the measure of the true value of continuous improvement
provides the manager and organization with a useful tool. Such a tool will enable crucial
resources to be deployed in order to maximize the benefits of continuous improvement to
the organization. In addition, examination of the relationships and inputs into processes
provides a deeper understanding of the role of continuous improvement in organizations.
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APPENDIX A
WORKSHEET 3. PRE ROI ANALYSIS WORKSHEET
Case ID _1_
ROI Analysis Worksheet
The researcher will conduct an Pre-ROI analysis, anticipating costs and benefits
associated with the successful implementation of the required improvements. The researcher will
answer the sixth investigative question as part of the ROI analysis.
Cost Summary
Workshop
Facilitator(s) Cost(s)
@$3120/facilitator
Participants Costs @$3120/participant-12
Facility Costs @ $500/workshop
Supplies @ $100/workshop
Miscellaneous

Cost
$ 6,240
$37,440
$ 500
$ 100

Pre-Workshop Costs @$1875/workshop

$ 1,875

Postworkshop Costs @ $2500

$ 2,500

Total Cost

$48,655

Expected Improvement Summary
Unit of Improvement

13 Minutes of downtime

Value per Unit in Dollars

$390

Annualized Improvement Value in Dollars

$1,224,000

Expected Return-on-Investment
Improvement Value – Workshop Cost = $1,224,000-$48,655 = $1,179,720 =
Divided by Workshop Cost
$48,655
$48,655

ROI = 2416 %
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APPENDIX B
WORKSHEET 4. POST ROI ANALYSIS WORKSHEET
Case ID _1_
PostROI Analysis Worksheet
The researcher will conduct an ROI analysis, identifying and fully loading the
costs as well as identifying and quantifying the improvements. In addition, the researcher
will answer the fifth investigative question as part of the ROI analysis.
Cost Summary
Cost
$ 6240
$40560
$ 500
$ 100

Workshop
Facilitator(s) Cost(s)
Participants Costs- 13
Facility Costs
Supplies
Miscellaneous
Total

$47400

Pre-Workshop Costs

$ 1875

Postworkshop Costs

$ 2500

Total Cost

$51775

Improvement Summary
Unit of Improvement

12.5 Minutes of Downtime for SBU #2

Value per Unit in Dollars

$390

Annualized Improvement Value in Dollars

$1,152,000

Return-on-Investment
Improvement Value – Workshop Cost = $1,152,000 - $51775 = $1,100,225 =
Divided by Workshop Cost
$51775
$51775

ROI = 2125%
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APPENDIX C
WORKSHEET 3. PRE ROI ANALYSIS WORKSHEET
Case ID _2_
ROI Analysis Worksheet
The researcher will conduct an Pre-ROI analysis, anticipating costs and benefits
associated with the successful implementation of the required improvements. The researcher will
answer the sixth investigative question as part of the ROI analysis.
Cost Summary
Workshop
Facilitator(s) Cost(s)
@$3120/facilitator
Participants Costs (10) @$3120/participant
Facility Costs @ $500/workshop
Supplies @ $100/workshop
Miscellaneous

Cost
$ 6240
$31200
$ 500
$ 100

Pre-Workshop Costs @$1875/workshop

$ 1875

Postworkshop Costs @ $2500

$ 2500

Total Cost

$42415

Expected Improvement Summary
Unit of Improvement

12% Throughput Improvement

Value per Unit in Dollars

$300

Annualized Improvement Value in Dollars

$18,144,000

Expected Return-on-Investment
Improvement Value – Workshop Cost = $18,144,000-$42415 = $ 18,101,585
Divided by Workshop Cost
$42415
$42415

ROI = 42677 %
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APPENDIX D
WORKSHEET 4. POST ROI ANALYSIS WORKSHEET

Case ID _2_
PostROI Analysis Worksheet
The researcher will conduct an ROI analysis, identifying and fully loading the costs as
well as identifying and quantifying the improvements. In addition, the researcher will answer the
fifth investigative question as part of the ROI analysis.
Cost Summary
Workshop
Facilitator(s) Cost(s)
Participants Costs- 12
Facility Costs
Supplies
Miscellaneous
Total

Cost
$ 6240
$37440
$ 500
$ 100
$44280

Pre-Workshop Costs

$ 1875

Postworkshop Costs
Implementation Costs
(Equipment removal/installation, etc.)

$ 2500

Total Cost

$1,373,655

$1,325,000

Improvement Summary
Unit of Improvement

12% Throughput Improvement

Value per Unit in Dollars

$300

Annualized Improvement Value in Dollars

$18,144,000

Return-on-Investment
Improvement Value – Workshop Cost = $18,144,000 - $1,373,655 = $16,770,345 =
Divided by Workshop Cost
$1,373,655
$1,373,655

ROI = 1220%
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APPENDIX E
WORKSHEET 3. PRE ROI ANALYSIS WORKSHEET
Case ID _3_
ROI Analysis Worksheet
The researcher will conduct an Pre-ROI analysis, anticipating costs and benefits
associated with the successful implementation of the required improvements. The researcher will
answer the sixth investigative question as part of the ROI analysis.
Cost Summary
Workshop
Facilitator(s) Cost(s)
@$3120/facilitator
Participants Costs (6) @$3120/participant
Facility Costs @ $500/workshop
Supplies @ $100/workshop
Miscellaneous

Cost
$ 6240
$18720
$ 500
$ 100

Pre-Workshop Costs @$1875/workshop

$ 1875

Postworkshop Costs @ $2500

$ 2500

Total Cost

$29935

Expected Improvement Summary
Unit of Improvement

1 Minute of Uptime

Value per Unit in Dollars

$312.50

Annualized Improvement Value in Dollars

$900,000

Expected Return-on-Investment
Improvement Value – Workshop Cost = $900,000-$29935 = $870,065
Divided by Workshop Cost
$29935
$29935

ROI = 2906 %
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APPENDIX F
WORKSHEET 4. POST ROI ANALYSIS WORKSHEET

Case ID _3_
ROI Analysis Worksheet
The researcher will conduct an ROI analysis, identifying and fully loading the
costs as well as identifying and quantifying the improvements. In addition, the researcher
will answer the fifth investigative question as part of the ROI analysis.
Cost Summary
Workshop
Facilitator(s) Cost(s)
Participants Costs- 6
Facility Costs
Supplies
Miscellaneous
Total

Cost
$ 6240
$18720
$ 500
$ 100

Pre-Workshop Costs
Suggestion Award
Postworkshop Costs

$ 1875
$25000
$ 2500

Total Cost

$54935

$25560

Improvement Summary
Unit of Improvement

1 Minute of Uptime

Value per Unit in Dollars

$312.50

Annualized Improvement Value in Dollars

$1,800,000

Return-on-Investment
Improvement Value – Workshop Cost = $1,800,000-$54,935 = $1,745,065
Divided by Workshop Cost
$54,935
$54,935
ROI = 3176%
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APPENDIX G
WORKSHEET 5. MULTICASE WORKSHEET
Case ID _123__
Multicase Worksheet
The researcher will utilize the data from worksheets 1, 2, 3, and 4 from each case and
to consolidate the data for analysis, in order to answer the research question. Validity of the
research, construct and external, will be increased through the use of multiple observations
and cross-case analysis, generalized to preliminary theory.
Case 1 Data

Case 2 Data

Case 3 Data

IQ1.

PI Workshop

BPR Workshop

CI Workshop

IQ2.

Yes – Documented

Yes – Documented

Yes - Documented

IQ3.

Originals and Copies of
Planning And Support
Documents Maintained in
Org. Archive

Originals and Copies of
Planning and Support
Documents Maintained in
Org. Archive

Originals and Copies of
Planning and Support
Documents Maintained in
Org. Archive

IQ4.

Judgmental Sampling

Judgmental Sampling

Judgmental Sampling

IQ5.

ROI Cost-Benefit

ROI Cost-Benefit

ROI Cost-Benefit

IQ6.

Predictive and Reactive

Predictive and Reactive

Predictive and Reactive

IQ7.

Limited to Cases
Used in this Research

Limited to Cases
Used in this Research

Limited to Cases
Used in this Research
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MODEL-BASED STUDENT ACADEMIC PLANNING
Avi Dechter, California State University

Abstract
Planning and managing the progress toward the degree is a daunting challenge for
many college students due to complex and often confusing graduation requirements and
institutional rules. As a result, many students take far longer than is necessary or desirable to
graduate. In this paper we view the problem of completing a degree program in a timely
manner as a constrained optimization problem and consider its modeling using both
constraint programming and integer programming methodologies. We also discuss how
constrained optimization tools might be used to help students, as well as university policy
makers, to manage issues of academic planning

Keywords
Academic planning, Time-to-degree, Constraint programming, Integer programming

Introduction
Most college degree programs in the U.S. are intended, as the term “four-year
college” implies, to be completed in four years. Yet, many college students now take far
longer than that to attain their degrees. Data collected by the U.S. Department of Education
(NCES, 2004) shows that only 33% of first-time freshmen entering four-year bachelor’s
degree programs in the U.S. complete their degrees within four years. The 5-year and 6-year
average graduation rates are 50% and 56%, respectively. Graduation rates vary widely among
different U.S. institutions and 4-year rates can be as low as 10%.
The lengthening of the time to graduate has been attributed primarily to the changing
characteristics of the student population (Astin & Oseguera, 2005). Prominent among these
changes is the increase in number of students who are ill- prepared academically and,
therefore, are required to take remedial courses and are more likely to have to repeat courses
before passing them successfully. There has also been an increase in the number of students
who, because of financial or other circumstances, cannot maintain the full course load
required for timely completion of the degree requirement. Given these factors, which are
largely beyond the control of higher education institutions, the importance of helping students
in planning and monitoring their progress toward graduation has increased. Poor planning
leads to further delays in completing a degree program as it may result in students taking
more courses than are needed to satisfy the requirements for the degree and to incorrect
scheduling decisions. Unfortunately, in order to avoid such errors students and their academic
advisors must confront a rather complex scheduling problem.
The pursuit of a college degree is a major endeavor that shares many characteristics
with what commonly is referred to as a project, e.g., the construction of a new warehouse.
Degree programs, just like projects, are defined in terms of a set of activities (courses) that
must be completed (passed) in order to reach a well-defined end result (graduation). Course
prerequisites are akin to the precedence relationships that characteristically exist among the
project activities (e.g., the construction of the wall must precede the installation of windows
in that wall), and institutional or self-imposed course-load restrictions affect the time to
complete a degree program in the same way limited resources (e.g., labor) affect the time it
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would take to complete a project. Table 1 summarizes the parallels between a degree program
and a project.
Table 1: Parallels between a Project and Degree Program
Project

Degree Program

Activities

Courses

Precedence relationships

Course prerequisites

Resource limitations

Course-load limits

Goal: minimize completion time

Goal: minimize time-to-degree

The practice of project management has benefited tremendously from mathematical
modeling (Williams, 2003). Mathematical models are the basis of the Critical Path Method
(CPM) and the Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT), which have helped
project managers in controlling projects’ completion times and costs. These models and their
extensions are also at the core of widely available computer software for project scheduling
and management.
College students (and their academic advisors) would greatly benefit from such
models in planning and controlling their progress toward graduation. Unfortunately, despite
the similarities between the two problems, project scheduling models are not directly
applicable for the academic planning problem due to a fundamental difference between the
two problems. The set of activities that must be accomplished to complete a project is
typically known (or assumed to be given) so that the model is only concerned with
scheduling of the activities. In contrast, most degree programs are structured so that they can
be completed by taking different sets of courses (due to the wide inclusion of elective
courses). The model in this case must handle both decisions, something standard project
scheduling models are not designed to do.
Project scheduling under resource constraints is a notoriously hard combinatorial
optimization problem that has received large amount of attention in the Operations Research
literature (Brucker et al., 1999; Kolish & Padman, 2001). There are two general approaches
for modeling and solving such problems. The traditional approach is to use integer
programming (IP) which is rooted in Operations Research (Patterson & Huber, 1974; Stinson
et al., 1978). A more recent approach uses constraint programming (CP), an emergent
software technology for declaring and solving constraint satisfaction and constrained
optimization problems (Caseau & Laburthe, 1997; Baptiste et al., 2001), rooted in Computer
Science. Constraint programming is free from many of the restrictions imposed by integer
programming (in particular that only linear inequalities may be used to represent constraints)
and makes modeling of the problem more “natural.” Solutions techniques for solving integer
programming models, on the other hand, are more developed and can solve, using current
technology, larger problems. In this paper we use both approaches to discuss the modeling of
the academic planning problem and its potential uses.
We begin, in the next section by discussing the structure of degree requirements and
by showing, using a small example, that the time needed to complete the program depends on
the courses selected to satisfy the requirements. Next we develop both a CP model and an IP
model for the example. To illustrate the structure and complexity of a “real life” problem, we
then describe in detail the requirements and rules governing a specific degree program at the
California State University, Northridge and discuss its modeling. Lastly, we discuss the
potential benefits of using optimization technology for degree planning and point to some
possibilities of future research.
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The Structure of Degree Requirements
Academic requirements can be quite complex and they vary widely in structure from
one academic institution to another. However, a typical degree program is defined in terms of
a set of course requirements as well as the specification of course prerequisites. The
purpose of the course requirements is to guarantee that the student’s academic plan covers
specific subjects or areas of knowledge. A typical course requirement consists of a list of
courses, all of which or, more typically, a subset of which must be completed successfully by
the student in order to satisfy the requirement.
The purpose of specifying prerequisite requirements for a course is to ensure that
courses are taken by the student in logical sequence – for example, leading from introductory
courses to more advanced courses – and that the students posses the necessary knowledge for
getting the full benefits from the course. In general, prerequisites are courses, test scores and
other conditions that must be completed or satisfied before (or sometimes simultaneously
with) taking a specific course. Often, however, the prerequisites for a course are specified in
terms of a list of courses, all of which or a subset of which must be completed successfully
before the course may be taken.
To illustrate the effect of the selection of courses on the time to complete a degree
program, consider a small, fictitious degree program based on a group of 12 courses that are
listed, along with their prerequisites, in Table 2. There are just two course requirements. To
satisfy Requirement 1, a student must select at least 3 courses from courses C4, C5, C6, and
C7. To satisfy requirement 2, the student must take at least 2 courses from courses C8, C9,
C10, C11, and C12. Suppose further that a student may enroll in no more than 3 courses in a
single term.
Table 2: Courses Requirements for Sample
Degree Program
Course
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12

Prerequisites
None
None
C2
C2
C3
C1
C5 and C6
C5
C4
C7 and C8
C6
C11

It is useful to represent the relationships among the 12 courses in term of a precedence
diagram as shown in Figure 1, where nodes represent courses and arrows represent
prerequisite requirements.
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Figure 1: A Precedence Diagram and Course Requirements for Sample Program
Clearly, there are many course selections that would simultaneously satisfy the two
course requirements and the prerequisite requirements. Consider two possible plans, Plan A
and Plan B. Under Plan A, Courses C5, C6, and C7 are selected to satisfy Requirement 1 and
courses C8 and C10 are selected to satisfy Requirement 2. Under plan B, Courses C5, C6,
and C7 are selected to satisfy Requirement 1 and courses C11 and C12 are selected to satisfy
requirement 2. These selections are highlighted on the precedence diagrams in Figure 2. The
courses that are prerequisites of the selected courses must also be taken and are highlighted as
well.

Figure 2: Two Course

lection Plans for the Sample Degree Progr

Both plans consist of 7 courses and both clearly satisfy the two course requirements as
well as the prerequisite requirements. However, they differ in terms of the total time if would
take to complete them. Plan A would require at least 5 terms to complete because it includes
5 courses (C1, C3, C5, C8, and C10) that must me taken in sequence. The longest sequence
of this type in Plan B consists of just 4 courses (C1, C6, C11, and C12) and, therefore, this
plan can be completed in 4 terms (assuming, as the case here is that the course load limit is
sufficiently large and is not restrictive). Course schedules showing how Plan A may be
completed in 5 terms and Plan B in 4 terms are shown in Figure 3. As this example
demonstrates, the time to complete a degree program depends on the courses selected by the
students to satisfy the course requirements.
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Length Sch u es for Pla

and Plan B

Close inspection of this degree program reveals that Plan B is not optimal and that, in
fact, this degree can be completed in three terms by selecting courses C4, C5, and C6 to
satisfy Requirement 1 and courses C9 and C11 to satisfy Requirement 2. The resulting plan,
Plan C, together with a course schedule showing how it may be completed in 3 terms is
shown in Figure 4. Notice that while Plan C allows the completion of the program in fewer
terms than either Plan A or Plan B, it requires taking more courses (8 courses compared to 7).
This demonstrates the fact that smaller plans (in terms of their total course load) are not
necessarily shorter. In this case, in fact, there is no 7 course plan that could be completed in
fewer than 4 terms. Therefore, it would generally not be correct to separate the course
selection decision from the course scheduling decision: they must be considered together. In
the next section we develop both a constraint programming model and an integer
programming model for selecting and scheduling courses for this program so the program is
completed in the smallest possible number of terms.

Figure 4: Course Selection and Schedule for Plan C

Modeling the Academic Planning Problem
We start this section by developing a constraint programming (CP) model for the
sample academic planning problem discussed in the preceding section. We then show how
the CP model may be modified to create an integer programming (IP) model. Our objective is
to illustrate the similarities and differences of these two modeling approaches. Both are
similar in that they require the specification of (decision) variables, constraints, and (in the
case of optimization) an objective function. The models are written in OPL, which is a
language designed to express, in a rather straightforward manner, both constraint
programming and integer programming models (Van Hentenryck, 1999).
Let Courses = {C1,C2,...,C12} be the set of all the courses available for the
student and let Terms = {1,2,...,nbTerms} represent a “planning horizon”
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consisting of nbTerms consecutive academic terms (e.g., semesters, quarters). The
parameter nbTerms should be sufficiently large to ensure that degree requirements can be
satisfied within that number of terms. In our case we may choose, for
example, nbTerms = 12 , which would allow taking all 12 courses available for the
student, and never having to take more than one course in any one term. We next develop a
CP model.
Decision Variables
The decision variables should reflect the two basic decisions involved in academic
planning: (a) which courses should be selected for the plan and (b) for which term each of the
selected courses should be scheduled to be taken. For each course c in Courses, we associate
a binary variable (i.e., that may be assigned either the value of 1 or the value of 0) take[c]
to represent the course’s selection decision:
⎧ 1 if course c is selected for the program
take[c]= ⎨
⎩ 0 otherwise
To represent the scheduling decision, we associate with course c in Courses an integer
variable term[c] that may be assigned values in the range 0,1,...,nbTerms such that:
⎧ t if course c is scheduled for term t in Terms
term[c]= ⎨
⎩ 0 if course c is not selected for the program
The consistency between these two sets of variables is guaranteed by including in the model
the following constraints:
forall(c in Courses)
take[c] = (term[c] > 0);
This last set of constraints simply means that a course should be marked as being selected for
the program if and only if it is scheduled to be taken in some term during the planning
horizon. It is based on the convention that an expression such as (term[c] > 0) is
evaluated to 1 if is true and to 0 if it is not true.
Objective Function
The objective is to minimize the time-to-degree, that is, the number of consecutive
terms needed to accommodate all the selected courses. For this purpose we define an
additional integer variable, lastTerm , with possible values in the range
0,1,...,nbTerms to represent the index of the latest term for which any course is
scheduled. Thus, the objective function can simply be stated as:
minimize lastTerm
To guarantee that no course is scheduled beyond lastTerm the model must include the
following set of constraints:
forall(c in Courses)
term[c] <= lastTerm;
Constraints
In addition to the constraints discussed above, the model must include constraints to
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ensure that the plans they produce satisfy the academic requirements, that is, the two course
requirements, all the prerequisite requirements and the per-term course-load limits. These
constraints will now be discussed in order.
Course requirements. Let ReqA = {C4,C5,C6,C7} and
ReqB = {C8,C9,C10,C11,C12} be the sets of courses available to satisfy the two
course requirements of the program. To satisfy these requirements, the model must include
the following constraints:
sum(c in ReqA) take[c] >= 3;
sum(c in ReqB) take[c] >= 2;
Prerequisite requirements. Let PrerequisitePairs be the set of all pairs of
courses <c,p> such that p is a prerequisite of c. For each of these pairs, the model must
ensure that if course c is included in the academic plan, course p must also be included and,
further, that p must be scheduled for a term that precedes the term for which c is scheduled.
On the other hand, ifc is not selected, then p may still be included (or not included) in the
plan and the term for which it is scheduled is not restricted. Constraints programming
languages routinely handle such conditional constraints and in the CP model the prerequisite
constraints are succinctly recorded as
forall(< c,p > in PrerequisitePairs)
take[c] => 0 < term[p] < term[c];
The notation => indicates logical implication.
Course-Load Limits. The number of courses taken in each term may not exceed 3. In
the CP model the following set of constraints:
forall(t in Terms)
sum(c in Courses)(term[c] = t) <= 3;
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The complete CP model is given in Figure 5.
minimize lastTerm
subject to {
forall(c in Courses)
take[c] = (term[c] > 0);
forall(c in Courses)
term[c] <= lastTerm;
sum(c in ReqA) take[c] >= 3;
sum(c in ReqB) take[c] >= 2;
forall(< c,p > in PrerequisitePairs
take[c] => 0 < term[p] < term[c];
forall(t in Terms)
sum(c in Courses)(term[c] = t) <= 3;
};

Figure 5: The Complete CP Model.
The CP model can be solved by any standard constraint programming solver but not
by a specialized integer programming solver because many of its constraints are not linear
equalities or inequalities. We next show how the CP model may be modified to create a
corresponding IP model.
Representing the course-load constraints by linear inequalities require that we include
in the model, for each course c in Courses and each term t in Terms a binary variable
scheduled[c,t]defined as follows:
⎧ 1 if course c is scheduled for term t
scheduled[c,t]= ⎨
⎩ 0 if course c is not selected
With these new variables, the course-load constraints (stating that no more than 3 courses
may be taken in each term) can be replaced by the following linear inequalities:
forall(t in Terms)
sum(c in Courses) scheduled[c,t] <= 3;
However, to maintain consistency between the new variables and the original variables, the
following two set of constraints must be included in the IP model:
forall(c in Courses)
take[c] = sum(t in Terms) scheduled[c,t];
forall(c in Courses)
term[c] = sum(t in Terms) t*scheduled[c,t];
Notice that the inclusion of these (linear) constraints in the model permits the removal of the
first set of (non-linear) constraints in the CP model because they also guarantee that a course
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is marked as being selected if and only if it is scheduled to be taken in some term of the
planning horizon.
The representation of the prerequisite requirements requires the use of one of IP’s
many “formulation tricks.” In this case we replace the “natural” but decidedly non-linear
constraints of the CP model with the following two sets of linear constraints:
forall(< c,p > in PrerequisitePairs)
take[p] >= take[c];
forall(< c,p > in PrerequisitePairs)
term[p] - term[c] <= -1 + (nbTerms +1)*(1 - take[c]);
The first set of constraints guarantees that if take[c] = 1 (i.e., c is included in the plan)
then take[p] = 1 (i.e., p is also included). The second set guarantees that if
take[c] = 1 then the term for which p is scheduled must be strictly earlier than the term
for which c is scheduled. The coefficient (nbTerms +1) is sufficiently large so that if
take[c] = 0 the constraint becomes vacuous. The complete IP model is given in Figure 6.
minimize lastTerm
subject to {
forall(c in Courses)
take[c] = sum(t in Terms) scheduled[c,t];
forall(c in Courses)
term[c] = sum(t in Terms) t*scheduled[c,t];
forall(c in Courses)
term[c] <= lastTerm;
sum(c in ReqA) take[c] >= 3;
sum(c in ReqB) take[c] >= 2;
forall(< c,p > in PrerequisitePairs)
take[p] >= take[c];
forall(< c,p > in PrerequisitePairs)
term[p] - term[c] <= -1 + (nbTerms +1)*(1 - take[c]);
forall(t in Terms)
sum(c in Courses) scheduled[c,t] <= 3;
};

Figure 6: The Complete IP Model
As Figures 5 and 6 illustrate, the CP model is a more compact representation of the
problem than the IP model and it is also more “natural.” due to the fact that it is not restricted
to using only linear constraints. This advantage of constraint programming (Van Hentenryck,
2002) becomes more pronounced in “real-life” situations where degree requirements and
regulations are far more complex.
The two models developed in this section were implemented using ILOG OPL Studio
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(ILOG, 2000). The CP model was solved by the ILOG Solver, which is a general purpose
constraint solver, and the IP model was solved by CPLEX, a general purpose integer
programming solver. Both confirm that the shortest time to complete this degree program is 3
terms and that completing the program within that time frame requires taking a minimum of 8
courses. They also confirm that while the requirements may be satisfied by as few as 7
courses, doing so would prolong the completion of the program.

Academic Planning Modeling at CSUN
The requirements of “real-life” degree programs are far more complex than those of
the made-up example used in the previous section. In this section we describe the
requirements the B.A. degree in Child and Adolescent Development (CADV) at the
California State University, Northridge (CSUN), one of approximately 50 bachelor’s degree
programs offered by the university. We also report on our experience in modeling these
requirements. The graduation requirements described in this section were taken from the
2004-2006 CSUN undergraduate/graduate catalogue (CSUN, 2004).
Graduating with a B.A. degree from CSUN requires earning a minimum of 120 units
of course credit while satisfying course requirements in three major components of the
university’s undergraduate program: A General Education (GE) program and the Title 5
Requirements in American History and Government, both of which are common to all
students, and the Major Requirements, which are specific to the student’s selected area of
concentration.
The GE Program consists of a minimum of 52 unit of course credit distributed among
six areas (also referred to as GE sections) as follows:
Section A: Basic Subjects……………………………………………... 12 units
Section B: Natural Sciences………………………………….………… 9 units
Section C: Humanities………………………………………….……… 9 units
Section D: Social Sciences……………………………...………………9 units
Section E: Applied Arts and Sciences……………………..………… 4 units
Section F: Comparative Cultural Studies……………………………….9 units
Each of the sections of the GE Program is further broken into one or more
“subsections” which are more specific requirements that must be satisfied in order to satisfy
the section. Each of the subsections is associated with list of courses available to satisfy it, as
well as the rules that govern the selection, which vary from one section to another. The
selection and scheduling of GE courses is further subject to the Upper-Division General
Education Requirement that mandates that at least 9 units of GE course credit, selected
from at least two different GE sections without restriction of subsections, must be in upperdivision level courses (300-level and above). These courses may not be taken sooner than the
semester in which junior standing (60 units) is achieved by the student. The GE sections and
subsections (including the Upper-Division GE requirement), the number of courses listed in
each subsection, and the selection rules are shown in Table 3 below.
The Title 5 Requirements in American History and Government, which are prescribed
by California law, consists of three requirements: (1) American history, institutions and
ideals, (2) the Constitution of the United States, and (3) the principles of state and local
government as established in California. The number of courses available for each
requirement and their rules are also included in Table 3.
The requirements of the CADV major consist of 42 units of course credit distributed
among three groups of courses as follows:
Lower-Division Required Courses…………………..……………….. 13 units
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Upper-Division Required Courses……………………………………. 31-33 units
Upper-Division Elective Courses……………….……………………... 12 units
The Upper-Division required courses are further divided into four “sections.” The
details of the requirement are given in Table 4.
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Table 3: General Education Course Requirements at CSUN
Section

Subsection

Course
List

A – Basic
Subjects

A.1 – Written
Composition
A.2 – Critical
Reasoning
A.3 - Mathematics
A.4 – Oral
Communication

4 courses

B – Natural
Sciences

C - Humanities

D – Social
Sciences
E – Applied
Arts and
Sciences
F–
Comparative
Cultural
Studies

Upper-Division
General
Education
Requirement

Title V
Requirements
in American
History and
Government

B.1 – Biological and
Physical Sciences
B.2 – Earth Sciences
and Astronomy
Available lab and
field study courses
Super List
C.1 – Literature
C.2 – Fine Arts
C.3 – Philosophy and
Religion
(not subsections)

(not subsections)

F.1 – History of
Western Civilization
F.2 – International
Cross-Cultural
Studies
F.3 – Intra-National
Cross-Cultural
Studies
F.4 – Foreign
Language
(not subsections)

(1) – American
History, Institutions
and Ideas
(2) – the Constitution
of the United States
(3) – the Principles of
State and Local
Government

7 courses
8 courses
5 courses

19 courses
16 courses
18 courses
4 courses
25 courses
34 courses
21 courses

Rules
1.

Select a minimum of 3 units from each
subsection
2. All courses must be completed within the
first 4 semesters or 60 units, whichever
comes first
3. The writing course must be completed no
later than the semester in which 45 units
are completed
4. The writing course and oral
communication course should be taken
simultaneously or within two consecutive
semesters
5. The critical reasoning course should be
taken after completing the mathematics
course
1. Select at least 9 units from entire section
2. Select at least one lecture course from
each subsection
3. Select at least one lab or field study
course associated with one of the lecture
courses selected
1. Select at least 3 units from each of
subsections C.1, C.2, and C.3
2. The “Super List” courses may be applied
to any of the three subsections

61 courses
from 14
disciplines
85 courses
from 23
disciplines
9 courses

1.
2.

53 courses

2.

1.
2.
1.

Select at least 9 units from entire list
The courses selected must be from at
least 2 disciplines
Select at least 4 units from entire list
The courses selected must be from at
least 2 disciplines
Select at least 3 units from each of
subsections F.1, F.2, and F.3
Three units of one foreign language
course may be applied to either
subsection F.2 or subsection F.3

38 courses

56 courses
199 courses

7 courses

5 courses
POLS 403
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At least 9 units of the GE coursework,
selected from at least two different sections
(A through F, without restrictions of
subsections), must be in Upper-Division level
courses, taken no sooner than the semester in
which Junior Standing (60 units) is being
achieved
1. Requirement (1) may be satisfied by
taking one course in its course list
2. Both requirements (2) and (3) may be
satisfied by taking one course listed
under requirement (2)
3. POL 403 would satisfy requirement (3)
only
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Table 4: Course Requirements for the CADV Major
Subsection

Course
List

Lower-Division
Introductory
Courses
Concepts and
Applications

(no subsections)

4 Courses

Take all listed Courses

Overview of
Development
Modes of Inquiry
Cognitive
Development
Language
Development
Social Development
Required Course
Cultural Contexts
Linguistic Context
Group A
Group B

2 Courses

Select one course from each subsection

3 Courses
4 Courses

1.

2 Courses

2.

Upper-Division Required Courses

Section

Domains of
Development

Cultural and
Linguistic
Contexts
Professional
Development

Upper-Division
Elective Courses

3 Courses
CADV 460
10 courses
9 courses
3 courses
2 courses

Rules

1.
2.

CADV 460 must be taken
Select one course from each of the
other subsections

1.

All the courses in Group A must be
taken
CADV 394B and CADV 494B are
the parts of a two-semester sequence
that start in the fall
Select one of the courses in Group B
Select any 12 units of coursework
from all listed courses (without
regard to areas of interests)
Courses are only counted once in the
major, either as a required course or
as an elective but not as both

2.

Development
Atypical
Development
Education
Counseling
Culture, Language
and Development
Research,
Methodology and
Assessment

13 courses
8 courses
16 courses
12 courses
21 courses

Select one courses from 2 of the 3
subsections
Students must select CADV 350 or
CADV 352 as one of these choices

3.
1.

2.

7 courses

In addition to representing a much larger planning problem than the example
discussed above (involving 500 courses and 30 individual course requirements compared to
12 courses and just two requirements), the requirements for earning a B.A. in CADV at
CSUN are more intricate than those of our example:
Course requirements are mostly specified in terms of number of units of credit that must be
taken to satisfy the requirement (as opposed to the number of courses) because courses
offered by the university provide varying amounts of credit.
The requirement rules are far more involved than the simple rule used in the example (i.e.,
select 2 courses from a list of courses). Rules often refer to more than one list (e.g., select
one course from two of three course lists) and refer to additional course attributes such as
the course’s discipline (biology, political science, etc.) and course’s level (lower-division
vs. upper-division courses).
Required rules at CSUN are concerned not just with what courses may be selected but also
with when should be taken (e.g., courses selected to satisfy the Upper-Division GE
requirement may not be taken earlier than the semester when 60 credit units are being
achieved).
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At CSUN, a course may be available to satisfy more than one requirement and there are
complex rules that determine when a course may, in fact, be counted toward more than
one requirement and this option is not allowed.
The specification of prerequisites at CSUN’s courses catalogue also take forms that are often
more general that in our sample degree program. For example, prerequisites are often
stated in terms of a conjunction, e.g., the prerequisite is course x and either course y or
course z.
These differences make modeling of the academic planning problem at CSUN much
more challenging than the one we used as an example. Nevertheless, this problem has been
modelled as a constraint programming model as well as an integer programming model. The
CP model was to large for the ILOG solver to solve in reasonable time but the IP model was
solved by CPLEX within a few minutes of running time. An academic plan generated by the
model that shows how the degree may be completed within 8 terms is shown in table 5.
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Table 5: An 8-Term Academic Plan for a B.A. in Child and Adolescent Development
Term 1
Course

Units

AAS155
ART111
CHIN101C
MATH140

3
3
4
4

PHYS161
Total Units

2
16

Course

Units

Requirements/Prerequisite
s
GE-A1
GE-C2
(none)/CHIN102C
GE-A3, CADV-Intro/
CADV380, CADV352
GE-B1

Term 2
Course

Units

CHIN102C
CHS151
POLS155
FCS330

4
3
3
3

PSY150
Total Units

3
16

Course

Units

Term 3
CADV380

3

CHIN201
ENGL405
GEOL300
PHIL200
Total Units

3
3
3
3
15

Course

Units

Requirements/Prerequisite
s
CADV-InqModes/
CADV394B
GE-F3
CADV-LinguisticCont
GE-B2/GEOL301
GE-A2

Term 4
CADV150

3

CADV250
CADV352
CD361
PSY310
Total Units

3
3
3
3
15

Course

Units

Term 5
CADV394
B
CADV460
GEOL301

2
3
1

HIST150
POLS310
RS361
Total Units

3
3
3
15

Course

Units

CADV470
CHS432
FCS480
KIN185A
LING417
PAS245
Total Units

3
3
3
1
3
3
16

Requirements/Prerequisite
s
CADV-ProfDevA/
CADV494B
CADV-ContextsReq
GE-B(lab), GE-UD
GE-F1
GE-D, GE-UD
GE-C3, GE-UD

Requirements/Prerequisite
s
CADV-Intro
CADV-Intro
CADV-Elective/CADV394B
CADV-Elective
CADV-Elective

Term 6
ANTH152

3

Requirements/Prerequisite
s
GE-D

CADV350
CADV494
B
GEOL100
HIST270
PAS110
Total Units

3
2

CADV-CogDev/CADV470
CADV-ProfDevA

2
3
3
16

GE-B2/GEOL102
T5-Sec1
GE-E

Course

Units

CADV452
FLIT370
GEOL102
Free Elect
Free Elect
Free Elect
Total Units

3
3
1
3
3
3
16

Term 7
Requirements/Prerequisite
s
CADV-ProfDevA
CADV-CultContexts
CADV-Elective
GE-E
CADVLanguageDev
GE-C1

Requirements/Prerequisite
s
(none)/CHIN201
GE-A4
T5-Sec2, T5-Sec3
CADV-DevOverview/
CADV460. CADV380,
CADV352, CADV350
GE-D, CADV-Intro/PSY310

Term 8
Requirements/Prerequisite
s
CADV-ProfDevB
GE-F2, GE-UD
GE-B(Lab)
(none)
(none)
(none)

Applications and Benefits of the Proposed Modeling Approach
As part of their efforts to improve graduation rates, many higher education institutions
have implemented computerized “degree audit” programs that compare, at any desired point
in time, the individual student’s academic record with the requirements of his degree program
to create a report that shows which of the graduation requirements have been satisfied and
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which of them remain to be satisfied. This information is intended to guide students in
developing their academic plans for a more timely completion of the requirements. However,
degree audit programs do not provide any guidance regarding which of the available courses
for each requirement should be selected or when to take them or how these decisions might
effect the time to graduate. They also are incapable of generating academic plans based on
the student’s circumstances and goals.
Encoding the requirements for a degree as constraints in an optimization or constraint
satisfaction model would be a natural extension of the functionality of a degree audit
program. As we illustrated in the last section, such a model can quickly produce a complete
academic plan that would satisfy all the requirements for a degree as well as other constraints
such as limits on the course load that may be taken at one time. Such a model could also be
used to update the student’s plan based on his progress in the program as information about
courses completed successfully simply become new constraints in the model. The model can
be used to help the student consider academic planning options before committing to a
decision. For example, the model can answer questions like whether taking a particular
course during a particular term would extend the student’s time to graduation or by how
much the student’s course load must be increased in order to meet a specific target graduation
date.

Conclusion and Suggestions for Further Research
Constraint modeling has been applied to a wide variety of planning and scheduling
problems, including industrial shop-floor job scheduling, project planning, and workforce
scheduling. This paper presents an initial attempt to apply this approach to personal academic
planning. We first explain and motivate the concept with the aid of a small, made-up,
example and then validate it on a “real-life” test case representing a typical degree program.
As we discuss in the preceding section, this modeling approach has a number of potential
benefits and applications, all of which stem from the ability to use the model to find the effect
of the requirements as well as the student’s decisions on the time it would take to complete
the program.
This research could be extended in two distinct but connected directions. First,
academic institutions seem to vary widely in how they structure and state their requirements
and their educational policies and it would be useful to get a broader perspective of existing
practices and standards in order to better assess the usefulness of the proposed modeling
approach. Graduation requirements and institutional rules from more universities should be
analyzed and academic planning models should be developed and tested for them. A
desirable outcome of such examination would be a set of generic test cases which would be
representative of a large number of institutions and on which different modeling approaches
and solution techniques may be evaluated and compared. Another possible outcome of such
research would be a better understanding of what makes one set of graduation requirements
and academic policies better than others from the point of making the process of academic
planning more tractable and easier to satisfy in a timely manner.
The second direction of research would involve improving the computational
performance of the models. For the proposed modeling approach to be practical, solving the
model should take on average more than a few seconds. As we reported above, the CP model
developed for our case study proved to be too complex for the ILOG solver, which in for
most inquiries did not return a solution at all, and solving the corresponding IP model by
CPLEX took several minutes. The scheduling problems that result form applying the
proposed approach are large (i.e., they involve a large number of variables and constraints)
and belong to a class of problems that are notoriously hard. Nevertheless, reducing the
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solution time can often be achieved by reformulating the model and/or by customizing the
solution procedure to the specific characteristics and structure of the problem at hand.
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Abstract
Web based intelligent multi-agent manufacturing systems are shop-floor management
technology for the geographically dispersed artifacts production units that satisfy unique
customer requirements. This paper develops dynamic, technological as well as logistical real
time planning, and organizational control of all artifact production units/sub units' part of an
artifact production network with the use of multi agent technology. The incessant pressure of
meeting unique customer demands at a decreasing cost across the globe is forcing the modern
day artifact manufacturers to adopt a paradigm shift from the traditional ways of
manufacturing. The modern day shift has been towards web based manufacturing
incorporating the modern concepts of digitalized manufacturing information flow in the form
of agents to facilitate the collaborative product development and link up all manufacturing
areas across different geographical locations. The artifact industry is characterized by the
growing unique customer requirements, and in order to add customer value to the products an
intelligent manufacturing system based on Internet, intranet, web and Multi-Agents is
proposed. The architecture shall utilize the distributive and autonomous behavior of the
functional agents. Viability of each agent is monitored and fed as a feedback for improving
the agent’s reflexivity and goal adjustment mechanisms during the coordination process in
specialized artifact production. An analysis of multi-agent system as a whole, in achieving
efficient resource allocations when each agent makes independent decisions, adjusted by
feedback of its own viability measure to maximizes its goal, in a limited information
environment about the entire system of distributed artifact production has been undertaken.

Keywords
Production engineering and management, dynamic manufacturing and control, multi agent
systems (MAS), i-manufacturing, and artifact production

Introduction
Modern day tribal artifact manufacturers have been challenged by unique customer
demands, growing customers' expectations, and quick product delivery at competitive prices.
This has caused a paradigm shift in traditional methods of manufacturing and businesses,
resulting in a shift from legacy information systems to internet-based environments. The
pressure over these artifact producing units/subunits' are greater than ever before, and to
achieve success in the prevailing situation organizations are relying on distributive
technologies and cooperative partnerships with similar units/subunits'. Web based intelligent
manufacturing has emerged as a promising solution to support responsive manufacturing
units/subunits' that aims to “create, validate, monitor and control agile, distributed
manufacturing production systems geared towards build to order unique customer demands
and expectations". In order to do away with ambiguities of tacit knowledge and fulfill
aforementioned targets, digital manufacturing hinges on tangible knowledge convertible to
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digital values (Seino et. al., 2001). Recent research in this field has emphasized the need to
have a collaborative product development (CPD) system which has been defined as: “an
Internet based computational architecture" that supports sharing and transferring of
knowledge and information of the product life cycle amongst geographically distributed
artifact production units/subunits'. The present paper advocates communication and control of
artifact production units/subunits' in a web-based environment, which is the essence of digital
manufacturing.
The emergence of internet, peoples' desires for more customer-specific products, and
the advancement of technology to support intelligent mobile agents (Mobile Agents, 2001)
has eventually resulted in artifact production units/subunits' to analyze how their required
artifacts are manufactured against the available constraints, dispatched through their supply
chains, and finally decision of allocation to artifact units. The adoption of intelligent web
based technologies is undertaken to facilitate the real time deadline control (Fletcher et al.,
2001), which is diversifying into various product/process families. Currently available realtime deadline control focuses only on ensuring that the artifacts are manufactured across
several cells of an organization and that this manufacture is achieved within hard real time
constraint and relies on the central server that the cells may access. The server has access to
information on when all parts have to be fabricated and delivered, to whom, and by what time
and what penalties are associated with the delays. As the markets expand and the supply
chains encompass multiple organizations, we believe that a centralized solution would be
impractical. It would be very restrictive as too many cells could overload the server, making
the entire deadline control process unresponsive to both the supplier business and customer
business. The real time deadline control of the future should be coherent, must be Internet
based, expandable and responsive (i.e. provide satisfactory quality of service in terms of
reaction times, quality etc) to the array of artifact manufacturing and controlling
organizations. Furthermore, as supply chains crosses national and cultural boundaries, the
business and its deadline control processes must evolve to cater efficiently with the diverse
market regulations, languages and ontology. Different markets for the procurement of
different product artifacts may employ distinct economic rules, monetary constraints,
purchase laws, as well as use multiple languages with specific terms of reference to:
• The artifact being obtained by the businesses.
• The manufacturing processes (e.g. machining, assembly, transportation,
disassembly, inspection etc) conducted within the units/subunits' in order to
make the requested product instance.
• The sale of the finished goods to either consumer business (B2B) or directly
to customers (B2C) (Fletcher, 2003).
These requirements and regulatory constraints make web based intelligent
manufacturing system for tribal artifacts a necessity. Based on this distributive manufacturing
concept, an intelligent distributive manufacturing system based on the Internet, intranet,
agents and web has been introduced in this paper. This architecture utilizes the
communication, coordination and autonomous behavior of agents and aims to integrate
collaborative product design and development in artifact production. In order to achieve
better global competitiveness and enhanced communication and coordination among diverse
geographical locations, the web-based architecture is governed by the attributes of digital
information exchange that help in alleviating the prevailing ambiguity and impreciseness.
This architecture works on the basis of coordination and information exchange among the
process planning agents which work under centralized web based control. The focus of the
paper is to present the architecture that helps in avoiding the ambiguities of the information
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exchange with the utilization of the digitized information flow among the different agents, to
ensure seamless data and information transfer within the manufacturing system of artifact
production.

Figure1: General set up web based artifact production

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses a number of webbased architectures with the proposed web based architecture for artifact production
described in section 3. The framework for Multi-agent based artifact production unit is
described in section 4, a range of co-ordination and implementation issues within APU for
dispatch of orders are discussed in section 5, artifact DCN management has been discussed in
section 6 and decision model for selection of artifact producing unit with respect to the
outlined goals has been developed in section 7. Finally, the issues that have been dealt with
in this paper have been summarized and the future scope of work has been outlined.

Web based Manufacturing Systems
The Web has become one of the most important Internet tools providing a platform
independent way for sharing, disseminating and retrieving information. This environment has
made it possible for the design models to be dynamically shared, updated, accessed and
manipulated remotely. Chen and Liang (Chen and Liang, 2000) have presented a web-based
system that integrates and shares engineering information for facilitating design and
manufacturing activities in the form of a domain investigation, together system design and
modeling. A platform-independent real-time monitoring system has been proposed by Ong
and Sun (Ong and Sun, 2003) which utilizes mobile agents within a web-based distributed
architecture. A web-based system based on the Java Applet programming named as CyberCut
has been developed (Smith and Wright, 1996) in the University of California at Berkeley.
This system includes mainly three modules, a Web-based feature-based design tool, a new
geometric representation for information exchange between design and process planning
modules, and an automated process planning and machining systems. Xiao et. al. (Xiao et.
al., 2001) effectively demonstrated an organized workflow for the design process which can
be altered by users through assembling components with the help a Web-DPR system. A web
based fixture design system has been presented (Mervyn et. al., 2003) which uses an XML
format for transferring information and knowledge between functional modules in the
distributive environment. Choi et al. (Choi et. al., 2003) have shown the utilities of web-
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based architectures in establishing a new generation of distributed design and manufacturing
platform. Amidst all these research developments in web based systems, some research issues
(Li, 2005) still need further investigated which are summarized as follows:
(i) There is a need for the adaptable web based applications focusing on unique
customer requirements.
(ii)
An intelligent multi agent web based manufacturing system still needs to be
developed that integrates remote application servers, controlling different
manufacturing cells in a distributed environment, and is aided by decision making
module for effective decision making for allocation and adjustment of goals in an
uncertain environment.
Keeping with the current research trends, an architecture based on the web and multiagents for intelligent artifact manufacturing is presented in next section.

Artifact Manufacturing Framework
The framework for artifact manufacturing has been proposed to support a range of
manufacturing facilities in the distributed manufacturing environment. The present
framework has been proposed to realize a plug-and-play operational environment to support
these facilities, which are distributed throughout the state of Jharkhand, India. The major aim
of the present framework is to provide distributed intelligence in the form of digitized
information to perform manufacturing operations starting from the point of accepting product
design information from a number of remote locations. The operability of the system depends
on several vital factors such as data exchange, data sharing, communication protocol and
architecture. Design, process planning and execution of the manufacturing tasks are carried
out by distributed cooperative agents. The autonomous behavior of the agents plays a vital
role in the decision making in the distributive environment, which requires a high level of
autonomy in utilizing the resources. The agents are proposed to be implemented using the
Common Object request broacher architecture (CORBA) (Rosenberg, 1998) objects with
Interface Definition Language (IDL).
This arrangement provides the application-independent specifications to the client i.e.
web servers in the various facilities at different locations. Since CORBA is platform
independent and language independent, it is useful in distributed communications in
manufacturing. The function of the agents is based on a communication layer that depends on
knowledge Query Modeling Language (KQML)/XML message representation along with a
user interface. The agents function according to the needs of the manufacturing execution
environment that help in collaborative product development.
Multi Agent Systems (MAS) have been chosen as a method to solve such problem
due to its versatility, which can incorporate all additional conditions. This technique is
superior to all generally considered techniques till date i.e. mathematical optimizing
algorithms, heuristics, simulated annealing, or other methods which in real world scheduling
problems are difficult to solute and time consuming in calculation. Developed solution for
artifact production model incorporates agent tools to support the following additional
functionalities:
• Agent based model and algorithm are a bank for generation of dispatching variants as
well as an optimized allocation and processing of job orders.
• Optimized event related synchronization of essential local information flows
(information transfer between artifacts production units) as well as the
synchronization of information from technical expertise centers (TECs) into Artifact
Production Intranet, comprising of suppliers, sub assembly and final assembly areas,
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logistic service providers and other spatially separated artifact production centers, are
achieved.
Simultaneous flow chart planning within job order and disturbance management for
all job orders in Artifact Production Intranet is catered for in distributed environment.
Schedule optimization and use of different mathematical approaches can be used in
such an environment.
Management of deadline, backlogs, capacity constraints as well as visualization of
production progress and cost development within bounds of financial controlling can
be achieved.
Innovative models and algorithms for resource and logistics substitution for
compensation of disturbances, such as problems with machines and systems, back
orders, and dispatching of additional short-term orders in the running production
units/subunits are all catered.

MAS in Artifact Production Units.
Multi-agent technologies have been successfully deployed in flexible and distributed
environment of artifact production to enable reduced manning, reliable, and survivable
operations of artifact production using the available raw materials. The Artifact production
architecture is divided into three levels (Tichý, et al., 2002): The APU is concerned with
overall goals of the artifact production unit and communicates directly with the DCN
management agents. The Process-level is aimed at optimizing the performance of the
automation components and ensuring available services. The Machine-level, the lowest one
in the hierarchy, is responsible for the real-time control, diagnostics, and system
reconfiguration.
The agent architecture consists of four main components: planner, equipment model,
execution control, and diagnostic modules (see Fig. 2). The planner reasons about the plans
and events emerging in the physical domain and represents the core of an agent. The
equipment model provides the decision-making support by describing and evaluating the
physical system configurations. The execution control module acts as a control proxy and
translates committed plans into execution control actions. The diagnostic part is responsible
for detection of local events or disturbances in the physical systems and evaluates them
according to the model. The diagnostic component of an agent may include a suite of data
acquisition, signal processing, diagnostic, and prognostic algorithms. Any agent in the
community can access the diagnostic information gathered and evaluated locally. In such a
way, the global diagnostic of the system based on distributed diagnostic approach can be
achieved.
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Figure 2: Agent architecture for artifact production

Design of Agent based Manufacturing Management System in Tribal Artifacts Production
Consumer agents. Consumer agents are repository of all job orders in manufacturing
environment. A consumer agent has information about the job order and operations solving
the
strategy for allocation of operations to be carried out to an appropriate supply agent is
through communication of agents.
.
Supply agents. These are concerned with supply of resources for satisfaction of demand.
Each supply agent is concerned with schedule, as resource allocation is done only once.
Job agent. This is a job order and machine agent is a production resource.
A unique vector specifies for each agent as to which agent is to be considered for
communication. The specifying vectors takes into account all parameters necessary for choice
of resources, such as possible manufacturing or assembly process, size of workshop, accuracy
classes, current allocation situation etc.,. Design patterns need to be worked out keeping in
view the high resources and order quantity possible.
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Figure 3: Functionality and data management of the job order agent

Working groups of agents at several hierarchical levels need to be established, to
guarantee the best solution of the problem for job orders difficult to allocate available
resources within artifacts production units for processing of job orders. A bottom up concept
for the specified agent algorithm needs to be worked out. Main advantages of management of
artifact manufacturing based on MAS are:
•
•

Decentralization of the schedule, which is generally, time consuming.
High flexibility to cater for unforeseen incident in production process i.e.,
logistic problems, short term dispatching of rush orders, tool damage or failure
to comply with quality.

General Structure of MAS in Artifacts Production Units
The principal structure of an agent based manufacturing system for artifacts
production units is based on the primary assumption that all resources of the company are
reproduced as software agents and all necessary data are provided in data basis. The system
administrator builds a software model based on the organizational structure of the production
units i.e., single manufacturing resources are allocated to certain production units. Allocation
of job orders is done by manufacturing management agents to a production unit/subunit
corresponding with generated specification vector (i.e. choice of production units based on
manufacturing processes). If processing of orders by due date time within the specified areas
e.g. by full utilization of resources is not possible, and then the request can be transmitted to
machine agents of different artifacts production units. In that case it has access to all machine
agents of the production units. Possible alternative areas can be limited additionally by
system restrictions on basis of a particular functional parameter i.e. in case of simple milling
operations; it is possible to exclude areas from different APU’s, which increases efficiency of
the system.
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The design of multi agent system is flexible in two aspects namely integration of new
manufacturing resources in APUs and replacement of available manufacturing resources in
different areas, the present structure can be adapted flexibly. MAS can also be adapted to
changing organizational structure of the APUs. The above feature also extends the advantage
of concurring integration of additional APUs into artifact production intranet network. In
order to guarantee the functionality of the complete system as desired, the definition and
implementation of each single agent is described with respect to APUs in the underlying
sections.
Single Agents in APUs And Their Interactions
System Editing Agent (SEA). SEA is only one in the complete system which is
responsible for creating logical system structure in the data basis serving for the
administration of restrictions and access rights for users and as reference basis for single
agents. By means of SEA new agents can be built, edited or deleted as it is e.g. purchase of
new machines in artifacts production units (APUs), changes in organizational structure of
APUs can be managed by SEA.
Manufacturing Management Agent (MMA). For each job a job order agent (JOA) is
generated by MMA. All necessary data is provided by user/retrieved from data bank. The
order is divided into several operations and has necessary process specifications for each
operation process alternatives are also taken into account. With the help of MMA, request to
particular JOA concerning current state of process, allocation to the manufacturing system etc
is initiated and responses analyzed based on criteria specified by user.

Figure 4: General structure of an agent-based Manufacturing System with several organizational levels
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Job Order Agent (JOA). For each new job order, a JOA is generated. This agent
communicates with the production area to which it is allocated by MMA. Appropriate MAS
are determined dependent on the processes, operations, and geometric variables and most
importantly on the feasibility of job order at single MAS. JOA edits request of MMA in
regard to scheduling, job order progress, machine scheduling of job orders and balances the
transfer of single machines with logistic agents.
Logistic Management Agent (LMA). Each LMA is located at APU, and records all
logistic parameters of the APU into the databases.
Logistic Agent (LA). One LA is assigned to each production unit, LA edits request of
job order agents (JOA), tool agents (TA), material agents (MA), and job agents (JA) with aim
to evaluate feasibility. All necessary data is provided by data bank of LMA.
Tool Agent (TA). Each TA is allocated to one APU. TA accepts the job order specific
requirement of MA, examines if it can be implemented and makes specified artifacts before
dispatching of orders. In case of any disturbance, a message is sent to MA which in turn
maintains a record of all TAs available.
Machine Agent (MA). One MA is allocated to each machine in APU. The MA is
negotiating partner of JOA. It keeps the machine scheduler for single processing operations
allocated to the machine and is responsible for the feasibility of predetermined operation
during dispatching of orders. A close interaction between TA and JA is necessary.

Agent Based Dispatching of Orders for Artifact Production Units
Dispatching of orders should primarily cater for short response time of system if new
order are to be dispatched and the classically cater for complex calculations for routine
orders. A combinatorial dispatching strategy, which, use certain assessment index as a basis
needs to be devised to guarantee short response time. If dispatching orders under these
conditions is not possible, a second dispatching attempts with different strategy needs to be
worked out. Thus a combinatorial strategy which gives importance to planning process and
disregards optimization needs to be evolved for the artifacts.
1. Dispatching strategy “OPT”
2. Dispatching strategy “Force”
3. Dispatching strategy “X-competition”
Assessment Indexes
For selection of a particular machine in APU, dispatching strategy is of utmost
significance. Machine agent and job agents calculate these indexes by taking into account
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information pertaining to machine qualification and the dispatching time concerned (e.g.
robustness or minimal processing time).
Machine index. Machine index is an indicator as to what extent the machine over
fulfills the requirement of the operation. All parameters are evaluated, and it may vary with
different machines in different APUs. Common parameters considered for evaluation has
been dealt in succeeding sub-paragraphs.
Robustness index. Robustness index is an indicator of tolerance already catered for
short term disturbance or dead line shifts of the operation.
Position index. An appropriate time gap is determined from the position the operation
can be evaluated within this time gap. The position index evaluates remaining time from end
of operations to end of time gap. The average processing time of the machine is used as
reference for still usable time gap. Average processing time (APT) is determined by statistical
data available for machines.
Setting Up index. This evaluates the determined time gap with regard to degree of
probability of setting up of the machines for the previous operation can be used again for the
jobs to be dispatched. In this case APT is also considered because increasing internal
flexibility increases the probability that further operation can be dispatched in the time gap
without resetting the workstation.
Time Slot index. Depending on direction of dispatching (Forwards and Backwards) the
time slot index is an indicator of the position of the operation within the time slot, which is
set by order agent, which indirectly affects the processing time of the order.
Total index.Total index is the sum of machine index, robustness index, setting up index
and time slot index. Dispatching strategy, which has been determined for order release,
decides which of the indexes has to be considered.

Dispatching Strategies for Artifacts
Dispatching Strategy OPT. In this case, the dispatching of orders is backwards i.e., it
is oriented towards latest finish time of the order. The inherent advantage in such a case is
achievement of shortest processing time. Adherence to schedule, which is primarily based on
optimization calculated by the sum total of the five assessment indexes, is achieved.
Weighted calculations can be adopted for the assessment indexes basically to allocate priority
i.e. if implementation of short processing time is desired, then time slot index can be given
high weight age. If robustness is required in achieving robust machine schedule then
robustness index acquires high weight age.
Dispatching Strategy “Force”.Contrary to dispatching strategy OPT; the termination
in dispatching strategy “force” is forward since here, the optimal dispatching is not the focus
of attention but rather the achievement of the dispatching process itself is to be targeted. In
“force” the weight ages of indexes, which are, provided by machine agents differs from that
have OPT. The machine agents do not take the machine and position indexes into account but
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rather the dispatching time will be chosen from the available possibilities which offer the best
total index of robustness and time slot index.
Dispatching Strategy “X-competition”. In X-competition the competition situation
between different orders is used as dispatching criterion. The “X” stands for a priority input,
which has to be chosen by the manufacturing management if this dispatching strategy is used.
Further Dispatching options for “Force” and “X-competition”. In both, dispatching
strategy “Force” and “X-competition”, the actual dispatching of order has priority over
optimization criteria such aspects as whether the setting up of the preceding operation can be
used for the machine a second time. For this purpose three alternatives are introduced, which
make it possible to dispatch an order even if there is sufficient, coherent time gap in the
schedule of the machine agent lacking.
• Over draft makes a dispatching of orders after the end of shift in a unit/subunit possible.
• Shift splitting makes it possible that an order can be dispatched after a shut down of the
machine i.e. order is stopped at the end of shift and can be continued at the start of the
next shift on the same machine.
• Long time splitting refers to operations, which are difficult to dispatch during a high
capacity utilizations of the machines.

ARTIFACT DCN MANAGEMENT
In this section, the model of distributed collaboration network (DCN) for artifacts is
described and shown in Fig. 5. The objective of the DCN is to manage the resource allocation
problem in a distributed artifact production environment, in this case, cooperative multi-agent
system.
Model of distributed collaboration network
The DCN is defined as a seven-tuple
DCN ≡ (TANC , RAms ,τ , Clent ns , Serverms , Pj ,α (Ti )).

(1)

The elements of DCN are defined as follows:
1. Clients: Client ns is a set of clients whose task (Ti ) must be processed at the servers where c
is a type of client. In this artifact model, only one client is assigned to one task agent (TA),
which performs a coordination process with resource agents (RA). Therefore, n represents the
identification number of both clients and task agents where n = (1;2;......; N ) and N is the total
number of both task agents and clients in DCN. Each Client ns can be described as
Client nc = ( Budget c , Std _ cos t c )

(2)

Where, Budget c is a budget for a particular type of client (c), Std _ cos t c is an estimated cost
of the task for a particular type of client (c).
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Figure 5: Typical artifact production distributed network

2. Servers: Serverms is a set of servers that has the capability to process and complete a task
of clients where s is a type of server. Similar to the clients, only one server is assigned to one
resource agent (RA), which performs a coordination process with task agents (TA).
Therefore, m represents the identification number of both servers and resource agents where
m = (1;2;3;.....M ); and M is the total number of both resource agents and servers in DCN.
Each Servers m can be described as
Serverms = (CAPs , Std prices )
(3)
Where, CAPs is a capacity for a particular type of server (s). Std prices is an estimated task
price for a particular type of server (s).

Table1: Data elements for task
3. Tasks of DCN (s) comprise a set of tasks in the DCN, and it is defined as τ
τ ≡ T1,T2 , T3 ,......T τ

(

)

(4)

Where, Ti represents individual task in the DCN, |τ| is a total number of tasks in DCN. The
set of tasks (τ ) in the DCN can be described according to a task data model. According to
ISO 14258 (1996), a task data model identifies three main groups of data elements for the
tasks (Table 1). In addition to ISO 14258 (1996), these data elements comprise four
information classes for the user to view as shown in Table 2.
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4. Task agents: TAnc is a set of task agents where c is a type of client. Since only one client is
assigned to one task agent in this model, n is also used as the identification number of task
agents where n = (1; 2; 3; ... N ) ; and N is the total number of both task agents and clients in
DCN.
Each TAnc can be described as

(

TAnc ≡ Client c ; τ n ; Bid im ; VTAnc

)

,

(5)

Where, Client ns is a set of clients that is assigned to TAnc ; τ is a set of given tasks

(T T , T ,......T )
1, 2

τ

3

in DCN, τ n is a set of tasks that belong to Client ns . τ n ⊆ τ , |τ| is the total

(

)

tasks in DCN, i is a task identification number and i = T1,T2 , T3 ,......T τ , Bid im is a bid
c
n

submitted by RAm for Ti , VTA
c
n

c
n

is a viability function of TA .

n
c

Since TA ∈π , Budget of Client cn is considered a resource of TAnc . The variables, Ti ; and
Bid im are communication variables and VTAnc is a parameter of TAnc .
5. Resource agents: RAms is a set of task agents where s is a type of server, m is the
identification number of resource agents where m = (1,2,3....., M ) ; and M is the total number
resource agents in DCN. Each RAms can be described as a four-tuple:
RAms = 〈 Serverms , Tm , Bid im ,VRAms 〉

(6)

In addition, the bid submitted to TAn can be defined as a two-tuple:
Bid mi = 〈 Qpriceim , QLTi m 〉 ,

(7)

(

where Server is a set of servers assigned to RA ; τ is a set of given tasks T 1,T 2 ,T 3 ,......T τ
s
m

s
m

)

in DCN, (T m ) is a set of tasks that requests a quotation from Server ; T m ⊆ τ , τ is the total
s
m

tasks in DCN, Bid im is a bid submitted to TAn for Ti , VRAsm is a viability function of RAms ;
Qpriceim is a quoted price for Ti , QLTi m is quoted lead-time for Ti .
Since, RAms ∈π; CAPs of Serverms is considered as a resource of RAms : The variables,

(T m ) and

Bid im are communication variables and VRAsm is a parameter of RAms .

RA ms = 〈 Server ms , Tm, Bid im , VRA sm 〉

TAcm = 〈 Client cn , Tn , Bid mi ,VTAmc 〉
6. Coordination protocol: ( Pi ) assists task agents and resource agents to allocate a resource
for a given task ( Ti ). In this article, resource allocation protocol (RAP) facilitates resource
allocation activities in DCN for both task agents and resource agent.
7. Coordinated activities: α (Ti ) is a set of coordinated activities performed by TAcn and RAms
to process a complete given task ( Ti ), α (Ti ) : The example of coordinated activities α (Ti ) is
shown in Fig. 6. The total execution time Timeex eT 1 of protocol initiator who performs
coordinated activities to complete a given task ( Ti ) can also be found as follows:
Timeexe (Ti ) = Finish _ time − Start _ time ;
(8)
Where, Finish _ time is a time that a protocol initiator completes the coordination activities.
Start _ time is a time that a protocol initiator starts the coordination activities.
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According to Fig. 6, a protocol initiator that is a task agent TA11 ; start its coordination
activities when it receives a task ( Ti ).
Model assumptions
The tasks and resource agents operate and interact based on the following
assumptions:
1. Cooperative environment, there is no competition among resource agents to
compete for the task. The bid value for each task is based on the current status of individual
agent, not the status of the other agents. The current status of an individual agent is
represented by each agent’s viability measure. VRAsm

(

Bid im = f Serverms , RAms VRAsm

(

s
m

)

= f Server , RA VRA , VRA2s ..., VRAsm
s
m

S
1

)

(9)
2. Eq. (9) shows that the value of a bid depends only on the value of each agent
viability measure. The other agents’ viability measures have no impact on the bid value,
Bid im . In addition, the task agent also selects a bid winner based on the current status of its
viability measure VTAnc as shown in Eq. (10).

(

Selectionim = f Client cn , TAmc , Bid im ∀ m VTAnc
(10)

(

)

= f Client nc , TAmc , Bid im ∀ m VTA1C , VTA2c ..., VTAnc

)

3. There is direct communication among the group of task agents and among the
group of resource agents. The only direct communication channel is that each task agent can
send messages to all of the resource agents, while each resource agent can send messages to
all the task agents.
Performance measures
Two performance measures of DCN are defined: (1) the number of un-allocated tasks
and (2) overall profits of the servers. The significance of each performance measure is
explained as follows.
1. Number of un-allocated tasks T. The tasks enter the DCN system by each client.
The total number of tasks of each client that need to be processed by one of the available
servers is recorded. An un-allocated task is a task that cannot be allocated to any servers due
to either lack of sufficient capacity for the resource agent, or lack of sufficient budget for the
task agent. The number of un-allocated tasks can represent the effectiveness of the resource
allocation protocol.
M

N

T&&&= T − ∑∑ Ti j ,
i =1 j =1

(11)
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Where, Ti j = {0, 1} ; {0} means that task ( Ti ) is not assigned to RA j while {1} means

that task ( Ti ) is assigned to RA j (hence, server j).
2. Profits of the overall servers: It is defined as the sum of quoted price of the
accepted bids for each server (resource agent) minus the operating cost of each server. The
quoted price of each resource server will be varied according to the current status of its
cumulative reward, standard price, and task size as stated in Eq. (12). The profit of each
server can be found by the following equation:
n

(

)

profit m = ∑ Bid im ,n − Op _ cos t s
i =1

(12)
Where, Bid im , n is a winning bid of RAm and Op _ cos t s is an estimated cost of the
task for a particular type of clients (c).

Agent Decision Model in DCN Artifact production.
According to Huang and Nof (2000a), an agent decision model includes two main
mechanisms: (1) goal adjustment mechanism (GAM) and (2) reflexivity mechanism (RM).
Following this model, the decision model is modified here to improve the collaborative
performance of the artifact production system. The modification is described next.
In this article, a key research question in the cooperative, multi-agent system resource
allocation is whether a multi-agent system as a whole achieves its goal of efficient resource
allocation, when agents make independent decisions to maximize their own decision criteria
based on limited information of the system. The viability of each agent is introduced as a
feedback for reflexivity and goal adjustment mechanism during the coordination engagement
of the task administration protocol as shown in Fig. 6.
The viability information, which is a performance measure of agents as proposed by
Huang and Nof (2000b), is sent to the GAM function. Both agent types, RA and TA, have
different GAM functions. For resource agents, GAM is based on a pricing algorithm. For task
agents, GAM is based on a bid selection algorithm. The details of the allocation algorithm
and bid selection algorithms are explained next.
Allocation algorithm of resource agents
In the distributed resource allocation network, a resource agent applies an allocation
algorithm in order to seek operation profits for maintaining its viability. In addition, an
allocation algorithm helps each resource agent to differentiate its service for a particular task
from other resource agents and guides task agents to select a particular bid based on their
individual needs.
The main difference of the allocation algorithm in this research from others (e.g.,
Wellman, 1993) is that the viability measure of agents (Huang and Nof, 2000b) at each
interaction is used as a feedback to adjust the price of service for the next interaction. The
viability of each RAms at each interaction can be defined as
−1

Re ward i κ ⎤
⎡
VRAms = ⎢1 + e ∑t =0
⎥⎦ ,
⎣
(13)
i
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Where,

∑

i
t =0

Re ward i is the summation of the current rewards given to RAms as a bid

winner, κ is a constant real number that represents the profit seeker behavior of RAms . In this
research, the focus is on coordination process; therefore, κ of all RAms are assumed to be
equal to separate the impact of an individual agent’s behavior from the protocol performance.
The allocation algorithm can be explained procedurally as follows:
Step1: Access current resource capacity situation
For each RAms :
Receive Ti from TAnc
If CAPsm < T_sizei then reject Ti
Else go to Step2,
where T_sizei is an attribute of any given task Ti that shows the capacity requirement
over the resources.
Step2: Construct a bid for a given task Ti
Calculate current value of VRAsm
Then construct Bid mi

(

)

Qpriceim = T _ sizei * adj _ factor VRAmc ,
(14)
T _ sizei
QLTi m =
*U m
CAPmc
(15)
Where, adj_factor( ) is a function that provides a scaling value based on VRAms ;
U m is a current Serverm utilization rate.
Step3: Sending a bid message to a given task Ti owner
Send Bid mi to TAnc where
Bid im = Qpriceim , QLTi m
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End of procedure

Figure 6: Mechanism of allocation selection and pricing in MAS distributed artifact
production environment
Selection algorithm of task agents
In the distributed resource allocation network, a task agent applies a task selection
algorithm to choose the best bid from all bids received from resource agents. In addition, bid
selection algorithm helps each task agent realign its priorities over several decision criteria
based on current status. In this research, the viability measure of task agents at each
interaction is used as a feedback to adjust the priorities of decision criteria. In this case, the
viability of task agents reflects their available budget and past spending behavior. The
viability of each TAcn can be defined as:
( Actual _ cos t i − Std _ cos t c ) n
⎡
⎤
(16)
VTAnc = 1 ⎢1 + e ∑ i
⎥
⎣
⎦
Where, Actual_costi is the bid price from the resource agent for task (Ti), Std_costc is
the estimated cost of the task for a particular type of client (c), v is a real number that
represents the sensitivity of TAcn over its spending behavior. In this research, the focus is on

the coordination process; therefore n of all TAcn are assumed to be equal, to separate the
impact of an individual agent’s behavior from the protocol performance.
The bid selection algorithm can be explained procedurally as follows:
Step1: Receive bids
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For each TAnc :
Receive Bid im from TAnc

(

)

Wait until receive Bid imν Re ject ∀RAms
Step2: Update current viability situation
Calculate current value of VTAcn
Adjust weight of decision criteria Wn

Wn = Wn * adj _ factor (VTAnc )
(17)
Where, adj_factor( ) is a function that provides a scaling value based on VTAcn
Step3: Select the best bid
Select the server offering the minimum Bid im

Selectionim = min(Wn × Bid im )∀m
(18)
End of procedure.
Next, we investigate the question about the cooperative multi-agent system resource
allocation, determining whether a multi-agent system as a whole achieves its goal of efficient
resource allocation, when agents make independent decisions to maximize their own
decisions. The validation of the algorithm proposed on the multi-agent-based resource
allocation includes three heterogeneous, autonomous, and distributed agents of both task and
resource agents. Later, the number of agents was doubled to six agents for both task and
resource agents to test the scalability of the system. The algorithm so proposed for the artifact
production in such a distributed scenario was found to function satisfactorily.

Conclusion
We have presented a general framework for reconfiguring an intelligent web based
multi agent based manufacturing system to manufacture new artifact products, cope with
differing product specifications, and overcome the problems associated with machine failures
and introduction of high priority orders. This frame work, its application of web based
intelligent manufacturing agents and its associated tools are based on techniques that
automatically select the appropriate function block application to manage how the
manufacturing tasks are to be executed, when, where and what co-ordinations (e.g.
synchronization and concurrency) are demanded. A framework composed of agents such as
design, process planning, and manufacturing execution agents shows significant potential for
supporting collaborative manufacturing. The framework provides a seamless integration of
different agents communicating messages regarding the part design, planning information
with the different workstation controllers in the various facilities across the web. The
proposed web based system does not utilize any intelligent search engine within process
planning agent that aims to obtain optimized process plans which help in reducing machining,
tooling and setup costs. Future work includes further development of the platform, including
standard message content language and ontology. Many more agents need to be developed to
perform more complicated design, process planning, and cost estimating tasks. Furthermore,
the following tasks will be performed: (1) validate the prototype system using more artifact
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demand cases, (2) explore the interrelationships between the design factors to better sequence
the selected processes and determine process parameters, and (3) develop a draft standard that
specifies a framework for the interoperability of a set of software products used in the artifact
manufacturing domain and facilitate its integration
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Abstract
Flexibility has attracted the attention of organizations all over the world. Attempts
have been made to design Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS), in which flexibility plays
a key role. One of the biggest challenges in the design of FMS is the identification and
prioritisation of flexibilities. A review of literature revealed different types of flexibilities and
a variety of taxonomy for their categorization. But there is no consensus among the
definitions and categorization of flexibilities. Hence in this paper, we have made an attempt
to describe a new taxonomy for the flexibilities from the perspective of components of FMS,
which can reduce the confusion and increase the clarity among the researchers and
practitioners to some extent. In addition to this, we have developed a Decision Support
System (DSS), which utilizes one of the Multi-Attribute Decision Making (MADM) model,
namely, the relative rating model for the prioritisation of flexibilities during the design of
FMS.

Keywords
Prioritisation, Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS), Decision Support Systems (DSS),
Multi-Attribute Decision Making (MADM) model, Relative rating model

Introduction
Nothing in this world is constant except for the change. Along with time everything
changes. When comparing with the early nineties, the customers have changed a lot. Current
day customers demand huge variety, better quality, faster delivery and better services for
products at the lowest possible cost. At the same time, the competition in the market has been
increasing drastically. As a result many of the organizations are finding it very difficult to
stick to their conventional philosophy of high volume and low-cost production. The success
of the organization is now more dependent upon how quickly, efficiently and effectively it is
adapting to the changes. Also the present-day organizations are moving towards achieving
world-class standards and excellence, which is urging the strategic management to rethink
and reorganize the structure of the organization. Manufacturing managers in broad array of
industries agree that achieving low cost and high quality is no longer enough to guarantee a
competitive advantage. Rather organizations are increasingly focusing on flexibility as a way
to achieve new forms of competitive advantage. Flexibility enables an organization to
respond to customer orders quickly, provide a broad product range, or introduce new
products to the range effortlessly (Upton, 1995), which prompts and motivates many
organizations to adopt Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) as a tool to counter attack the
ever-changing market trends and demands. The main distinguishing feature of an FMS from
traditional manufacturing systems is “flexibility” (Gupta & Buzacott, 1989). There are a
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number of reasons for an organization to improve its flexibility – for example, flexibility
promises consumers high quality and differentiated products (Dyer, 1994). Similarly, every
manufacturing organization is likely to face a situation with unique needs for flexibility.
However, researchers have suggested that flexibility is mainly needed in order to deal with
two variables: intrinsic uncertainties and the variability of outputs (Correa, 1994). Kara and
Kayis (2004) also argued that the two main drivers for the flexibility requirement are
variability and uncertainty. They have identified the factors causing flexibility needs and
classified them as market related needs and manufacturing process related needs.
Based on these arguments, if an organization or an operations manager wishes to
increase the flexibility by designing a FMS, then the following issues have to be addressed by
them:
o Identification and understanding about the different types of flexibilities: The biggest
challenge posed in front of the managers aiming at designing a FMS is identifying the
flexibilities needed for the system. A comprehensive review of the literature on
manufacturing flexibility revealed that different types of flexibilities and a variety of
classification schemes for flexibility have been reported by the researchers and
practitioners. For example, De Toni and Tonchia (1998) have identified over and
above 50 different flexibilities. Similarly, Sethi and Sethi (1990), Rao and Mohanty
(1991) have identified over 50 terms for various flexibility types, although generally
the basis of all work has been that of Browne, Rathmill, Sethi, & Stecke (1984). The
problem is also compounded by the fact that the definition and meaning of each type
of flexibility and the classification differ between the authors.
o Identifying the important flexibilities for the organization: If an organization wants to
become flexible, does it need to concentrate and implement all types of flexibilities or
should it choose from the available flexibilities and concentrate on only few of the
important ones to achieve competitive advantage? It is our proposition that it will be
very difficult for the organization to focus on all flexibilities at a time, as it is both a
costly and resource consuming affair. Hence the best way is to focus on important
flexibilities that are relevant for the organization.
o Prioritization of flexibilities: If the organization has to focus on important flexibilities
then how it should identify those important flexibilities from the available
flexibilities? In other words, how should the operations manager prioritize the list of
flexibilities?
In this paper, we have attempted to answer these questions by adopting the following
methodology:
o Literature survey to review the different types of flexibilities and to identify the
existing classification schemes for flexibilities
o A judgemental approach utilising the domain knowledge to establish the taxonomy
for the flexibilities
o Since many types of flexibilities have been identified from the literature, the
conventional decision making tools cannot be used for prioritizing the flexibilities
during the design of FMS. Hence a Decision Support System (DSS) using a MultiAttribute Decision Making (MADM) model, namely, the relative rating model has
been developed, which can act as a decision-aid for the managers to prioritize the
identified flexibilities during the design of FMS
Proposed Taxonomy for Flexibilities
There is no widely accepted definition for flexibility. De Toni and Tonchia (1998) noted
that the causes of unclearness in definitions are due to the following: consideration of
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flexibilities as internal (to the manufacturing system) or otherwise external (namely, how it is
perceived by the customer); the difficulty of limiting the flexibility of manufacturing system;
the evaluation of flexibility in potential or effective terms; the emphasis on the ability to
adapt (reactive) or change (proactive). In the past, a lot of work regarding flexibility and FMS
haven been carried out by Buzacott (1982), Gerwin (1982), Kusiak (1985) and other
researchers. Different flexibility classification schemes have been proposed by Upton (1994),
Stecke and Raman (1995), Da Silveira (1998), Wainwright and Bateman (1997), Wainwright
and Bateman (1998), Narasimhan and Das (1999), Rakesh, Yadav, Sarkis and Cordeiro
(2000) apart from Browne, Rathmill, Sethi, & Stecke (1984), Sethi and Sethi (1990) and Rao
and Mohanty (1991). The major issues are: lot of taxonomies for flexibility exist and apart
from this, a variety of flexibilities have been proposed by the researchers. Further the
definitions and the classification schemes for each type of flexibility are not consistent among
the authors.
Hence to overcome these problems, a new taxonomy has been proposed. In this scheme,
the concepts of flexibility is visualised from the perspective of components of FMS and its
functional aspects. The proposed scheme can be useful in determining the flexibility levels of
the overall system apart from deciding the flexibility levels of the system components. The
proposed framework for classification of flexibilities is shown in Figure 1.

Computer system
flexibility

Storage system
flexibility

Organizational flexibility

Manufacturing
system flexibility

Material handling
system flexibility

Figure 1. Proposed framework for the taxonomy of flexibilities
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The details regarding the proposed framework for taxonomy of flexibilities are as
follows:
Manufacturing
systems flexibility: It is the ability of the manufacturing systems to handle
market changes economically and quickly. It consists of the following flexibilities as
identified by Browne, Rathmill, Sethi, & Stecke (1984):
o Machine flexibility: It is the ease of making the changes required to produce a given
set of part types. This flexibility can be achieved by technological progress, proper
operation assignment and having capability of bringing both the part and cutting tools
to the machine together
o Process flexibility: It is the ability to produce a given set of part types, each possibly
using different material; in several ways. In other words, process flexibility refers to
the ability to accommodate various processes and also refers to the capability of the
system to change from one process to another.
o Product flexibility: It is the ability to change over to produce a new (set of) product(s)
economically and quickly
o Operation flexibility: It is the ability to interchange the sequencing of several
operations for each part type
o Routing flexibility: It is the ability to handle breakdowns and to continue producing
the given set of part types
Material handling system flexibility: It is the ability to handle different part types in different
ways. It consists of the following flexibilities:
o Path flexibility: It is the capability to select the path to be travelled between
workstations. Path flexibility admits the possibility of real-time decision making to
avoid congestion in the transport system, there by improving its response time.
o Traffic flexibility: It is the ability of the material handling system to handle varying
load levels without degradation in the performance apart from avoiding congestion.
o Load flexibility: It is the ability to handle loads of varying size, shape and weight.
Computer system flexibility: It is measured by its adaptability to the changing functions. It
consists of the following flexibilities:
o Programming flexibility: It is the ability to alter basic operating parameters through
control instructions (Rao & Mohanty, 1991)
o Communication flexibility: It is the ability to transmit and receive information or
instructions freely between system components (Rao & Mohanty, 1991)
Storage system flexibility: It is the ability to store different materials/part types of different
sizes and weights economically and efficiently. It consists of the following flexibilities:
o Storage/retrieval flexibility: It is the ease with which the materials of different shapes
and sizes can be stored and retrieved.
o Flow rate flexibility: It is the ease with which the storage system adjusts to the
varying rates of inflows and outflows of raw materials/finished goods/other
components from the storage space.
Organizational flexibility: It is measured by its adaptability to the changing organizational
functions. It consists of the following flexibilities:
o Volume flexibility: It is the ability to operate an FMS profitably at different production
volumes (Browne, Rathmill, Sethi, & Stecke, 1984)
o Expansion flexibility: It is the ability to expand the system, easily and modularly, as
needed (Browne, Rathmill, Sethi, & Stecke, 1984)
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o Market flexibility: It is the ability to adapt to changes in the market environment
(Stecke & Raman, 1995)
o Delivery flexibility: It is the ability of the system to shorten or lengthen its delivery
time (Slack, 1987; Rao & Mohanty, 1991)
o Quality flexibility: It is the ability of the system to change the quality requirements of
various products that are manufactured on the system (Slack, 1987; Rao & Mohanty,
1991)
o Labour flexibility: It is the ability of the workforce to attain new skills and change
jobs as and when required (Slack, 1987; Rao & Mohanty, 1991)
o Short-term flexibility: It is measured by changeover cost between known production
tasks within the current production program (Warnecke & Steinhilper, 1982; Kusiak,
1985)
o Long-term flexibility: It is measured by the set-up cost of new production tasks due to
changes in the production program (Warnecke & Steinhilper, 1982; Kusiak, 1985)
Prioritisation of Flexibilities
Even though a vast literature is available on FMS and flexibilities, there is very little
work done in the direction of how these flexibilities can be designed into the system. The
available literature provides answers to the following questions:
o How to measure the degree of flexibility?: A plenty of literature is available
(Buzacott, 1982; Brill & Mandelbaum, 1989; Chang, Whitehouse, Chang, & Hsieh,
2001; Hop, 2004; Kajyaoglu & Kayaligil, 2002; Parker & Wirth, 1999; Shewchuk,
1999; Tsourveloudis, 1998; Zukin & Young, 2001) on measuring the degree of
particular type of flexibility or flexibility of the whole system. For example, Malek
and Wolf (1991) have proposed a measure that ranks different competing FMS
designs according to their inherent flexibility.
o What factors causes the need for flexibility?: Kara and Kayis (2004) have identified
various factors causing the need for flexibility and examined the corresponding
methods, tools and techniques to be used by proposing various manufacturing
approaches to organizations. They suggested human factor as an essential flexibility
component as well as a key contributor for selecting, developing, improving and
implementing flexibilities in order to succeed in markets that are accelerating and
becoming more turbulent.
o What factors affect flexibility?: Lau (1999) carried out an empirical study of 382 US
computer and electronic companies to evaluate the relationship between
manufacturing flexibility and its five infrastructural scales: workforce autonomy,
communication, inter-departmental relationships, supplier flexibility and technology.
The results suggested that all infrastructural scales, except workforce autonomy, have
direct and positive effect on a firm’s manufacturing flexibility.
o What should the organizations do to become flexible?: Gerwin (1984) observed that
for successful implementation of flexibility the company’s strategy should focus on
uncertainty adaptation, uncertainty redefinition, and uncertainty reduction. However,
there continues to be lack of sufficient tools that can be used by managers to
determine the flexibility needed to counter environmental uncertainties. Similarly,
Parker and Wirth (1999) have identified the effects of various flexibilities on each
other. Also, in reality, all the variations or factors causing the need for flexibility
affect the flexibility requirements together as they are experienced by the organization
at the same time. Das and Patel (2002) presented an auditing tool to support managers
in their efforts to answer two key questions in flexible manufacturing systems design:
“why and where is flexibility needed?” and “what type of flexibility is needed?” The
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objective of this audit is to estimate the needed flexibility by linking it to the
uncertainty experienced in the company’s manufacturing operations. The flexibility
audit consists of a structured questionnaire that is designed to identify and prioritise
the changes being experienced by the facility. The changes are subsequently
prioritised and linked to different flexibility types. Similarly, Olhager and Martin
(2002) proposed a methodology utilizing Quality Function Deployment (QFD) for
linking manufacturing flexibility to market requirements. Their approach created a
framework for modelling the deployment of need for flexibility from customer’s
viewpoints into manufacturing flexibility at various hierarchical levels. They created a
House of Flexibility (HoF) for the translation of competitive priorities: quality,
delivery speed, delivery dependability, cost, product range and innovativeness (the
‘whats’ - as perceived by customers) into manufacturing related output flexibilities
like: volume flexibility, mix flexibility and new product flexibility (the ‘hows’). In
successive flexibility houses these needs were translated into flexibility types at the
manufacturing system level and flexibility source factors grouped into decision
categories. Each characteristic of flexibility was given a three-dimensional facet:
range, response and distension.
But the following questions have not been addressed properly in the literature: If an
organization wants to become flexible, which flexibilities should it give importance to? How
to give importance to each type of flexibility and on what basis?
As found from the literature, many authors feel that the need for flexibility arises from
various internal as well as external variations to the firm. Hence they classified the reasons
attributed to the flexibility as internal and external factors to the firm. This has caused lot of
confusion and lack of clarity amongst the practitioners as well as the researchers. For
example, such classification has made it difficult for the researchers to decide upon which
factors to be tackled first, either the internal or external factors? Similarly, a multitude of
flexibilities have been reported in the literature. But till now there is no single framework
that could give an insight to the managers to decide which flexibilities are important to the
organization. To resolve these issues, we base our reasoning on the following logic - If an
organization’s competitive strategy is framed in such a way that the organization wants to
gain the competitive advantage over other players in the industry, it can do so providing the
customers with a wide range of products, making design changes as and when needed,
continuously improving the standards and by being highly responsive to the customer
demands. In such cases, the flexibility becomes an internal aspect of the firm. In other words,
the organization’s competitive strategy can be fulfilled only when the company has the
required flexibility at all levels and in all aspects. Thus it can be stated that the need for the
flexibility arises solely from the organizations competitive strategy, which is purely internal
to the firm, but determined based on the external forces. Based on this line of logic we
identified the internal factors, which include: the factors that create the need for flexibility,
the factors that affect the flexibilities and the factors that an organization should incorporate
to become flexible. These factors are called as attributes/criteria, which were identified by a
thorough literature survey and we classified them into the following categories: Product,
material handling, workforce, manufacturing system, management procedures, quality,
inventory, costs, customers and productivity. Table 1 shows the categorization of
attributes/criteria into main attributes/criteria and sub-attributes/criteria.

Table 1
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Categorization of Attributes/criteria into Main Attributes/criteria and Sub-attributes/criteria
Main Attributes/Criteria Sub Attributes/Criteria
Abbreviations
Product planning
PDP
Range of products offered
RPO
Range of part families
RPF
Frequency of product changeovers
FPC
Product mix response
PMR
Product volume change response
PVR
Ease of accommodating design changes
ADC
Product differentiation/features
PDF
Range of products at different stages of
PLC
their life cycle
New product development process
NPD
Material handling
MHS
Type of material handling operation
TMO
Unit load type
ULT
Range of unit load weights
ULW
Range of unit load sizes
ULS
Quantity of unit loads
ULQ
Material flow rate
MFR
Move path
MPH
Move pattern
MPN
Direction of moves
DIM
Domain of moves
DOM
Type of layout
TOL
Level of automation
LOA
Number of workstations to be served
NWS
Distance between the workstations
DWS
Type of material handling system/material
TMD
handling device
Number of material handling devices
NMD
Ease of handling traffic congestion
ETF
Ease of changing the speed of the material
ECS
handling device
Ease of storage/retrieval of materials/goods
ESR
Ease of accommodating inflow/outflow of
EFR
materials/goods
Work force
WKF
Number of employees
NOE
Training and education
TAE
Skill level
SKL
Decision making
DEC
Continuous improvement
COM
Motivation
MOT
Workforce turnover rate
WTR
Work force absenteeism rate
WAR
Satisfaction
SAT
Willingness to change
WTC
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Main Attributes/Criteria

Sub Attributes/Criteria
Quality of work life

Manufacturing systems
Focus of the organization
Number of different components
manufactured
Average number of operations per
component
Sequence of operations
Average operation time
Setup operation/time
Number of manufacturing processes
involved
Average manufacturing batch size
Range of batch sizes
Level of automation
Production mode/layout
Floor space
Congestion of workspace
Congestion of storage space
Disciplined/controlled manufacturing
process
Ease of program changes on machines
Ease of information sharing / exchange /
distribution
Preparation/ease of integration
Ease of change of sequence of operations
Ease of performing different operations on
machine
Ease of process changes
Ease of handling breakdowns
Ease of altering basic operational
parameters
Hierarchy of computers/machines/facilities
Smoothing of work flows
Control complexity
Compatibility
Environmental friendliness
Management procedures
Knowledge of production status
Continuous improvement
Information exchange
Short-term objectives
Long-term objectives
Professionalization
Universality
Responsibilities
Strategic management
Empowerment
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Abbreviations
QWL
MFS
FOC
NDC
NOC
SEQ
AOT
SOT
NMP
AMB
RBS
LAT
PML
FLS
CWS
CSS
CMP
EPM
EIS
EIN
ECS
EDO
EPC
EHB
EBO
HOC
SWF
CCT
COM
ENV
MGT
KPS
COI
INF
STO
LTO
PRO
UNV
RES
SMG
EMP
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Sub Attributes/Criteria
Human resource management
Cross functional management
Market and product selection
Entry strategy for marketing
Development of pricing strategy for
markets
Marketing research
Marketing communication
Mastering the procedural complexities
Organizational adaptations
Total productive maintenance
Total quality management
Just-in-time/lean manufacturing
Manufacturing strategy
Supply chain management
Manufacturing planning and control

Quality
Consistent quality
Defect rate of incoming raw materials
Defect rate
Scrap rate
Quality tools/procedures
Supplier relations
Inventory
Finished goods inventory
Work-in-process
Safety stock
Lean behaviour
Lead time
Costs
Training costs
R&D costs
Fixed costs
Design costs
Inspection costs
Tooling costs
Material handling costs
Consumable item costs
Product damage costs
Rework costs
Supervision costs
Overhead costs
Software/hardware costs
System acquisition costs
Operating cost
Maintenance cost
Risk and insurance cost

Abbreviations
HRM
CFM
MPS
ESM
DPS
MRE
MCO
PCT
OAS
TPM
TQM
JIT
MGS
SCM
MPC
QUA
COQ
DRR
DRP
SRP
QTP
SRE
INV
FGI
WIP
SSI
LBR
LTM
COS
TRC
RDC
FXC
DNC
INC
TOC
MHC
CIC
PDC
REC
SUC
OHC
SHC
SAC
OPC
MAC
RIC
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Main Attributes/Criteria

Sub Attributes/Criteria
Budget and financial control
Unit cost
Personnel costs

Customer relations
Availability of products
Customer satisfaction
Delivery performance
After sales service
Product reliability
Customisation responsiveness
Customer returns/ rejection rate
Proportion of orders delivered on time
Proportion of late orders
Productivity
Design capacity
Effective capacity
Efficiency
Overall equipment effectiveness
Utilization of facilities
Production rate
Average idle time
Average down time
Disciplined/controlled scheduling
Predictable performance
Throughput/total flow time
Average operation time
Average input queue at machine
Average output queue at machine
Energy conservation
Number of accidents

Abbreviations
BFC
UNC
PEC
CRM
AOP
CUS
DEL
ASS
PRE
CRS
CRR
POD
PLO
PRD
DES
EFE
EFF
OEE
UOF
PRR
AIT
ADT
DCS
PDE
TFT
OTA
AIQ
AOQ
ECO
NOA

Unlike the earlier studies, in this paper, different types of flexibilities are considered
simultaneously during the design of FMS. In other words, the flexibilities are designed into
the system, which we call it as ‘design flexibility or potential flexibility’ of the system.
Browne, Rathmill, Sethi, & Stecke (1984) argued that overall flexibility is a result of mode of
operating the system. To make it more precise, the overall flexibility refers to the actual
flexibility of the system. It is defined as the degree of flexibility of the system at the current
operation conditions and operating mode. But, we would like to emphasize that the overall
flexibility can also be dependent on the ‘design flexibility or potential flexibility’ of the
system, which might be different from the actual flexibility. The potential flexibility of the
system is ‘the maximum degree of flexibility that a system can attain and is dependent on the
initial design of the system’. But the actual flexibility of the system is dependant on the level
of usage of features of the system and its operating mode. Thus as said earlier, to attain the
desired design flexibility, the flexibilities have to be designed into the system. Hence it
becomes highly inevitable for the managers to decide upon the flexibilities that are important
to his organization for achieving the strategic goals of the organization and meeting the
uncertainties in the market environment. The focus of this paper is to identify and prioritise
the flexibility during the design of FMS to incorporate necessary ‘design flexibility or
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potential flexibility’ into the system. To aid in the design of FMS, we have developed a DSS
using a MADM model, which has been discussed in the next section.

Development of a Decision Support System for Prioritisation of Flexibilities
In the modelling approach to decision making, a major problem is in the scaling of
judgment during the following circumstances:
o When the decision-making situation involves the evaluation of non-measurable
attributes
o When the attribute performances could be measured, but no measurable definitions of
them is available prior to the selection process.
In those cases, it is necessary to resort to the design of scales of judgment to weigh the rating
importance of one attribute over the others. With this theoretical basis, a DSS utilizing a
MADM model, namely, the relative rating model is developed for prioritisation of the
flexibilities for design of FMS. This model enables the decision maker to represent the
simultaneous interaction of many factors/attributes in a complex, unstructured situation. The
steps involved in the relative rating model are shown below:
Relative rating model algorithm
The steps to be followed in using the relative rating model are:
Step 1. Define the problem and determine the objective. In our case, the problem is to
prioritize the different flexibilities identified in the proposed taxonomy for the
design of FMS.
Step 2. Identify the alternatives available. For this problem, the following flexibilities,
listed in the proposed taxonomy are considered as alternatives:
a. Manufacturing flexibility
MGF
b. Material handling system flexibility
MSF
c. Computer system flexibility
CSF
d. Storage system flexibility
SSF
e. Organizational flexibility
ORF
Step 3. Determine the main attributes/criteria and sub-attributes/criteria under each
main attribute/criterion that govern the problem. A thorough analysis of the
problem is required for the identification of the important attributes/criteria
involved. The selection of the attributes/criteria has been determined through
literature survey. The attributes and sub-attributes used in the DSS for
prioritisation of flexibilities for design of FMS are shown in Table 1. The
above-mentioned alternatives (flexibilities) will be evaluated and compared
with respect to the set of attributes and sub-attributes listed in Table 1.
Step 4. While modelling the attributes and sub-attributes, the following points should be
remembered:
a. All sub-attributes/ criteria are said to be the lowest level nodes and all
main attributes/criteria are to be the top-level nodes.
b. If a main attribute/criterion does not have sub-attributes then the main
attribute/criterion becomes the lowest level node.
Step 5. Assign the weight values to main attributes/criteria according to the relative
rating. Relative rating is defined as a relative numerical weight values that is
allocated directly to each attribute, such that the total sums to an agreed
(normalized) value. Table 2 shows the assignment of weight values for main
attributes/criteria.
Table 2
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Assignment of Weight Values for Main Attributes/criteria
S. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Step 6.

Main attributes/criteria
PDP
MHS
WKF
MFS
MGT
QUA
INV
COS
CRM
PRD
Total

Weight values
13
13
5
20
10
9
8
7
5
10
100

Normalized weight values
0.13
0.13
0.05
0.2
0.1
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.05
0.10

Similarly assign weight values to the sub-attributes/ criteria in each main
attribute/criterion. The weight values are normalized. Table 3 shows a sample
assignment of weight values for the sub attributes/criteria under the main
attribute/criterion ‘Manufacturing Systems (MFS)’.
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Table 3
Weight Values for Sub Attributes/criteria under the Main Attribute/criterion -‘Manufacturing
Systems (MFS)’
S. No. Sub attributes/criteria Weight values Normalized weight values
FOC
5
0.05
1.
NDC
8
0.08
2.
3.
NOC
8
0.08
SEQ
6
0.06
4.
AOT
5
0.05
5.
SOT
3
0.03
6.
NMP
8
0.08
7.
AMB
5
0.05
8.
RBS
2
0.02
9.
10.
LAT
3
0.03
11.
PML
4
0.04
12.
FLS
1
0.01
13.
CWS
4
0.04
14.
CSS
2
0.02
15.
CMP
1
0.01
16.
EPM
3
0.03
EIS
3
0.03
17.
EIN
1
0.01
18.
ECS
4
0.04
19.
EDO
4
0.04
20.
EPC
4
0.04
21.
EHB
4
0.04
22.
23.
EBO
4
0.04
HOC
3
0.03
24.
SWF
2
0.02
25.
26.
CCT
1
0.01
27.
COM
1
0.01
28.
ENV
1
0.01
Total
100
Step 7.

Consider each sub attribute/criterion of the lowest level node in turn and assign
a weight value (relative rating) for each alternative. Table 4 shows a sample
assignment of weight values for the alternatives for the sub attribute/criterion –
‘Setup time (SOT)’ under the main attribute/criterion – ‘Manufacturing systems
(MFS)’.

Table 4
Weight Values for Alternatives for the Sub Attribute/criterion - ‘Setup time (SOT)’ under the
Main Attribute/criterion - ‘Manufacturing Systems (MFS)’
S. No. Alternatives
Weight values
MGF
50
1.
MSF
30
2.
CSF
10
3.
4.
SSF
5
ORF
5
5.
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Step 8.

Evaluate net weight value as follows:
a. If main attribute/criterion is the lowest level node, then the net weight
value is the weight value of the main criterion/attribute.
b. If sub-attribute/criterion is the lowest level node, then the net weight
value is the product of weight value of the sub-attribute/criterion with
the weight value of corresponding main attribute/criterion.
Table 5 shows the evaluation of net weight values for the sub attributes/criteria
under the main attribute/criterion - Material Handling System (MHS).

Table 5
Net Weight Values for the Sub Attributes/criteria under the Main Attribute/criterion Material Handling System (MHS)
Normalized weights
S. No. Sub attributes/criteria
Net weight
Attribute Sub-attributes
TMO
0.13
0.10
0.0130
1.
ULT
0.13
0.04
0.0052
2.
3.
ULW
0.13
0.04
0.0052
4.
ULS
0.13
0.03
0.0039
ULQ
0.13
0.04
0.0052
5.
MFR
0.13
0.04
0.0052
6.
7.
MPH
0.13
0.02
0.0026
8.
MPN
0.13
0.02
0.0026
9.
DIM
0.13
0.02
0.0026
DOM
0.13
0.02
0.0026
10.
TOL
0.13
0.08
0.0104
11.
LOA
0.13
0.05
0.0065
12.
NWS
0.13
0.08
0.0104
13.
DWS
0.13
0.04
0.0052
14.
TMD
0.13
0.10
0.0130
15.
NMD
0.13
0.08
0.0104
16.
ETF
0.13
0.04
0.0052
17.
ECS
0.13
0.03
0.0039
18.
19.
ESR
0.13
0.08
0.0104
20.
EFR
0.13
0.05
0.0065

Step 9.

Evaluate the 'Desirability Index' for each alternative as follows:

∑
Desirability Index for each alternative =

Net weight values × weight value for alternative

all lowest
level nodes

Number of lowest level nodes

Table 6 shows the desirability index for the alternatives under the main
attribute/criterion – ‘Management procedures (MGT)’.
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Table 6
Desirability Index for the Alternatives under the Main Attribute/criterion – ‘Management
Procedures (MGT)’
S.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Subattributes/
criteria
KPS
COI
INF
STO
LTO
PRO
UNV
RES
SMG
EMP
HRM
CFM
MPS
ESM
DPS
MRE
MCO
PCT
OAS
TPM
TQM
JIT
MGS
SCM
MPC

Weight values for alternatives

Net
Weight

MGF

0.0090
0.0050
0.0060
0.0100
0.0100
0.0020
0.0020
0.0020
0.0030
0.0020
0.0020
0.0040
0.0020
0.0020
0.0020
0.0020
0.0020
0.0020
0.0020
0.0050
0.0050
0.0070
0.0030
0.0050
0.0040

5
20
5
10
10
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
25
20
20
20
20
20
20
30
10
20
20
20
30

MSF

CSF

SSF

5
15
5
20
20
20
5
30
5
10
5
5
10
5
5
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
15
15
15
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
30
10
10
10
10
10
10
5
40
20
20
20
20
20
20
30
5
15
Desirability Index

Net Weight x Weight values

ORF

MGF

MSF

CSF

SSF

ORF

70
20
55
70
70
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
30
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
60
25
20
20
20

0.045
0.100
0.030
0.100
0.100
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.060
0.040
0.040
0.080
0.050
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.150
0.050
0.140
0.060
0.100
0.120
0.065

0.045
0.100
0.030
0.100
0.100
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.060
0.040
0.040
0.080
0.030
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.150
0.050
0.070
0.060
0.100
0.120
0.061

0.135
0.100
0.180
0.050
0.050
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.060
0.040
0.040
0.080
0.030
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.050
0.050
0.035
0.060
0.100
0.020
0.058

0.045
0.100
0.030
0.050
0.050
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.060
0.040
0.040
0.080
0.030
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.050
0.050
0.280
0.060
0.100
0.060
0.059

0.630
0.100
0.330
0.700
0.700
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.060
0.040
0.040
0.080
0.060
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.100
0.300
0.175
0.060
0.100
0.080
0.157

Step 10. Compare the alternatives based on the desirability index and prioritize the same.
Results and Discussions
The focus of this problem is to prioritize the flexibilities for the design of FMS. The
attributes are compared with each other in a relative rating model with respect to the problem.
From the analysis, it is clear that the manufacturing flexibility scores the highest in the
priority list when compared with material handling flexibility, computer system flexibility,
storage system flexibility and organizational flexibility. Table 7 shows the overall desirability
index, which has been used for the prioritization of flexibilities.
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Table 7
Overall Desirability Index for Prioritization of Flexibilities
Alternatives
Manufacturing flexibility
Material Handling flexibility
Computer system flexibility
Storage system flexibility
Organizational flexibility

Overall desirability index
2.0033
1.7366
0.9684
1.4123
1.9065

Highly user-friendly software for the DSS was developed in VC++ language to aid the
user for comparison of the attributes as well as for the alternatives and for analysing the user
inputs. For the sake of easy understanding and clarity, the working of the model was
depicted on a spread sheet. Table 8 shows the working of the relative rating model for the
prioritization of flexibilities using a spread sheet.
The reliability of the judgments supplied by the user can be estimated from the graphs
(see Figures 2 - 6) that are generated for alternatives and its corresponding deciding
attributes/criteria.
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Figure 2. Desirability index of alternative: MGF
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Figure 3. Desirability index of alternative: MSF
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Figure 4. Desirability index of alternative: CSF
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Figure 5. Desirability index of alternative: SSF
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Figure 6. Desirability index of alternative: ORF
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Table 8
Working of the Relative Rating Model for the Prioritization of Flexibilities using a Spreadsheet
Attri.

Sub-Attri.

PDP

Weight values
Attri
Sub-Attri

Normalized Wt. Net Wt.
Weight values for alternatives
MGF MSF CSF
SSF ORF
Attri
Sub-Attri

MGF

Desirability Index
MSF CSF
SSF

ORF

13
RPO
RPF
FPC
PMR
PVR
ADC
PDF
PLC
NPD

MHS

10
15
20
15
15
5
5
5
10

0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13

0.10
0.15
0.20
0.15
0.15
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.10

0.0130
0.0195
0.0260
0.0195
0.0195
0.0065
0.0065
0.0065
0.0130

30
30
40
40
40
40
30
30
30

20
25
15
20
30
10
15
10
15

10
10
5
10
5
15
15
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
5

30
25
30
20
15
25
30
40
40

0.390
0.585
1.040
0.780
0.780
0.260
0.195
0.195
0.390
0.5128

0.260
0.488
0.390
0.390
0.585
0.065
0.098
0.065
0.195
0.2817

0.130
0.195
0.130
0.195
0.098
0.098
0.098
0.065
0.130
0.1264

0.130
0.195
0.260
0.195
0.195
0.065
0.065
0.065
0.065
0.1372

0.390
0.488
0.780
0.390
0.293
0.163
0.195
0.260
0.520
0.3864

10
4
4
3
4
4
2
2
2
2
8
5
8
4

0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13

0.10
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.08
0.05
0.08
0.04

0.0130
0.0052
0.0052
0.0039
0.0052
0.0052
0.0026
0.0026
0.0026
0.0026
0.0104
0.0065
0.0104
0.0052

15
25
10
10
20
25
5
15
5
5
20
30
25
5

60
60
70
70
40
50
70
60
70
50
40
30
45
70

5
5
5
5
5
5
15
15
15
5
5
20
15
5

10
5
10
10
20
15
5
5
5
35
15
10
5
5

10
5
5
5
15
5
5
5
5
5
20
10
10
15

0.195
0.130
0.052
0.039
0.104
0.130
0.013
0.039
0.013
0.013
0.208
0.195
0.260
0.026

0.780
0.312
0.364
0.273
0.208
0.260
0.182
0.156
0.182
0.130
0.416
0.195
0.468
0.364

0.065
0.026
0.026
0.020
0.026
0.026
0.039
0.039
0.039
0.013
0.052
0.130
0.156
0.026

0.130
0.026
0.052
0.039
0.104
0.078
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.091
0.156
0.065
0.052
0.026

0.130
0.026
0.026
0.020
0.078
0.026
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.208
0.065
0.104
0.078

13
TMO
ULT
ULW
ULS
ULQ
MFR
MPH
MPN
DIM
DOM
TOL
LOA
NWS
DWS
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Attri.

Sub-Attri.
TMD
NMD
ETF
ECS
ESR
EFR

WKF

Weight values
Attri
Sub-Attri
10
8
4
3
8
5

Normalized Wt. Net Wt.
Weight values for alternatives
MGF MSF CSF
SSF ORF
Attri
Sub-Attri
0.13
0.10
0.0130
20
40
10
20
10
0.13
0.08
0.0104
15
40
15
15
15
0.13
0.04
0.0052
5
40
30
10
15
0.13
0.03
0.0039
5
35
50
5
5
0.13
0.08
0.0104
5
25
20
40
10
0.13
0.05
0.0065
5
20
25
40
10

MGF
0.260
0.156
0.026
0.020
0.052
0.033
0.0982

Desirability Index
MSF CSF
SSF
0.520 0.130 0.260
0.416 0.156 0.156
0.208 0.156 0.052
0.137 0.195 0.020
0.260 0.208 0.416
0.130 0.163 0.260
0.2980 0.0845 0.1011

ORF
0.130
0.156
0.078
0.020
0.104
0.065
0.0683

5
NOE
TAE
SKL
DEC
COM
MOT
WTR
WAR
SAT
WTC
QWL

MFS

5
15
5
20
15
10
5
5
10
5
5

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

0.05
0.15
0.05
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.05
0.10
0.05
0.05

0.0025
0.0075
0.0025
0.0100
0.0075
0.0050
0.0025
0.0025
0.0050
0.0025
0.0025

20
15
20
5
5
15
20
20
15
20
20

20
15
20
5
5
15
20
20
15
20
20

20
20
20
5
5
15
20
20
15
20
20

20
20
20
5
5
15
20
20
15
20
20

20
30
20
80
80
40
20
20
40
20
20

0.050
0.113
0.050
0.050
0.038
0.075
0.050
0.050
0.075
0.050
0.050
0.0591

0.050
0.113
0.050
0.050
0.038
0.075
0.050
0.050
0.075
0.050
0.050
0.0591

0.050
0.150
0.050
0.050
0.038
0.075
0.050
0.050
0.075
0.050
0.050
0.0625

0.050
0.150
0.050
0.050
0.038
0.075
0.050
0.050
0.075
0.050
0.050
0.0625

0.050
0.225
0.050
0.800
0.600
0.200
0.050
0.050
0.200
0.050
0.050
0.2114

5
8
8
6
5
3
8
5
2
3

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.05
0.08
0.08
0.06
0.05
0.03
0.08
0.05
0.02
0.03

0.0100
0.0160
0.0160
0.0120
0.0100
0.0060
0.0160
0.0100
0.0040
0.0060

40
30
60
60
80
50
50
30
30
20

10
30
15
5
5
30
10
45
45
20

5
10
15
25
5
10
15
5
5
20

5
10
5
5
5
5
10
10
10
20

40
20
5
5
5
5
15
10
10
20

0.400
0.480
0.960
0.720
0.800
0.300
0.800
0.300
0.120
0.120

0.100
0.480
0.240
0.060
0.050
0.180
0.160
0.450
0.180
0.120

0.050
0.160
0.240
0.300
0.050
0.060
0.240
0.050
0.020
0.120

0.050
0.160
0.080
0.060
0.050
0.030
0.160
0.100
0.040
0.120

0.400
0.320
0.080
0.060
0.050
0.030
0.240
0.100
0.040
0.120

20
FOC
NDC
NOC
SEQ
AOT
SOT
NMP
AMB
RBS
LAT
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Attri.

Sub-Attri.
PML
FLS
CWS
CSS
CMP
EPM
EIS
EIN
ECS
EDO
EPC
EHB
EBO
HOC
SWF
CCT
COM
ENV

MGT

Weight values
Attri
Sub-Attri
4
1
4
2
1
3
3
1
4
4
4
4
4
3
2
1
1
1

Normalized Wt. Net Wt.
Weight values for alternatives
MGF MSF CSF
SSF ORF
Attri
Sub-Attri
0.2
0.04
0.0080
30
30
15
10
15
0.2
0.01
0.0020
30
30
5
30
5
0.2
0.04
0.0080
30
30
5
30
5
0.2
0.02
0.0040
5
5
5
80
5
0.2
0.01
0.0020
20
20
35
5
20
0.2
0.03
0.0060
35
5
50
5
5
0.2
0.03
0.0060
5
5
50
5
35
0.2
0.01
0.0020
20
20
20
20
20
0.2
0.04
0.0080
50
5
30
5
10
0.2
0.04
0.0080
70
5
15
5
5
0.2
0.04
0.0080
70
5
15
5
5
0.2
0.04
0.0080
60
15
15
5
5
0.2
0.04
0.0080
40
20
30
5
5
0.2
0.03
0.0060
20
20
20
20
20
0.2
0.02
0.0040
20
40
20
10
10
0.2
0.01
0.0020
10
10
60
10
10
0.2
0.01
0.0020
20
20
20
20
20
0.2
0.01
0.0020
40
40
5
10
5

MGF
0.240
0.060
0.240
0.020
0.040
0.210
0.030
0.040
0.400
0.560
0.560
0.480
0.320
0.120
0.080
0.020
0.040
0.080
0.3050

Desirability Index
MSF CSF
SSF
0.240 0.120 0.080
0.060 0.010 0.060
0.240 0.040 0.240
0.020 0.020 0.320
0.040 0.070 0.010
0.030 0.300 0.030
0.030 0.300 0.030
0.040 0.040 0.040
0.040 0.240 0.040
0.040 0.120 0.040
0.040 0.120 0.040
0.120 0.120 0.040
0.160 0.240 0.040
0.120 0.120 0.120
0.160 0.080 0.040
0.020 0.120 0.020
0.040 0.040 0.040
0.080 0.010 0.020
0.1264 0.1214 0.0750

ORF
0.120
0.010
0.040
0.020
0.040
0.030
0.210
0.040
0.080
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.120
0.040
0.020
0.040
0.010
0.0864

0.045
0.100
0.030
0.100
0.100
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.060
0.040
0.040
0.080

0.045
0.100
0.030
0.100
0.100
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.060
0.040
0.040
0.080

0.630
0.100
0.330
0.700
0.700
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.060
0.040
0.040
0.080

10
KPS
COI
INF
STO
LTO
PRO
UNV
RES
SMG
EMP
HRM
CFM

9
5
6
10
10
2
2
2
3
2
2
4

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.09
0.05
0.06
0.10
0.10
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.04

0.0090
0.0050
0.0060
0.0100
0.0100
0.0020
0.0020
0.0020
0.0030
0.0020
0.0020
0.0040

5
20
5
10
10
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

5
20
5
10
10
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

15
20
30
5
5
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

5
20
5
5
5
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

70
20
55
70
70
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

0.135
0.100
0.180
0.050
0.050
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.060
0.040
0.040
0.080

0.045
0.100
0.030
0.050
0.050
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.060
0.040
0.040
0.080
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Attri.

Sub-Attri.
MPS
ESM
DPS
MRE
MCO
PCT
OAS
TPM
TQM
JIT
MGS
SCM
MPC

QUA

Weight values
Attri
Sub-Attri
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
5
5
7
3
5
4

MGF
0.050
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.150
0.050
0.140
0.060
0.100
0.120
0.0650

Desirability Index
MSF CSF
SSF
0.030 0.030 0.030
0.040 0.040 0.040
0.040 0.040 0.040
0.040 0.040 0.040
0.040 0.040 0.040
0.040 0.040 0.040
0.040 0.040 0.040
0.150 0.050 0.050
0.050 0.050 0.050
0.070 0.035 0.280
0.060 0.060 0.060
0.100 0.100 0.100
0.120 0.020 0.060
0.0614 0.0576 0.0594

ORF
0.060
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.100
0.300
0.175
0.060
0.100
0.080
0.1566

9
COQ
DRR
DRP
SRP
QTP
SRE

INV

25
10
10
10
25
20

0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09

0.25
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.25
0.20

0.0225
0.0090
0.0090
0.0090
0.0225
0.0180

20
20
20
20
25
20

20
20
20
20
15
20

20
20
20
20
10
5

20
20
20
20
10
5

20
20
20
20
40
50

0.450
0.180
0.180
0.180
0.563
0.360
0.3188

0.450
0.180
0.180
0.180
0.338
0.360
0.2813

0.450
0.180
0.180
0.180
0.225
0.090
0.2175

0.450
0.180
0.180
0.180
0.225
0.090
0.2175

0.450
0.180
0.180
0.180
0.900
0.900
0.4650

30
10
25
5
20
10

0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08

0.30
0.10
0.25
0.05
0.20
0.10

0.0240
0.0080
0.0200
0.0040
0.0160
0.0080

20
5
10
10
10
25

20
20
30
20
20
10

5
5
5
5
5
5

50
50
50
50
35
10

5
20
5
15
30
50

0.480
0.040
0.200
0.040
0.160
0.200
0.1867

0.480
0.160
0.600
0.080
0.320
0.080
0.2867

0.120
0.040
0.100
0.020
0.080
0.040
0.0667

1.200
0.400
1.000
0.200
0.560
0.080
0.5733

0.120
0.160
0.100
0.060
0.480
0.400
0.2200

8
RMI
FGI
WIP
SSI
LBR
LTM

COS

Normalized Wt. Net Wt.
Weight values for alternatives
MGF MSF CSF
SSF ORF
Attri
Sub-Attri
0.1
0.02
0.0020
25
15
15
15
30
0.1
0.02
0.0020
20
20
20
20
20
0.1
0.02
0.0020
20
20
20
20
20
0.1
0.02
0.0020
20
20
20
20
20
0.1
0.02
0.0020
20
20
20
20
20
0.1
0.02
0.0020
20
20
20
20
20
0.1
0.02
0.0020
20
20
20
20
20
0.1
0.05
0.0050
30
30
10
10
20
0.1
0.05
0.0050
10
10
10
10
60
0.1
0.07
0.0070
20
10
5
40
25
0.1
0.03
0.0030
20
20
20
20
20
0.1
0.05
0.0050
20
20
20
20
20
0.1
0.04
0.0040
30
30
5
15
20

7
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Attri.

Sub-Attri.

Weight values
Attri
Sub-Attri

TRC
RDC
FXC
DNC
INC
TOC
MHC
CIC
PDC
REC
SUC
OHC
SHC
SAC
OPC
MAC
RIC
BFC
UNC
PEC
CRM

Normalized Wt. Net Wt.
Weight values for alternatives
MGF MSF CSF
SSF ORF
Attri
Sub-Attri

MGF

Desirability Index
MSF CSF
SSF

ORF

5
3
10
5
3
9
10
2
2
2
5
2
10
6
8
3
2
2
9
2

0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07

0.05
0.03
0.10
0.05
0.03
0.09
0.10
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.05
0.02
0.10
0.06
0.08
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.09
0.02

0.0035
0.0021
0.0070
0.0035
0.0021
0.0063
0.0070
0.0014
0.0014
0.0014
0.0035
0.0014
0.0070
0.0042
0.0056
0.0021
0.0014
0.0014
0.0063
0.0014

20
15
25
20
20
50
10
40
20
20
20
20
10
20
20
20
20
20
50
20

20
15
25
20
20
10
50
40
20
20
20
20
10
20
20
20
20
20
10
20

20
15
20
20
20
10
10
5
20
20
20
20
60
20
20
20
20
20
10
20

20
15
25
20
20
10
20
5
20
20
20
20
10
20
20
20
20
20
10
20

20
40
5
20
20
20
10
10
20
20
20
20
10
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

0.070
0.032
0.175
0.070
0.042
0.315
0.070
0.056
0.028
0.028
0.070
0.028
0.070
0.084
0.112
0.042
0.028
0.028
0.315
0.028
0.0845

0.070
0.032
0.175
0.070
0.042
0.063
0.350
0.056
0.028
0.028
0.070
0.028
0.070
0.084
0.112
0.042
0.028
0.028
0.063
0.028
0.0733

0.070
0.032
0.140
0.070
0.042
0.063
0.070
0.007
0.028
0.028
0.070
0.028
0.420
0.084
0.112
0.042
0.028
0.028
0.063
0.028
0.0726

0.070
0.032
0.175
0.070
0.042
0.063
0.140
0.007
0.028
0.028
0.070
0.028
0.070
0.084
0.112
0.042
0.028
0.028
0.063
0.028
0.0604

0.070
0.084
0.035
0.070
0.042
0.126
0.070
0.014
0.028
0.028
0.070
0.028
0.070
0.084
0.112
0.042
0.028
0.028
0.126
0.028
0.0592

10
10
20
5
9
30
5
5
6

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

0.10
0.10
0.20
0.05
0.09
0.30
0.05
0.05
0.06

0.0050
0.0050
0.0100
0.0025
0.0045
0.0150
0.0025
0.0025
0.0030

20
20
30
20
30
45
20
40
40

20
20
30
20
20
5
20
20
20

20
20
5
20
15
25
20
5
5

20
20
5
20
15
5
20
5
5

20
20
30
20
20
20
20
30
30

0.100
0.100
0.300
0.050
0.135
0.675
0.050
0.100
0.120

0.100
0.100
0.300
0.050
0.090
0.075
0.050
0.050
0.060

0.100
0.100
0.050
0.050
0.068
0.375
0.050
0.013
0.015

0.100
0.100
0.050
0.050
0.068
0.075
0.050
0.013
0.015

0.100
0.100
0.300
0.050
0.090
0.300
0.050
0.075
0.090

5
AOP
CUS
DEL
ASS
PRE
CRS
CRR
POD
PLO
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Attri.

Sub-Attri.

PRD

Weight values
Attri
Sub-Attri

Normalized Wt. Net Wt.
Weight values for alternatives
MGF MSF CSF
SSF ORF
Attri
Sub-Attri

Desirability Index
MGF MSF CSF
SSF
ORF
0.1811 0.0972 0.0911 0.0578 0.1283

10
DES
EFE
EFF
OEE
UOF
PRR
AIT
ADT
DCS
PDE
TFT
OTA
AIQ
AOQ
ECO
NOA

9
9
7
7
10
12
7
3
4
5
7
8
3
3
4
2

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.09
0.09
0.07
0.07
0.10
0.12
0.07
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.07
0.08
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.02

0.0090
0.0090
0.0070
0.0070
0.0100
0.0120
0.0070
0.0030
0.0040
0.0050
0.0070
0.0080
0.0030
0.0030
0.0040
0.0020

40
40
20
20
20
40
30
35
30
20
20
60
20
20
20
20

20
20
20
20
20
40
30
35
30
20
50
15
50
50
20
20

5
5
20
20
20
5
5
5
5
20
10
5
10
10
20
20

5
5
20
20
20
5
5
5
5
20
10
5
10
10
20
20

Total

Note:
Attri. – Main attributes
Weight

Sub-Attri. – Sub attributes

30
30
20
20
20
10
30
20
30
20
10
15
10
10
20
20

0.360
0.360
0.140
0.140
0.200
0.480
0.210
0.105
0.120
0.100
0.140
0.480
0.060
0.060
0.080
0.040
0.1922

0.045
0.045
0.140
0.140
0.200
0.060
0.035
0.015
0.020
0.100
0.070
0.040
0.030
0.030
0.080
0.040
0.0681

0.045
0.045
0.140
0.140
0.200
0.060
0.035
0.015
0.020
0.100
0.070
0.040
0.030
0.030
0.080
0.040
0.0681

0.270
0.270
0.140
0.140
0.200
0.120
0.210
0.060
0.120
0.100
0.070
0.120
0.030
0.030
0.080
0.040
0.1250

2.0033 1.7366 0.9684 1.4123 1.9065

Normalized Wt. – Normalized Weight

182

0.180
0.180
0.140
0.140
0.200
0.480
0.210
0.105
0.120
0.100
0.350
0.120
0.150
0.150
0.080
0.040
0.1716

Net Wt. – Net
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Conclusions
As evident from the literature review, different types of flexibilities and different
schemes for the classifying flexibilities were proposed by researchers, which lacked
clarity as there was no consensus in the definitions for each type of flexibility and the
classification schemes. Hence to overcome that, we have proposed a simple taxonomy of
flexibilities from the perspective of components of FMS. One of the problems in design
of FMS is identifying and prioritizing the flexibilities. Since the different types of
flexibilities are dependent on multitude of internal factors, the decision making will be a
complex task. Hence an effective DSS utilizing a MADM model, namely, the relative
rating model has been developed for the prioritisation of flexibilities for design of FMS.
In the process, the algorithm for the relative rating model has been explained in a detailed
manner by demonstrating the same for a hypothetical case situation. From the results of
the model, different flexibilities were prioritised as follows: manufacturing flexibility,
material handling flexibility, computer system flexibility, storage system flexibility and
organizational flexibility. The same methodology can be utilized in an organization,
which is designing an FMS and the same can be checked based on the inputs of the
manager and executives. The prioritisation of flexibilities in such a manner will be very
useful for strategic and operational decisions of FMS and the obtained results are quite
significant and promising.
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NEURO-FUZZY APPROACH IN DETERMINING
HUMAN INTEREST FOR DECISION MAKING
Dedie Tooy, Osaka Prefecture University, Japan
Haruhiko Murase, Osaka Prefecture University, Japan

Abstract
Determining an appropriate technology and policy in farming is both complex and
uncertain, since it is not easy to determine a farmer’s interest in the technology offered in
a changing environment. Much of this work has focused on neuro-fuzzy modeling to
selecting the important perceptional and behavioral variables and determining the
farmer’s interest in farm equipment. Analysis for farmer’s interest reasoning and the
relationship to decision making in farming environments is also described. The neurofuzzy approach produces promising results in grid partitioning to select the important
variables of human perception and behavior which are complex and non linear and it can
be enhanced to produce the more reliable results by setting the fuzzy inference
parameters. The model and information gathered provide a tool base to incorporating the
farmer behavioral interests in making decisions in the situation of limited financial
farming about the effort of small farm mechanization development.

Keywords
Behavioral interest, decision-making, farm mechanization, neuro-fuzzy modeling

Introduction
Socio-cultural and behavioral barriers are some factors that impede the growth
and sustainability of farm mechanization development in some Asian countries (FFTC,
2005). This paper studies the behavioral side in how a farmer making decision in the
effort of small farm mechanization development. In accordance with a decision, the
behavioral study in decision explores the actual decisions (Mellers, 2001; Molz, 2005)
and it seeks to understand the behavior of individual decision makers (Burton, 2004).
The government needs a better understanding of the dynamics of behavior that
aggregate from an individual to a regional level in the way of a farmer making a decision
to developing an appropriate technology and policy. Developing appropriate technology
for the small farm situation requires knowing whether the innovation is compatible with
the rest of the present farming system, whether the necessary labor and inputs are
available to operate it, whether it is economically feasible and gives viable returns, and
whether it is in accordance with the social and cultural values of the farmer (Petersen,
1986). The desirable object of behavioral sense is gathered by determining the human
interest, which is a deployment of attention from desire to wonder, aroused and decreased
by autocatalysis, sensory input, and the state of the rest of the mind (Lesser & Murray,
1998). Determining the human interest to a desirable object is important to study how a
human makes decisions.
_______________________________________________________________________
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The decision making behavior of farmers in their management tasks has been the
subject of different kinds of investigations but the mental process that intervenes between
stimuli and response and by which that behavior is exhibited is still largely unknown
(Cros et al, 2003). The basic questions stimulating this research are how the perceptions
affect the interest of the farmer in farm equipment, how to predict the human interest for
equipment that have a proper recognition to be adopted, and what attributes should be
considered more fully for incorporating the behavioral side in farmer decision making
about farm equipment. The difficulties in determining the human interest are a
consequence of the problem of identifying the important predictor variables of human
interest in farm equipment because of different perceptions in a region. The problem
increases, since the relationship of perception and behavioral characteristics to the human
interest is nonlinear, complex and difficult to determine. Also, it is important to
understand what causes a farmer takes interest in farm equipment.
This paper proposed a neuro-fuzzy approach for behavioral interest determination
on farm equipment by performing nonlinear representation and constructing behavioral
reasoning in the effort of farm mechanization development. The determination of interest
is based on behavioral characteristics and farmers’ perceptions of farm equipments. An
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and fuzzy sets were used, as they offer a powerful
method to model the behavioral characteristics. Also, ANN is strong in learning and
adaptation of patterns, and fuzzy set theory is strong in imprecise reasoning (George &
Cardullo, 2001).
The objectives of the approach are to identify the important variables of farmer’s
interest in farm equipment, to investigate the neuro-fuzzy models on determining the
farmer’s interest, and to explain the factors that underlie the behavioral side of the
farmers’ interest in making decision about farm equipment in the observed region. The
observed region is Minahasa Regency, in North Sulawesi Province, Indonesia. The
models and information gathered provide a tool base for a soft computing approach to
incorporating the behavioral interests into the effort of farm mechanization development
in the traditional behavior situation.
The considered limitations of the prediction model in this research include the
following: The objects are maize farmers, the independent variables are perception and
behavioral characteristics, and there is no interference of other data with the human
interest as the dependable variable.

Literature Survey
Factors affecting farmers’ decisions to adopt farm equipments
Though Indonesia is characterized as a farming country and most of the people
are receiving income from farming, farming is not an interesting career for the future
nowadays (Mundlak et al, 2002). The most farmer problems in development countries in
tropical areas are: fluctuated length and capacity of rain fall and sunny, farmers use less
technology and traditional equipments such as hoe and plows, low income, and imperfect
competition (Upton, 1996; Tooy & Murase, 2005). The problem of using less technology
and only traditional equipments is lack of adoption of farm machine by the farmers.
Farmer when faced with severe economic pressures make constrained in decision
making affected by competitive marketplace that impact to erosion of farmer behavior
(Hendrickson & James, 2005). Those problems increase fear on choosing new
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equipments or innovation and influence farmers to think and act safely or just maintain
their recent life as a safe way. Some technology innovations are staggered in
development as regards of this kind of behavior.
Farmers’ perceptions are the major factors determining adoption (Adesina &
Forson, 1995) and adoption of an innovation is dependent on an individual’s perception
(Rogers, 1983). Factors influencing perception (Sablynskic, 2006) include the following
for the perceiver: attitudes, motives, interest, experiences, and expectations; for the target
they include, novelty, motions, sounds, size, background, proximity; and for the situation
they include, time, work setting, and social situation. The interesting object in mind is a
product of humans’ collecting information from the environment and processing it for
decision making. Interest in a mental object or physical object could be a positive
attribute to evoke a choice of the object (Lesser & Murray, 1998).
Farmers manage not only to rationally maximize their income but also to act upon
guidelines like fairness, solidarity, confidence, and altruism, which are necessary to
implement social and psychological factors as endogenous variables (Albisser &
Lehman, 2006). As human interest is complicated and uncertain, an expert system might
be built to determine human interest. Expert systems are powerful because of the
knowledge base contained within and the reasoning mechanism that is driven by the
knowledge in reaching conclusion (Murase et al, 1998). It could support decision system
on choice of tools, equipments and technology adoption and determining value of
improved forecasting (Lentz, 1994).
In determining appropriate equipment for a small farm planning development in a
region, several components need to be considered as follow (Tooy & Murase, 2006):
• Farm sizes and farming types related to the local biophysical factors
• Operational performance and goals (time, energy, and management)
• The economic side to the farm input and outcome
• Farmer behavior and perception to the available equipments
• The regional and national farming system and policy related to the plan goals.
Adaptive Neuro-fuzzy System
A Fuzzy approach and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) play important role in
understanding human cognition and to simulate human decision making under uncertain,
imprecise environments, qualitative knowledge and complex system (Haq et al, 2006). A
neuro-fuzzy system is an integration of the merits of ANN and Fuzzy approaches. An
ANN is a system contains multiple layers of neurons, and learns by adjusting the
strengths of neuron connections through collected experience. The generic advantages of
ANN are massive parallelism, robustness, and learning in data-rich environments into the
system (Zaheeruddin & Garima, 2006). In the other side, a fuzzy approach overcome the
modeling based problem for dealing with ill-defined and uncertain systems, where it
employs fuzzy if-then rules for qualitative aspects of human knowledge and reasoning
processes without employing precise quantitative analysis (Jang, 1993).
Recently, Adaptive Network-Based Fuzzy Inference system, or simply ANFIS
that consists of ANN and Fuzzy approach has been used in a wide variety of applications
such as modeling and decision making. It has superiority in its adaptive function to
organize network structure itself and to adapt the parameters of fuzzy system. ANFIS
has five-layer feed-forward network to search for fuzzy decision rules. It applies hybrid
_______________________________________________________________________
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learning algorithm where the gradient descent method assigned the nonlinear input
parameters (ai, bi, ci) and identifying the linear output parameters (pi, qi, ri) used the
least-squares method (Jang et al, 1997). The hybrid-learning algorithm is used for an
effective search of the optimal parameters of the ANFIS, and the consequent parameters
were identified by the least squares method.

Materials and Methods
Data and Instruments
The data for analysis were observed and collected from maize farmers in Minahasa
Regency, North Sulawesi Province, Indonesia. The interviews were conducted on farm
fields, or in the environment that farmers was used to work that is important for
observing the person’s behavior in their common place environment (Starin, 2005). The
answers represented farmer perceptions as actual behavioral responses to the questions.
Farmers’ perceptions and behavioral characteristics gathered were included their
knowledge, preferences, social economy backgrounds, expectations for the future,
preferences, and experiences. The simple relationship of output and input of the model as
below:
Farmer’s interest=f(perceptions, behavioral characteristics)
(1)
The consideration of maize farmers was based on the maize has been the intensified and
extended farming nowadays at the region. The questionnaire was an instrument designed
to obtain data of perception and behavioral characteristics attributes, which are shown in
Table 1. The multistage type data is a Likert scale from one to seven, which is from the
lowest level to the highest level.
The data were observed by interview for about 30 minutes with each farmer,
including the brief explanation period about the objectives of the observation. The
questionnaire sheets involved some related pictures of tractors to make it easier to obtain
the farmer perception.
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Table 1. Code, type and description of behavioral and perceptional attributes
Code

Type

C1
C2
C3
C4
B
Cat1
Cat2
Cat3
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
M8
M9

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Binary
Categorical
Categorical
Categorical
Multistage
Multistage
Multistage
Multistage
Multistage
Multistage
Multistage
Multistage
Multistage

R1
R2
R3
R4
Pi
Sy
Sp
Ni
Nst
I1
I2
I3

Multistage
Multistage
Multistage
Multistage
Multistage
Multistage
Multistage
Multistage
Multistage
Multistage
Multistage
Multistage

Behavioral characteristics and perceptional
attributes
Age (years)
Experience in farming (years)
Experience in maize farming (years)
Land owning (ha)
Farming group member
Education
The recent problem factor
The need of future improvements
The ease of financial capital
The ease of soil tillage
The availability of fertilizer
The availability of seed
The ease of irrigation management
The ease of maize drying
Transportation to market perception
The ease of selling the yield
The load of overall farming works
perception
Pest risk perception
Natural risk disaster perception
Social risk perception to farming works
Farmer perception to maize farming
Previous interest to the maize farm
Satisfaction to the recent yield
Satisfaction to the recent policy in farming
Farmer Interest to next maize farming
The need of more soil tillage equipment
The interest to hand tractor
The interest to small tractor
The interest to medium tractor

The output targets were three kinds of tractors: hand tractor (<=15 Hp, two wheels),
small tractor (12 Hp<=small tractor Hp<=25 Hp, four wheels) and medium tractor (>25
Hp, four wheels).
Reasoning System Model and Research Method
Figure 1. shows the relationship of farming system and reasoning model that
studied in this paper to explain some related factors that affect the human mind in the
view of observers or authors to build a reasoning model for studying human interest in
making decision. This reasoning model underlies the questionnaire design. A perception
to a farming system such as farm equipment in farmer’s mind is affected by knowledge
and behavior of the farming system itself and the response influences an action.
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Fig.1. Farming and reasoning system.
The research was conducted as follows: behavioral interest and decision study,
farm equipments and reasoning system modeling, questionnaire design, observation of
data in the field, data cleaning and preprocessing, neuro-fuzzy modeling, identifying the
important prediction variables or attributes, and testing the neuro-fuzzy models by setting
parameters and fuzzy rules to obtain the optimum solution. Data cleaning was a process
for omitting the missing and incomplete data, and pre-processing was conducted for
describing the data and explaining the general behavior of farmers in the observed region
using SPSS as statistical computing software.
Neuro-Fuzzy Modeling
The neuro-fuzzy model was implemented on Matlab with a fuzzy toolbox. The
neuro-fuzzy models were developed to select the most important perception and
behavioral characteristics variable with one, two and three variables.
The conceptual diagram of the ANFIS model is shown in Figure 2. It consists of
two major components; fuzzy inference system and adaptive neural network.
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Fuzzy inference system
Knowledge base
Data base & Rule Base

Input

Fuzzification
Interface

Decision
Making Unit

Output
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Interface

Adaptive Network System
Input layer

MG
(layer1)

Load data

Inferencing
(layer2)

Normalization (layer3)

Output
(layer4)

Defuzzification
(layer5)

Learning module

Fig. 2. Conceptual diagram of ANFIS framework
The adaptive network system used a five-layer feed-forward network to search for
fuzzy decision rules as is shown in Figure 3. Considering two inputs x and y and one
output, the rule base contained Sugeno-type fuzzy if-then rules and models as
summarized as follows:
Rule 1: IF x is A1 and y is B1 THEN f1 = p1x + q1y + r1
Rule 2: IF x is A2 and y is B2 THEN f2 = p2x + q2y + r2
Where x and y are the inputs to the node i; Ai and Bi are the linguistic labels (low,
medium, high) characterized by membership functions; and pi, qi and ri are the
consequence parameters (i=1 or 2).
A1

X

w1 =

w1(x,y)
∏

w1
w1 + w2
f(x,y)

N

w1 f 1

A2

B1

Y

∏

N

f(x,y)

f(x,y)

w2 f 2

w2(x,y)

B2

layer 1

∑

w2
w2 =
w1 + w2

layer 2

layer 3

layer 4

layer 5

Fig. 3. The neuro-fuzzy inference architecture
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Layer 1: each node generates membership grades (MG) of the inputs which belong to
each of appropriate fuzzy sets by using the membership functions. A node output Oi1 is
defined by:
Oi1 = µΑ i ( x ) for i =1,2
(2)
Where µAi and µΒ i are the appropriate membership functions for Ai and Bi fuzzy sets.
Bell-shaped membership function was used to determine the membership grades:
1
Oi1 = µAi ( x ) =
(3)
1 + (( x − ci ) / a i ) 2bi
Where {ai, bi, ci} is the membership function parameter set that changes the shape of
membership function from 1 to 0. These parameters are referred to as premise
parameters.
Layer 2: in this layer, every node is a fixed node labeled Π , to get one output
representing the results of the antecedent for a fuzzy rule that is firing strength. The
outputs as firing strength Oi2 , are the products of the corresponding degrees obtaining
from layer 1, as below:
Oi2 = wi = µAi ( x ) µBi ( y ), i = 1,2
(4)
Layer 3: the main target is to compute the ratio of firing strength of each ith rule to the
sum of all rules’ firing strength, the firing strength in this layer is normalized as wi .
Layer 4: in this layer, the contribution of ith rule towards the total output or the model
output and/or the function is calculated.
Layer 5: the single node in this layer computes the overall output as the
summation of all incoming signals. Each rule’s fuzzy results are transformed into output
in this layer by defuzzification process.
The ANFIS model applied in this study used hybrid learning algorithm, which
combined least square estimation and back-propagation. It was used for membership
function parameter estimation.
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Results
Statistical Descriptions
Farmer respondents’ ages range from 26 to 75 years, with a mean of 46.94 years.
Severn farmers were <= 60 years old. The average farming experience is 20.04 years.
The average education is junior high school. The most interested tractor relatively is hand
tractor as the mean value confirmed. The descriptive data for perceptional and behavioral
variables are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Descriptive Data for Perceptional and Behavioral Variables
Code
C1
C2
C3
C4
B
Cat1
Cat2
Cat3
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
M8
M9
R1
R2
R3
Pp
Pi
Sf
Sp
Ni
Nst
I1
I2
I3

Range
49
48
38
3
1
2
3
3
5
5
5
3
1
4
1
3
3
4
5
5
5
5
3
5
3
5
5
5
5

Mean
46.94
20.04
17.65
1.28
0.61
1.47
3.65
1.92
5.31
5.84
5.94
6.14
6.18
5.63
6.12
6.04
5.96
4.88
5.1
5.59
5.45
5.44
5.76
3.84
5.51
5.2
4.29
3.98
3.76

Std.Deviation
10.13
11.67
11.01
0.65
0.49
0.7
0.74
0.82
1.41
0.88
0.79
0.53
0.39
1.02
0.33
0.4
0.56
1.62
1.53
1.17
1.19
1.08
0.74
2.02
0.92
1.65
2.04
2.06
2.07

Neuro-fuzzy Computing
In the neuro-fuzzy approach, fuzzy inference model, which partitioning the input
variables are constructed. It creates membership functions using grid partition method to
set up some ANFIS parameters and the grid partition method creates the initial
membership function matrix. The global bell function is used for each input variables in
this study. The parameters in the membership functions are adjusted, where the grid
evolves. The neuro-fuzzy model employs an optimization technique to adjust the
parameters to reduce some error measure between actual and desired outputs. The step
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sizes for the model in the learning process to reach the least error of RMSE with some
iteration (epochs) are set by adjusting the initial step size, the increase and decrease rates.
From the total of 51 farmers observed, 26 and 25 data of random sample sizes are
selected for training and testing the data respectively. Three outputs used as the
supervised targets for prediction (prediction targets) using the neuro-fuzzy models are the
interest to hand tractor, the interest to small tractor, and the interest to medium tractor.
The first attempt is to select one variable, two variables and three variables, which are the
important variables for prediction from the 26 perceptional and behavioral characteristics
variables. It is based on the one that could give the least root mean square training error
to the prediction target. The results are as follow:
1. Target of prediction
: the interest to hand tractor
One best selected variable
: Nst (The need of more soil tillage equipment)
Training error
: 1.354
Testing error
: 2.256
Two best selected variables : Nst and C3 (The need of more soil tillage
equipment and experience in maize farming)
Training error
: 0.984
Testing error
: 18.974
Three best selected variables : Nst, C3 and C2 (The need of more soil tillage
equipment, experience in maize farming, and
Experience in farming)
Training error
: 0.280
Testing error
: 81.437
2.
Target of prediction
: The interest to small tractor
One best selected variable
: Nst (The need of more soil tillage equipment)
Training error
: 1.552
Testing error
: 2.068
Two best selected variables : Nst and C3 (The need of more soil tillage
equipment and experience in maize farming)
Training error
: 1.215
Testing error
: 13.844
Three best selected variables : Nst, C3 and C1
Training error
: 0.679
Testing error
: 71.191
3.
Target of prediction
: The interest to medium tractor
One best selected variable
: Nst (The need of more soil tillage equipment)
Training error
: 1.689
Testing error
: 2.006
Two best selected variables : Nst and Cat2 (The need of more soil tillage
equipment and the recent problem factor)
Training error
: 1.368
Testing error
: 2.256
Three best selected variables : Nst, Cat2, and C1 (The need of more soil tillage
equipment, the recent problem factor, and age)
Training error
: 1.191
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Testing error

: 2.509

Enhancing Neuro-fuzzy models
As only small data sets are available for training and testing the models, the
models are enhanced for predicting farmer’s interest’ based on the only two best selected
variables. This is a cause that this first-order Sugeno fuzzy model uses input partitioning
method, and if we use many variables we need more rules, in consequence too many
fitting parameters should be built, and the resultant model is not reliable for unforeseen
inputs (Jang et al, 1997). The goals of the enhanced models are to reduce the training
error and testing error for the more reliable prediction model using the two selected input
variables.
Hand-tractor’s interest model.
The step sizes during the learning process with some epochs on hand tractor’s
interest prediction is shown in Figure 4. Three membership functions (MFs) for Nst
variable and two membership functions for C3 variable are chosen in prediction of hand
tractor’s interest for membership function parameter estimation. The final membership
functions of the hand tractor’s interest prediction model are shown in Figure 5. The prior
training error (0.977) and testing error (14.416) are improved with the enhanced model
using six fuzzy rules (3x2), and the improved training error is 0.925, and the testing error
is 3.829, which are more reliable in comparison to the prior result.
step sizes
0.3

0.25

0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

0
0

50

100

150
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Fig. 4. Step sizes on hand tractor’s interest
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Final MFs for input to hand tractor’s interest
(a) for input 1 (Nst) ;(b) for input 2 (C3)

Small-tractor’s interest model.
The enhanced model to the small tractor’s interest improves the prior training
error and testing errors, which are 1.215 and 13.844 to be 1.210, and 2.849 respectively.
The step sizes during the learning process in some epochs are shown in Figure 6. For
membership function parameter estimation, two membership functions (MFs) for Nst
variable and three membership functions for C3 variable are chosen in the prediction of
hand tractor’s interest. The final membership functions of the hand tractor’s interest
prediction model are shown in Figure 7.
step sizes
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0

50

100

150
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Fig. 6. Step sizes on small tractor’s interest
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Final MFs for input to small tractor’s interest
(a) for input 1 (Nst); (b) for input 2 (C3)
Medium-tractor’s interest model.
The step sizes during learning process in medium tractor’s interest prediction are
shown in Figure 8. Two membership functions (MFs) for Nst variable and two
membership functions for Cat2 variable are chosen for membership function parameter
estimation. The inference model improves the prior training error and the prior testing
error which are 1.368 and 2.256 to 0.896 and 1.618 respectively. The enhanced model
uses four fuzzy rules and the final membership functions are shown in Figure 9.
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Fig. 8. Step sizes on medium tractor’s interest
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Final MFs for input to medium tractor’s interest
(a) for input 1 (Nst); (b) for input 2 (Cat2).

Discussions
This paper provides convincing empirical evidence that challenges the farm
policy development by investigating the neuro-fuzzy model to determine farmer’s interest
in farm equipment to study farmers’ decision making. Most of the existing studies on
farm system development are insufficiently grounded in empirical evidence of non
linearity and complex system of behavioral decisions. As a consequence they have
difficulty explaining the implication of a farmers’ interest and what underlies their
interest. The standard methods may not identify the exogenous variables to deal with
nonlinearity and simultaneity for more reliable results.
The neuro-fuzzy models have identified the more powerful predictor variables
input to the interest in farm equipment. The need of more soil tillage equipment variable
(Nst) is identified as the most powerful variable in predicting the hand tractor’s interest,
the small tractor’s interest and the medium tractor’s interest. As the farmers in the
observed region are small farmers, which have not more than 3 hectares of land (Table
2), it can be inferred that the incomes are very low that make farmers have difficulties for
investment of a more advanced farm machine. However, the interest to hand tractor in
the observed region is relatively high (Table 2). The neuro-fuzzy model identifies the
experience in maize farming (C3) is also an important variable in companion with the
need of more soil tillage equipment variable (Nst). The results suggest that consideration
the two variables in the possibility of adoption of farm mechanization development are
important, especially for the relatively cheaper equipment, such as hand tractor and small
tractor.
The different finding is appeared, in order to determine the farmer’s interest to the
more advanced machine, which is relatively more expensive. It is the recent problem
factor variable (Cat2), which is identified as an important variable to affect the farmer’s
mind to produce an interest about the medium tractor. It infers that the farmers account
the risk of the problem to act or to think, even though they have a willingness to improve
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their soil tillage equipment. It figures that they think rationally if it related to the higher
investment, and think not only based in their willingness.
It is learned that the actual interest of people to engage in farm equipment should
consider the willingness to improve the recent equipment and the experience in farming
sector to the problem in mechanization development for the cheaper machine, but the risk
for the more advanced machine. An effort to increase the adoption of farm equipment and
innovation to farmers, the government should also support for enhancing their
knowledge, as the farmers are dependant partly informed about farm equipment. It is the
identified the recent problem factor variable that confirms this thought, which underlies
the farmers’ interest.
Human brains and thoughts are affected by chemicals, developmental processes,
social interactions, and by the very structure of the brain itself. Therefore, studying the
human mind and the factors that affect the thoughts is a challenge to know better the way
of human making decision. The problem in studying farmer mind and determining farmer
interest could be for two reasons: in farm machines industry it is to understand how to
influence farmer choice, but for the government it is to develop an appropriate system.
The result is sometimes that the industry has greater influence than the government on
practicing increasingly effective ways to influence farmer choice.
The problem appears to incorporate all the input variables or exogenous variables
is the lack of data distribution that influences the variability of setting the lower error of
training and testing. This is the problem of grid partitioning which is actually needed for
the first-order Sugeno fuzzy model (Jang, et al, 1997). Otherwise, the neuro-fuzzy input
selection model for choosing the two most relevant variables has promising to select the
more powerful input variables. The resulting errors prove the reliability of the selected
variables.

Conclusions
The neuro-fuzzy models enhance the learning capability of the input-output data
to obtain the least error of predictor variables. The models have been examined to obtain
reliable predictor variables. Using the models, the results identify Nst and C3 (The need of
more soil tillage equipment and experience in maize farming) are the powerful variable to
the hand tractor prediction. The models gain training error is 0.925, and the testing error
is 3.829, which are reliable in comparison to the prior result. The neuro-fuzzy model has
also identified Nst and C3 (The need of more soil tillage equipment and experience in
maize farming) as the powerful variables to the small tractor’s interest prediction. The
training error is 1.210, and 2.849 respectively. The different result is obtained in the
farmer’s interest prediction model to medium tractor. It identifies Nst and Cat2 (the need
of more soil tillage equipment and the recent problem factor) as the predictor variables
with 0.896 and 1.618 of training and testing error respectively.
Farmers sometimes are not rational, as they are not well informed and have a poor
concept of how to "maximize utility". The government needs an actual way to
understand how they think and knowing what underlies their interest for decision making
to determine the way of developing a convenient or an appropriate farming policy in farm
mechanization development. The neuro-fuzzy models can be implemented to solve the
problem of non-linearity and the ill-defined of the complex relationship of farming
system. The neuro-fuzzy models have superiority in learning the non-linear input-output
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patterns, and predicting the human interest to farm equipments by represented two most
powerful and reliable variables for good generalization.
The information gathered in this research is important for understanding the way
of farmer making decision about farm equipments, and to explain the reason of their
interest. The neuro-fuzzy models may support as a tool for a decision support system on
selecting an appropriate farm machine for a small farming system with considering the
behavioral side.
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Abstract
In a financial services concern, the timely collection of the amount financed to the
customer directly impacts the profits. The concern needs to enhance its capabilities
towards the collection of the financed amount, in time without resulting in loss. There
exists a huge customer base but only limited collectors. In such a scenario, there is an
absolute need to predict the behavior of the accounts. In a move towards this, two models
are proposed in this paper, namely, Markov Processes Model and Logistic Regression
Model to estimate the probability of the accounts to go from one delinquency stage to
another. The models are exemplified with a numerical example.

Keywords
Delinquency, Markov Processes and Logistic Regression

Introduction
In a financial services concern, which offers finance to its customers, the process
of collecting the financed amount plays a vital role in its business turnover. The strategy
followed by the collections team to get payments from the customers has a direct impact
on the business. The customers have to be maintained in the books for the predetermined
time period without a run-off and at the same time, the payments of the customers must
come regularly without much delay. So, the focus lies in predicting the delinquency stage
of the accounts in future, based upon their behavior in the past and prioritizing them
based on the risk attached to them in future decisions.
In this paper, two models namely, Markov Processes Model and Logistic
Regression Model are proposed to predict the delinquency stage of the accounts. These
models give out the probability of an account to roll worse or to roll better in the future
time periods.
Markov Process models
Markov process models are useful in studying the evolution of systems over
repeated trials. The repeated trials are often successive time periods where the state of the
system in any particular period cannot be determined with certainty. Rather, transition
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probabilities are used to describe the manner in which the system makes transitions from
one period to the next. Hence, the interest lies in the probability of the system being in a
particular state at a given time period. Markov process models have been used to describe
the probability that a machine that is functioning in one period will continue to function
or will break down in the next period. It is also used to describe the probability that a
consumer-purchasing brand A in one period will purchase brand B in the next period.
The transition probabilities of a system remain constant over a period of time and the
probability of being in a particular state at any one-time period depends only on the state
in the immediately preceding time period which are referred to as Markov chains with
stationary transition probabilities.

Logistic Regression
Logistic Regression is a statistical technique used when the dependent variable, is
nominal and dichotomous (binary) and the independent variable(s) can be continuous or
discrete. There can be many independent (predictors) variables (x’s) but outcome
variable y, is binary.
Logistic regression estimates the probability of a certain event, such as a loan defaults, occurring. It uses observed factors

⎧ 1 condition present
y=⎨
⎩ 0 condition not present
coupled with occurrences or non-occurrences of the event to model the probability of
occurrence under different conditions. Logistic regression analysis (LRA) extends the
techniques of multiple regression analysis to research situations in which the outcome
variable is categorical. In practice, situations involving categorical outcomes are quite
common. In the setting of evaluating an educational program, for example, predictions
may be made for the dichotomous outcome of success/failure or improved/not-improved.
Similarly, in a medical setting, an outcome might be presence/absence of disease. The
focus of this paper is on situations in which the outcome variable is dichotomous,
although extension of the techniques of LRA to outcomes with three or more categories
(e.g., improved, same, or worse) is possible. The model for logistic regression analysis
assumes that the outcome variable, Y, is categorical (e.g., dichotomous), but LRA does
not model this outcome variable directly. Rather, LRA is based on probabilities
associated with the values of Y. In theory, the hypothetical, population proportion of
cases for which Y = 1 is defined as π = P(Y =1). Then, theoretical proportion of cases for
which Y = 0 is 1 - π = P (Y = 0). In the absence of other information, we would estimate
π by the sample proportion of cases for which Y = 1. However, in the regression context,
it is assumed that there is a set of predictor variables, X1...Xp that are related to Y and,
therefore, provide additional information for predicting Y.
Past Research
Cyert et al., (1962), estimated the allowance for doubtful accounts by using Markov
Chains. Scallan, (1990) found a new approach to Bad Debt Modeling using Markov
Models. Laitinen (2000) has predicted a corporate credit analyst's risk estimate by logistic
and linear models. Nguyena et al., (2002) have compared the prediction models for
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adverse outcome in pediatric meningococcal disease using artificial neural network and
logistic regression analysis. Ottenbacher et al., (2003) compared logistic regression and
neural network analysis applied to predicting living setting after hip fracture. Salem et al.,
(2004) have predicted the software failures through logistic regression modeling Tseng
and Linb (2004) proposed a quadratic interval logic model for forecasting bankruptcy of
a financial concern. The application and comparison of Markov model and linear
regression analysis for Delinquency status prediction is the scope of the present paper.

Problem Description
In a move towards enhancing the ability of collection team with limited
collectors, there is an absolute necessity to predict the behavior of the customers or
accounts in future time periods. The accounts are to be prioritized, based upon their
behavior in the past and by considering several factors that may directly or indirectly
influence their behavior in the future. In such a scenario, the real challenge for the
financial concern is to predict the delinquency stage of the accounts in future by
modeling past behavior. With this predicted information, the collectors can put minimum
effort on those accounts, which are likely to roll better and maximum effort on those
accounts that are likely to roll worse.

Model Development
The delinquency behavior of the accounts is modeled in Statistical Analysis
Software (SAS) by using Markov processes and linear regression. SAS is statistical
analysis software used for entering data; storing and manipulating data much like a
spreadsheet program. It can read in data from common spreadsheets and databases,
output the results of statistical analyses in tables, graphs, in user opted format.

Modeling Delinquency Stages with Markov Processes
The steps of the markov process model building are shown in figure 1. The data
corresponding to the delinquency states of the accounts is collected twice a month (once
in fifteen days say 5th and 20th of every month) for a period of 12 months. Based on the
days past due, the accounts are put into different 15-day delinquency states viz., 1-15, 16
- 29, 30 - 45, 46 - 59, 60 -75, 76 - 84 and 90+ . These states are called delinquency
buckets. So, in a period of 12 months i.e., 24 time periods, the delinquency status of the
accounts is drawn. A Transition Probability Matrix (TPM) is generated for each account.
An initial state vector matrix is developed considering the current delinquency status of
each account. The initial state vector is multiplied with the transition probability matrix
of each account and the resulting matrix i.e., the Product Matrix gives the probability of
the account being in different delinquency states in the next time period
The probable delinquency status of each account can be predicted for future time
periods by multiplying the immediate previous product matrix with the TPM of that
particular account.
Past Data Collection on Delinquency
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Figure 1 Steps in Markov Processes Model Building

Modeling Delinquency Stages with Logistic Regression
The figure 2 shows the steps in linear regression model building. There are four steps
in building the model a) Data Preparation b) Model Development c) Fine Tuning c)
Validation.
Data preparation stage is one of the most important steps in this process where the
following are done: a) Missing value treatment b) Outlier detection and capping c)
Missing values treatment (by mean or median imputation) d) Dividing the sample into
two parts- development and validation samples (Usually in 60:40 or 50:50 ratio) Here,
several other variables are considered that are related to the accounts along with the
previous delinquency stage.

Data Preparation

Model Developing
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Figure 2 Stages in Logistic Regression Model Building
In the Model Developing Stage the following actions are taken a) Identifying
collinear variables and reducing multi collinearity by dropping b) Variables on the basis
of VIF and Wald chi-square (Refer Appendix A) c) Finalizing the initial set of variables
to be used in developing the model d) Using the selected variables for modeling to obtain
first-cut model e) Transforming the continuous variables used in the first-cut model and
check for the R-square for each of those transformations. If any of the transformations
gives a significant lift in R-square then also use the transformed variable in the model.
Fine Tuning Stage the multicollinearity checks and finalize on the variables for
developing the model. Thereafter fine-tune the model by checking the following things:
a) Rank ordering b) Coefficient stability c) Concordance d) Highest K-S e) HosmerLemeshow goodness of fit (Appendix A) If these criteria are satisfied the model is
approved.
In validation stage the target population is evaluated based on the scores where the
scores are calculated through the probability of incidence of bad/good (p-hat). Thus, the
model gives out the probability of the accounts to go to different buckets in future.

Case Study
A reputed financial services concern is in the business of providing financial
assistance to customers in US for purchase of automobiles. The size of the business is
over a billion dollars in assets and has a customer base of about 100,000. This business is
liquidating at a rate of 4% every month. The expected period of write-off is specified.
The concern provides financial assistance to the customers in the form of:
i.
Loan (Collateral belongs to the Customer)
ii.
Lease (Collateral belongs to the Company)
Majority of the Portfolio belongs to the Loan category. Portfolios in the Loan
Category may again be subdivided into to main groups:
i. Prime (Less risky)
_______________________________________________________________________
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ii. Sub prime (Risky)
The Sub prime category is again subdivided into different groups like Core group,
First Enterprise, etc. The Sub prime Core Group needs attention as loan for this group is
generally extended for a period of 36 – 72 months for which EMIs are collected on a
monthly basis. If the account misses out on an EMI then the account is treated to be a
delinquent account until and unless any extension is given to it. However, the criteria for
extension are subjective. Based on criteria like the number of Days Past Due (DPD),
Repossessed (REPO), Paid in Full (PIF) or Written Off (W/O), accounts may be
classified into CURRENT, 1-15, 16- 29, 30- 45, 46- 59, 60- 75, 76- 84, 90+, REPO, PIF
and W/O respectively, for any given sub prime portfolio. An account is said to be current
if the DPD of that account is less than or equal to zero. Accounts are made into two broad
sub-groups a) Active (Outstanding Balance > 0) b) Dead (Outstanding Balance = 0). So
while the Dead accounts only consist of the PIF and the W/Os, the Active accounts on the
other hand consist of the Current and the Delinquent Accounts. The active accounts are
divided into two groups namely: a) Clean Accounts b) Legal Accounts (Accounts which
have filed for Bankruptcy or any other Legal issues).
Accounts that exist in the
above delinquency stages need to be called on a regular basis by a team of collectors.
There are a handful of collectors and thousands of delinquent customers with varying
delinquency stages with different outstanding balances. An account, which do not pay up
for a long time would forfeit its asset to the company. It is then remarketed and the loss
from the whole transaction is written-off as a financial loss. Over a period of time, the
delinquency status of the accounts keeps on changing based on the day on which the
debtor pays the installment.
Results and discussion
The Markov Model is developed for the case study as detailed below. As the
delinquency status data is available for total accounts over the study periods, a transition
probability matrix is generated as shown in the table 1 for each of the accounts
considering the past data.
An Initial state vector is developed considering the current delinquency status of
the above account as on the date. At that instant, as the account was in specific range of
delinquency buckets, the initial state vector is shown as table 2.
The Product Matrix is developed by multiplying the Initial state vector with the
Transition probability matrix and gives the probability of the account being in different
delinquency states in the next time period as shown in the table 3.
From this Product matrix, the bucket that has the maximum probability is
predicted as the future bucket. In the above example the predicted delinquency status of
the above account on the specified date is 30 – 45.

Staying at the current time period, the probable delinquency status of each
account can be predicted for the next time period as well as future time periods by
multiplying the immediate previous product matrix with the TPM of that particular
account.
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Table 1 Transition Probability Matrix for the Case Example under study

Table 2 Initial State Vector for the delinquency Stage of the case example
Current

TRANSITION
0
PROBABILITY
MATRIX

1-15

16-29

30-45

46-59

0

1

0

0

CURRENT

1-15

16-29

60-75

76-89

90+

0

0

30-45

46-59

60-75

0

76-89

90+

CURRENT

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1 - 15
16 - 29

0.5
0

0
0.29

0.5
0

0
0.71

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

30 - 45
46 - 59

0
0

0
0

0.44
0

0
0.71

0.56
0

0
0.29

0
0

0
0

60 - 75
76 - 89

0.5
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0.5
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

90+

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Table 3 Product Matrix for the case example
Current
0

1-15
0.45

16-29
0

30-45
0.55

46-59
0

60-75
0

76-89
0

90+
0

The logistic regression analysis is done using the variables a) Attempt b) NPCNT
c) EXTNO d) TOCNT (Refer Appendix B) and the delinquency status of the accounts in
the future periods is predicted. The significance of these variables will change over a
period of time i.e., at one particular point of time these variables may come out as the
significant ones but as time runs, some other variables may come out as the significant
ones. So, once a Logistic regression Model is built, it should be revisited at least after 3
or 4 months of its usage to come out with the fresh significant variables. The final output
of the Logistic Regression model is the probability with which an account can roll worse
to future buckets or roll back to previous buckets. Some of the statistics given by the
Logistic Regression Model are shown in the tables 4 (a) and 4 (b). In this model, the
variables that are considered for modeling the behavior of the accounts in future periods
are described in table 5. The K-S calculations of the samples validation are given in the
tables 6.
The table 7 shows the comparison of the delinquency status predicted for a period
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by the Markov Processes and Linear Regression analysis. The future probable
delinquency status information of the accounts given by proposed models is compared
with the actual delinquency status as on the specified date of study period. Both the
models are validated for three to four time periods and the results were found consistent.

Table 4 (a) The significant variables of Linear Regression Analysis and its Statistics
Parameter

DF

Estimate

Intercept
Attempt
NPCNT
EXTNO
TOCNT

1
1
1
1
1

-2.0394
0.0771
0.1612
0.3115
0.3458

Standard
Error
0.0627
0.00397
0.0228
0.0206
0.0199

Wald ChiSquare
1057.3765
377.2299
50.0009
228.3357
301.793

Pr>ChiSqr
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
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Table 4 (b) The significant variables of Linear Regression Analysis and its Statistics
Association of Predicted Probabilities and Observed
Responses
Percent Concordant
71.1
Somers'D
0.43
Percent Discordant
28.1
Gamma
0.433
Percent Tied
0.8
Tau-a
0.204

Table 5 K-S Calcualtions for Sample Development
Decile

NonResponder
(N)

Responder
(R)

% of
all NonResponders

% of
All
Responders

Cum. %
NonResponders

Cum. %
Responders

K-S
Calcs

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

240
330
380
468
494
549
582
651
665
714
5,073

590
499
449
361
335
281
247
178
164
115
3,219

4.7%
6.5%
7.5%
9.2%
9.7%
10.8%
11.5%
12.8%
13.1%
14.1%
100.0%

18.3%
15.5%
13.9%
11.2%
10.4%
8.7%
7.7%
5.5%
5.1%
3.6%
100.0%

4.7%
11.2%
18.7%
28.0%
37.7%
48.5%
60.0%
72.8%
85.9%
100.0%

18.3%
33.8%
47.8%
59.0%
69.4%
78.1%
85.8%
91.3%
96.4%
100.0%

13.6%
22.6%
29.1%
31.0%
31.7%
29.6%
25.8%
18.5%
10.5%
0.0%
31.7%
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Table 6 K – S calculations for Sample Validation
Decile

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

NonResponder
(N)

Responder
(R)

% of
all NonResponders

% of
all
Responders

Cum. %
NonResponders

Responders

Cum. %

211
284
386
443
514
594
646
706
730
745
5259

777
704
602
545
473
394
342
282
258
242
4619

4.0%
5.4%
7.3%
8.4%
9.8%
11.3%
12.3%
13.4%
13.9%
14.2%
100.0%

16.8%
15.2%
13.0%
11.8%
10.2%
8.5%
7.4%
6.1%
5.6%
5.2%
100.0%

4.0%
9.4%
16.8%
25.2%
34.9%
46.2%
58.5%
72.0%
85.8%
100.0%

16.8%
32.1%
45.1%
56.9%
67.1%
75.7%
83.1%
89.2%
94.8%
100.0%

Table 7 Comparison of Markov Processes Model and Linear Regression Analysis in
delinquency prediction
Delinquency Status
Markov Processes
Linear Regression
as on the date
Analysis
(Number of Accounts)
(Number of Accounts)
Total Accounts observed

24674

24674

Matched with Actual
Not Matched with Actual

16656
8018

16356
8318

Efficiency in Prediction

68%

66.2%

Conclusion
Two models namely, Markov Processes Model and Logistic Regression Model
are developed using SAS modeling software for predicting the future delinquency stage
of the accounts for a financial services concern. The predicted information helps the
collectors to put minimum effort on those accounts likely to roll back and maximum
effort on those accounts that are likely to roll worse in future. The two models are
exemplified with a numerical example and the results were presented. On comparison the
Markov processes model proved to be efficient in prediction of delinquency status of an
account.
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K-S
Calcs

12.8%
22.7%
28.3%
31.7%
32.2%
29.4%
24.5%
17.2%
8.9%
0.0%
32.2%
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Appendix A
Variance Inflation Factor. Variance Inflation factor (VIF) is obtained by
regressing each independent variable, say X on the remaining independent variables (say
Y and Z) and checking how much of it (of X) is explained by these variables.
Condition Index . Condition Index (CI) is another measure used to check the
presence of multicollinearity.
Rank Ordering. The observations are sorted in decreasing order of their estimated
probability of having an event outcome. Then the data is divided into roughly ten deciles
of approximately equal size. The actual response rate in each of the groups is calculated.
If this response rate is found to be in descending order, then the model is said to be rankordered.
Coefficient stability. Coefficient stability is checked across development and
validation sample. Once the model is performing satisfactorily on development sample,
the same set of variables is used to model the validation sample.
Kolmogorov & Smirnov (K-S). The K-S macro also gives a separation measure
between responders and non-responders. It tests whether the distribution of responders
_______________________________________________________________________
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and non-responders in each decile is significantly different or not, and if so, how much is
the separation.
Concordance. Consider a set of 100 individuals out of which 10 are the
responders (denoted by 1) and 90 are non-responders (denoted by 0). Now the pairs for
each responder with every non-responder is constructed (10*90 = 900). Using the model
under development, The predicted response rate for each responder and non-responder in
every pair is calculated. If responder’s predicted probability is greater than nonresponder’s predicted probability, then the pair is concordant.
Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness of fit test.This is a test of how well the model
fits the data. This test tests the hypothesis that there is no difference between the observed
and the predicted values of the dependent variable.
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Appendix B
Model variables for Linear Regression in SAS

Model Variables

Description

ACCT
ATTEMPT
BAL
BR
COMCNT

Customer account number.
Number of attempts made prior to account rolling worse or rolling back
Current balance remaining on contract.
Branch number.
Number of times - Customer complained

CONTACT
CRSCORE
CURMOINC
DEL_3
DELQBAL
DLR
DOWNPAY
DUEBILL
EXCNT

Number of contacts made prior to account rolling worse or rolling back
Customer credit score.
Customer current gross monthly income.
Whether an account was delinquent in the past 3 months
The balance of customer payment delinquency.
The name of the dealer completing the transaction.
Down payment amount received from customer.
Amount due on billing date.
Number of times Extension was given

EXTMO
EXTNO
FPAY
INSTREM
LSTEXMO
LSTEXNO
LSTEXYR
MOEXT
MON_LOAN
NPCNT
NSFCNT

The total numbers of months of contract extension.
The number of times of extension on the contract.
Amount of final payment.
Remaining number of Installments as of the previous month.
Month of the last extension.
Number of months allowed under the last extension period.
Year of the last extension.
The number of months involved in the last extension period.
Loan Month
Number of times there was no promise
The number of times the custom has attempted to make payments with not
sufficient funds.
Amount financed at origination of contract.
The number of installment payments on the original contract.
Number of times the Customer Promised payment
No. of times rolled back in the past 3 months
The number of payment installations remaining on the contract.
The date on which the account rolled worse or rolled better
Amount of the regular monthly payment.
No. of times rolled worse in the past 3 months
Determines whether an account rolled worse (1) or rolled back (0)
Number of times the Customer's Business was telephoned

ORIGAF
ORIGINST
PPCNT
RB3
REMINST
ROLLDATE
RPAY
RW3
RWFLAG
TCBCNT
TCHCNT
TOCNT
TXHCNT

Number of times the Customer House was telephoned
Number of times Customer Other was telephoned
Number of times the Customer co-buyer was telephoned

YNGADCD
Flag denoting if the customer is a young adult.
_______________________________________________________________________
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Abstract
Using SQL sorting logic model with embedded KCI provides a time efficient and
cost effective manner to sort and assess large volumes of cases to determine the
appropriateness of medical care provided by paramedics. The SQL sorting model reduces
the delay in identification of medical treatment protocol deviations, and in providing
educational intervention to the medical provider. Finally, this model provides consist
auditing performance, not found by human auditors.

Keywords
Key Clinical Indicators, Data Abstraction, Medical Case Audit

Introduction
The review of clinical information documented on Standardized Patient Care
Report (SPCR) forms completed by paramedics as part of their documentation of care
and interventions provided to injured and ill patients has been a quality assurance staple
for decades. This process typically involves the manual collection, sorting, and review of
thousands (in some case hundred of thousands) of paper SPCR forms. Some Emergency
Medical Services will code procedures documented on the SPCR and enter the data into a
database for review. Regardless of format (paper or electronic) the review of the
individual SPCR form’s by an auditor is done to determine if the appropriate medical
treatment protocol(s) were used to provide care to the respective patient. This process is
very time consuming, expensive and prone to auditor error.
The challenge is the development of a quality assurance process that significantly
reduces cost, and time required to sort SPCR’s and review appropriateness of care
provided by paramedics while simultaneously increasing capacity. Currently there is
sparse literature describing Key Clinical Indicators (KCI) directed data abstraction for
SPCR sorting and assessment (auditing), for medical protocol adherence, in the
emergency prehospital setting.
Critical to meeting this challenge is the difficult task of the development of KCI
for use with data abstraction algorithms to sort, and review appropriateness of medical
treatment (Mainz, 2003). However, the use of KCI with data abstraction methods for
quality assurance purposes would allow near real time assessment of clinical data, and
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system level performance. This level of data correlation would serve as a tool for sorting
SPCR, assessing medical protocol adherence, and possibly identifying gaps between
evidence and practice (Hickley, 2004).
Available Technology
Electronic Document Management Systems (EDMS) are comprised of imaging
technologies with a document database (Snowtide, 2006). The EDMS integrate imaging
with document management technologies allowing for increased information
productivity. Documents such as SPCR form’s (small and large volumes) can be scanned,
and then encapsulated (if needed) into a PDF format for electronic transfer via email, or
file transfer protocol (FTP). This process reduces the cost of document replication (paper,
ink) and storage (Gamble, 2003). This combination of digitization, storage, and
stockpiling, will allow greater knowledge capture, control, and tacit knowledge
(retention) integration.
EDMS interfaced with a Relational SQL database allows for SQL logical sorting
of large volumes of clinical information from SPCR by patient compliant (i.e. chest pain,
diabetic emergency, cardiac arrest) in relatively small time frame intervals when
compared to manual sorting. Subsequent to sorting by patient complaint, clinical
information (cases) can be assessed for medical protocol adherence. Cases with care that
deviates from established medical treatment protocols are identified for manual review.
The entire process of sorting and assessment of protocol adherence occurs at a significant
reduction in costs and time requirements when compared to manual application
(INSOFAS, 2006).

Integration and Application to Large Volumes of Cases
Clinical information from hand-written SPCR forms for a Regional EMS system
in Ontario, Canada were coded and entered in to a relational SQL server database, with
scanned SPCR images housed in an EDMS. A step-wise SQL sorting-logic algorithm
was developed to identify all cases of suspected ischemic chest pain entered between July
1 and December 31, 2005. There were 25,897 (N=25,897) cases entered in to the
database during this period, 2323 (n=2323) cases were identified as suspected ischemic
chest pain. The ischemic chest pain cases (n-2323) were subjected to seven KCI
embedded in SQL sorting-logic algorithms. The KCI reflect medical protocol treatment
points where there was a potential for non-compliance with established medical treatment
protocols and increased the likelihood of negative outcome for the patient. An iterative
process was then followed to modify selected KCI to minimize the number of false
positive cases identified as non-compliant. Surveying statistics were used to randomly
sample and hand audit cases at each iteration to ensure that no more than 3% of excluded
cases were associated with non-compliance (95% C.I. 0.0%-6.2%)
The original computer model identified 1778 cases (76%) of potential noncompliance with the key protocol indicators. The two most common KCI identified were
failure to obtain vital signs after nitroglycerin (NTG) administration (304 cases) and
failure to administer either NTG or aspirin (ASA) (1387 cases) when indicated in the
treatment protocol. The KCI associated with ASA was deleted after random sampling
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revealed no true cases of non-compliance. The latter KCI was modified to exclude 1091
cases where NTG was appropriately withheld in patients who had never previously been
prescribed NTG. Random sampling of these newly excluded cases revealed only one true
case of non-compliance (0.1%).
Our SQL sorting-logic model after optimization with embedded KCI identified
383 cases of ischemic chest pain with a possibility for non-compliance with key
treatment points where there was a potential for an increased likelihood of negative
outcome for the patient. This represents an 83.5% decrease in the number of manual
audits required.
Resource Effectiveness
Additionally, the time required to manually sort 25,897 SPCR to identify the 2323
ischemic chest pain cases is estimated to be 28 hours 50 minutes, or almost four full
working days ( 7.5 hours per day) (Summers, 2005). Burgess (2005) estimated that a
trained auditor can complete approximately 10 audits per hour, for non-cardiac arrest
cases, provided cases were sorted. Thus, to audit the 2323 cases manually would require
232.2 hours or 31 days.
The manual audit process is contrasted by the SQL model described above. The
time required to sort 25,897 cases via the SQL sorting-logic and subject them to the KCI
embedded in SQL sorting-logic algorithms is approximately 3 minutes (Skvorets, 2005).
The 383 cases identified as requiring a manual audit are paired with summary case
abstract of all procedures, medications and case times. This summary is matched with a
digital image of the SPCR. The time required complete the auditing is approximately
38.3 hours.

Summary
Using SQL sorting logic model with embedded KCI provides a time efficient and cost
effective manner to sort and assess large volumes of cases to determine the
appropriateness of medical care provided by paramedics. The SQL sorting model reduces
the delay in identification of medical treatment protocol deviations, and in providing
educational intervention to the medical provider. Finally, this model provides consist
auditing performance, not found by human auditors.
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SWOTing THE ORGANIZATION’S PSYCHE:
A BASIS FOR ORGANIZATIONAL
PSYCHOANALYSIS
Charles J. Capps III, Sam Houston State University

Abstract
Henri Fayol described it as “esprit de corps,” or the spirit of the organization.
Because organizations are peopled with human beings, there is life force and therefore a
discerning consciousness.
Since organizational consciousness exists, it can be
psychopathological. This article proposes psychoanalyzing the organization’s “psyche”
and using that information as input in a familiar strategic management tool. The paper
cites three possible types of organizational psychosis: schizophrenia, manic-depression or
bi-polar disorder, and obsessive-compulsive behavior. SWOT analysis is explained and
its benefits highlighted. Strategic management requires understanding the organization’s
psyche through internal insight and awareness, and acceptance of that impact in society’s
economic marketplace. Conceptually, organizations are viewed as conscious living
systems that exist in dynamic states with internal and external psychological
requirements. Applying SWOT analysis emphasizes the organization’s psyche, and its
impact on strategic decision-making.

Keywords
Organizational behavior and development, strategic human resource management,
strategic management

Introduction
Times changed. Yesterday, management took commitment and loyalty of
employees for granted. Today, human resources are just another organizational input,
and fewer workers have permanent jobs with significant traditional benefits. Thus,
employees who are experiencing insecurity about their futures have a difficult time
feeling commitment and loyalty to their organization. Workers reflect and understand
there is but one loyalty, and that is to oneself. Given the awareness of present
organizational commitment, employees perceive three real kinds of loyalty.
An employee’s commitment includes three dimensions that require a decision:
loyalty to a person, loyalty to an organization and loyalty to an idea, or ideal. Experience
suggests: First, give loyalty to a person but only after it is earned and never give it
blindly to anyone. Next, be careful when committing to an organization and recognize
organizations change as new people emerge to direct efforts. Thus, an organization’s
memory may be short and management’s statements may decay into public relations
slogans. Finally, give your loyalty to an idea or ideal that motivates you. It may be an
idea, as a mission, cause or profession, or an ideal, such as the truth or ethics. Consider
that loyalty to an idea or ideal is integrity based, loyalty to an individual is based on
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experience and loyalty to an organization is based on faith. Moreover, employees now
know that one’s primary loyalty must be to oneself and proceed with common sense
based on that bedrock. Employees understand it is their responsibility to keep their
knowledge, skills and abilities up-to-date to ensure marketability.
Currently,
organizational life is becoming more psychologically stressful as organizations
experience cultures and states of consciousness that are often dysfunctional to both the
employees and the organization.
An organization is a living discerning collective being since human individuals
people it. Due to the individual awareness and focus of each person, organizations
certainly have a collective consciousness and, if Jung’s theory is correct, a “collective
unconscious,” as well (Jung, 1912). This article delves into the organization’s psyche,
consciousness and psychopathological behavior using familiar terminology from
psychiatry, psychology and strategic management to provide a primer for
psychoanalyzing the organization.

Basic Concepts
To begin, it may be helpful to review the following definitions from MerriamWebster’s Collegiate Dictionary (1993). For reference, please recall:
Consciousness – noun “1 a: the quality or state of being aware esp. of something
within oneself b: the state or fact of being conscious of an external object, state, or fact c:
AWARENESS; esp. concern for some social or political cause 2: the state of being
characterized by sensation, emotion, volition, and thought: MIND 3: the totality of
conscious states of an individual 4: the normal state of conscious life (regained ~) 5: the
upper level of mental life of which the person is aware as contrasted with unconscious
processes.”
Organism – noun “1: a complex structure of interdependent and subordinate
elements whose relations and properties are largely determined by their function in the
whole 2: an individual constituted to carry on the activities of life by means of organs
separate in function but mutually dependent: a living being.”
Organize – verb “1: to cause to develop an organic structure 2: to form into a
coherent unity or functioning whole: INTEGRATE.”
Organization – noun “1 a: the act or process of organizing or being organized b:
the condition or manner of being organized 2 a: ASSOCIATION, SOCIETY (charitable
~s) b: an administrative and functional structure (as a business or a political party); also:
the personnel of such a structure.”
Psyche – noun “a: SOUL, SELF b: MIND.”
Psychopathology – noun “the study of psychological and behavioral dysfunction
occurring in mental disorder or in social disorganization: also such dysfunction.”
_______________________________________________________________________
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Psychosis – noun “fundamental mental derangement (as schizophrenia)
characterized by defective or lost contact with reality.”
Keeping these seven concepts in mind, allows one to view metaphorically, at
least, an organization as a living collective holistic entity that strives to be an effective,
efficient, integrated synergistic whole. As a result, psychoanalysis of an organization is
possible. And that information may be used as input data in the strategic management
tool known as SWOT analysis. Some believe SWOT analysis already includes the
organization’s psychological states under other categories such as management or
organizational culture; however, this proposed psychoanalytical approach calls attention
to dysfunctional behavior that limits productivity.

Underlying Principles
A successful SWOT matrix and psychoanalysis both require fundamental truth
and honesty to psychologically comprehend, integrate, and benefit from reality therapy.
Such integrity can better prepare an organization to attain goals and fulfill its mission.
Furthermore, an organization increases understanding of its most important elements: in
the internal environment, the employees; and, in the external environment, the customers.
The concepts of organizational psyche, psychopathology and psychoanalysis are
examined next, followed by an explanation of SWOT analysis. Then, examples of
hypothetical organizations’ psychopathological behavior are displayed to illustrate some
benefits to using the SWOT matrix method and demonstrate how this strategic
management analytical tool may be used for this purpose.
By the late 19th century, the French management theorist Henri Fayol (1916)
already recognized “esprit de corps” [spirit of the body] as the organization’s psyche
[soul, self, mind] and as one of the fourteen crucial points critical to organizational
soundness and success. Fayol believed that genuine employee morale was a cardinal
indication of an organization in touch with both itself and its surroundings. Good
employee morale promotes a psychologically healthy organization that is confident of its
mission and direction (Fayol, 1916). Today, a psychologically fit organization thrives by
understanding changing realities with timely and accurate external and internal
information, which facilitates effective strategic decision-making.
To understand the organism, or organization, is to know its strengths and
weaknesses. An individual’s psychological weaknesses can include psychosis, where one
loses touch with reality; organizations also suffer comparable psychoses. The two major
types are schizophrenia and manic-depression (bi-polar disorder). Some clinical
practitioners include obsessive-compulsive disorder, which is also incorporated in this
paradigm.

Psychopathological Organizational States
Psychoanalysis of the “psyche” of an unhealthy organization may determine if the
psychopathology fits one of three organizational profiles: the schizophrenic, manicdepressive, or obsessive-compulsive organization.
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The schizophrenic organization based on the definition of schizophrenia is:
Schizophrenia – noun “1: a psychotic disorder characterized by loss of contact
with the [external] environment, by noticeable deterioration in the level of functioning in
everyday life, and by disintegration of personality expressed as [an internal] disorder of
feeling, thought (as in hallucinations and delusions), and conduct – called also dementia
praecox 2: contradictory or antagonistic qualities or attitudes” (Merriam-Webster’s
Collegiate Dictionary, 1993). [Authors’ added emphasis italicized and bracketed].
Thus, schizophrenic organizations lose touch with external environmental realities and
internally exhibit decreased productivity, feelings of apathy, confused employees with
convoluted thought patterns, and behavior incongruent with solving problems.
Schizophrenic organizations produce such contradictory and antagonistic qualities and
attitudes that it paralyzes employees in a double bind; do employees follow the
organization’s words or the organization’s action? Fear freezes confused employees
from initiative. Employees are afraid to be wrong; as a result, they do nothing significant
and productivity decreases.
The manic-depressive (bi-polar) organization based on the definition is:
Manic-depressive – noun or adjective “characterized by mania or by psychotic
depression or by alternating mania and depression” (Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate
Dictionary, 1993). Manic-depressive organizations lose touch with reality and may
fluctuate wildly between feelings and behaviors of ecstatic elation to absolute grief and
clinical depression, often described as the riding of an emotional roller coaster. Further,
manic-depressive episodes may not fluctuate! Onsets of depression, which may be long
lasting or onsets of similar mania, can slowly shatter the organization’s future internally
and externally as employees and customers seek consistency and stability elsewhere.
The obsessive-compulsive organization based on its definition is:
Obsessive-compulsive – noun or adjective “relating to or characterized by
recurring obsessions and compulsions, esp. as symptoms of a neurotic state” (MerriamWebster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 1993). Obsessive-compulsive organizations although
concentrated and willful, many times emphasize factors unimportant to the organization’s
strategic goals. Unlike negative schizoid or bi-polar behavior, obsessive-compulsive
behavior can be positive if goal appropriate and used correctly. Thus, an organization’s
obsessive-compulsiveness may be a weakness or strength depending on its focus.
Psychologically healthy organizations have strong positive character traits: truth,
honesty, integrity, self-awareness, trust, competency, cooperation, loyalty, energy,
enthusiasm, initiative, synergy, effectiveness, efficiency, innovation, and growth.
Healthy organizations have a realistic sense of their vision, mission, goals, marketplace,
and profit potential. An organization’s psychological profile determines whether its
psyche is a strength or a weakness, or both. This organizational knowledge becomes the
inputs for SWOT analysis.

Theoretical Strategic Framework
Strategic management models include analyses known as internal and external
strategic audits. Strategists analyze organizations for internal strengths (S) and
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weaknesses (W), and the environment for opportunities (O) and threats (T). Internal
functional areas analyzed for strengths and weaknesses are management, operations,
marketing, human resources, finance/accounting, information systems, and research and
development. External environmental categories analyzed for opportunities and threats
are the competition, economic factors, social-cultural-demographic influences, politicallegal-governmental forces, the natural environment, and technology (David, 2005).
This paper’s methodology applies SWOT analysis to the organization’s psyche
and matrixes the organization’s psychological behavior. This type of psychoanalysis
provides as useful an insight as traditional SWOT analysis. The more organizations
understand themselves, the better they are able to deal with future realities. Below is an
example of traditional SWOT analysis that matrixes the organization’s internal strengths
and weaknesses, and the external environment’s opportunities and threats. The four key
cells of interest are: SO, WO, ST and WT.

Table 1
SWOT MATRIX
OPPORTUNITIES
[EXTERNAL]
S
STRENGTH/
O OPPORTUNITY
W WEAKNESS/
O OPPORTUNITY

STRENGTHS
[INTERNAL]
WEAKNESSES
[INTERNAL]

THREATS
[EXTERNAL]
S
STRENGTH/
T
THREAT
W
WEAKNESS/
T
THREAT

Next, the paper applies SWOT analysis, analyzes hypothetical organizations as
schizophrenic, manic-depressive or obsessive-compulsive, and uses SWOT to
demonstrate the psychological benefits of highlighting strategic internal organizational
insights and external environmental knowledge.

Table 2
SWOTed ORGANIZATION PSYCHE EXAMPLES
OPPORTUNITIES
THREATS
[EXTERNAL]
[EXTERNAL]
EXPANDING MARKET
COMPETITION
STRENGTHS
[INTERNAL]
LOYAL EMPLOYEES

WEAKNESSES
[INTERNAL]
SCHIZOPHRENIC

S
O

STRENGTH/
OPPORTUNITY

Able to use employees’
initiative solving problems
to remain competitive
W WEAKNESS/
O OPPORTUNITY
Paranoid, thus adverse to

S
T

STRENGTH/
THREAT

Able to retain most
employees but competition
hires some of best workers
W
WEAKNESS/
T
THREAT
Paranoid, thus adverse to
risk. Dissociation from
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PSYCHE

risk

external environment’s
realities, expect regretful
surprises

The efficacy of SWOTing an organization’s psychoanalyzed psyche is especially
apparent in the SO and WT cells. SO is the organization’s best posture, WT is its worst.
Hence, this example of a hypothetical schizophrenic organization’s prime focus is also
purposely in the SO and WT cells. Notice, however, the WO and ST cells; are there any
added insights?
These hypothetical examples are a direct application of SWOT analysis that
focuses on the organization’s psyche. SWOTing the organization’s psyche helps draw
attention to psychological areas that probably need addressing. The SWOT matrix
approach allows organizations to focus strategically on external forces that influence their
organization’s psychology. The purpose is to psycho-graphically represent the
organization’s psyche to emphasize and improve strategic understanding and decisionmaking. In SWOT analysis, an organization with a psyche that is both a strength and
weakness, like obsessive-compulsive behavior, should matrix both the functional and
dysfunctional behavior. Similarly, external forces may be both opportunities and threats,
if so input both. This strategic SWOT matrix psychoanalytical approach applied to the
organization’s psyche provides an enhanced realization of the organization’s true self and
the nature of the psychological challenges it faces internally and externally.

Conclusion
The conclusion seems simple: In an era where the micro-dynamics of employees’
commitment is significant, the macro-dynamics of the organization’s “psyche” is also of
major importance. Thus, wise proactive strategists, human resource managers and
organizational behaviorists should focus on further understanding behaviors by adding
SWOT analysis of the organization’s psyche to expand psychological awareness of their
organization and improve competitive advantage.
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Abstract
Balanced Scorecard (BSC) has become the most desirable performance evaluation
tool for industries in Taiwan; however, difficulty or bad performance of system
introduction has occurred due to an incomplete understanding of the implementation
approaches and correct objectives of the BSC system, causing the risk of cost loss. Two
domestic high-tech companies in the high-tech related industry were served as the object
of study in this research. The contents of four perspectives of the BSC were converted to
twenty key performance evaluation indicators in terms of modern business administration
as the variables in the research.
Based on the DMAIC model, the importance and satisfaction of BSC
implementation factors in high-tech related industry are defined first. The performance
indices of satisfaction and importance of implementing BSC are standardized by fuzzy
methods for evaluation and a performance matrix with the target line and upper and lower
performance control lines are established. Management can analyze the performance
level and compare the performance indices and matrixes of two companies after
introducing BSC according to the coordinates of satisfaction and importance of
implementation factors in the matrixes. These two-dimension matrices will then be
converted to one-dimension coordinates for cross performance matrices of four
quadrants. Next, performance improvement strategies will be devised in accordance with
the aspects of the theory of constraints. After carrying out improvement strategies, the
cross performance matrix will be constructed to verify the effect and ascertain the factors
of bad performance. In this way, improvement strategies can be re-devised and the most
appropriate distribution of resources will be made to sustain the optimum state of ability
and cost during the process of introducing the BSC system.
Requirements for a short period of time and low cost to evaluate the performance
of BSC introduction can be met via this simple and convenient evaluation model
presented in this research. Resources will be invested to enhance satisfaction for the
implementation factors of high importance and low satisfaction. Likewise, resources will
be adjusted to reduce the cost of system introduction for the implementation factors of
low importance and high satisfaction. As a result, the time efficiency of introducing the
BSC system will be promoted effectively.
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Introduction
It has been fifteen years since Robert Kaplan and David Norton presented Balanced
Scorecard (BSC) in 1992. Harvard Business Review rated it as one of the most influential
management tools for business strategies for the past 75 years. According to the statistics
of Fortune magazine in 2002, more than half of the top 1,000 companies around the globe
employed BSC. The BSC system integrates the missions and strategies of an organization
to form an all-round structure for performance measurement. Four balanced perspectives
of financial, customer, internal business processes, and learning and growth are the
foundation of performance management and development for businesses t o think over.
This tool not only designs and reviews business strategies through four major
perspectives of financial, customer, internal business processes and learning and growth,
but also defines the strategic objectives, action plans and measures. Businesses may
integrate internal departments via the strategic structure established by BSC to create
overall performance of the organizations. Furthermore, BSC provides a tool for
systematic measurement and management so that each internal department and the
strategies of the organization can be integrated closely for the focused effect. The
ultimate BSC does not intend to measure performance only; on the contrary, it motivates
each department to participate in changes through reformations and offers systematic
management methods for complete implementation.
Currently, not many domestic businesses have successfully introduced this system,
which is mainly due to lack of an efficient measurement and improvement model. As a
result, one simple evaluation model is proposed in this research for the management to
devise strategies for improvement. Performance indices of introducing BSC will be
evaluated and improvement strategies will be established via the DMAIC (Define,
Measure, Analyze, Improve and Control) model and the flow chart is shown in Fig. 1 as
follows:
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Define

Measure

Analyze

Improve

Control

Confirm
effect

Standardization

20 key performance indicators (KPI) of four dimensions in the
BSC questionnaire are defined through literature survey and
discussions of two companies.
The average function of the importance and satisfaction in the
questionnaire is obtained via fuzzification. The fuzzified
average function will be defuzzified for performance
measurement.
Performance evaluation matrices (PEM) of two companies are
mapped for analysis of performance of system introduction.
The vertical distance between the coordinates and the diagonal
lines (target lines) is calculated. After operation, a cross
performance matrix will be integrated. Abnormal factors
outside the square of each quadrant will be analyzed and
located for improvement.

The above abnormal factors will be discussed and
improvement strategies will be based on theory of constraints.

After carrying out improvement strategies, the cross
performance matrix after improvement will be established by
the questionnaire and the aforesaid method to confirm the
effects of the improvement strategies and ascertain factors of
bad performance. Improvement strategies will be re-devised
and distribution of resources will be made appropriately to
sustain the optimum state of the ability and cost during the
process of introducing BSC.
Related educational training materials and the knowledge
management system will be established.
Standard operating procedures (SOP) and related standards and
documents will be formulated.

Fig. 1 Flow Chart of DMAIC

Define and Measure
Definition of questionnaire and measurement of validity
According to the core indices of the four perspectives of BSC proposed by Kaplan
and Norton (2000) and discussions of two companies, 20 key performance evaluation
indicators for the BSC questionnaire are concluded. There are 5 key performance
indicators (KPI) for each perspective and a survey on the importance and satisfaction of
each KPI is conducted. For importance of introduction, 5 points mean extremely
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important, 4 points for important, 3 for medium important, 2 for unimportant and 1 for
very unimportant. For satisfaction of introduction, 5 points refer to very satisfied, 4 for
satisfied, 3 for medium satisfied, 2 for dissatisfied and 1 for very dissatisfied.
A number of 100 surveys were issued, including 50 for company A and 50 for
company B. Twenty eight questionnaires from the company A were returned and 4 were
invalid, causing 24 valid questionnaires; whereas, the company B recalled 23
questionnaires and 2 of them were invalid resulting in 21 valid questionnaires.
Consequently, 45 (24+21) valid questionnaires were collected representing a feedback
percentage of 45%. In principle, a greater Cronbach's α means higher reliability of a
questionnaire and the overall reliability coefficient was 0.8325. Nunnally (1978)
considered a reliability coefficient greater than 0.7 indicated a minimum acceptable
reliability. Thus, the reliability of the results from the questionnaires is highly stable and
consistent.
Definition of fuzzification and defuzzification
Fuzzy Mathematical Programming. Taking limited resources, human, and financial
resources into consideration, businesses always focus on the factors of high importance
and low performance for improvement. Triangular fuzzy numbers are selected in this
research so that the maximum grade of membership is the membership function µ M~ ( x ) of
~
triangular as M = (c, a, b) .
Linguistic variable. Linguistic variable proposed by Zadeh (1975) is the linguistic
~
value of fuzzy numbers M . When 0 > a, the triangular fuzzy number can be expressed
natural languages. According to Dubois and Prade (1978), a linguistic variable can be
approximated by fuzzy numbers. For example; linguistic terms (very important,
important, medium important, unimportant, and very unimportant) can be used to express
the perceptions of an evaluator towards a certain object to be evaluated. Linguistic
variables can convey these subjective judgments suitably and are usually used for
handling indefinite or uncertain information. Those five linguistic weights are applied
and converted to triangular fuzzy numbers with their membership functions limited to [0,
1] which is in compliance with the conversion scale of Chen et al. (1992) listed in Table
1.
Table 1 Fuzzified Linguistic Functions

The basic algorithm of fuzzified linguistic variables is defined as
~ ⊕ n~ = ( m + n , m + n , m + n ) and m
~ ⊗ n~ = (m ∗ n , m ∗ n , m ∗ n ) , where
m
1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
3
~
~
m = ( m 1 , m 2 , m 3 ) and n = ( n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) are Triangular fuzzy numbers. Chen and Tsai
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(2001) developed a new approach to shorten the procedures and time required. Their
approach prevented an increase in the target weight only and not in accomplishment in
the weighted method. Suppose there are m decision makers. When the importance of cost
factors are evaluated, the average fuzzy importance can be defined as equation (1):
~ ⎛ 1⎞
~
~
~
~
F j = ⎜ ⎟ ⊗ (W j1 ⊕ W j 2 ⊕ W j 3 ... ⊕ W jn ) .
(1)
⎝ m⎠
Method for defuzzification. The importance of linguistic functions is fuzzified by
fuzzy mathematical programming and converted t o weights by defuzzification. In short,
defuzzification is a method for transforming linguistic variables or fuzzy numbers into
specific values. Delgado et al. (1998) indicated it was inappropriate to use a single
conversion equation for defuzzification because the calculation was simplified too much
and effective verification could not be conducted. As a result, the most commonly used
distance measurement method developed by Chen (2000) through the relative distance
equation was adopted in this research and explained in equation (2):
~
M i (F j ) =

−

di
* , i =1, 2, 3, …, n,
di + di

(2)

−

~*
wherein 0 Mi 1. The best fuzzy performance is defined as F j = (1,1,1) and the worst
~−
fuzzy performance is defined as F j = (0,0,0) , then we have

[

]

1
*
2
di =
(1 − F1 ) 2 + (1 − F2 ) 2 + (1 − F3 )
1 2
2
2
3
di =
( F1 + F2 + F3 ) and
.
3
−

Fuzzification of questionnaire and measurement of defuzzification
Step 1: Fuzzification
Five linguistic weighted terms were applied in this study. According to the
conversion scale of Chen et al. (1992), the results of the questionnaire survey were
converted to triangular fuzzy numbers of their membership functions limited to [0, 1].
Next, equation (1) was used for the average fuzzified result of respective questionnaire.
For example, we define F1 is the average function of fuzzified importance in item No.
1.According to equation (1), F1 is conducted as (0.660, 0.906, 0.975). The other items are
calculated in accordance with equation (1) as well which are listed in table 2.
Step 2: Defuzzification
Defuzzification is conducted by the distance measurement method derived from
equation 2 of relative distance. Mi is obtained after defuzzification of Fi. For example, we
define M1 is the performance values after Defuzzification in item No.1, and the results of
M1 is 0.808. The other items are calculated in accordance with equation (2) as well listed
in table 3.
After defuzzification, fuzzy performance of importance of the company A is
redefined as PI and that of satisfaction as PS, whereas, fuzzy performance of importance
of the company B is redefined as PI' and that of satisfaction as PS'.
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Table 2 Fuzzified Average Functions
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Table 3 Performance Values after Defuzzification

Analysis
Analysis of performance matrix
The performance evaluation model proposed by Lin et al. (2005) will be referred to in
this research and a questionnaire survey designed by scales will be conducted for an
understanding of performance related to introduction of the BSC system. In the
performance matrix presented by Lin et al. (2005), coordinates falling within or close to
the appropriate performance zone are not useful in performance diagnosis or objective
judgment of implementation factors to be improved for businesses. As a result, this
performance matrix was modified and the Shewhart control chart and the ideas of
Taguchi method were integrated to set up a control boundary model with upper and lower
control lines.
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Taguchi et al. (2003) considered that the quality traits of products should be close to
the target values as much as possible since a farther target value meant greater loss. That
is to say, a greater performance difference stands for higher cost loss and vice versa, as
shown in figure 2.

LCL¡ -×
T ¡ £Ï m

T

UCL ¡ ×
T ¡ £Ð m

Fig. 2 Taguchi Quality Loss Curve
Data source: Taguchi et al. (2003)

Next, the performance control line was defined via the Shewhart control chart and the
performance center line was set to be 0. According to Hung et al. (2003), a target value of
0±1σwas used to specify the Upper Control Line (UCL) and the Lower Control Line
(LCL). Based on heuristics, 99.73% of them fell ±3 times of standard deviation, which
meant a failure rate of about 0.27%. Whereas, 95.44% of them landed within the standard
deviation by ±2 times with a failure rate of 4.56%. There was about 68.26% falling
within ±1 time of standard deviation, which indicated a failure rate of about 31.74%. If
±3 and ±2 times of standard deviations were applied in this study, unqualified question
items would not be able to locate since there were 20 question items in this questionnaire
and the failure rate was extremely low. Thus, according to the 80/20 rule (80% of the
problems concentrated on 20% of items to be implemented), the standard deviation by ±1
time was used to establish the UCL and the LCL expressed as follows:
Upper Control Line UCL = T σ = σ
Target of Center Line T = 0
Lower Control Line LCL = T σ= σ.
It is known from Fig. 3 that the total area of the square is 1 x 1 =1. If the target value
of the diagonal center line is T =0, the performance matrix can be divided into two
triangles with an area of 0.5 respectively. After mapping UCL and LCL, three areas will
be formed and defined as an increase in resources, maintenance of status quo, and
decrease in resources for differentiation.
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UCL

T=0

1.0
Promote
satisfaction
LCL

Importance

2/3
Maintain
status
quo
1/3
Reduce
resources
1/3

0.0

2/3

1.0

Satisfaction

Fig. 3 Appropriate Performance Zone
Data source: Model of Lin et al (2005) modified

According to Taguchi et al. (2003), when the performance of abnormal coordinates
outside UCL means satisfaction is significantly lower than importance. This implies that
the insufficient performance and the performance index need to move towards the
performance control boundary for improvement. Consequently, resources to be invested
need to increase in order to enhance satisfaction. On the contrary, when the performance
value of abnormal coordinates outside LCL means satisfaction is much higher than
importance. It implies excess performance. Such performance indices should move
toward the performance control boundary and resources to be invested need to decrease
to prevent waste.
Population mean, µ p, and population standard deviation, σp, are used to obtain the
UCL and the LCL. Consequently, µ P and σp can be derived via equations (3) and (4):
n

µ

∑(y

p

=

j

− xi )2

i =1, j =1

(3)

n
n

σ

∑(y

i =1, j =1

j

− xi )4
2

− µρ .
(4)
n
According to the UCL and LCL defined above, equations (5) and (6) represent the UCL
and LCL respectively, and target of center line, T, is set to be 0. The coordinates of UCL
and LCL can be calculated through equations (5) and (6). They are:
p

=

n

∑(y

Upper Control Line, UCL =

j

− xi )4
2

i =1, j =1

− µρ .

n

(5)

Target of Center Line, T = 0.
n

∑(y

Lower Control Line, LCL = −

j

i =1, j =1

n

− xi )4
2

− µρ .

(6)
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The coordinates and indices corresponding to performance matrices of the company A
and the company B (control boundary of 1σ) are listed in tables 4 and 5.
Table 4 Coordinates & Indices Corresponding to Performance Matrix
(control boundary of 1σ) of the Company A

Table 5 Coordinates & Indices Corresponding to the Performance Matrix
(control boundary of 1σ) of the Company B

The UCL and LCL defined in tables 4 and 5 are mapped by Maple 9.5 and the values
in table 3 are added into the performance matrices to locate BSC factors beyond the
control boundary, as shown in figures 4 and 5. In figure 5, the Y-axis of the performance
evaluation matrix (PEM) refers to the importance indicator, PI, and the X-axis stands for
the satisfaction indicator, PS. The area between [0.0, 0.0] and [1.0, 1.0] refers to the target
line as well as the most appropriate location of importance and satisfaction. The range on
the right of the LCL means that satisfaction is higher than importance and resources have
to be decreased to reduce cost. Whereas, the range on the left of the UCL means that
satisfaction is lower than importance and resources need to be increased. Likewise, the
PEM in figure 5 will be classified in accordance with the same principle.
UCL
Importance indicator, PI

Increase
resources

Target Line

¢ C
ÚL

Maintain
status quo

Decrease
resources

Satisfaction indicator, PS

Fig.4 Performance Matrix of the Company A
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Target Line
UCL

Importance indicator, PI

Increase
resources
¢ C
ÚL

Maintain
status quo

Decrease
resources

Satisfaction indicator, P S

Fig.5 Performance Matrix of the Company B

Definition of cross performance matrix
Cost and appropriate performance need to be taken into consideration for system
introduction. As a result, successful introduction of the BSC system not only has to
maintain quality at a certain level, but also reduce the cost of introducing the system.
Accordingly, strategies and the priority of various factors need to be adjusted by
performance. Three strategies for the correlation between importance and satisfaction
during the process of system introduction are devised in this research, which are an
increase in resources to be invested to enhance ability, maintenance of status quo, and a
decrease in resources to be invested to reduce cost. A cross performance matrix based on
quadrants is established for a full understanding of the location of each factor and
corresponding strategies as illustrated in figure 6 and explained in table 6.

Fig. 6 Cross Performance Matrix
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Table 6 Description of Cross Performance Matrix
Item

Description

Axis

X-axis for X and Y-axis for Y

Square

The line on the left of the square represents the LCL and that on the right
stands for the UCL of the company A; whereas, the upper line refers to the
UCL and the lower line stands for the LCL of the company B.

Area

8 areas are divided beyond the square control boundary. ” ” means an
increase in resources to be invested, “ ” a decrease in invested resources
to reduce cost and “0” an appropriate status without any disposition
required.

If an abnormal point falls in area 1, it means that only the BSC factors of the
company A are beyond the control boundary and these BSC factors require improvement
and the company B stays the same. However, if an abnormal point falls in area 2, it
implies that improvement is required for both companies. As a result, strategies of an
increase or a decrease in resources to be invested or maintenance of status quo can be
determined immediately by the coordinates of the BSC factors of both companies in the
cross performance matrix.
Analysis of cross performance matrix
For establishment of a one-dimension performance matrix, the performance
evaluation matrices of company A and company B need to be integrated to single
performance indices. Furthermore, when the performance index of a certain factor is
away from the target line, it indicates priority adjustment should be given to that
performance index. Therefore, the distance between a performance coordinate and the
target line is based for the evaluation here. If a performance coordinate falls on the upper
left of the target line, it means that satisfaction is lower than importance due to
insufficient resources invested and resources need to be increased. These performance
indices requiring an increase in resources are represented by “ ”. If a performance
coordinate falls on lower right of the target line, it implies that satisfaction is higher than
importance because of excess resources invested causing waste of cost. Consequently,
resources need to be decreased for cost reduction. These performance indices requiring a
decrease in resources are shown by “ ”. When the performance index is “0”, it will fall
within the target line, which means importance equals ability and with the most
appropriate
The vertical
performance.
distance between the coordinates and the diagonal center line (target
line) of these two performance matrices should be calculated first and expressed in
equations (7) and (8) respectively.
I −S
( I i − S i )2
2
2
= i 2i .
d SI = S i − Si 2+ Ii + I i − Si 2+ Ii =
(7)
2

d S 'I ' =

(
) (
(S ' − ) + (I −
i

S 'i + I i 2
2

i

)
)

S 'i + I i 2
2
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2
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I i −S 'i
2

.
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Next, make x = (Ii Si), y = (I′i S′I) and substitute them in equations (7) and (8).
Obviously, x = y = 2 d SI = 2 d S' I ' and -1≤ x, y ≤1 are within -1 and 1 as listed in table
7.
Table 7 Distance Performance Indices between x & y for Importance and
Satisfaction of All Factors
BSC Implementation Factor
1. Contribution of new product and service to operating income

x
0.061

y
0.057

2. Reduction of purchasing cost
3. Saving of operating expenses
4. Turnover growth rate
5. Product cost difference & control analysis
6. Time of handling customer complaint
7. Customer satisfaction with product price
8. Frequency of customer complaint
9. Retention of regular customers
10. Increase in new customers
11. Inventory management
12. Various yield rate analyses

0.118
0.152
0.141
0.158
-0.341
0.068
-0.415
0.018
-0.107
-0.067
0.041

0.014
0.052
0.023
0.014
-0.055
-0.066
-0.066
-0.018
0.009
0.369
0.105

13. Workflow standardization
14. Analysis of product defect rate
15. Numbers of successful mass production projects & patents
16. Group performance rewards
17. Employee educational training
18. Employee productivity
19. Employee suggestions & frequency of adoption
20. Employee ability of using information facilities

0.360
0.351
-0.092
-0.063
-0.063
0.036
-0.208
0.050

0.394
0.064
0.038
0.026
-0.003
-0.108
-0.075
-0.109

The “x” value in table 7 refers to the importance-satisfaction performance index of
each BSC factor in the company A. If “ ” shows up, it means that resources invested are
insufficient and need to be increased to enhance satisfaction. If “ ” appears, it indicates
that excess satisfaction and resources need to be decreased to reduce cost. If “0” is
shown, it represents a suitable state within the control boundary and no disposition is
required. The “y” value in the above table refers to the importance-satisfaction
performance index of each BSC factor in the company B and the interpretations of
symbols “ ”, “ “, and “0” are the same as above. Next, x will be served as the xcoordinate and y as the y-coordinate of the cross performance matrix. The square area and
4 quadrants will be established in accordance with the UCL and LCL diagonals in Fig. 4
and 5. Three symbols of “ ”, “ “, and “0” represent suggestions for strategies in each
quadrant. “ ” means inadequate satisfaction and resources need to be invested; “ ”
refers to excess satisfaction and resources to be invested need to be decreased to reduce
cost and “0” indicates a proper status not beyond the control boundary and no disposition
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is required. The cross performance matrix established in this research follows the rule
bellow and is shown in figure 7.
1. Transverse axis with a cross arrow is the X-axis and vertical axis is the Y-axis
2. X-axis is for factor evaluation of increase or decrease in resources for the company
3.AY-axis is for factor evaluation of increase or decrease in resources for the company
B.

Fig. 7 Cross Performance Matrix

It can be found in figure 7 that there are five factors outside the control boundary,
which are factors 6, 8, 11, 13 and 14. The descriptions of all five factors are listed in table
8.
Table 8 Area Distribution and Abnormal Factors
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Project Improvement and Control
Resources to be invested need to increase in factor 14 for Company A and resources
also need to increase in factor 11 for Company B. Both companies need to increase
resources for improvement in factor 13, which clearly implies that the abnormal point of
both companies concentrates on the internal process perspective. The theory of
constraints will be applied to three issues: What will it be when it is changed? What will
be changed? How to change? These three consecutive improvement steps will be based
on the decisions of internal process improvement. The strategies of improving factor 14
in company A are listed as follows:
1. Current Reality Tree: Main problems of status quo will be located. The steps are:
(1) Describe the reality of bad effects resulting from current implementation via
intuition and experience in logical thinking, and clarify the most influential
adverse factors, which are also the core problems of the system to be improved
2. Future
first.Reality Tree: The future reality tree shows the ideal to be achieved; i.e., to
accomplish the desirable objective by transforming bad effects into positive effects.
The steps are:
(1) Problems are manifested through the aforesaid current reality tree and the
extent, direction, and any possible improvement projects for future growth are
searched via the relation between cause and effect.
(2) All improvement projects, advantages, and future ideal objectives are collected
and interconnected for establishment of the future reality tree.
3. Transition Tree: The main purpose of transition tree is to establish principles for
implementation and action plans in compliance with intermediate targets. The steps
are:
(1) Obstacles of intermediate targets encountered will be overcome and action plans
are devised in accordance with intermediate targets.
(2) Intermediate targets, improvement projects, and implementation principles will
be connected by cause and effect.
The processes of improving factor 14 in company A are shown in figures 8, 9, and 10.
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Fig. 8 Current Reality Tree of the Factor 14 in the Company A
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Fig. 10 Transition Tree of the Factor 14 in the Company A

Improvement strategies for factor 14 in company A are proposed according to the
theory of constraint and integrated with factor 13 listed in table 9.
Table 9 Improvement strategies for factor 14 & 13

After carrying out the aforesaid improvement strategies, the cross performance matrix
will be set up in compliance with the questionnaire and the methods mentioned earlier to
confirm the effects of these improvement strategies and ascertain the related factors of
bad effects. In this way, improvement strategies can be re-devised and the most suitable
distribution of resources can be made for the optimum state of ability and cost during the
process of introducing the BSC system. The cross performance matrix after improving
factors 13 and 14 of company A is shown in figure 11. From figure 11, we can see the
change of performance indices of factor 13 and 14 between the improvement before and
after (just from the circle point transfer to the star point).
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Fig. 11 Cross Performance Matrix following Improvement

The effects are quite significant after improvement. Points that are used to be outside
of the square area are moved into the control boundary. The theory of constraint
developed a thinking process of logical tree concerning these three improvement
procedures by specific logical reasoning and analysis of every link, event and causal
relationships among various limited adverse factors in the system.

Conclusion
The Harvard Business Review rated Balanced Scorecard as one of the most
influential management tools for business strategies in the past 75 years. This tool not
only designs and reviews business strategies through four major perspectives of financial,
customer, internal business processes, and learning and growth, but also defines strategic
objectives, action plans, and measure indices. Businesses may build the strategic structure
and integrate internal departments via BSC to create the overall performance of the
organizations. Furthermore, BSC provides a tool for systematic measurement and
management so that each internal department and strategies of the organization can be
integrated closely for the focused effect. The ultimate BSC does not intend to measure
performance merely; on the contrary, it motivates each department to participate in
changes through reformations and offers systematic management methods for complete
implementation.
Perspectives of management performance are evaluated and compared by the
balanced scorecard in this research. The management can measure the performance level
and compare the performance indices and matrixes of themselves and the benchmarking
companies according to the areas formed by the coordinates of satisfaction and
importance and the target line in the performance matrixes. These two matrices of two-
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dimension coordinates are converted to a cross performance matrix of one-dimension
coordinates with four quadrants. Improvement will be based on the theory of constraints
and strategies for system performance improvement will be devised. Improvement
decisions will be made in compliance with the process of the theory of constraints and
problems will be located continuously for improvement to enhance the competitiveness
of introducing BSC. Upon carrying out improvement strategies, a cross performance
matrix following improvement will be constructed to verify the effects of these
improvement strategies and find out the related factors of bad effects. As a result,
improvement measures can be re-devised and the most suitable distribution of resources
can be made for the optimum state of ability and cost during the process of introducing
the BSC system.
The management may define and measure the factors rapidly and efficiently through
the definitions, measures, analysis, improvement, and control model provided in this
research when introducing the BSC system. Next, they may locate the critical and to be
improved factors (inadequate and excess resources) for improvement and control in
accordance with the performance indices of importance and satisfaction. In this way, the
BSC system will be introduced under the requirements of economy and effectiveness and
business competitiveness will be promoted. Improvement decisions will be made via the
theory of constraints to locate problems for continuous improvement and enhancement of
competitiveness of BSC introduction.
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Abstract
One of the most critical issues for the eGovernment implementation is to
overcome the interoperation problem among heterogeneous legacy government systems.
In this aspect, the universal system interoperability supported by the XML-based
webservices technologies can be a useful component in a holistic eGovernment
infrastructure. Another key issue in the webservices based eGovernment system is that
we need an infrastructure to support the access control requirement. In this paper, we
review the requirements for such an access control infrastructure. We conclude that the
traditional access control mechanisms are inadequate and we have proposed a flexible
framework to address the requirements.
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Introduction
One of the most critical issues in the e-Government projects is the interoperability
problem arising from heterogeneous legacy government systems [1]. The Web Services
technologies, which provide a suite of XML based interoperability standards for software
deployed on the Internet, have recently been widely accepted by the software industry
and evolved as the most promising solution to enable global system interoperation to
address the eGovernment problem. This involves turning the legacy government
applications into service components for deployment as eGovernment webservices [5].
Hence, it is acceptable to system developers. However, the remaining question is
whether this solution also addresses the concerns of the users.
According to an eGovernment survey conducted by Taylor Nelson Sofres [6],
security is a major concern of most potential users of the eGovernment services. It is
apparent that we need an infrastructure to support the access control requirement in the
webservices based eGovernment system. The question is whether this infrastructure
creates new problems for interoperability.
In this paper, we outline the requirements of such an access control infrastructure.
Based on our analysis, we conclude that the traditional access control mechanisms are
inadequate for the webservice based eGovernment environment. To address this
predicament, we propose a flexible framework. This framework is composed of two key
components: the webservice specific access control and the subject based control. We
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implement a prototype on top of Apache Axis using Java platform to illustrate how it
supports both the administration and legislation based access policy.

Access Control for eGovernment WebServices
To safeguard the government resources in a webservice environment, we need to
control the accesses to the government webservices. With the control in place, whenever
there is a request (from outside or within the government domain) to use a government
webservice, the access will be accepted or rejected according to whether the requesting
party is authorised to use the service. We will examine the requirements of such an
access control mechanism in terms of its key logical components.
eGovernment WebService
In a webservices based eGovernment system, different types of eGovernment
webservices can be implemented to serve different purposes. These include internal
services provided within a government body to facilitate system integration, interdepartment services provided across government departments to support inter-department
process streamlining, or delivery of citizen services requiring cross-department
processing, and public services provided to allow government services to be embedded in
private business systems.
The diversity of access control requirements must be adequately addressed by the
eGovernment access control mechanism. In particular, the mechanism must provide
adequate flexibility to express the different types of webservice access rules precisely and
efficiently. More important, the mechanism should allow each webservice to be
developed without any knowledge of who will and should access it. The webservice
developer should focus on the business logic of the service; the mechanism to grant or
reject an access request to the webservice must not be “hardwired” in the webservice.
Any changes in the access policy related to a webservice (e.g. a change of access right
due to a reorganisation) should require nothing more than the modification of its access
control parameters.
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Webservice Access Request
A webservice request can be made from a system connected to the same LAN as the
webservice provider, a system connected to the government intranet, or just from the
Internet. As one of the requirements, the access control mechanism should support
access rules based on the means of access.
To illustrate the requirement, let us look at an internal webservice that provides
electronic filing service to other electronic processes of the same government department.
It is likely that this webservice should be provided only to systems of the department
which owns the electronic filing. This would translate into an access policy that only
access requests from the department LAN should be accepted.
A more general access policy should have rights associated with the parties
requesting for the service. Unlike the access to an object in a traditional time-sharing
operating system, an access to a webservice can be associated with more than one parties.
Therefore a single party based access right such as the capability list [4], may not be
adequate to accommodate the right access policy.
This can be illustrated with a webservice example. In Hong Kong, a vehicle owner
must submit his/her car for an inspection for roadworthiness every year starting from the
seventh year after the manufacture date. The inspection service is outsourced to a few
testing centres, who will issue a Certificate of Roadworthiness to the vehicle owner if the
car passes the tests. The certificate is required for the subsequent vehicle licence
renewal. Suppose that the process is streamlined to eliminate the physical Certificate of
Roadworthiness. To achieve this, a webservice can be provided to the test centres to
update the examination record of the vehicle directly. The webservice will be accessed
by the system of the test center as a consumer, acting on behalf of the vehicle owner as
the end user.
Since the webservice would update the vehicle record, access to the webservice
should granted only if the request is made on behalf of the vehicle owner. In addition,
the service should only be accessible from the test centers, not from anyone on the
Internet. As such, the access should be granted based on the identity of both the end
users and the consumer.
Access Policy
It is useful to distinguish between two types of webservice access policies. The first
type covers those access rules that are based on administrative arrangements at a
department level. Most of the access rules for the internal webservices fall in this
category as the access to these webservices should be formulated based on the
organisation structure of the webservice owner department. Also, administration based
access rules may be derived from explicit arrangements (e.g. in the form of a legal
contract or inter-department agreement) between the webservice provider and another
party to provide the business service to that party. For example, if the transport
department may have an outsourcing agreement to subcontract the vehicle inspection
service to a private operated testing centre, the testing centre should be granted with the
access right to the appropriate vehicle record update webservice as a consumer, on behalf
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of the vehicle owner. Lastly, this type of policy also applies to the infrastructure or
administration related webservices as the right to access the services is covered by the
service level agreement (also known as performance pledge in Hong Kong) committed by
the service department.
Administration based access policy is not adequate when the provider of the
webservice does not have the authority to decide all the access rights. In this case, we
need a source of access policy that can be applied in the global government level. This is
when the legislation based access policy comes into play. It is a norm in modern
governments that a comprehensive legal framework should be in place to provide the
legal basis for all government activities, and in particular the interaction between
government bodies and the citizen or among different government bodies. The
formulation of access policy beyond the provider’s domain can and should thus be based
on the legislation relevant to the government service provided.
The law does not specify the access right in the form of webservices. Instead, the
security subjects (the business service/information resources) are described by legal terms
in the relevant pieces of legislation. As such, legislation based access policy is based on
the legal subjects and specifies who can access these subjects. The full set of legislation
based access policy can thus be viewed as a set of the legal subjects and the authorised
parties to access each of them.
To apply the policy by a webservice access control mechanism, a mapping between
the security subjects and the legal subjects is necessary. This mapping can be a many-tomany one, which means that multiply legal rules can apply to a single webservice, and
one rule can apply to more than one webservices.
The task of working out the mapping for all security subjects is a complicated task
requiring significant efforts from both technical and legal experts. The most difficult part
of the task is to locate the relevant statutory applicable to the service. In reality, however,
most government departments are established based on a well-defined piece of
legislation. For example, the Inland Revenue Department of Hong Kong is based on the
Inland Revenue Ordinance (Chapter 112 of Laws of Hong Kong). It is highly probable
that the relevant legal subjects of the services provided by a department are covered in
the corresponding legislation, e.g., the submission of tax return to the Inland Revenue
Department is covered in Part IX of the Inland Revenue Ordinance.
The legal framework does not only provide an authoritative source for access policy.
It also provides a common vocabulary to describe the security subjects and thus serves to
resolve the problem of semantic heterogeneity in different eGovernment domains. In
addition, provided that the legal framework is reasonably well integrated and selfconsistent, the chance of conflicting security policies derived is minimal.
A summary of the two different types of eGovernment access policy is given in Table
1.
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Table 1: Property of eGovernment Access Policy
Property
Source
Scope
Subject
Right For

Administration Based Policy
Administration Decision
Within Service Provider
Specific Webservice
General or Specific User

Conflicting Policies
Open Policy

Not Possible
Not In General

Legislation Based Policy
Legal Framework
Across the whole Government
Legal Subjects
General User or Specific Government
Bodies (Not Specific Individual User)
Possible
Yes

Proposed framework
In order to meet the requirements for a secured webservices based eGovernment
system, we propose that a two level access control mechanism can be used. Our scheme
is based on the access model developed by Bertino et al [3] to address digital libraries
access rights. The proposed mechanism consists of two key components: the webservice
specific access control and the subject based access control.
WebService Specific Access Control
The first level of access rights in the mechanism are those rights associated with
individual eGovernment webservices. This is the level of access control that should be
implemented within the domain of the webservice provider.
WebService Access Rules
The webservice specific access rights are expressed by webservice access rules.
Specifically, each rule consists of four components (see Table 2 for details):
a user specification USER;
a consumer specification CONSUMER;
a webservice specification WS;.
the sign of the access right.
A webservice access rule can be denoted in the form of <USER, CONSUMER, WS,
“+/-” >. As an example, <*citizen, *anonymous, ws-1, +I> specifies that a request to
access the webservice ws-1 from any consumers will be accepted. In addition, if ws-1
requires access to personal data, the access right is limited to the data of the requesting
citizen.
Authorisation Conflict Resolution
Resolution of authorisation conflict is required when both positive (“+A” or “+I”)
and negative (“-“) rights have been defined for the same access. Certainly we can require
that all the rules specified are consistent with one another to avoid the conflict. However,
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allowing different access rights to be specified at different level of user/consumer
specificity is useful when we want to provide access to a general group of user/consumer,
with a few individuals excluded. To utilise this feature, we provide an authorisation
resolution rule, which specifies that a specific access right always take precedence over a
more general right. The rule of precedence is expressed in Table 3.
Table 2: Access Rule Component
Possible Values
WebService Access
Subject Access Rule
Rule
User Specification The webservice end user
a specific citizen/
*ANONYMOUS
(requestor) that the access
government staff
(anonymous access)
USER
rule applies to
member
CITIZEN (any citizen with a
*ANONYMOUS
valid identification)
(anonymous access)
CITIZEN (any citizen
with a valid
identification)
Consumer
The webservice consumer that a specific government same as for WebService Access
Specification
the access rule applies to
department/private
Rule
organisation
CONSUMER
*ANONYMOUS
(anonymous access)
*GOVERNMENT
(access from the
government intranet)
*LOCAL (access
from the provider’s
LAN)
(The last two values are
to support for access
means based right)
The eGovernment webservice a specific eGovernment N/A
WebService
Specification WS governed by the access rule webservice
Subject
The legal subject governed by N/A
a specific legal subject
Specification
the access rule
SUBJECT
Privilege
N/A
*READ (read privilege)
The privilege granted or
Specification
revoked by the access rule
*UPDATE (update privilege,
PRIVILEGE
which also implies *READ
privilege)
Source
The legal source of the access N/A
a reference to a piece of
Specification
rule
legislature
SOURCE
Priority
(Optional, applicable only to N/A
a priority number
Specification
legal systems which provide a
hierarchical legislation
PRIORITY
structure) The priority number
of the access rules
Sign “+/-“
The access right granted by “+A” (right to access same as for WebService Access
the access rule
any data subject via Rule
the webservice)
“+I” (right to access
data of USER only
“-“ (access revoked)
Component

Description
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Table 3: Priority of access rules based on the specificity of the user/consumer
Priority
1 (most specific)
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 (least specific)

User
A specific user
*CITIZEN
*ANONYMOUS
A specific user
*CITIZEN
*ANONYMOUS
A specific user
*CITIZEN
*ANONYMOUS

Consumer
A specific consumer
A specific consumer
A specific consumer
*GOVERNMENT/*LOCAL
*GOVERNMENT/*LOCAL
*GOVERNMENT/*LOCAL
*ANONYMOUS
*ANONYMOUS
*ANONYMOUS

Subject Based Access Control
The second level of access rights in the mechanism are those rights associated with
webservice subjects. These access rights correspond to the legislation based access
policy, which is based on the legal subjects and specifies who can access these subjects.
Subject based access control should be implemented at a global level.
Subject Access Rules
The subject based access rights are expressed by subject access rules. Specifically,
each rule consists of the following:
a user specification USER;
a consumer specification CONSUMER;
a subject specification SUBJECT;
a privilege specification PRIVILEGE;
a source specification SOURCE;
a priority specification PRORITY;
the sign of the access right.
Details of each of these rule components can be found in Table 2.
We can denote a subject access rule in the form of <USER, CONSUMER,
SUBJECT, PRIVILEGE, SOURCE, PRIORITY, “+/-” >.
As an example,
<*anonymous, *anonymous, *read, “Land Registry”, “Land Registration Regulations
s4”, 1, +A>: specifies that any user can request via any consumer systems to webservices
requiring read-only access to the Land Registry information.
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WebService Registration
To apply the subject based access right to a webservice, we need to associate the
webservice with the subject(s) representing the security subjects (the business
service/information resources) it encapsulates. This can be done by registering the
webservice in the subject category, effectively mapping the webservice to the applicable
subject(s). The registration can be done locally within the provider’s domain and a
global registration database is not required.
A registration entry for a webservice should contain the following:
the webservice to register;
the subject id of the subject that the webservice should be associated with;
the privilege of the subject that is required to access the webservice, this can be
*READ (read privilege) or *UPDATE (update privilege).
Once the registration is done, the subject based access control mechanism operates by
referring to the access rules of all the subject(s) associated with the webservice. A
request to access the webservice should be accepted if the necessary privilege on the
associated subject has been granted by one of the rules in effect.
It is possible that a webservice is registered under more than one subjects. This
would happen when the security subjects are governed by more than one pieces of
legislation, or when the webservice encapsulates more than one security subjects. In this
case, the access test must be performed for all the associated subjects and a request
should be accepted if the necessary privileges required for all the subjects are granted.
Authorisation Conflict Resolution

When there is a conflict between two rules applying to the same subject, we will first
resolve the conflict by the priority of the rule. The rule with the higher priority will take
precedence. If both rules are of the same priority (or no priority is specified), the
“specific over general” rule can be applied. If this fails to resolve the conflict, the
mechanism should reject the access and report the case as an exception (this is only
possible when there is a conflict between different legislation provisions). This is the
safe approach as the user can always request the business service with an alternative
means.
The WebServices
The proposed mechanism does not require a government webservice to be aware of
the access control policy that will be applied. The infrastructure service provided by the
mechanism will decide whether a particular request to access the webservice should be
accepted or not. Accepted requests will be routed to the webservice, while unauthorized
requests will be rejected right away.
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Combining Two Level Access Control
In general the two levels of access control works independently. The webservice
access rules work in a local context within the webservice provider’s domain. The
subject access rules work across the government and are controlled centrally. The
webservice provider’s role is restricted to the registration of the webservice.
It is possible that both types of access rights apply to the same webservice. Our rule
is that the webservice access rules should always be consulted first. If the rules cannot
determine whether an access request should be accepted or not, the subject rules can then
be consulted. This is based on the assumption that the webservice provider should take
into account of all the relevant facts when the administration based (webservice specific)
access policy is worked out and thus the rule should take precedence over the more
general legislation based rights.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a proposed access control mechanism that is suitable
for a webservice based eGovernment environment. The framework enables the
eGovernment webservices to be developed in an access policy neutral manner and can
accommodate access right rules based on the physical means of the webservice access, as
well as combination of the end-user and consumer identity. More important, the
framework supports both the administration and legislation based access policy that are
applicable to eGovernment webservices.
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Abstract
The letter “e” is getting added as a prefix in any business these days and so have
been the customer expectations. What had been the augmented facility has become a
necessity in most of the business. Every purchase has been made more interactive,
informative and time saving. DSS has been a tool for manufactures to select the best of
the suppliers, contractors etc. But now the same DSS can also be put into use by shop
vendors, in our case is the Car retailers where the customer can go for the purchase of a
car depending upon the attributes and values that matters to him. Using DSS they can
come out with a better choice of car with respect to their preferences and the results can
be put graphically for better understanding, for the various choices the customer has kept
in mind. This paper presents a structured framework with objective factors and subjective
factors for mid size car segment. Using this framework, a DSS model was developed
(Extended Brown Gibson Model) to provide solution for car retailers and customers in
finding out the best choice of car(s) in the market. The mid size cars taken for the study
are Chevrolet Aveo, Ford Fiesta, Hyundai Accent, Maruti Baleno. The model described
here can also be put online to make the selection procedure more easy, saves time and
make a better decision.

Keywords
Decision support system (DSS), Vendors; Decision making, Marketing Information
System (MIS), Extended Brown Gibson model, objective factors, subjective factors
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Introduction
The trend has started in every firm in making MIS as an integral part of the firm.
The value of this MIS can be made use by any firm in their DSS. For instance a
manufacturing firm can use the DSS to select the best supplier for the firm. A shop
retailer to find out the best brands that move out from the store can also use the same and
they can make huge profits by filling these best selling items onto their shelves. Now if
we see from the customer’s perspective, the customer can choose the best product with
respect to their needs like more discounts, supplements given, amount choices etc. and
then they can select the product they need. This can be done using the DSS model that
has been mentioned in the article. This does not end here, the model dealt here can be put
online, to facilitate the customers in making out their selection online and save their
precious time in moving out to various shelves/stores.

Managerial Decision Making & Information Systems
Business and its environment are more complex today than ever before, and the
trend is toward increasing complexity in decision-making. It is more difficult to make
decisions for several decisions. First, the number of available alternatives is larger today
than before. Second, the cost of making errors can be large because of complexity and
magnitude of operations. Third, there are continuous changes in the fluctuating
environment and more uncertainty in several impacting elements. Finally, the decisions
must be made quickly.
As a result of these trends and changes, it is very difficult to rely on a trial and error
approach to management in decision-making. Managers must become sophisticated.
They must learn how to use new tools & techniques that are being developed in their
fields. Using them to support decision making can be extremely rewarding in making
effective decisions. Decision support system (DSS) (keen & scott morton,1978) improves
the quality of information on which decision is based by providing not only a single
solution but also a range of alternative solutions. These capabilities allow managers to
understand the nature of problems better so they can make better decisions. Many
business executives say that information technology is vital to their business and that they
use technologies extensively in the system (Caldwell,1995).
Why use a DSS?
DSS (Gorry & scott morton,1989) couple the intellectual resources of individuals
with the capabilities of the computer to improve the quality of decisions. It is an
interactive computer based systems which help decision makers utilize data and models
to solve unstructured and semistructured problems. The perceived benefits (Udo &
Guimaraes,1994) discovered are higher decision quality, improved communication, cost
reduction, increased productivity, timesavings, and improved customer and employee
satisfaction. Factors such as degree of competition, type of industry, size of industry, and
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user friendliness of the DSS are found to be highly correlated with the perceived benefits
of DSS.
Another reason for the development of DSS is the end user computing movement.
End users are not programmers, and so they require easy-to-use construction tools and
procedures. These are provided by DSS. Support (Simon,1977) is provided through a
rational modeling approach that simplifies reality and provides a relatively quick and
inexpensive means of experimenting with various alternative course of action.
Marketing information system
Marketing function occurs in all organizations profit and non – profit
organizations. The basic goal of marketing function in any organization is to satisfy the
needs and wants of its customers. The marketing information systems (schultheis &
sumner,1999) collect data that describe marketing operations, process those data, and
make marketing information available to end users for making effective decisions.
Computer information system has been widely applied to operational level marketing
tasks. Information technology has increased the productivity of salespeople; helped
firms manage customers better; locate prospective customers; customize marketing
efforts to specific groups and individuals; and reduce costs.
Sales Force automation system address administrative tasks of sales people as
identifying potential or prospective customers, customer contact management, customer
call report, sales cycle, providing electronic catalogs. The prospect information system
include prospect by location, by product category, by income, or by other classification.
Contact management system provide information to the vendors pertaining to
customers, their product or service preferences, sales history data and a historical record
of sales calls or visits.
When people view, select, & purchase products & services from a store in
another location using electronic means, they are virtually shopping at that store. Virtual
shopping allows organization to present information about goods & services to potential
customers who are connected to their electronic store. Selecting and buying goods using
an electronic kiosk from an organization’s Internet site and from a virtual mall of
Internet web stores are possible with latest technologies in information system.

Extended Brown Gibson Model
Extended Brown Gibson model is used for this work, to find out the best choice of
car from the mid size segments.
The model is extended from the Brown-Gibson (BG) model. The Brown-Gibson
model (M.Punniyamoorthy and P. Vijaya Ragavan, 2002) was developed for evaluating
alternate plant locations using certain objective and subjective factors. Both the
subjective and objective factors are converted into consistent and dimensionless indices
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BG model’s objective factor measure incorporates the factors related with the cost
dimension only but the model did not spell out how to handle factors which are related
with time (to be minimized and maximized), benefits (to be maximized) and other nonfinancial objective factors which are to be minimized and maximized .Another drawback
in the Brown-Gibson model is that in while considering subjective factors, only one level
of alternatives can be considered, but using Analytical Hierarchy Process levels can be
further divided into sublevels.
The foresaid shortcomings were taken care of by the extended brown Gibson model.
Objective factor measure
An organizations performance is measured in terms of tangible factors. Extended Brown
Gibson model handles factors which are related with time (to be minimized and
maximized), benefits (to be maximized) and other non-financial objective factors, which
are to be minimized and maximized. The tangible factors can be divided as the factors to
be maximized and the factors to be minimized. The financial factors to be maximized
have labor saving, material saving, inventory cost saving as its monetary dimensions. The
non-financial factors include time dimension and other dimensions. The time dimension
includes utilization time while productivity comes under others. The tangible factors to
be minimized have labor cost, material cost and overheads as the monetary dimension of
financial factors. Cycle time and setup time makes the time dimension and loss comes
under other dimensions of non financial factors.
Formula:
ESI = BMI(1/∑BM) + CM∑ (1/CM)-1 + BTI(1/∑BTI) + TMI∑ (1/TMI)-1 + NFI/∑NF +
[NFMI/∑1/NFMI]-1
Where,
ESI = effectiveness score for alternative ‘I’
BMI = benefit in money for alternative ‘I’
BTI = benefit in time for alternative ‘I’
CMI = cost to be minimized for alternative ‘I’
TMI = time to be minimized for alternative ‘I’
NFI = non financial factors for alternative ‘I’ to be maximized
NFMI = non financial factors for alternative ‘I’ to be minimized
Extended Brown Gibson Model method is considered to develop a DSS for finding out the best
choice of car in the Mid Car Size Segments.
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The various factors considered for the model (WHATCAR

Magazine ,2006)are:

Objective Factors
Cost
Performance
Subjective Factors
Seating
Equipment
Ride and Handling
Refinement
Safety and Security
The Mid Size Cars chosen for the study are
Chevrolet Aveo
Ford Fiesta
Hyundai Accent
Maruti Baleno
The experts’ opinion about these cars, keeping in mind the various factors is as follows. They
have given the rating in the range of 1-5 where

5 represents outstanding
4 represents Very Good
3 represents Good
2 represents Reasonable
1 represents Poor
Table: 1
Factors
Cost
Performance
Seating
Space
Equipment
Ride & Handling
Refinement
Safety and Security

Chevrolet
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
3

Source: WHATCAR

Ford Fiesta
2
4
4
3
3
4
4
3

Hyundai Accent
4
3
3
2
2
3
3
2

Maruti Baleno
1
4
2
4
4
3
2
2

Magazine, August- September 2006 issue. Vol
.1.No.1,40-50
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Now the total outlay is as shown below

Figure 1: Evaluation Model for car (mid size) segment
Where,
Cst
- Cost
Prfm - Performance
Seat - Seating
Eqpt - Equipment
R&H - Ride and Handling
Rfmt - Refinement
S&S - Safety and Security

CA
FF
HA
MB

- Chevrolet Aveo
- Ford Fiesta
- Hyundai Accent
- Maruti Baleno

Analysis
First find out the weightage of each factor corresponding to the choices available. The
choices are Chevrolet Aveo, Ford Fiesta, Hyundai Accent, and Maruti Baleno.
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Objective factors
Factor 1: Cost
The values are of grading, range from 1-5, where
5 represents outstanding
4 represent Very Good
3 represent Good
2 represent Reasonable
1 represents Poor
Input the values diagonally upwards from the magazine data and diagonally lower
values are just the inverse values.
Table: 2

Chevrolet Aveo

Chevrolet Aveo
1.00

Ford Fiesta
Hyundai Accent
Maruti Baleno

Table: 2.1

Chevrolet Aveo
Ford Fiesta
Hyundai Accent
Maruti Baleno

Cost Matrix
Ford Fiesta Hyundai Accent
1.50
0.75
1.00
0.50
1.00

Maruti Baleno
3.00
2.00
4.00
1.00

Values of the Cost Matrix
Chevrolet Aveo
1.00
0.67
1.33
0.33

Cost Matrix
Ford Fiesta Hyundai Accent
1.50
0.75
1.00
0.50
2.00
1.00
0.50
0.25

Maruti Baleno
3.00
2.00
4.00
1.00

Then the eigen vectors and the maximum eigen values are calculated using Matlab
Software and from the obtained values we find out the weightage for these corresponding
choices using C program.
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The formulae used in the C program that helps in calculation of weightages is as follows

1.00
0.67
1.33
0.33

1.50
1.00
2.00
0.50

0.75
0.50
1.00
0.25

3.00
2.00
4.00
1.00

W1
W2
W3
W4

=

W1
W2
W3
W4

-0.5479
-0.3657
-0.7300
-0.1822

1.0 W1 + 1.50 W2 + 0.750 W3 + 3.00 W4 = -0.5479 W1
0.67 W1 + 1.00 W2 + 0.50 W3 + 2.00 W4 = -0.3657 W2
1.33 W1 + 2.00 W2 + 1.00 W3 + 4.00 W4 = -0.7300 W3
0.33 W1 + 0.50 W2 + 0.25 W3 + 1.00 W4 = -0.1822 W4
By solving the above equations we get the weightages of for the Cost factor.
The weightages for Cost Factor for the choices are as follows.
W1 = 0.30
W2 = 0.20
W3 = 0.40
W4 = 0.10
Similarly,
The comparison matrix for the other factors and their Weightage values are as follows
Table: 3

Chevrolet Aveo
Ford Fiesta
Hyundai Accent
Maruti Baleno

Chevrolet Aveo
1.00
1.33
1.00
1.33

Performance Matrix
Ford Fiesta
Hyundai Accent
0.75
1.00
1.00
1.33
0.75
1.00
1.00
1.33
Maximum Eigen
4.00

Maruti Baleno
0.75
1.00
0.75
1.00

Weightage

Seating Matrix
Ford Fiesta
Hyundai Accent
1.00
1.33
1.00
1.33
0.75
1.00
0.50
0.67
Maximum Eigen
4.00

Maruti Baleno
2.00
2.00
1.50
1.00

0.21
0.29
0.21
0.29

SUBJECTIVE FACTORS
Table: 4

Chevrolet Aveo
Ford Fiesta
Hyundai Accent
Maruti Baleno

Chevrolet Aveo
1.00
1.00
0.75
0.50

Weightage
0.308
0.308
0.231
0.154
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Table: 4.1

Chevrolet Aveo
Ford Fiesta
Hyundai Accent
Maruti Baleno

Chevrolet Aveo
1.00
0.75
0.50
1.00

Space Matrix
Ford Fiesta
Hyundai Accent
1.33
2.00
1.00
1.50
0.67
1.00
1.33
2.00
Maximum Eigen
4.00

Maruti Baleno
1.00
0.75
0.50
1.00

Weightage

Chevrolet Aveo
1.00
1.00
0.67
1.33

Equipment Matrix
Ford Fiesta
Hyundai Accent
1.00
1.50
1.00
1.50
0.67
1.00
1.33
2.00
Maximum Eigen
4.00

Maruti Baleno
0.75
0.75
0.50
1.00

0.31
0.23
0.15
0.31

Table: 4.2

Chevrolet Aveo
Ford Fiesta
Hyundai Accent
Maruti Baleno

Weightage
0.25
0.25
0.17
0.33

Table: 4.3

Chevrolet Aveo
Ford Fiesta
Hyundai Accent
Maruti Baleno

Ride And Handling Matrix
Chevrolet Aveo
Ford Fiesta
1.00
0.75
1.33
1.00
1.00
0.75
1.00
0.75
Maximum Eigen
4.00

Weightage
Hyundai Accent
1.00
1.33
1.00
1.00

Maruti Baleno
1.00
1.33
1.00
1.00

Refinement Matrix
Ford Fiesta Hyundai Accent
0.75
1.00
1.00
1.33
0.75
1.00
0.50
0.67
4.00

Maruti Baleno
1.50
2.00
1.50
1.00

0.23
0.31
0.23
0.23

Table: 4.4

Chevrolet Aveo
Ford Fiesta
Hyundai Accent
Maruti Baleno

Chevrolet Aveo
1.00
1.33
1.00
0.67
Maximum Eigen

Weightage
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Table: 4.5

Chevrolet Aveo
Ford Fiesta
Hyundai Accent
Maruti Baleno

Chevrolet Aveo
1.00
1.00
0.67
0.67
Maximum Eigen

Safety And Security Matrix
Ford Fiesta Hyundai Accent
1.00
1.50
1.00
1.50
0.67
1.00
0.67
1.00
4.01

Weightage
Maruti Baleno
1.50
1.50
1.00
1.00

0.30
0.30
0.20
0.20

Table: 4.6

Seating
Space
Equipment
Ride
Refinement
Safety

Seating
1.00
1.00
0.25
0.50
0.33
0.20

Matrix Between Subjective Factors
Space Equipment Ride
Refinement
1.00
4.00
2.00
3.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
0.50
1.00
3.00
4.00
0.33
0.33
1.00
3.00
0.25
0.25
0.33
1.00
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
Max Eigen value
6.61

Weightage
Safety
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
1.00

0.30
0.27
0.19
0.13
0.08
0.03

The final selection of cars is done from the maximum value of score obtained from the
following calculation
0.30
Seat

0.308
0.308
0.231
0.154

0.27
Spac

0.19
Equipment

0.31
0.23
0.15
0.31

0.25
0.25
0.17
0.33

0.13
Ride

0.08

0.03

Refine

Safety

0.23
0.31
0.23
0.23

0.25
0.33
0.25
0.17

0.30
0.30
0.20
0.20

The final score for Chevrolet Aveo is:0.30*.308 + 0.27*0.31 + 0.19*0.25 + 0.13*0.23 + 0.08*0.25 + 0.03*0.30 = 0.2825

Similar way, the scores for other choices of car are calculated and projected to end-users.
The overall scores for all four choices of car is as shown below:
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Table: 5
Chevrolet Aveo
Ford Fiesta
Hyundai Accent
Maruti Baleno

0.2825
0.2767
0.1965
0.2420

The choice with maximum score is Chevrolet Aveo, which becomes our best choice in
consideration of the various factors.
Since DSS has to be flexible in making out decisions, we have also tried to see which car
comes out to be the best choice if we change the rating of our priority, by what – if
analysis. This model evaluate, what happens to the choice of car, if values to the
subjective factors changes. This time maximum priority is given for Ride, Seating and
Equipment and for these changes the comparison matrix for factors is as follows: Table: 6

Seating
Space
Equipment
Ride
Refinment
Safety

Seating
1.00
4.00
4.00
0.20
4.00
4.00

Space Equipment
0.25
0.25
1.00
3.00
0.33
1.00
0.20
0.20
0.50
3.00
1.00
3.00
Max Eigen Value

Ride
5.00
5.00
5.00
1.00
5.00
5.00
6.57

The individual scores for these values is as follows
0.07
0.28
0.13

S

t

Spac

Refinement
0.25
2.00
0.33
0.20
1.00
0.50

0.04

Safety
0.25
1.00
0.33
0.20
2.00
1.00

Weightage
0.07
0.28
0.13
0.04
0.26
0.23

0.26

0.23

Equipment

Rid

R fi

S f t

0.308
0.308

0.31
0.23

0.25
0.25

0.23
0.31

0.25
0.33

0.30
0.30

0.231
0.154

0.15
0.31

0.17
0.33

0.23
0.23

0.25
0.17

0.20
0.20

Now the score for various cars are
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Table: 7
Chevrolet Aveo
Ford Fiesta
Hyundai Accent
Maruti Baleno

0.2841
0.2857
0.2005
0.2399

The results are graphically plotted for better understanding
Com parison Chart
0.3

Weightages

0.25
0.2
Initial Rating

0.15

Changed Rating

0.1
0.05
0
1

2

3

4

Car Choices

Figure 2: Comparison chart of car choices
The changes in subjective factor values have shown its impact on the changes in car
choices. As attributes like Ride, Seating and Equipment are given importance this time,
the best choice of car is observed as Ford Fiesta with the maximum rating of 0.2857. The
next close competitor is Chevrolet Aveo followed by Maruti Baleno and Hyundai Accent.
If we further change the ratings of the attributes, our selection will further change thus
DSS helps out to decide the best, by taking the factors into consideration.

Conclusion
Today’s competitive market place is occupied by enormous brands in the same
product category, each projecting its competence with other’s by its strategic features
leaving the customers in mess on selection process. Mostly products/ service are selected
on the basis of cost, requirements, overall quality, time-to-market and importantly its
added features to prove its distinctiveness. Customers, who are more conscious about the
value added products/service, go for an evaluation of undifferentiated products/service
for better choice. But, how effectively customers do evaluation for better selection of
products is an issue, as no systematic procedures are followed due to the lack of
information. This paper focused on this major issue and developed a model for
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assessment of products(car) by customers and has projected how customers can make
final decision in determining the product(car) of his/her choice among different varities.

Scope For Future Work
This work can also be extended to organizations in vendor\supplier selection
process (Oboulhas, Xu and Zhan, 2004), to acquire quality components\materials. Also,
it can be used by vendors in determining the products, the customers prefer the most, to
the various brands that come in the market. This information is of great help to the
vendors in filling out the shelf space. The valuable choices made by the customers gives a
lot of suggestions for the vendors to decide whether they do really need to save space for
costly brands or allocate shelf space for local brands that correctly meet the customer’s
demands. At the same time these suggestions would greatly help the famous brands to
modify their product according to the market needs.
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to investigate into the long-run relationship among
the equity markets of select Asian and European equity markets (India (NSE), Karachi
(KSE),Sri Lanka (CSE) China (Shanghai Composite), Hong Kong (Hang Sang),
Indonesia (Jakarta Composite) Japan (Nikkei 225), Korea (KOSPI), Malaysia (Kuala
Lumpur Stock Exchange Composite), Philippines (PSE Composite),Taiwan (Taiwan
weighted) and selected countries in Europe (Austria (Vienna ATX), Finland (Helsinki
General), France (CAC 40), Germany (AX 30-eutscher Aktieninex), Italy (Milan MIB
Telematico Index), Netherlands (EuroNext Amsteram AEX General), Portugal (BVL
General - Lisbon Stock Exchange), Spain (IBEX 35 Sociea e Bolsas SA) ) and to
construct a global portfolio. Using cointegration approach and Vector Error Correction
Models (VECM) on monthly data from July 1997 to June 2005 , it is shown that the
Asian markets as well as European markets exhibit long run relationship. It is also shown
that the equity markets of China and Philippines are not affected by any other market in
Asia whereas other equity markets in Asia, some exhibits unidirectional causality and
some exhibits bidirectional causality. In case of European equity markets it is shown that
some equity markets under study exhibit unidirectional and some bidirectional causality.
Using correlation matrix a portfolio is constructed for Asian markets, European markets
and for all the markets under study. It is shown that China’s equity returns exhibit
negative correlation with the equity returns of Hong Kong, India, Japan, Srilanka and
Philippines. It also shown that Philippine’s equity returns exhibit a negative correlation
with Indonesia’s t as well as with Pakistan’s.

Keywords
Global portfolio, Equity markets, Cointegration, and causality

Introduction
International financial markets have grown rapidly in both developed and
emerging markets due to gradual dismantling of regulatory barriers. This dismantling has
helped to create almost homogeneous financial products across the globe as a result
returns in stock have influenced each other. This phenomenon of interdependence has
created interest among researchers to test the hypothesis of integration of capital markets
and have attracted the attention of international fund managers as an opportunity for
portfolio diversification.
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In the recent past, attempts were made by researchers to assess capital markets
integration. For instance Taylor and Tonks (1989) found stock price index of the U.K.
bearing long run relation with the stock price indices of the U.S., Germany, the
Netherlands and also Japan for the period October 1979 – June 1986, though not for the
period April1973 – September 1979, and concluded that there is no long-term gain from
diversification for the U.K investors after the abolition of exchange control. Ina similar
way Kasa (1992) explored common stochastic trends in the stock markets of the U.S., the
U.K., Japan, Germany and Canada using monthly and quarterly data from 1974 to 1990.
Rocca (1999) followed this line of investigation for further to establish price linkages
between the equity markets of Australia and those of the U.S., U.K., Japan, Hong Kong,
Singapore, Taiwan and Korea using weekly data and found no cointegration between
Australia and other markets. More recently, Narayan et al (2004) examined the dynamic
linkages between the stock markets of Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka using a
temporal Granger Causality approach by binding the relationship among the stock price
indices within a multivariate cointegration framework and concluded that stock prices in
Bangladesh, India and Sri Lanka Granger-cause stock prices in Pakistan.
As a survey of the available works reveals the issues of there exists a long-term gain by
diversifying funds or not, has been also debated. The main problem with these studies
however, are i). The various studies have concluded there is no possibility for
diversification, by establishing cointegration in multivariate context wherein even a
single cointegrating vector has been present. In such cases it is more appropriate to treat
the evidences as inconclusive. ii) These studies have not captured the influence of
exchange rates on returns. Accordingly, an attempt is made here to investigate the longrun equilibrium relationship in Asian markets and in European markets using
multivariate cointegration approach by taking care of the above mentioned two
limitations and construct a correlation matrix for the equity markets returns region- wise
separately even there exists long term equilibrium in the markets understudy. Finally we
also construct a correlation matrix for all the equity market returns under study. The
remainder of the paper is organized as follows: section-II deals with data and
methodology used, and section-III presents the results and discussion, followed by
summary and concluding remarks in the last section.
Data:
The study is based on monthly stock market indices (closing times) of the major
European nation stock indices and Asian markets during July 1997 to June 2005. The
data has been collected from web sources, the major one being www.econstats.com ,
which contains the data of all major stock indices of the world. The following stock
market indices are considered for analysis-
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ASIA:
India (NSE), Karachi (KSE), Sri Lanka (CSE) , China (Shanghai Composite),
Hong Kong (Hang Sang), Indonesia (Jakarta Composite), Japan (Nikkei 225),
Korea (KOSPI), Malaysia (Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange Composite),
Philippines (PSE Composite), Taiwan (Taiwan weighted)
EUROPE
Austria (Vienna ATX), Finland (Helsinki General), France (CAC 40), Germany
(DAX 30-Deutscher Aktienindex), Italy (Milan MIB Telematico Index),
Netherlands (EuroNext Amsterdam AEX General), Portugal (BVL General Lisbon Stock Exchange) , Spain (IBEX 35 Sociedad de Bolsas SA)

Methodology:
The cointegration approach
As we are interested in finding whether a long-run relationship exists among the stock
markets under study the empirical exercise comprises of two parts: (a) testing for a unit
root, I (1), in each series and (b) testing for the number of cointegrating vectors in the
system, provided that we cannot reject the null hypothesis of unit root in each of the time
series being studied
Unit Root Test: As a first step in the analysis we transformed the data into natural
logarithm values to facilitate the first differences correspond to growth rates.. We used
the ADF test with and without trend as recommended by Engle and Granger (1987) and
backed up their results by the PP test again.8 This was further complemented by the
KPSS.
Cointegration Test: To investigate the existence of a long-term relationship, we explore
existence of any significant long-run relationships among the variables in our model. If
the variables that we are using in the study are found to be cointegrated, it will provide
statistical evidence for the existence of a long-run relationship. Though, a set of
economic series are not stationary, there may exist some linear combination of the
variables which exhibit a dynamic equilibrium in the long run (Engle and Granger, 1987).
We employ the maximum-likelihood test procedure established by Johansen and Juselius
(1990) and Johansen (1991). Specifically, if Yt is a vector of n stochastic variables, then
there exists a p-lag vector auto regression with Gaussian errors of the following form:

Where Γ1,.. ... Γp-1 and Π are coefficient matrices, zt is a vector of white noise process and
k contains all deterministic elements.

8 Identical results of all four alternatives tests were needed to conclude about Stationarity of any time
series. If even one test showed non-stationarity, the time series was treated as non-stationary.
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The focal point of conducting Johansen’s cointegration tests is to determine the
rank (r) of matrix Γ k. In the present application, there are three possible outcomes. First,
it can be of full rank, (r=n), which would imply that the variables are stationary
processes, which would contradict the earlier finding of non-stationarity. Second, the
rank of k can be zero (r=0), indicating that there is no long-run relationship among the
variables. In instances when Γ k is of either full rank or zero rank, it will be appropriate
to estimate the model in either levels or first differences, respectively. Finally, in the
intermediate case when there are at most r cointegrating vectors 0≤r≤ n (i.e., reduced
rank), it suggests that there are (n-r) common stochastic trends. The number of lags used
in the vector auto-regression is chosen based on the evidence provided by Akaike’s
Information Criterion (AIC). The cointegration procedure yields two likelihood ratio test
statistics, referred to as the maximum eigenvalue (λ-max) test and the trace test, which
will help determine which of the three possibilities is supported by the data9.

Granger Causality: If the market shares a long-run relationship with other markets that
we are studying, the next step is to examine causality, since if two or more variables are
cointegrated; there is causality in at least one direction (Engel and Granger, 1987). We
proceed to determine whether markets Granger-cause each other, using Vector Error
Correction Model (VECM).

Empirical Results
Unit root tests and Cointegration Analysis
We have used ADF, Phillips-Perron and KPSS tests to find the existence of a unit root in
each of the time series. The results given in Tables 1 -2 and tables 4 - 5 suggest that all
the stock indices of various countries under study have been found to be non-stationary
in levels but stationary in first differences at 5% level of significance. That is, all
variables are integrated of order 1 [I (1)].
On the basis of the results obtained from the unit root tests, we performed the Johansen’s
Cointegration test to see whether any combinations of the variables are cointegrated. We
have performed multivariate cointegration tests for the entire sample Countries. The
results are reported in table 3, and table-6 respectively. The null of cointegrating vector
can be rejected for all the Countries The empirical findings reinforce the presence of long
run relationship among the indices region wise.
After checking the long run relationship among the stock markets under study we
proceed further to determine whether markets Granger-cause each other, using Vector
Error Correction Model (VECM). The results are reported in tables 7 and 8. It is
9 The trace test statistic is given by Trace = T Σni=r+1 ln (1- λi) where λr+1,...., n are the (n- r) smallest squared
canonical correlations between Yt-k and ∆Yt series, corrected for the effect of the lagged differences of the Yt, and T is
the sample size actually used for estimation. The λ-max statistic is given by λ-max = Tln (1 - λr+1) Since the asymptotic
distributions of the Trace and λ -max test statistics follow χ2 distributions, a simulation procedure is needed to identify
proper critical values for each test (see Osterwald-Lenum, 1993)
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observed from table-7 that China and Philippines markets are not influenced by any other
equity markets of Asia under study where as the remaining markets in Asia some exhibits
unidirectional relation while some exhibits bidirectional relationship. It is also observed
that the equity markets of Indonesia, Japan, and Taiwan are influenced by the majority of
Asian markets under study. Quite similar findings are revealed (table-8) in case of the
European markets. In addition, it is observed that the equity markets of Austria and
Germany are influenced by the majority of the equity markets in Europe.
Global Portfolio:
In an attempt to construct the portfolio for global managers we have followed the
following procedure to calculate the returns in each equity market and found the
correlation matrix for returns of various countries under study. It is assumed that the
portfolio manager has invested X units of dollars in each country. The exchange rate
defined as the domestic currency cost of one U.S. dollar are [S1,……. Sn,] then the
amount invested in each country in its domestic currency is XS1, XS2…….XSn. Now
let us assume that the total value of investment at the end of the month be P1,………, Pn..
in the countries under study in their domestic currencies. Now the return on investment in
terms of US dollars is [(P1 – XS1)/S1] ……. [(Pn – XSn)/Sn] which we can write as
[X1……Xn ] where [X1 = P1 – XS1)/S1, …… Xn = [(Pn – XSn)/Sn].
The results of the correlation matrix are reported in tables 9 to 11. It may be observed
from table 9 that the China’s equity market returns exhibits weak negative correlation
with those of Hong Kong, India, Japan, Srilanka and Philippines indicating the
independent behavior of these markets. The portfolio managers can diversify the risk by
investing in these markets. For the remaining Asian countries equity markets returns
exhibits weak positive correlation indicating the independent behavior of the markets
even though these markets exhibits long term relation under multivariate cointegration
frame work. Hence it is concluded that the portfolio manager can diversify the risk by
investing in these markets.
It may be observed from the table 10 that the European market returns are on an average
positively correlated indicating no diversification possibility for portfolio managers.
Similar observation is made under multivariate cointegration approach as well under
VECM approach. However under VECM approach some European equity markets
showed unidirectional and some showed bidirectional casualty.
It is observed from table 11 that China’s equity market exhibits high positive correlation
with Philippines and Austria whereas it exhibits weak positive correlation with other
markets under study. Hong Kong exhibits strong positive correlation with India, Japan,
Korea, Malaysia and Philippines. India exhibits strong positive correlation with most of
the Asian markets and with the Nether lands in the European markets indicating no
diversification possibilities. It exhibits negative correlation with Finland, France and Italy
indicating the diversification possibilities. Japan exhibits negative correlation with
Pakistan and Srilanka and positive correlation with Taiwan in Asian markets and with
France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal and Spain in European markets. Korea
exhibits strong positive correlation with Malaysia and Philippines and weak positive as
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well as negative correlation with other markets under study. Malaysia exhibit positive
correlation with Pakistan, Philippines and Srilanka. Philippines and Austria exhibits weak
positive as well as negative correlation with all the countries equity markets under study.
Pakistan exhibits strong positive correlation with Srilanka and Netherlands and with other
markets it exhibits weak negative and positive correlation. Srilanka exhibits strong
positive correlation with Netherlands. Taiwan exhibits negative correlation with most of
the European markets except with Austria. France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands,
Portugal and Spain exhibits high positive correlation with almost all the European
markets.

Summary and Conclusion
The mathematics of portfolio theory work to the investor’s benefit even if securities
selected at random but this is not the case in case of the portfolio managers whether
national or international. By choosing the securities whose returns are poorly correlated,
total portfolio risk can be reduced if the portfolio manager is constructing portfolio with
domestic securities, however in case of international portfolio the portfolio manager not
only purchasing the securities of other countries but also purchasing the foreign exchange
risk. Hence the portfolio manager should be very careful in constructing international
portfolio. As a survey of the available works reveals the issues of there exists a long-term
gain by diversifying funds or not, has been also debated. The main problem with these
studies however, are i). The various studies have concluded there is no possibility for
diversification, by establishing cointegration in multivariate context wherein even a
single cointegrating vector has been present. In such cases it is more appropriate to treat
the evidences as inconclusive. ii) These studies have not captured the influence of
exchange rates on returns.
Accordingly in this paper we made an attempt to investigate into the long-run
relationship among the equity markets of select countries in Asia and Europe equity
markets and to construct a global portfolio. Using cointegration approach and Vector
Error Correction Models (VECM) on monthly data from July 1997 to June 2005 , it is
shown that the Asian markets as well as European markets exhibit long run relationship.
It is also shown that the equity markets of China and Philippines are not affected by any
other market in Asia whereas other equity markets in Asia, some exhibits unidirectional
causality and some exhibits bidirectional causality. In case of European equity markets it
is shown that some equity markets under study exhibit unidirectional and some
bidirectional causality. Using correlation matrix a portfolio is constructed for Asian
markets, European markets and for all the markets under study. It is shown that China’s
equity returns exhibit negative correlation with the equity returns of Hong Kong, India,
Japan, Srilanka and Philippines. It also shown that Philippine’s equity returns exhibit a
negative correlation with Indonesia’s t as well as with Pakistan’s. Based on the results of
this study it is suggested to the international portfolio mangers to construct the correlation
matrix of the returns to take the optimal decision after assessing the long run relation
among equity returns.
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Table 1. Unit Root Tests Asian Stock Indices
Indices

AF Test Statistics

PP Test

KPSS Test

Statistics

Statistics

(Critical Value --

(Critical Value
0.73900)

(Critical Value 3.4366)

3.4366)

India

-2.308438

-2.144825

1.230646

Karachi

-2.090357

-2.215035

4.379673

Colombo

-2.350746

-2.370299

3.416793

China

-2.099748

-1.818650

1.160675

Hong Kong

-1.968505

-1.913772

0.936085

Indonesia

-2.481590

-2.350857

1.802449

Japan

-0.613861

-0.706367

4.165778

Korea

-2.003700

-1.960786

1.602490

Malaysia

-1.577974

-1.686649

1.150425

Philippines

-0.455066

-0.437579

1.622615

Taiwan

-1.357874

-1.394735

2.957981

Table2: Unit Root Tests for the first difference of Asian Stock Indices
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Indices

AF Test Statistics

PP Test Statistics

(Critical Value -3.4366)

(Critical Value --3.4366)

KPSS Test Statistics
(Critical Value 0.73900)

-42.121

-42.111

0.193968

Karachi

-18.60734

-42.47315

0.385387

Colombo

-19.39465

-38.54219

0.738970

China

-19.55988

-44.96419

0.278595

Hongkong

-20.74979

-43.87603

0.103234

Inonesia

-20.06735

-37.55695

0.380917

Japan

-21.18433

-46.65690

0.117698

Korea

-21.55926

-41.77853

0.119683

Malaysia

-20.95290

-42.35596

0.211151

Philippines

-21.38519

-43.53835

0.253582

Taiwan

-19.96145

-43.67392

0.078006

India

Table 3: Johansen’s Co-integration Results for Asian Stock Inices
Hypothesize
No. Of CE(s)

Eigen value

Trace

5 Percent

1 Percent

Statistic

Critical Value

Critical Value
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None *

0.036280

287.9262

277.71

293.44

At most 1

0.023166

212.9463

233.13

247.18

At most 2

0.019451

165.3902

192.89

204.95

At most 3
At most 4
At most 5
At most 6
At most 7
At most 8
At most 9
At most 10

0.017442
0.012902
0.010640
0.007512
0.005843
0.004403
0.002471
0.000304

125.5353
89.83252
63.48491
41.78166
26.48159
14.59105
5.637339
0.617680

156.00
124.24
94.15
68.52
47.21
29.68
15.41
3.76

168.36
133.57
103.18
76.07
54.46
35.65
20.04
6.65

*(**) enotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 5%(1%) level
Trace test inicates 1 co integrating equation(s) at the 5% level
Trace test inicates no co integration at the 1% level
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Table 4:

Unit Root Tests E.U. Stock inices

Indices

AF Test Statistics

PP Test Statistics

KPSS Test Statistics

(Critical Value -3.4366) (Critical Value --3.4366) (Critical Value 0.73900)
Austria

1.031719

1.070053

2.330052

Finland

-1.884457

-1.939122

1.000920

France

-1.633053

-1.632186

1.199867

Germany

-1.487118

-1.496400

2.199690

Italy

-2.408701

-2.477022

0.924372

Netherlands

-1.413577

-1.343763

4.987737

Portugal

-1.612716

-1.689929

1.735352

Spain

-1.801202

-1.861547

1.628503
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Table:5 Unit Root Tests for the first difference of EU Stock Indices

Indices

AF Test

PP Test

KPSS Test

Statistics

Statistics

Statistics

(Critical Value -

(Critical Value - (Critical Value

3.4366)

-3.4366)

0.73900)

Austria

-19.31673

-43.95867

0.711078

Finland

-20.54915

-44.71383

0.330977

France

-22.02863

-44.93015

0.270599

Germany

-20.68327

-45.91136

0.181666

Italy

-20.49630

-45.18923

0.298211

Netherlands

-20.73363

-45.32525

0.051830

Portugal

-18.30292

Spain

-20.76617

-41.87456
-46.39327
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Table 6: Johansen’s Cointegration results for EU Stock Indices
Trace

5 Percent

1 Percent

No. Of CE(s)

Hypothesize
Eigen value

Statistic

Critical Value

Critical Value

None **

0.025018

174.7134

156.00

168.36

At most 1

0.020670

123.3054

124.24

133.57

At most 2

0.012237

80.92693

94.15

103.18

At most 3
At most 4
At most 5
At most 6

0.010594
0.007697
0.005549
0.003612

55.94493
34.33520
18.65853
7.368286

68.52
47.21
29.68
15.41

76.07
54.46
35.65
20.04

At most 7

0.000013

0.025723

3.76

6.65

*(**) enotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 5% (1%) level
Trace test inicates 1 co integrating equation(s) at the 5% level
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Table: 7: Granger Causality VECM of ASIAN Countries
CHINA

CointEq1

MALAYSIA

PAKISTAN

-0.001473

-0.00015

0.006369

-4.17E-05

0.007025

0.003552

0.00328

-0.00028

0.001884

0.003062

-0.00095

-0.00109

-0.00126

-0.00101

-0.00157

-0.00126

-0.00124

-0.00125

-0.00088

-0.00117

-0.00122

-4.46286

-2.81914

-2.64438

-2.13926

-2.61152

-5.12579

(-1.54455)
CHINA

INONESIA

JAPAN

PAKISTAN

PHILLIPINES

TAIWAN

HONGKONG
0.006229

-0.0396

-0.00809

0.001485

0.017863

0.026079

0.014095

-0.0033

-0.03018

-0.01857

-0.02369

-0.03682

-0.02947

-0.02901

-0.02914

-0.0206

-0.02742

-0.02842

-0.04033

-0.60606

-0.89884

-0.48378

0.039913

0.03451

-0.00586

-0.01401

-0.01825

-0.02612

0.033864

0.032123

0.005256

-0.01675

-0.0034

-0.02029

-0.02329

-0.02677

-0.02155

-0.03349

-0.02681

-0.02639

-0.0265

-0.01874

-0.02494

-0.02585

(-0.75072)

(-1.34521)

-1.28331

-1.21228

-0.28047

0.158728

0.01977

0.130434

0.055705

0.029035

0.043758

-0.01121

0.013505

-0.01794

-0.02059

-0.02367

-0.01905

-0.0296

-0.0237

-0.02333

-0.02342

-0.01657

-0.02205

-0.02285

-0.14204

-2.84904

-6.70613

-1.03786

-4.40619

-2.35067

-1.24467

-1.86802

-0.61259

-6.05149

-0.012672

0.031703

-0.02845

-0.07176

-0.00696

-0.03

0.001071

0.222575

0.004476

0.019562

-0.0186

-0.02395

-0.02749

-0.03161

-0.02544

-0.03953

-0.03164

-0.03115

-0.03128

-0.02212

-0.02944

-0.03052

(-0.13144)
0.138291

-0.0344

-7.11571

-0.20235

-0.66448

-0.00792

-0.00565

0.023933

0.02038

-0.01531

-0.01608

0.104233

-0.00147

0.021432

-0.0154

-0.01768

-0.02032

-0.01635

-0.02542

-0.02035

-0.02003

-0.02011

-0.01422

-0.01893

-0.01962

-1.46335

-0.80187

-1.13226

-2.23572

(-0.27814)

(-0.94815)

(-0.67664)

(-0.67179)

0.010742

(-0.44786)

(-0.17608)

(-0.97435)

(-0.65325)

-1.48179

(-2.82099)

(-0.54501)

(-1.10069)

0.058657

(-0.90001)

(-0.65021)

(-0.16012)

-1.9668

-1.15316

(-0.21884)

(-0.34125)

0.002548

(-0.75241)

(-0.80310)

-5.18275

(-0.10308)

(-0.60947)
0.043865

0.018774

0.012472

0.072698

0.030352

0.009221

0.006752

0.031356

-0.03476

-0.00213

0.006196

-0.00954

-0.0185

-0.02123

-0.0244

-0.01964

-0.03052

-0.02443

-0.02405

-0.02415

-0.01708

-0.02273

-0.02356

-1.01497

-0.58755

-2.9789

-1.54536

-0.3021

-0.27633

-1.3037

0.063352

0.034737

-0.03637

0.003084

-0.00358

-0.00378

0.058889

0.014509

0.030839

0.022026

-0.01087

-0.01718

-0.01972

-0.02267

-0.01824

-0.02835

-0.02269

-0.02234

-0.02243

-0.01586

-0.02111

-0.02189

-2.63603

-0.64676

-1.94396

-1.04321

0.009175

-0.0174

-0.01994

0.028529

0.023786

-0.07337

-0.00283

-0.01816

0.007867

-0.01732

-0.01988

-0.02285

-0.01839

-0.02858

-0.02288

-0.02252

-0.02262

-0.01599

-0.02129

-0.02206

-1.24691

-1.05611

-0.009609

0.036175

-0.02426

-0.02784
-1.29952

(-0.69751)

(-0.16664)

(-0.40485)

-1.76176

(-0.94585)

(-0.12641)

-0.27258

-0.01233

-0.4015

-0.16903

(-0.12470)

-3.68746

(-0.62003)

(-1.60468)

(-1.43908)

-0.004349

(-3.24431)

(-0.17676)

-0.00241

0.003644

0.019608

0.050267

0.061249

0.042647

-0.032

-0.02576

-0.04003

-0.03204

-0.03154

-0.03167

-0.0224

-0.14147

-0.48989

-1.56882

-1.9419

-1.3465

-6.83974

(-0.07539)

0.153196

(-0.85303)
-0.01489
-0.02981
(-0.49956)

(-0.49678)

-0.35656
0.003164
-0.0309
-0.10239

-0.024042

0.094808

-0.0033

0.098968

0.086445

0.097061

0.012619

0.11789

0.001604

0.024208

0.103786

-0.01971

-0.02262

-0.02601

-0.02093

-0.03253

-0.02604

-0.02563

-0.02574

-0.0182

-0.02423

-0.02511

-4.72783

-2.65737

-3.72722

-0.49225

-4.57978

-0.08812

-0.99923

-4.13284

(-1.21957)
HONGKONG

(-0.22578)

SRILANKA

-0.02944

(-0.39615)
TAIWAN

PHILLIPINES

-0.02561

(-0.25108)
SRILANKA

(-0.04118)

KOREA

-0.01922

-0.69742
MALAYSIA

-5.06039

JAPAN

-0.02231

(-0.52898)
KOREA

(-0.13444)

INONESIA

0.011989
-0.53729

INIA

INDIA

-4.19051

(-0.12684)

-0.017324

-0.01635

-0.0076

-0.04115

0.031246

0.051265

-0.01673

0.237493

-0.00602

-0.02417

-0.05947

-0.02091

-0.024

-0.02759

-0.02221

-0.03451

-0.02763

-0.02719

-0.02731

-0.01931

-0.0257

-0.02664

-0.90541

-1.85568

(-0.82837)

(-0.68118)

(-0.27534)

(-1.85300)

(-0.61528)
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(-2.23225)
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C

0.000122

-0.00014

-0.00017

0.000287

-0.00017

0.000149

-0.0006

-0.00057

-0.0003

0.000195

8.51E-05

-0.00031

-0.00035

-0.00041

-0.00033

-0.00051

-0.00041

-0.0004

-0.0004

-0.00028

-0.00038

-0.00039

-0.51482

-0.21669

-0.39511

(-0.40402)

(-0.41156)

-0.87537

(-0.32708)

-0.36564

(-1.49870)

(-1.40595)

(-1.06643)

Table:8: Granger Causality VECM of E.U Countries
Error Correction:
CointEq1

AUSTRIA

FINLAN

FRANCE

GERMANY

ITALY

PORTUGAL

SPAIN

NETHERLANS

C

AUSTRIA

FINLAN

FRANCE

GERMANY

ITALY

PORTUGAL

SPAIN

NETHER

6.26E-06

-0.00014

3.13E-06

0.003099

0.0027

0.003004

-0.00125

-0.00089

-0.00197

-0.00128

-0.00146

-0.00119

-0.0009

-0.00129

-0.00292
-0.00195

-0.00699

(-0.06991)

-0.00244

-2.12903

-2.27173

-3.33491

(-0.97067)

(-1.50135)

-0.013887

-0.22192

-0.07708

-0.05028

-0.06095

-0.09741

-0.06968

-0.21673

-0.0258

-0.05674

-0.03698

-0.04197

-0.03427

-0.02597

-0.03705

-0.05613

(-0.53825)

(-3.91124)

(-2.08427)

(-1.19788)

(-1.77868)

(-3.75057)

(-1.88068)

(-3.86142)

-0.038498

-0.02288

0.006216

0.003776

-0.00035

-0.03268

-0.02105

-0.06855

-0.01378

-0.03031

-0.01975

-0.02242

-0.0183

-0.01387

-0.01979

-0.02998

(-2.79332)

(-0.75483)

-0.31465

-0.1684

(-0.01898)

(-2.35564)

(-1.06330)

(-2.28652)

-0.000204

-0.00392

-0.1634

-0.02509

-0.01169

-0.07521

-0.06683

-0.06473

-0.03454

-0.07596

-0.04951

-0.0562

-0.04588

-0.03477

-0.04961

-0.07514

(-0.00590)

(-0.05160)

(-3.30039)

(-0.44638)

(-0.25483)

(-2.16286)

(-1.34720)

(-0.86141)

0.076181

0.188288

0.209375

-0.07913

0.129049

0.053088

0.17524

0.17514

-0.02599

-0.05716

-0.03725

-0.04228

-0.03452

-0.02616

-0.03733

-0.05654

-2.93094

-3.29421

-5.62012

(-1.87128)

-3.7383

-2.02899

-4.69479

-3.09749

-0.012938

0.003714

0.054162

0.104856

-0.09627

0.0837

0.094386

-0.02095

-0.02703

-0.05944

-0.03874

-0.04397

-0.0359

-0.02721

-0.03882

-0.0588

(-0.47865)

-0.06247

-1.39796

-2.38446

(-2.68164)

-3.07601

-2.4315

(-0.35621)

-0.029157

0.067468

-0.05333

-0.02365

-0.0778

0.052323

0.032782

0.321432

-0.02815

-0.0619

-0.04034

-0.04579

-0.03738

-0.02833

-0.04042

-0.06123

(-1.03588)

-1.09001

(-1.32191)

(-0.51652)

(-2.08119)

-1.84661

-0.811

-5.24952

0.062036

-0.04822

0.003387

0.06569

0.058894

0.089021

-0.12294

-0.06307

-0.02761

-0.06071

-0.03957

-0.04491

-0.03666

-0.02779

-0.03964

-0.06005

-2.24724

(-0.79430)

-0.08561

-1.4627

-1.60633

-3.20342

(-3.10118)

(-1.05017)

-0.012739

-0.02516

-0.02911

-0.01257

-0.01627

-0.02663

-0.02784

0.003677

-0.0126

-0.0277

-0.01805

-0.02049

-0.01673

-0.01268

-0.01809

-0.0274

(-1.01132)

(-0.90834)

(-1.61247)

(-0.61352)

(-0.97242)

(-2.09989)

(-1.53895)

-0.13421

0.000345

0.000401

0.00018

1.47E-05

0.000336

0.000125

0.000144

-0.00039

-0.00023

-0.00052

-0.00034

-0.00038

-0.00031

-0.00024

-0.00034

-0.00051
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-1.47128

-0.7775

-0.53426

-0.0385

-1.07757

-0.53006

-0.42615

(-0.77107)

TABLE: 9 CORRELATION MATRIX – ASIA RETURNS
China
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Japan
Korea
Malaysia
Pakistan
Srilanka
Taiwan
Philippines

China

Hong
Kong

India

Indonesia

Japan

Korea

Malaysia

Pakistan

Srilanka

Taiwan

1
-0.02728
-0.03444
0.013212
-0.00572
0.002953
0.009392
0.00878
-0.03175
0.017589
-0.03393

1
0.227734
0.295706
0.409739
0.382474
0.351852
0.07205
0.031636
0.276664
0.160298

1
0.167237
0.176895
0.220809
0.117146
0.085678
0.015701
0.14871
0.092631

1
0.171013
0.201899
0.26123
0.058327
0.025961
0.188601
-0.00142

1
0.37193
0.177471
0.037319
0.035431
0.261199
0.150922

1
0.243218
0.020253
0.004083
0.31241
0.135043

1
0.066375
0.032241
0.159975
0.081276

1
0.047026
0.074
-0.00516

1
0.065146
0.007604

1
0.117166

Table 10:CORRELATION MATRIX- EURO RETURNS
Austria
Finland
France
Germany
Italy
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain

Austria

Finland

France

Germany

Italy

1
0.360851
0.446217
0.44356
0.407535
0.369701
0.402551
0.427845

1
0.644829
0.600324
0.524583
0.501662
0.476466
0.605498

1
0.815889
0.75052
0.668763
0.568978
0.78692

1
0.692197
0.628922
0.521358
0.715914

1
0.543452
0.475353
0.698748

Netherlands

Portugal

1
0.396286
0.586489

1
0.55979
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Spain

1

Philippines

1
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Table 11: CORRELATION MATRIX- All COUNTRIES RETURNS
CH
CHINA
HONGKONG

HKONG

IND

INDO

JAP

KOREA

MAL

PAK

PHIL

SLANKA

0.61

1.00

INDONESIA

0.48
0.02
0.26

0.40

0.89

1.00

JAPAN

0.04

0.53

0.14

-0.02

KOREA

0.08

0.55

0.69

0.71

0.02

1.00

MALAYSIA

0.16
0.26

0.71

0.74

0.72

0.14

0.80

0.11

0.73

0.83

-0.44

0.50

0.52

1.00

0.77

0.52

0.27

0.16

0.51

0.55

0.18

1.00

0.00

0.67

0.81

-0.42

0.44

0.47

0.95

-0.01

1.00

INDIA

PAKISTAN
PHILIPPINES

TAIW

AUS

FINL

FRAN

GERM

ITALY

NLAND

PORT

1.00

1.00
1.00

0.45

0.27

0.14

0.89

0.12

0.27

-0.23

0.07

-0.17

1.00

AUSTRIA

0.68
0.45
0.15
0.53

-0.10

-0.06

0.03

0.42

-0.36

-0.07

-0.06

-0.57

0.07

0.54

1.00

FINLAND

0.27

-0.28

-0.61

-0.50

-0.33

-0.11

-0.22

-0.41

-0.10

-0.41

-0.41

-0.28

1.00

FRANCE

0.39

-0.25

-0.56

-0.48

-0.47

-0.16

-0.17

-0.28

-0.02

-0.33

-0.52

-0.26

0.92

1.00

GERMANY

0.34

-0.24

-0.35

-0.26

-0.64

-0.05

-0.04

0.02

0.04

-0.04

-0.63

-0.29

0.81

0.94

1.00

ITALY

0.29

-0.30

-0.58

-0.49

-0.44

-0.20

-0.18

-0.29

-0.12

-0.30

-0.46

-0.13

0.86

0.96

0.91

1.00

NETHERLAND

0.02

0.03

0.51

0.57

-0.62

0.41

0.41

0.79

0.24

0.74

-0.46

-0.24

-0.04

0.15

0.44

0.15

1.00

PORTUGAL

0.01

-0.37

-0.27

-0.12

-0.60

-0.05

0.00

0.17

-0.22

0.18

-0.48

0.01

0.61

0.74

0.85

0.82

0.54

1.00

SPAIN

0.07

-0.43

-0.44

-0.29

-0.65

-0.15

-0.11

0.05

-0.26

0.07

-0.56

-0.04

0.69

0.82

0.89

0.87

0.40

0.94

SRI LANKA
TAIWAN

SPAIN

1
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HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT IN
MANAGEMENT IS AN ART
Pijush Kanti Bhattacharjee, IMPS College of Engineering and
Technology, Malda, WB, India

Abstract
Human Resource Development in management is an emergent field in which the
total progress and achievement of an organization lies. A HRD manager should have
sound knowledge in various fields and he has to adopt different techniques for practical
development purposes. In this highly competitive age, an organization or a company will
survive and make its advancement through proper action and motivation of a good HRD
manager. A HRD manager takes advantage from the Universal Scientific theories and
researches, accordingly he will apply these theories for earning corporate gains or goals
e.g. universal law of gravitation, mass-energy equation, theory of relativity, quantum
mechanics, VLSI, ULSI, microprocessors, microcontrollers, nano chips, formation of the
world and the universe, brighter holes verses black holes in the universe, Gaussian
Probability Density function etc. Depending on the action of a HRD manager, an
organization is placed either in Black Hole or in Brighter Hole.

Keywords
Human Resource Development (HRD) manager, decision making process,
communication skill, Quality of Work Life (QWL), strategic management, Total
Reputation Management (TrM), cosmological constant, VLSI, ULSI, Microprocessors,
Microcontrollers, Nano Chips, Black Hole, Brighter Hole, Gaussian Probability Density
Function model, Total Quality Management (TQM), Kaizen
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Management
Management is defined by G. Terry that Management is a process of planning,
organizing, actuating and controlling to determine and accomplish the objectives or the
goals by the use of people and resources. Thus the management is decision-making, rule
making and rule enforcing i.e. implementing the rules.
The block diagram of an organization is like below:
INPUT
OUTPUT
♦ MONEY
♦ MEN OR
WORKERS

♦ GOODS OR
GOALS
MANAGEMENT

♦ SERVICES

♦ MANAGERS

♦ PROFIT

♦ MATERIALS

♦ PRODUCTION

♦ MACHINES
OR
TECHNOLOGY

♦ CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION

Fig.1. Block Diagram of an Organization or a Company or an Institution

ROLE OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
We see that Manager works with internal people like workers, subordinates,
supervisors, line managers, executives and big bosses etc as well as external groups like
customers, clients, suppliers, union representatives etc [1]-[14].
In each time his
ultimate view is to earn the corporate goals or gains. A good manager should be
mediator, politician, diplomat, tactful and symbol of corporate success. Out of the main
inputs, human beings or workers are the part and parcel of an institution or an
organization. A human resource development (HRD) manager should deal in a careful
way to manage this utmost input. Therefore, a HRD manager should be well aware of
psychology, sociology, physiology, present trend of society and demand, different
welfare and entertainment measures, modern technology and utilization of research
outcome.
Miller and Starr have made interesting observations in regard to the decision
making process [7], [8]:
(i) Being unable to satisfactorily describe goals in terms of one objective, people
customarily maintain various objectives.
(ii) Multiple objectives are frequently in conflict with each other, and when they are, a
Suboptimization problem exists.
(iii)At best, we can only optimize as of that time when the decision is made. This will
frequently produce a suboptimization when viewed in subsequent times.

_______________________________________________________________________
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(iv) Typically, decision problems are so complex that any attempt to discover the set of
optimal actions is useless. Instead, people set their goals in terms of outcomes that are
good enough.
(v) Granted all the difficulties, human beings make every effort to be rational in resolving
their decision problems.
Accepting the premise that multiple objectives are involved in a decision, it
follows that different measures for these objectives may arise e.g. if a HRD manager has
to spend some expenditure towards the renovation of staff’s playing ground, he has to
curtail that money in the business, which cuts down income of the organization. Then the
HRD manager has to take appropriate decision after giving relative weightage on ‘utility’
scale. The weighted utility values could be aggregated by an appropriate functional form.
A selection would be made by choosing alternative having the maximum utility value [8].

NEED OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
Human Relation theory gained popularity after famous studies of human
behaviour and their output in work situations conducted at the Western Electric Company
from 1924-1933 A.D. Employees are not only economic or commercial beings, but social
and psychological beings as well. The main emphasis should be on creating a humanistic
or an informal organization is in place of a mechanistic or a formal organization. The
organization must be democratized and people working therein must become part of
“One big happy family”. According to Keith Devis that Human Relation is motivating
people in organization in order to develop teamwork, which effectively fulfills their
needs and achieves organizational goals. A manager or a leader should behave in a way
that generates belongingness and respect. He must be able to adjust to various
personalities and situations. He must offer a pleasant work climate where Bossism or
Burecacy is totally absent and where workers or members are allowed to have a say in the
decision making process. For this monthly or bi-weekly meeting like Joint Council
meeting should be arranged in between the workers or nominated members and the HRD
manager. Thus, human resource development manager put all efforts on maintenance of
harmony within the factory and wants to put an end to conflicts at all costs. Personnel
Management is also considered one of the parts of Human Resource Management [1][12].

SKILL OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
The main criteria of a HRD manager is to motivate the total working strength or
staff by providing a very good working climate, so that optimum level of production can
be achieved. He is the key factor of an organization. He is involved in all type of
management function like planning, organizing, directing, controlling, operational,
welfare, amenities, recruitment, training and development etc. He is developing skills,
abilities, in born qualities of employees by imparting proper training, guidance, education
- on line and off line, morale building, effective communication network. An authentic
HRD manager should have direct communication to each staff of his organization. He
should suitable offers proper facility and demand to individual worker in the
organization. Everybody feels him as a teacher cum friend. He should always keep watch
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on adequate and equitable remuneration considering standards of wage system, job
evaluation, monetary incentives, and promotion schemes etc [11]. He should bargain and
negotiate the demands of the staff with trade unions and higher bosses, so that maximum
welfare measure and facilities can be met with. Integrating the individual goals with
organizational objectives is another achievement in human relation e.g. motivating staff
for higher technological study in the field, which will be useful for the organizational
benefit. A HRD manager should have good communication skill; it extends into nonverbal communication and other behaviours, which give messages about our expectation
and beliefs [1]-[14].

MANAGER

COMMUNICATIONS

ORGANIZATION

OR

OR

OR
CONTACT

LEADER

INSTITUTION

Fig.2. Relation with Manager – Organization – Communications.
A HRD manager should have personal contact or personal touch with each
employee. He must have positive attitude and sound behaviour towards his subordinate
and higher bosses. The essential assertiveness and achievement of goals are tempered by
a greater degree of informal sociating and friendliness. Last but not the least quality is
that a HRD manager should possess professional competence like technology, research in
the business and production with sufficient knowledge of rules and procedures. He
should implement different welfare and amenity functions such as housing, loans,
transport, canteen, education, recreational, safety, medical and health care activities etc.
For on going labour disputes and demand, a HRD manager should have to negotiate and
settle all type of labour disputes and grievances in amicable way, administering
disciplinary action if it needs. He must be innovative rather than rigid. A healthy
organizational climate i.e. openness, trust and collaboration are the essence for
developing human resources. Thus HRD can be planned and implemented to benefit both
individual and organization. An organization is able to inculcate a spirit of
“belongingness” in its employees; they will be more loyal, committed and whole heartiest
towards the company. The commitment and dedication of an employee increases when he
is able to find opportunities to use his potential while at work. A HRD manager must
clear the paths, creates a developmental climate and helps employees to realize their full
potentials. Davis explains Quality of Work Life (QWL) as those efforts are systematic
efforts by organizations to give workers a great opportunity to affect the way they do
their jobs and the contributions they make to the organization’s overall effectiveness. A
HRD manager should be well aware of oriented life style. He will develop new skills and
technologies according to present days demand and hike. Some sort of compensation
policy like accident, disability, prolonged illness, voluntary retirement scheme (VRS),
_______________________________________________________________________
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physical exercise and yoga etc should be adopted keeping in view of organization’s
growth and gains. The basic issues in the compensation policy are –
(a) The level of pay and its adequacy.
(b) The internal structure of compensation or internal alignment of pay for different jobs
so as to ensure that pay rates are equitable.
(c) Recognition of relative efficiency of performance.
(d) Incentive pay and productivity-linked bonus.

HRD MANAGER AND STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
A HRD manager should be well aware of strategic management [1]-[9], [13],
[14]. It is concerned with making decisions about an organization’s future direction and
implementation those decisions i.e. strategic planning and strategy implementation.
Michael Porter comments that strategy is the creation of a unique and valued position
involving a different set of activities [14]. Thus, a HRD manager contributes to the choice
of strategy considering employee’s strengths, drawback, requirement, advantage etc in
human resource area and accordingly implement those strategies by acquiring,
developing, integrating, offering etc to appropriate personnel. A complete strategic
management requires by a HRD manager in the following fields:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Recruitment, selection, promotion, transfer etc.
Discipline, control and evaluation of personnel functions.
Training and development keeping in view of future technological research and
innovation.
(iv)
Welfare, amenities, compensation, supplementary benefits, incentive, bonus etc.
(v)
Relation with every individual staff, their shortcomings, willingness, in born
qualities, talent etc.
(vi)
Stress or Tension management by adoption physical exercise, yoga and prayanam
(Breathing control) in regular basis.
(vii) Relation with employee trade unions.
(viii) Collective bargaining.
Reputation management is all about the building and sustaining of an
organization’s good name and prestige. It detect early warning signs of reputation
slippage and take corrective measure where needed. Thus Total Reputation Management
(TrM) focuses to provide a wholesome approach to reputation building, even as it works
at overhauling the organization or individual’s inherent approach to business. The TrM
programme revolves around four key domains like Organizational Behaviour (supporting
a client in building an energized and positively-charged organization), Marketing
(working at leveraging the brand’s equity by providing brand reputation strategies),
Communication (delivering a do-it-yourself media strategy rather than the more
traditional “wining and dinning” approach) and Corporate Strategy (computing the
reputation value using a proprietary value index, which keeps the organization informed
as to where it stands on the reputation barometer).
6. HRD MANAGER RELATIONS WITH ALL SCIENTIFIC INVENTIONS AND
UNIVERSE RULES
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Above all, the most important thing is that a HRD manager takes lessons on the
Universe Rules achieved by noble scientists. Sir Isaac Newton in 1687 A.D. explains in
“Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica” the idea of Universal Gravitation. Each
body or particle attracts another body or particle. This force of attraction is directly
proportional to their masses and inversely proportional to the square of the distance
between them i.e. if the masses of attracted body increase, the force of attraction between
them also increases, and if the distance between them is more, the force of attraction
decreases. Since the earth is having large masses, attracts all, this force of attraction is
known as gravitational force. This gravitational force exists upto certain height from the
surface of the earth. Thus, Newton gives the idea that mass is the source of energy. It is
clearly invented by another great scientist Einstein in his E = mc2 equation, where E is the
energy derived from a body having mass m, c is velocity of light, c = 3X108 m/sec. This
equation reveals that all type of energies are converted to light waves or unseen waves
like ultraviolet, infrared, X-ray, gamma ray etc. When a particle or atom is broken,
electrons are outcome, the velocity of electrons in different speeds identify the
characteristic of wave or energy. Quantum Mechanics and Relativity Theory is another
landmark of Einstein. Time-Space concept indicates that time should be invariable
mentioned with space i.e. co-ordinates (location) or some events e.g. Summer in North
Texas, Christ Birth, Second World War Time etc. Invention of super fast computers, with
huge capacity running memory, brings easy for all type of calculations and manipulations
of voice, data, image etc. Presently electronics equipment become miniature size with
high resolution by introducing VLSI (Very Large Scale Integrated) and ULSI (Ultra
Large Scale Integrated) chips or processors, Microprocessors, Microcontrollers, Nano
Chips, Multi-functions by Single Chip concept are on the way. Prof. Stephen Hawking
narrates the formation of the world and the universe assuming string and super-string
theory [15], [16]. He assures that after being spontaneously radiated or emitted energy for
long years (say some million – million - million years); a star will become black hole in
the galaxy or the universe. This black hole is the shrinkage condition of a star with its
associated planets, satellites etc. All particles and energies, which fall in the black hole,
are absorbed. For this, the universe has to contract its shape according to Hawking’s
theory. In reality, it is not like so. Cosmological constant is a quantity that would give the
universe an inbuilt tendency to expand or contract. It is having very small value, nearly
zero. It indicates that this universe, having lots of stars, planets, satellites, comets etc, are
not expanding or contracting. The universe has reached a stable and pure harmony
condition. Prof. Hawking tells that if a particle or wave having certain energy fall in a
black hole, it will evaporate and disappear from our region of universe [16]. This is not
correct. The total energy of the falling particle or the wave will be accumulated in the
black hole. Gradually a black hole picks the energy from its surroundings till it is being to
convert into Bright Hole. The turning of Black Hole to Bright Hole and vice-versa is an
actual concept, which is happening in the universe and the world also. A star is emitting
radiation with its family, which expanding its volume, gradually become less active, and
turns to black hole. At the time of becoming black hole, its associated planets and
satellites can be shifted or transferred to nearby stars. Then this black hole is again going
to absorb energy. So, it is a spontaneous or dynamic changing process. There are lot of
living stars (Brighter Holes) and dead stars (Black Holes) in the universe, as a result the
total volume and energy of the universe is not changing i.e. it remains almost constant.
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The universe obeys the laws of conservation of mass and energy. Thus, in the universe
and the world, differentiation and integration processes are running side-by-side. After
being differentiated or destroyed upto maximum limit, the things or the institutions are
being integrated till it reaches to maximum limit. Most of the practical cases observe
Gaussian Probability Density Function model. It starts from almost zero and rises till to
reaches to maximum point and then falls back to near zero level. Since no physical
system can reach to absolute zero value. The slope or the bent of up-going or down-going
curve may change in respect of time and space or parameters, but ultimate nature is
Gaussian curve [17].

Fig.3.Gaussian Probability Density Function Diagram

CONCLUSIONS
Therefore, a HRD manager may gather knowledge of these basic facts that no
organization can stay for unlimited time unless it keeps an eye to development process
spontaneously. Evergreen changing process in all respects can give shining an
organization. Employee working in a company is the main force or energy resource like
photons and a HRD manager should control or focus this source of energy in the perfect
direction. Recently a revolutionary change in human resource management has been
taken place. Following trends [1]-[14], which are encountering at the global level, have
sound impact in Human Resource Management (HRM):
Globalization of Economy.
Organizational designs and pattern changing.
Press on Knowledge Management.
Emphasis on Total Quality Management (TQM).
Corporate restructuring.
Introduce Kaizen.
Changing workforce profile.
Increasing role of Woman employees.
Develop modern technology oriented job profile.
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Out of the above qualities, Total Quality Management (TQM) is defined by
Indian Statistical Institute [18] that TQM is an integrated organizational approach in
delighting customers (both internal and external) by meeting their expectations on a
continuous basis through everyone involved with the organization working on continuous
improvement in all products, services and processes alongwith proper problem-solving
methodology. “Kaizen” is a Japanese term which means continuous improvement i.e.
development over development in unrest motion. By maintaining "Kaizen", the Gaussian
Curve remains in up going condition, not in saturation region. Thus, a HRD manager
should play his dedicated and innovative role to bring the optimum level of development
in all sphere of an organization; ultimately all will glow in a brighter sky.
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A DECISION TOOL THAT COMBINES
DISCRETE EVENT SOFTWARE PROCESS
MODEL WITH SYSTEM DYNAMICS PIECES
FOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT COST
ESTIMATION AND ANALYSIS
Carolyn Barrett Mizell, NASA
Linda Malone, University of Central Florida

Abstract
The development process for a large software development project is very
complex and dependent on many variables that are dynamic and interrelated. Factors
such as size, productivity and defect injection rates will have substantial impact on the
project in terms of cost and schedule. These factors can be affected by the intricacies of
the process itself as well as human behavior because the process is very labor intensive.
The complex nature of the development process can be investigated with software
development process models that utilize discrete event simulation to analyze the effects
of process changes. The organizational environment and its effects on the workforce can
be analyzed with system dynamics that utilizes continuous simulation. Each has unique
strengths and the benefits of both types can be exploited by combining a system
dynamics model and a discrete event process model. This paper will demonstrate how
the two types of models can be combined to investigate the impacts of human resource
interactions on productivity and ultimately on cost and schedule.

Keywords
Software Development, Project Management, System Dynamics, Discrete Event Software
Development Process Models
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Introduction
Process simulation models, system dynamics models, and static cost models
already exist for software development projects. Each of these tools has advantages and
disadvantages and the appropriateness of each depends on the application. System
dynamics models are useful tools for demonstrating the dynamic behavior of a project
and are based on project variables and tasks as a whole with no process details or
intricacies being captured. Process models, on the other hand, do provide great detail on
the process and can be used to provide guidance on the sequence of process steps and
information flows and can also be used to analyze proposed process changes. In addition,
process models can support management planning and control activities. This type of
modeling, however, does not capture the interactions and structural relationships as
effectively as system dynamics modeling. Therefore, it is desirable to combine
information from both types of models in order to more thoroughly analyze a project.
The combination of continuous and discrete models is present in the literature for only a
couple of cases. Two examples of combined models can be found in the work of Martin
and Raffo(Martin and Raffo 2000; Martin and Raffo 2001; Martin 2002) and Donzelli
and Iazeolla (Donzelli and Iazeolla 2001). Martin added continuously changing sections
based on Abdel-Hamid’s model to a discrete event process model and affected the
discrete event clock to run continuously. Donzelli and Iazeolla This work will consist
of a separate system dynamics software and discrete event process model in order to
maximize the benefits gained from each. Users will be able to understand and
experiment with the system dynamics model separately and the data of interest will be
sent to the discrete event process model to affect it.
For this work, system dynamics will be used to analyze human resource issues
such as experience levels and turnover. This information will be combined with a
discrete event model of a waterfall lifecycle process model. The human resource area
was selected because of its potential impact on a project, especially early on when
managers may perceive staffing issues too optimistically or not at all. A simplified
system dynamics model is used to make it easy to understand and to capture the key
variables of interest. Existing hybrid models such as Martin’s are very powerful, but also
very complex. Previous work has shown that smaller and less complicated models are
better for presentation to those that are not familiar with process models and simulation
(Madachy and Tarbet 2000). The goal of this work is to communicate to decision makers
the potential impact of turnover and experience levels on the cost and schedule of a
project.

Discrete Event Process Simulation Model
The Process Analysis Tradeoff Tool, PATT ©, is a discrete event process
simulation model that was developed for NASA to assess the benefits of Independent
Verification and Validation (IV&V) on the IEEE 12207 software development process
(Raffo and Wakeland 2003). The tool is intended to enable adaptation to multiple
projects and IV&V techniques. The model uses industry average data for input variables
such as product size, productivity (LOC/Hr), and defects (per KSLOC). The user
provides % of overall effort that should be allocated to each process step as well as the
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number of desired staff for each step. The model outputs the size, effort, rework effort,
entire process duration, average duration, number of injected defects, detected defects,
and corrected defects.
The use of probability distributions for key variables such as size, productivity,
and defects is a truer model of reality, especially in the early stages of a project. The
model’s outcomes will be driven by random variables drawn from probability
distributions. Numerous runs of the process with different random numbers will provide
more meaningful information.
Productivity rates are highly variable and algorithmic cost estimation models such
as COCOMO do not model the factors affecting productivity very well (Kemerer 1987).
Major variations from constant productivity can occur, especially with system
programming products that use hundreds of thousands of lines of code, built by multiple
teams and several layers of management (Putnam and Myers 1992).
It is important to communicate to decision makers how delays such as the time it
takes for inexperienced staff to become as productive as experienced staff can affect a
project. These types of delays can have major impact and yet are not always formally
considered. Research has shown that schedule overrun problems can be attributed to the
interaction of manpower-acquisition policy and turnover in addition to software
estimation accuracy (Abdel-Hamid and Madnick 1991). Even when managers are aware
of such delays, studies have shown that it is difficult to deal with the delays without tools
that help to develop an adequate mental model of the dynamics of the system (Sengupta
and Abdel-Hamid 1999).
Productivity is very dependent upon the skill and availability of the workforce for
a project. Experienced staff will be more productive than inexperienced staff, and it is
unrealistic to expect that all the staff on a particular project will be experienced on day
one. Inexperienced staff must be trained and assimilated into the project environment
and this takes time. Turnover of employees is an issue that will affect staffing and
ultimately, productivity. Turnover rates as high as 34% are often seen on software
development projects (Abdel-Hamid and Madnick 1991). As experienced employees
leave a project, qualified new employees must be found and hired or transferred to the
project. These inexperienced workers must now be trained and assimilated before their
productivity levels can match those of experienced project personnel.
The interrelationships between such staff-related variables are best captured with
system dynamics. The human resource sub-system of the Abdel-Hamid and Madnick
system dynamics model of a software development project was used as a guide for
adding continuously changing staff levels to this model (Abdel-Hamid and Madnick
1991) and so was the combined model developed by Martin (Martin 2002). Martin
developed a combined model by integrating the entire Abdel Hamid and Madnick system
dynamics model of the software development environment with a discrete event model of
the standard ISPW-6 software process. This work showed the benefits of combining
continuous and discrete event models.
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Addition of Continuous Simulation to Model
In the system dynamics model, resources are divided into experienced and
inexperienced groups and the time-changing levels will be derived based on a turnover
rate and assimilation rate. The ratio of experienced staff to total staff will be calculated
and then sent to the discrete event model to affect productivity.
The System Dynamics model was created in Vensim software. Vensim models
graphically display the connections and feedback loops of the system. It is possible to
instantly see simulation results for all variables on the screen to view more detailed
results of any selected variable of interest with different analysis tools.
Initial Inexperienced
Staff
Transfer/Firing
Delay
Initial
Experienced Staff

Inexperienced
Staff Leaving
Hiring Delay
Staff Hired

Inexperienced
Staff

Experienced
Staff
Assimilation

Willingness to
Hire

Staff Leaving

Turnover
Ave. Employment
Time

Time to Gain
Experience
Excess Staff

Staff Level

Extra Staff Needed

Maximum Staff
level
Staff Level Required

Human Resource Model in Vensim

This simplified version of the Abdel-Hamid and Madnick Human Resource model
(Abdel-Hamid and Madnick 1991) assumes that the organization is willing to hire and
that there is no delay in hiring.
The literature suggests an average productivity of 3.5 LOC/Hr (SEL 1993), but as
previously mentioned, there are many dynamic and interacting factors that can cause this
value to vary. It is especially difficult to accurately estimate the productivity of a
project’s staff before a project begins because the availability and skill of the workforce
is not known. If a certain staff level and experience level is assumed, this can change
throughout the course of a project due to turnover and hiring practices and it is crucial to
consider the potential impacts of these on productivity and ultimately, cost and schedule.
The desired output from the system dynamics model is the number of experienced
personnel available throughout the project. This number will be used to develop a ratio
multiplier to productivity and will be used in the discrete event software process model.
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It is assumed that an inexperienced person is 50% as productive as an experienced
⎞ would equate to a
person. Since a ratio of 1 for ⎛⎜ # exp eriencedstaff
# totalstaff ⎟⎠
⎝
productivity multiplier of 1 and a ratio of 0 for this quantity would equate to a multiplier
of 0.5, the following equation will be used to calculate the productivity multiplier:
⎞ + 0.5
productivitymultiplier ≡ 0.5⎛⎜ # exp eriencedstaff
# totalstaff ⎟⎠
⎝
The system dynamics model will be used to calculate the productivity multiplier
for each day during the project and this data will be read into the discrete event model.
Each time the discrete event model attempts to draw a productivity number from the
productivity distribution, the time will be captured and the associated productivity
multiplier will be used in the calculation to affect the productivity draw.
The organization’s environment must be taken into consideration when selecting
values for the amount of time it takes for an inexperienced person to become experienced
(assimilation delay), the hiring delay, and the quit/transfer rate. A large NASA software
development project will be used as an example of how to combine data from the models.
Considering the NASA development environment, an assimilation rate of 6 months, a
quit/transfer rate of 2 weeks, and a zero hiring delay will be used in the model.

Experimentation
Data from a real NASA project will be used for this experimentation. The first
cost and schedule estimate was developed using previous projects for an estimate by
analogy. No formal requirements existed and the architecture had not been selected at
this very early point. In order to capture and account for the large amount of uncertainty
that existed at this point in time, probability distributions will be used for size,
productivity, and defect insertion rates. The productivity and defect distributions will be
based on data from the Software Engineering Laboratory (SEL). This organization
collected software development data from the Goddard Space Flight Center Flight
Dynamics organization for over 25 years (Basili, McGarry et al. 2002). The GSFC
software development organization was responsible for the development of mission
software and used NASA personnel as well as contractors. Probability distributions for
defect injection rates are also based on SEL defect data. Since a large amount of the
SEL’s data was readily available (CeBASE 2005) and since we are using a NASA project
for analysis, the environments are similar and it is reasonable to use probability
distributions based on this data.
The project’s estimate by analogy was based on a size of 1.4 Million LOC and the
literature says that this size can be underestimated by a factor of 4 at this early point
(Boehm, Abts et al. 2000). The following are the input parameters that will be used for
the experiment:
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Size: Uniform (1400, 5600) KSLOC
Productivity: Erlang (1.36, 3) LOC/Hr
Requirement Defect Injection: Lognormal (2.6, 7.1) errors/KSLOC
Design Defect Injection: Lognormal (17.1, 73.3) errors/KSLOC
Code Defect Injection: Weibull (28.4, 0.8) errors/KSLOC
Test Defect Injection: Exponential (40.9, 0) errors/KSLOC
Bad Fix Defect Injection: 30 errors/KSLOC
Documentation Defect Injection: 30 errors/KSLOC
Input Parameters
The first run will use the discrete event process model only and will not
provide any productivity adjustments based on staffing experience levels. Stated another
way, the entire staff is experienced from day one and remains on the project for the entire
time. The mean effort for this scenario is 16,705 person-months and the mean duration is
68 months.
In order to test the other extreme situation, it is assumed that the staff of 350 will
always be inexperienced and therefore produce at a rate that is 50% of the probability
distribution draws. The mean effort for this case is 34,002 person-months and the mean
duration is 143.7 months. It is easily seen from this, that the mean effort and duration are
more than doubled for this case.
Next, the system dynamics model is used to consider the effects of turnover.
Turnover is set at 30% and the assimilation delay is set at 6 months. The entire staff of
350 is considered experienced on day one of the project. The following figures show the
output for turnover, assimilation, and staffing levels.
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Turnover vs. Time (Baserun)
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Number Experienced Personnel vs. Time (Baserun)
The productivity ratio is calculated and sent to the process model. The mean
effort changes to 17,776 person-months and the mean duration equals 76 months.
A nice feature of Vensim is that the variables of interest can easily be changed
and the model can be run with the effect of the changes displayed on top of the baseline
run. If the turnover is lowered to 15%, the following results are obtained:
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Running the process model with this data leads to a mean effort of 17,086 personmonths and a mean duration of 70.8 months.
The following table provides a summary of other scenarios and the effect on
effort and duration:
Summary of Effects of Turnover Rates
Turnover

Starting #

Starting #

Effort

Duration

Experienced

Inexperienced

(person-

(months)

Staff

Staff

months)

0

350

0

16705

68

15%

350

0

17086

70.8

30%

350

0

17776

76

15%

175

175

18098

89.2

30%

175

175

19839

89.5

15%

0

350

18497

83.8

30%

0

350

18949

86.9

Conclusion
Many different factors will affect the ultimate cost and schedule for a project.
This work has shown the potential impact of the human resource issues of turnover and
the experience level of the staff. The system dynamics model presents an easy to
understand graphical representation of the interrelationships of key human resource
factors that affect the experience level of staff. The discrete event process model utilizes
this data to affect the productivity which in turn will affect the ultimate cost and schedule.
A simplified system dynamics model is used for the purpose of demonstrating how the
two types of simulation models can be used in conjunction to consider an important issue
for large software development projects such as the impact of turnover on cost and
schedule estimates.
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Abstract
This paper describes one department’s efforts to institute a collaborative and
sustainable outcomes assessment process. The theoretical foundations of Appreciative
Inquiry are provided and its applicability in creating an outcomes assessment plan for the
undergraduate management programs is discussed.
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Introduction to Outcomes Assessment
According to Castelli & Green (2006), assessing the outcome or result of any type
of endeavor or event is not something that is capricious or new. We all conduct
outcomes assessment on a regular basis informally as a professor, administrator, staff
member, spouse and parent. Outcomes assessment is useful and necessary for our
professional and personal success. We constantly evaluate our methods and results by
asking: What task did I perform? What worked? What didn’t work? What will I do the
next time to improve the situation? And, how will I know if my plan was effective?
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According to Rockman (2002),
When the word assessment is mentioned, our reaction is often one of discomfort.
Due to varying levels of understanding, we may associate assessment in terms of
additional work in order to comply with external mandates from accreditation
associations or governing bodies. Yet, if assessment is part of the annual
planning, decision-making, and budgeting processes, there may be no additional
work to perform. The data requested are likely to be the data we have (p. 1).
In higher education institutions, outcomes assessment is a critical part of gaining
and maintaining regional and program accreditations. Like quality initiatives in business
and industry, outcomes assessment assures quality in colleges and universities by
evaluating the effectiveness of courses, programs, services, and the levels of student and
staff satisfaction. Kretovics (1999) states that previous accreditation efforts focused on
input measures such as teacher-student ratio, number of faculty with Ph.D.’s, number of
volumes in the library and the breadth and depth of curricular offerings. But now the
focus has shifted to value-added measures or student learning outcomes of the
educational process.
Simply defined, outcomes assessment is a continuous process aimed at improving
student learning outcomes and increasing an institution’s overall effectiveness. An
outcome is a final result or effect. According to Petkova & Jarmoszko (2006), the critical
aspect of any assessment effort is the identification of learning goals (outcomes) for the
program as a whole. Furthermore, Amin & Amin (2003) state that the curriculum and the
instructional processes should help students achieve these objectives and outcomes.
Outcomes are demonstrated as the competencies, knowledge and skills that a student is
able to achieve or perform at the end of a course or program. Figure 1 illustrates
examples of course and program outcomes.
Once outcomes are determined, means of assessment can be established. Based
on the outcomes (competencies, knowledge and skills), faculty devise assessment
methods to determine if students learned what they were supposed to learn in their
courses/programs. Without assessment, learning outcomes cannot be measured.
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Figure 1. Examples of Outcomes for Undergraduate Management Programs
Course Outcomes for a Business Major:
Ability to apply effective decision-making for implementing financial and operating
systems and controls
●

●

Acquisition of skills to address ethical problems

Program Outcomes for a Business Major:
●

Use of quantitative skills to effectively solve applied business problems

●

Use of emerging technologies to appropriately gather, process, and present information

Course Outcomes for an Accounting Major:
Application of accounting techniques and theories as they relate to business
organizations
●

Performance of information processing and transaction analysis for a service and
merchandising concern
●

Program Outcomes for an Accounting Major:
●

Prepare students for management positions in the accounting field

●

Prepare students for the CPA examination

The Necessity of Outcomes Assessment
Colleges and universities engage in outcomes assessment for many reasons:
1. To ensure students are maximizing their learning experiences,
2. To ensure students are satisfied with the services and operational effectiveness
of their college or university,
3. To provide effective techniques for identifying where changes and
improvements are needed, and
4. To seek and maintain regional and program accreditations.
The benefits of outcomes assessment are numerous. Outcomes assessment
increases institutional effectiveness by:
1. Providing opportunities for making fact-based changes and improvements
2. Effectively using data results to improve student learning outcomes
3. Increasing student satisfaction levels via changes and improvements to
programs and services
4. Driving an institution’s planning and budgeting processes
5. Strengthening the institution by demanding continuous improvement through
ongoing assessment
_______________________________________________________________________
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Outcomes assessment can be summarized as a process of assessing and evaluating
student learning, satisfaction levels, and operational effectiveness results to determine
whether changes or improvements are needed. The outcomes assessment process that is
developed for use by a particular institution should be one that the administration and
faculty deem appropriate for their institution.

Steps in the Outcomes Assessment Process
The keys steps in the outcomes assessment process are shown in Figure 2. This
paper will discuss the first step—creating an outcomes assessment plan document. Once
an outcome assessment plan document is created as described here, the next paper will
discuss steps 2-5 in the process.
When devising an outcomes assessment plan, it is critical to involve faculty and
staff early in this process. Without the contributions and support of a variety of members
within a functioning unit, the process is likely to fail. Generally, an outcomes assessment
coordinator is responsible for initiating, organizing, educating, and communicating the
process of outcomes assessment. In most cases, the outcomes assessment coordinator is
a full-time faculty member in the college he or she represents. Since the emphasis of
outcomes assessment is on student learning outcomes, it makes sense to use a faculty
member who is familiar with course and program functions. Moreover, in order to relate
effectively with faculty and staff, it is critical to select or elect an individual who has a
good rapport with the department and who serves as a ‘cheerleader’ in motivating faculty
and staff to want to be a part of this process.
Figure 2. Steps in the Outcomes Assessment Process
1. Create the outcomes assessment plan document
2. Implement outcomes assessment measures per the plan document
3. Analyze and evaluate the results of assessment
4. Develop action plans for needed changes and improvements
5. Measure realized outcomes and report results
Since this process of outcomes assessment is relatively new to a functioning unit
within an institution, a framework for initiating this process in a manner that involves the
entire department was sought. Since the principles of appreciative inquiry support new
and large initiatives such as outcomes assessment, integrating this approach was selected
to ensure buy-in and commitment from faculty and staff.

Appreciative Inquiry Model
Understanding the foundations upon which appreciative inquiry is built enables a
shift to a more positive change paradigm and intervention. “By embracing the
constructionist principle organizations are free to create what they seek to create” (Bush
& Korrapati, 2004). Appreciative Inquiry’s (AI) strength rests in the unconditional
positive question where the “notion that organizations are open books, which are
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continuously in the process of being co-authored and re-authored over time” (Ludema,
Cooperrider, & Barrett, 2001, p. 189). The most critical step in deciding upon the focus
of the inquiry is asking:
1. What topics should be studied?
2. What would the organization like to know more about?
3. What areas of discussion will potentially generate intriguing possibilities
toward which the organization can work? (Cooperrider, Whitney &
Stavros 2003; Ludema, Whitney, Mohr, & Griffin, 2003)
The topics can include most anything that affects or influences
organization effectiveness. “Although one person or the management team of an
organization can choose focus areas, topic generation is best accomplished through
discussions with selected stakeholders at different levels of an organization” (Bush &
Korrapati, 2004). Outcomes are very strong when different perspectives of the
organization's current state and potential are integrated. The topics selected for inquiry
will provide a starting point for development of formalized questions and will ultimately
lead subsequent discussions and resulting growth in those directions (Bush &
Korrapati, 2004). According to Cooperrider et al. (2003), "AI has demonstrated
that human systems grow in the direction of their persistent inquiries, and this
propensity is strongest and most sustainable when the means and ends of inquiry are
positively correlated" (p. 30).
After the topic is identified, in this instance developing an outcomes assessment
plan, questions are carefully crafted to elicit free-flowing discussion from interviewees
regarding particular topic areas. In addition to being topic-focused, questions should be
affirmatively constructed and posed in open-ended format whereby the participants are
asked to "remember a time when… (Cooperrider et al., 2003).” Curran & Work (1998)
describe it this way:
As we were all familiar with traditional interviewing methods, we knew that for
this nontraditional process, it would be essential to free interviewees from a state
of mind of "answering" our questions; instead, we would encourage them to tell
their own stories. The interview structure was meant to serve as a doorway into
the person's meaningful recollections, not just to provide a means of gathering
focused data (p. 247).
Effective questions and/or brainstorming should engage on both a personal and
organizational level, thus defining a parallel between the reasons an individual has joined
and continues with the group and clarifying the participant's social identity (Bush &
Korrapati, 2004). Figure 3 illustrates the Appreciative Inquiry 4D Cycle.
Part of effective questioning is called institutional curiosity. According to Maki
(2002), in the realm of outcomes assessment, institutional curiosity seeks answers to
questions about which students learn, what they learn, how well they learn, when they
learn, and explores how pedagogies and educational experiences develop and foster
student learning. When institutions raise these questions and seek answers to them,
assessment becomes a collective means whereby colleagues discover the fit between
expectations for student achievement and patterns of actual student achievement.
_______________________________________________________________________
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Figure 3. Appreciative Inquiry “4D Cycle”

Discovery: What Gives Life? Participants are interviewed or work together in a
brainstorming session in a process commonly referred to as the discovery phase—the
first of a 4-D cycle. The purpose is to find out what works in an organization, rather than
to focus on what is ailing (Bush & Korrapati, 2004). This creates an opportunity to
rediscover peak experiences, individual values, and strengths upon which to identify
future opportunities and potential goals for the organization. Sessions may take place in
large or small group situations or in one-on-one dialogs. Regardless of the forum, the
interviewer should systematically ask prescribed questions, provide prompts and/or
request clarification as needed, and withhold judgment and opinions that would sway
interviewee responses (Cooperrider & Srivastva, 1987; Cooperrider, et al., 2003).
The interviewer takes copious notes keyed to each question.
Dream: What Might Be? When possible, a larger group is convened for this second step
in the AI process, the dream phase. In this phase, the results of the interviews are
presented to the group, allowing the group an opportunity to identify themes or
recurrent ideas revealed during the discovery phase (Cooperrider, et al., 2003;
Whitney & Trosten-Bloom, 2003). The project leader asks questions to initiate
discussion. Questions include:
1. What were the most humorous or surprising things you remember from the
interview?
2. What one word best describes your feelings after the interview was
completed?
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3. What do you believe is the life-giving force of the Undergraduate
Management degree programs? (Whitney & Trosten-Bloom, 2003).
A particularly effective way of helping to identify themes and simultaneously
create enthusiasm for future visioning is to ask willing participants to recount some of the
more compelling success stories (Bush & Korrapati, 2004). Common themes begin to
emerge which speak to the organization’s strengths and are used as the basis for
collective discussion. Questions that further spur a group discussion include:
1. How can we capitalize on our strengths?
2. We have identified remarkable success when partnering with other
organizations. How might we expand our pool of partners, and with which
organizations do we think we would be most compatible? Why?
3. Where do we want to see the organization in five years? (Whitney &
Trosten-Bloom, 2003).
"The dream phase is practical, in that it is grounded in the organization's history.
It is also generative, in that it seeks to expand the organization's potential" (Cooperrider
et al., 2003, p. 112). The dream phase provides an overall strategic focus for the
organization.
Design: How Can it Be? The third d in the 4-D cycle stands for design. This phase builds
on the dream phase and provides tangible results in the form of provocative propositions,
sometimes called possibility statements, which are "an ideal state of circumstances that
will foster the climate that creates the possibilities to do more of what works"
(Hammond, 1998, p. 39). Provocative propositions challenge the status quo. They are
goal statements which bridge the best of what is with what could be possible (Bush
& Korrapati, 2004). Although challenging and inspiring, these hard and
provocative propositions are attainable because they are developed from the program’s
successful past and identify its current strengths. These discussions should initiate action
steps that translate intention into reality, what some have called creating the social
architecture of the organization (Whitney & Trosten-Bloom, 2003). Through this design of
an improved social architecture, the organization has the blueprint it needed so that leaders
begin to realize the destiny that is within reach.
Destiny: What Will Be? The final phase of the AI process is the destiny phase. Based on a
shared vision for the future, participants decide together upon a plan and commitments to
implement the dreams that were refined in the design phase (Johnson & Leavitt, 2001).
Cooperrider et al. (2003), provide the following description:
It is a time of continuous learning, adjustment, and improvisation—all in the
service of shared ideals. The momentum and potential for innovation are
extremely high by this stage in the process. Because of the shared positive
image of the future, everyone is invited to align his or her interactions in cocreating the future (p. 176).
While this is the final stage in the 4-D cycle, it represents a need to start the
process from the beginning, creating an integrative approach to change anchored in an
image of a positive future.
_______________________________________________________________________
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An Appreciative Inquiry Model for Outcomes Assessment
The first step in preparing for the process of developing an outcomes assessment
plan involved a series of informal discussions between the College’s outcomes
assessment coordinator and both the director and assistant director of the bachelor of
management programs. Conducting outcomes assessment was not new to our college of
management, but was new for the recently acquired bachelor of management programs.
There are six main areas in an outcomes assessment plan. These areas include the
mission and broad-based goals, student learning outcomes, basic skills development of
students, personal development of students, accomplishment of goals and objectives, and
planning and budgeting integration processes. Descriptions for each area are shown in
Figure 4.
Using the framework of AI, the outcomes assessment team (consisting of the
director and assistant director of the undergraduate management programs and the
outcomes assessment coordinator for the college of management), brainstormed the
initial focusing questions suggested by the AI process.
The following responses resulted.
1. What topics should be studied?

Figure 4. Key Content Areas of an Outcomes Assessment Plan

I. Mission and Broad-Based Goals
A. Provide the approved mission statement for the academic business unit.
B. State how you will provide evidence that the mission is being accomplished.
C. Provide the approved broad-based goals for the academic business unit.
D. State how you will provide evidence that the broad-based goals are being
accomplished (Note: Some institutions use goals as strategies for accomplishing their
mission).
II. Student Learning Outcomes
A. Provide a summary of what students are expected to learn in a particular program
(e.g., major or concentration). This is usually a summation of the learning objectives
found in the syllabi of required courses.
B. Identify a minimum of two direct and two indirect measures you will use to determine
that the program expectations were met.
C. Explain how the direct and indirect measures will be used to determine that the
program expectations were met (e.g., provide rubrics showing the criteria used to
measure the results).
D. Copies of the instruments used as direct and indirect measures should be placed in the
Appendix of the plan where appropriate.
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III. Basic Skills Development
Prepare a statement on the “Basic Skills” development program at your institution
and, in particular, how this is administered within your academic business unit.
IV. Personal Development
Prepare a statement on the “Personal Development” of students at your institution
and, in particular, how this is administered within your academic business unit.
V. Accomplishment of Goals and Objectives
Explain how you will measure the effectiveness of your business unit (e.g.,
accomplishment of goals and objectives in the strategic plan is one of many
different methods).
VI. Planning and Budgeting Integration Processes
Explain how the outcomes assessment activities will be integrated with the
institution’s planning and budgeting processes.
© Copyright IACBE. Used with Permission.

The team identified two major areas of study – implementing direct and
indirect measures of outcomes assessment. Direct measures of outcomes
assessment are defined as students’ ability to demonstrate actual learning as a
result of a course or program. Indirect measures rely on students’ perceptions of
the learning experience. Some of these measures existed prior to the plan while
others needed development to aid in the creation of a more comprehensive plan.
The team decided to use the indirect measures of outcomes assessment
already in place at the university and within the colleges. Utilizing the existing
indirect measures across all four programs ensure consistency and, through the
plan, coordinated ease of application for these measures. The measures include
the Noel-Levitz Student Satisfaction Survey, the Graduate Survey and
modification of the Mid-Term and End-of-Term Evaluations.
For direct measures of outcomes assessment, the team identified the
International Computing Certification Professional (ICCP) exam for the
information technology programs. For the management programs, a
comprehensive exam for the capstone course Strategic Management was devised.
This required the team, with the skills and knowledge of the professors who teach
the course, to develop the exam and a corresponding evaluation rubric for its
capstone course. Feedback from the team resulted in further revisions that were
subsequently brought to all full-time faculty within the college of management for
review. Discipline experts from each field added specific aspects to the exam
including management and human resource content, finance and operational
content, management information systems, and marketing management.
Once approved by the faculty who will be charged with evaluating the
results, the exam was piloted by a group of 10 students enrolled in the Strategic
_______________________________________________________________________
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Management capstone course. Revisions were made based on student and faculty
feedback. Full implementation is scheduled for the fall term.
2. What would the organization like to know more about?
The office of undergraduate management programs seeks to learn more
about the skills and abilities of its students and graduates. From the information
provided by the direct and indirect measures of outcomes assessment, the team
expects to identify best practices in ensuring course and program objectives are
met, to provide innovative teaching and delivery specifically geared to the adult
learner, to reduce redundancy between topics while expanding the depth of
instruction on a given topic, and to build a positive environment where the results
are applied to continuously improve the degree programs through better
instruction.
The team leveraged lessons learned from previous outcomes assessment
initiatives; faculty agreed that more emphasis should be placed on direct measures
of outcomes assessment. The rationale is simple— direct measures provide
concrete evidence of student learning in which students demonstrate acquisition of
skills and knowledge as a result of learning during a course and/or program.
Administration of the various measures was also a factor in determining
which value-added assessment items would provide the most meaningful results
with minimal administration. This was due to the limited amount of support staff
that currently exists in the department.
3. What areas of discussion will potentially generate intriguing possibilities
toward which the organization can work?
The team, with input from faculty, determined that by addressing outcomes
assessment, the programs can realize the potential of the organization as an open book,
one that can be continuously re-authored (Ludema, Cooperrider, & Barrett, 2001). The
larger topic area of outcomes assessment provides the starting point for the team to
continuously develop and redevelop questions that lead to discussion and, ultimately,
results that direct the team and programs in a positive direction for growth. The use of
the results will aid the program offices to mentor and coach instructors using identified
best practices and lessons learned, to minimize any overlap between subject courses, and
to provide students with a quality positive experience.
The team decided further to incorporate technology into the outcomes assessment
process as much as possible to ensure efficiency in gathering and processing
information. In addition, redundancy assessments were eliminated and replaced and/or
modified with instruments that are applicable to all programs.
Discovery: What Gives Life?
Recently four undergraduate programs were combined under one office to create
the Undergraduate Management Programs. Three of the degree programs came by way
of the humanities and engineering disciplines. The fourth existed in the management
discipline. Two college deans oversee the administration and provide support for the
four degree programs. Separately and combined, the four programs enjoy a strong
reputation for quality which reflects the university’s reputation for excellence. All of the
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management programs possess committed, knowledgeable, and professional instructors
who are considered experts in their fields. The students are highly motivated, and many
(91 percent) are working adult learners, have careers in their programs of study or are
actively engaged in switching careers to management fields.
The topics identified by the team and faculty were:
•

Combined Curriculum Quality

•

Program/Combined Programs Reputation

The team identified outcomes assessment as the first and most crucial phase for
addressing the topics since outcomes assessment is data driven and provides a strong
basis for strategic planning. Furthermore, engaging in outcomes assessment is
considered an important and vital activity to the university, for each college and for
overall program quality. Also, by involving faculty throughout the process, the team
was able to illicit their support thus gaining critical ‘buy-in’ for the implementation
process. The team viewed these items as key success factors.
Dream: What Might Be?
The team adopted several provocative statements to create a design that would
sustain outcomes assessment for the future. The statements include:
•

To construct an outcomes assessment plan that supports and encourages an
environment of continuous quality improvement throughout the curriculum
as a tool for mentoring and coaching instructors, program and course
reviews, and a measure of individual course performance and overall
program quality.

•

To construct a process for evaluating the data from the various instruments to
identify and communicate changes to administrators and instructors in a
timely manner, to use the results for constructive and proactive feedback, and
to develop professional development workshops for faculty/adjuncts that
address common themes that may emerge.

•

To use the results of outcomes assessment to develop action plans aimed at
increasing the effectiveness of courses and programs by making meaningful
changes and improvements.

Important to addressing these statements is the collaboration between instructors,
administrators, industry partners, and external accrediting bodies. The team and its
partners will continue to connect the present to create a positive future.
Design: How Can it Be?
To address the provocative statements from the dream phase, the team
constructed an outcomes assessment plan. The plan will be administered in a pilot phase
over the summer semester, with revisions and a full implementation taking place in the
fall. The team considers the Outcomes Assessment Plan a living document that provides
a basis from which to constantly revise the plan to improve the outcomes and reporting
necessary for accreditation, curriculum and instructor improvement, program growth,
_______________________________________________________________________
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and the continued strengthening of the university’s reputation for educational
excellence.
Kretovics (1999) reinforces this approach quite elegantly:
If learning is the ultimate goal of the educational experience, it is up to members
of the institution to ensure this goal is met. Outcomes assessment is perhaps the
best vehicle available at this time with great potential for affecting positive
change and addressing the issues of accountability within higher education. The
information obtained through an appropriately designed outcomes assessment
program can be used by educators to continually improve the quality of academic
programs offered and provide data and potentially answers to the concerns and
questions of external and internal stakeholders (p.136).
Destiny: What Will Be?
The results of the Outcomes Assessment Plan will identify opportunities to:
•

Improve instruction quality by identifying professional development needs,
and mentoring and coaching opportunities;

•

Improve student knowledge in all areas of their program of study;

•

Develop a shared commitment and ownership of the OA plan by instructors
and support staff; and

•

Improve student retention by providing them with the skills and knowledge
to apply for and receive admissions to a master degree program.

The team intends to identify new shared opportunities for change that positively
affects student learning outcomes, and creates stronger skill-sets in our graduates with
the active involvement of the program’s instructor base. To accomplish this goal,
faculty, staff and administrators of the Undergraduate Management Programs will meet
monthly to share the results of the outcomes assessment with the entire team. Each
semester the deans will be provided a consolidated report on outcomes assessment
relative to each program. In addition, each year our advisory board members will be
provided an annual report on outcomes assessment to elicit their input and comments on
the activities and progress for the year.

Discussion and Further Research
The positive impact on morale, motivation, and results of the team’s efforts
contribute to addressing change with enthusiasm and energy. AI sets the stage for a
winning outcome for organizational or program change initiatives. Throughout this
planning process, the investigators used appreciative inquiry as a model for making
positive and continuous change to reengineer existing undergraduate management
programs. The results have been encouraging and energizing with success in advancing
change while incorporating stakeholders throughout the university to affect that change.
Further research includes continuing to evaluate the results of the implementation phase
of outcomes assessment and action planning to ensure realized outcomes.
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OPERATING SYSTEM SELECTION USING
GAME THEORY
Melissa C. Stange, Walden University

Abstract
The goal of the research was to automate the operating system selection process
for an International Manufacturing company. The automation occurred by using the
decision theory approach known as game theory to develop a game that would accept the
company player’s requirements and then judge the operating system players against those
requirements. A small adaptive game was created for the company’s Information
Technology staff and corporate administration to play to try and come to the same
conclusion on the best operating system or systems that would be able to support and
grow with their company. This research also encompasses a brief review of the literature
that is useful in providing a better understanding game theory.

Keywords
Game theory, Business Gaming, Automated Operating System Selection, Decision Theory

Introduction
Today when people talk about gaming they are speaking of the act of participating
in the actual game(s). Many of them do not actually think about the theory behind the
game they are playing. This theory is known as game theory and became known when
John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern’s Theory of Games and Economic Behavior
became published. Phillip Straffin (1993) states that “game theory is the logical analysis
of situations of conflict and cooperation” (p3). Graham Romp (1997) states “game theory
is concerned with how rational individuals make decisions when they are mutually
interdependent” (p2).
There are different types of games that one can play and many of life’s daily
activities can be tied to game theory. Examples of traditional games are bridge, poker,
chess and checkers. Examples of computer games are Zuma and Ocean Express. Games
also exist in economics, politics, business, and other professional environments (Straffin,
1993). Whenever a decision has to be made and someone has to look at multiple options
and determine the outcome of selecting an option, a game is being played. In 1974, Duke
stated that “a game can provide an overview of the task at hand and mechanisms which
illustrate the major dynamics of system components” (p. 171).
Duke (1974) stated that the National Gaming Council was created in 1961. In
1970 the International Simulation & Gaming Association was formed and the first
professional gaming journal (Simulation and Games) began being published quarterly
(Duke, 1974).
Decision theory focuses on identifying a solution that maximizes the expected
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utility of the decision maker. Game theory studies interactions between self-interested
agents and is sometimes referred to as the study of games against nature.
Faria and Wellington (2004) discovered via a survey to business faculty at American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) that 30.6% of them were using
game simulations in their classrooms to aid in the learning process, while 52.3% had
never used or seen a business simulation game. The findings of the 2004 research are
similar to the findings of research done in 1998 by Faria. It is interesting that during a six
year time span the use of business simulation games had not increased in the classroom.
Faira and Wellington’s (2004) research addresses the idea that student learning can be
improved in the classroom with gaming and that game theory is multi-disciplined.

Game Design
Duke (1974) states that game construction is a three step process with the steps
being design, construction, and use (p75). The design process starts by developing a
precise purpose statement. Then the design moves into creation of the game objectives in
relationship to the gaming purpose. The next step of the design phase is to address the
game subject, participants, and the use determination (p. 85).
Duke then suggests that games serve four purposes: dialogue, project, extract, and
motivate (p. 77). The dialogue purpose would increase communication on a specific
topic. Project purpose is to inform and educate. The extracting purpose is to pull out
information or opinion regarding the problem(s) at hand. The final purpose of a game is
to motivate by getting even the most unwilling players to participate in the game.
Understanding the purposes of games will help in proper design and smooth transition to
the construction phase. Duke (1974) explains the construction phase is order processing,
building the logic components, models, data input, and testing. The last phase is the use
phase in which the game is put to actual use and then evaluated for success (p. 114).
Graham Romp (1997) characterizes game theory based on individualism, rationality, and
mutual interdependence (p3). He defines rationality as the means by which players can
determine the probabilities of outcomes based on their actions and preferences over those
outcomes (p. 3). The justifications for using rationality according to Romp are:
“individuals are indeed rational, rationality is possible due to process of natural
selection, the economy eventually converges on the fully rational outcome, and
the intent is not to describe how but only assumes individuals act rationally” (p.
3).
Many games use the Bayes Theorem named for Thomas Bayes to show how the
probabilities can be updated as additional information is received (p. 53). Dekel,
Fudenberg, & Levine (2004) use restrictive assumptions when using the Nash
equilibrium without a common prior as the state of learning and by players learning about
Nature’s move and other player strategies to describe the implications of learning theory
for the analysis of Bayesian games.
Phillip Straffin (1993) defined a game as an application that had at least two
players with multiple strategies, where the strategies affect the outcomes, and where there
are numerical payoffs that tie with all outcomes for every player (p. 3). Obstacles to
gaming as identified by Straffin are the complexity within real world games, that not all
players are rational, and that there can be no fixed set of orders for playing when there are
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two or more players.
Flanagan (1988) states that game theory grew from mathematics and deals with
the development and situation analysis of outcomes from interdependent choices of
players. Flanagan shows that all games must consist of players, rules, strategies, and
payoffs. Decisions are made by the players, rules set the limits of what the players can
do, strategies are the choices the players make to reach their desired payoffs, and payoffs
are the outcomes.
Garcia, Ginat, and Henderson (2003) break game theory into three parts: (1)
economic, (2) combinatorial, and (3) computational. Economic theory makes
simultaneous moves within matrix games such as the prisoner’s dilemma problem.
Combinatorial theory is based on mathematics for finite, two-person play and complete
information games and their sums such as Nim. Computational theory, or two-person
games, are games that require computation to solve the game such as Chess (Garcia et al.,
2003).
Krueger and Funder (2004) take a completely different avenue when looking at
the foundations of game theory. They look at game theory from a social psychology
view. Krueger and Funder point out that like social psychology, game theory deals with
causes, consequences, and outcomes that affect the behaviors of others. This is seen in
gaming in the way players interact and react toward each other and the thoughts the
players have before taking their next action.
Straffin classifies games into three broad types with sub-types within each: (1) 2
person zero-sum games, (2) 2 person non-zero-sum games, and (3) N-person games (p4).
The 2 person zero-sum games include matrix games, game trees, utility theory, and
games against nature. The 2 person non-zero-sum games include the prisoner’s dilemma,
strategic moves, Nash Equilibrium & non-cooperative solutions, and Nash arbitration
schema and cooperative solutions. The N-person games include the cone, imputations,
stable sets, nucleolus and gately point (Straffin, 1993).
Games are considered to have mutual interdependence if the welfare of any one
player in the game is, at least partially, determined by any of the other players’ actions
during game play (Romp, 1997, p. 3). Romp states that game theory can be applied in a
static form which means moves made during game play are made in isolation so the
players do not know what the other players have done (p. 14). There are two forms of
static game theory: normal and extensive. Normal form static game theory is where
players’ strategies and payoffs are identifiable (p. 14). Extensive form static game theory
deals with the timing of decisions and the amount of information a player has available at
the time of decision making (p. 14).
Within games there are strict and weak dominance levels. Romp (1997) states that
a strict dominance level is one that occurs when a strategy gives improved payoffs
regardless of what the other players in the game do (p. 14). A weak dominance, as
defined by Romp in 1997, is when a strategy makes the player better off in some cases
and indifferent in other cases (p14). Each form of game dominance can be applied to an
individual player or multiple players.
Romp (1997) points out that dynamic game theory occurs when a game is played
over a number of time periods and some players condition their optimal action based on
what other players have done in the past (p29).
In game theory a folk theorem is one that is a group of theorems which imply that for
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repeated games, any outcome is a condition of each player and the outcome causes the
players’ minimax conditions to be satisfied. (In mathematics a folk theorem is one that is
discussed and believed to be true, but not actually placed in publication (Fundenberg and
Levine, 2005). Repeated games are games in which there are sequences of rounds and
during these rounds players are collecting data and making choices (Fudenberg & Levine,
2005).
In multi-agent systems, game theory looks at how mechanisms can be designed
that have certain desirable properties and how interaction strategies can be designed to
maximize the welfare of an agent (Parsons & Wooldridge, 2002). Parsons and
Wooldridge define game theory as a branch of economics that studies the interactions
between self-interested agents, which is very similar to decision theory.
According to Parsons and Woldridge (2002) game theory got its name because it was
used for evaluating and studying games like chess and checkers, and most people think of
it as being used for the creation of computer games. But it can and has been used
successfully in solving many multi-agent problems in different arenas. The work of
Jeffrey Rosenschein in 1985 brought game theory to multi-agent systems.
Two person zero-sum games
Matrix games are created with an mXn array giving the payoff for each player
from each mXn possible outcome, with m representing player 1 and n representing player
2. Straffin (1993) states that within these matrixes there is the possibility of dominance
which is when one strategy is better than another strategy and all others are at least as
good. (p. 8). Straffin further states that players should not play a dominated strategy and
that the game is limiting if some strategies are not dominated (p. 9). These matrixes can
also have saddle point strategies, which means that the outcome is both less than or equal
to any entry in its row and greater than or equal to any entry in its column (p. 9). Not all
matrixes have saddle points and some may have more than one saddle point.
There are also mixed strategies and Straffin (1993) states that if an opponent is
playing mixed and will continue to do so without concern for the other player(s)’ choices,
then players should play strategies with the highest expected value (p. 13). The expected
value determines the payoffs with respect to probabilities and the affect of it to the
players.
Game trees show sequential choices for players based on information from other
choices. The sequence of choices in game trees based on Phillip Straffin’s 1993 research
are:
“1) each inside node labeled by player making choice, 2) each branch downward
represents a possible choice made by the play at that node, 3) each corresponding
branch is a choice made by chance is labeled based on the probability that choice
will be made, and 4) each final node is labeled by payoffs”.
According to Straffin “a strategy in a game tree is a complex description by a player of
what choice he will make at any information set in which he might find himself during
the course of the game” (p38). Game trees may be successfully employed in competitive
business decision making games. Game trees include nodes, branches, vectors, and
information sets. Graham Romp (1997) defines nodes as decision points, branches as
alternative choices, vectors as payoffs listed in player order, and information sets as two
or more nodes joined by a dashed line indicating the player has imperfect information
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(p11). Players can move backward toward the starting point of the game and place the
game in iterated strict dominance in extensive form (p33).
Straffin (1993) states that the utility theory is “the science of assigning numbers to
outcomes that reflect player preferences” during game play (p49). John Milnor states that
good methods for games against nature are symmetry, strong domination, and column
duplication (p56).
Gal and Preffer (2003) present networks of influence diagrams (NIDs) as a way or
language to explain descriptive decision and game theory based on graphical modeling.
The Agents in the model use NIDs to calculate optimal decisions that function in an
environment of uncertainty, states of knowledge, game mechanics, and other decision
processes. Gal and Preffer use an algorithm that calculates the actions of an agent under
the assumption that they are rational within their own model but not necessarily to the
real world. Then Gal and Preffer apply NIDs to applications such as determining the cost
to an agent of using an incorrect model, opponent modeling, and bounded rationality
modeling.
The network of influence diagrams can take a descriptive approach to serve as a
tool for describing clearly the reasoning of agents (Gal & Preffer, 2003). Gal and Preffer
point out that when the NIDs are used in a normative approach they serve as a model of a
game and the beliefs of the agents involved in the game. The framework used by the
NIDs is built around influence diagrams, multi-agent influence diagrams, and a Bayesian
network. This presents an alternative way of looking at uncertainty via the Bayesian
framework.
Two person non-zero-sum games
To properly describe a two person non-zero-sum game both players payoffs must
be explained. Under Nash equilibrium an outcome is Pareto inefficient if there is another
outcome that would give both players higher payoff or would give one player the original
outcome while increasing the outcome of the other player (Straffin, p68). According to
Straffin (1993), the Pareto principal is “to be actionable as a solution to a game and an
outcome should be Pareto optimal” (p68).
Friedman, Sandow, and Chickering (2003)state that pareto optimal games are
ones that look at individuals and a set of alternatives, and as alternative movement occurs
by the individuals, an individual becomes better off without making the other individuals
worse off. Friedman et al. (2003) show that if the Pareto optimal models are solutions of
a convex optimization problem and have a concave dual which is regularized
maximization of the expected utility, the minimum relative disorder state (entropy) is
reduced when used with the utility function at a logarithm of 3.
The well known prisoner’s dilemma is a game of equilibrium outcome which is unique
but not Pareto optimal (p73). Romp (1997) defines equilibrium as a solution technique
that happens when none of the players, acting individually, have an incentive to deviate
from the predicted solution (p. 13).
The Nash equilibrium is based on the work of John Nash and has two stages. The
first stage is to identify all players’ optimal strategies in response to the other players’
actions and the second stage is when all players are playing optimal strategies
simultaneously (p. 22). Dekel et al. (2004) define the Nash equilibrium as a game concept
that involves at least two players and no player will benefit from changing only their
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strategy. Fudenberg and Levine (2005) state a Nash equilibrium is where no player of the
game can improve their payoff by changing their strategy. The constructed set of strategy
choices and payoffs make up the Nash equilibria (Dekel et al., 2004). Dekel et al. state
that internal consistency and epistemic foundations are two problems with the Nash
equilibrium.
N-person games
N person games are games that have more than two players. The N represents the
number of players in the game. In N-person games communication is not allowed to
avoid the coalition of two or more players. According to Romp (1997) cooperative game
theory analyzes situations where coalition is possible and focuses on how these players
are committed to each other to formulate rational decisions (p. 2).
Examples of Games
As Steven Brams (1980) points out, the Bible is a good source when looking for
examples of game theory. One could consider that God is a player in a game choosing
from a group of options trying to achieve His personal goals. Another example that
Brams (1980) provides is that everyone who believes in God is playing a game and
making decisions based on what they think another player (God) wants (p. 5). The Bible
is full of stories about the actions of people (players) and their motives and outcomes.
Brams ties decision theory to the Bible directly with the creation of the world. The player
(God) made the decision to create by finishing a task and evaluating the outcome, which
is an example of a person against nature game (p. 12).
In Chapter 2, Brams (1980) uses Adam and Eve in another example of gaming in
the Bible. The players of the game are God, Adam, & Eve. Then a game tree could be
constructed from God’s perspective to impose constraints or not to impose constraints
and the outcomes of each choice and the choices of Adam and Eve to adhere or not to
adhere to the constraints. The next step in creating the game would be to create a payoff
matrix to determine the best and worst payoff of Adam and Eve’s choices. The game
would than be divided into Eve’s temptation outcomes and payoffs versus Adam’s
sharing outcomes and payoffs. The last part of the game would involve the punishments
imposed on Adam and Eve by God. One could look at this game as a game that has
multiple games within it like God versus Adam & Eve, Adam versus Eve, and the
Serpent versus Eve.
Brams (1980) further provides other situations in the Bible that could be viewed
as games include Joseph and his brothers, Jacob and Asana, David and Abigail, and Cain
and Abel.
Richard Duke (1974) stated on page 11 that the military has been using games for many
years as a simulation and analysis tool for real life battle situations. These games help
soldiers better prepare for different types of battles, while giving military leaders practice
making battle decisions and seeing what the outcomes or payoffs of those decisions
would be before they are faced with a real situation.
Phillip Straffin (1993) gives examples of two person zero-sum games as warfare
conflict with guerrillas and missiles (p. 27), W.C. Davenport’s 1960 use of them in the
Jamaican fishing game (p. 23), and a philosophical game of free will and unrestricted
choice (p. 33).
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Examples of two person non-zero-sum games are management and labor
arbitration, the economic Duopoly problem, evolutionary stable strategies in biology, and
suspicion and F-scale in psychology (p. 81-102). Examples of where n-person games
theory has been applied is the Prisoner’s Dilemma, Pothan Organization’s anthropology
social life, Shupley-Shulik’s Power Index for politics, cost allocations in India, and
bargaining sets proposed by Mascchlen to address prejudice (Straffin, 1993, (p. 165-190).
Romp (1997) looks at dynamic one-off games. These are games where player
responses are based on other prior player’s moves. For example, if a game consists of two
firms and one market, and the market will only support one firm and both firms choose to
enter, they will loss. If only one enters, then the one that entered the market gets profits
and the other breaks even (p30). The dynamic part of this game is that one firm waits to
see if the other firm enters before making their decision to enter or not to enter the market
(p32). In a game like this there is a chance of multiple Nash equilibria.
Skeath and Dixit (2004) state that the common game of chicken can be related to
game theory due to the fact that the players are trying to avoid collision (p. 439). The
Assurance Game is a common game of strategy (p. 441) where the players try to assure
other players of their decision when they are actually making decisions in favor of the
assuring player. . The Hawk-Dove Game is a game of competition for a biological
resource (p447) and a game that plays the field when whole populations play at once (p.
458). This type of game has been applied in the area of economics, biology, and business.
Bulow & Klemperer (2002) use the well known Wallet Game as a model for a new game
called Maximum. Both of these games are games of economics that deal with the laws of
supply and demand. The Maximum Game uses an initial public offering (IPO) and
spectrum auctions to explain how cost and supply affect the players and their outcomes.
In the Maximum Game, these strategies should not be played, in the auction or Initial
Public Offering (IPO), the players are the bidders, and the prize is the item or stock. This
game is an example of how game theory can be applied to real-life activities.
Feinberg and Kamien (2001) address double marginalization with the theory of
complementary monopoly. Double marginalization is when each player involved marks
their prices higher than their cost thus increasing the final cost to a higher extent than
what it would have been if the players would have worked together on setting the price
(Feinberg & Kamien, 2001). The bases of Feinberg and Kamien’s research were the holdup problems done by Karni and Chakrabarti in 1997 and Gaston and Masson in 1988.
The findings from these two studies were taken into account when creating the game of
travelers with heterogeneous valuations trying to cross a road that is controlled by
tollbooths owned by two owners of defined road segments. Some players will not cross
the road for the set prices, while others will cross only parts of the road as the prices vary.
This game is very representative of how consumers act to pricing on goods and services.
In 1998, Flanagan applied game theory to the common game of baseball because
it involves players trying to optimize their strategies to defeat the other players.
Flanagan’s game uses the mixed strategy from the minimax theorem and it is an example
of a multi person, zero-sum game with a finite number of strategies that has a solution.
The game can provide players with either a saddlepoint or a random mixture of pure
strategies (Flanagan, 1998). This game breaks baseball into mini games within one large
game. For example batters versus pitchers and the effects of being right or left handed on
both sides of the game equation are considered.
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Lyons, Adjali, Collings, & Jensen (2003) applied game theory to the game of an
individual selecting a product but showed how this same game would be easily adaptable
to a business environment to determine what services or products a business should offer.
This game was done with agents and system dynamics by evaluating the evolution of
market structures and complex business interactions or complex system models (Lyons et
al., 2003). This game was done with five levels of cognitive activities that represent each
decision made during the game. The levels used within the game were boundaries, choice
of frames, problem structuring within a frame, interpreting structure, and assigning
referents. The player’s decision factors in Lyons et al. game is marketing, quality, and
price which is provided by the game initiator.
Mahajan, Rodrig, Wetherall, & Zahorjan, (2004) applied game theory against two
system problems. The first problem was to induce autonomous nodes in a multi-hop
wireless network to forward packets for each other. The second problem was to improve
the routing paths of Internet Service Providers (ISPs) by allowing inter-ISP coordination.
Mahajan et al. identify the three classifications of current multi-hop wireless networks as
currency-based, reputation, and forwarding. All of these techniques were considered for
use but it was discovered that it was hard to build a generalized model to discover
cheating. When the authors addressed the second problem of ISP Route negotiation they
compared direct mechanisms with competitive concerns, private information verses side
channels, and fixed verses flexible objectives. The game Catch was used as a starting
point for the development of their game and model. The game showed that it is not
always easy to build real life experience into the rules of game theory and still take into
consideration all of the uncertainty.
Two negotiation game examples would be (1) the design of an appropriate
protocol that governs the interactions between negotiating agents and (2) the design of a
particular strategy that individual agents can use during negotiating. Design protocol
properties for governing multi-agent interactions include guaranteed success, maximizing
social welfare, Pareto efficiency, individual rationality, stability, simplicity, and
distribution (Parsons & Wooldridge, 2002).
Parsons and Wooldridge point out some known problems with using game theory
in negotiation problems are that game theory assumes that it is possible to characterize an
agent’s preferences with respect to possible outcomes and that most game theoretic
negotiation techniques tend to assume the availability of unlimited computational
resources to find an optimal solution and show characteristics of NP hard problems.
Roth in 1984 applied game theory to a game that would explain the orderly operation and
longevity of the medical intern and residency labor process in comparison to the older
selection process. This study provides an economic point of view to game theory. The
outcome of the game was an assignment of interns to hospital programs without
exceeding the allowed number of assignments (Roth, 1984). To reach this outcome a
National Intern Matching Program (NIMP) was used within the game. This game serves
as an important model for placing real life situations into a game.
Conclusion
Game theory is just one piece of decision theory. Game theory incorporates many
areas of study, such as mathematics, economics, and social psychology. By combining
these theories game theory creates new dynamics for solving real life decisions in areas
such as sports, politics, employment, and marketing.
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It is interesting that even though game theory is strongly seated in our daily lives
only a small portion of today’s computer engineering programs through simulation
(Shukia, 2005). It is unclear why the academic arena is not educating our future
technologists about game theory and giving hands on experiences as they will be the ones
that have to apply it in the real word. Individuals have been playing games for centuries
but game theory was not placed into play until the publication of John Von Neumann’s
work. Examples of games being played can be traced to the Bible and many early wars.
That is why I selected to develop this real world application to see if game theory was
applicable to solving at least one current problem for a manufacturing company of today.

Operating System Game Player Background
There is an international company that needs to select a corporate operating
system or systems that will provide a strong backbone of its daily operations. This
company is one of the leading manufacturers of two types of consumable products used
primarily in the production of paper-clothing and roll covers. They have 35
manufacturing facilities in 15 countries, strategically located in the major paperproducing regions of North America, Europe, South America and Asia-Pacific.
To make the decision process in a realistic time frame, not all operating systems will be
considered during the initial game. After the first selection is made the company may
decide to play the game again to further examine more operating systems. The operating
systems selected to compete in the first round of selections are Windows, UNIX, MacOS,
FreeBSD, Linux, and Ubuntu.
An operating system (OS) consists of many parts, such as processing and memory
management, storage and file management, input and output management, kernels,
security, and command interpreters. Dang Van Duc, Vu Duy Loi, and Vu Duc Thi (2005,
Chapter 1, Definitions Section, ¶9) defined an operating system as
“a group of programs designed to serve two basic purposes: To control the
allocation and use of the computing system’s resources among the various users
and tasks, and to provide an interface between the computer hardware and the
programmer that simplifies and makes feasible the creation, coding, and
debugging, and maintenance of application programs”.
ComputerHope.com (2005) divides operating systems into five categories even though
some actually fit more than one of these categories. These categories are: (1) graphical
user-interface(GUI), (2)multi-user, (3) multiprocessing, (4) multitasking, and (5)
multithreading (ComputerHope.com, 2005).
Microsoft
The first OS player will be Microsoft Windows which is one of the most popular
operating systems in the business arena. According to Microsoft (2005) their most
popular operating system, Windows XP, combines all of the best features of prior
versions while giving additional networking, digital video disk (DVD), mobile
computing, and stability not offered before. Windows XP is considered a multi-platform
OS because their products are available on other platforms also. Microsoft offers business
pricing based on site or seat license and provides bi-lingual support for its operating
systems (Microsoft, 2005).
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One of the known downsides of an organization selecting Windows is that
Microsoft is currently projecting that a new version of the operating system will be
delivered to customers every two – three years with support on older versions stopping in
a systematic manner. This could cause a business that wants to use the state of the art
technology to set aside a large financial budget for technology upgrades. A bonus of
going with Windows is that the company has machines that are between 50 to 70 years
old that are controlled by computers that are still running DOS, can be easily connected
and supported via other Windows Operating systems. The Windows operating system can
run as a standalone computer or as a server computer.
Unix
The second OS player is UNIX which has been around and used for three decades
and originally provided by Bell Labs. Lucent Technologies (2002) states that UNIX can
run on multiple platforms from microcomputers to supercomputers while still providing
interconnecting tools like multi-user and multi-tasking capabilities, portability, hundreds
of integral utilities and tools. The UNIX system consists of three parts: the shell, the
kernel, and the tools and applications and can be used on server computers (Tanenbaum,
2001).
Macintosh
The third operating system player is the Macintosh (Mac) OS X produced by
Apple. This operating system provides such features as web functions, digital media
tools, 64 and 32-bit application support, web services, resource sharing and open source
(Apple, 2005). Floss (2005, ¶5) states that:
“open source software is similar in idea to free software but slightly less rigid
than the free software movement. Users of open source software are (generally)
able to view the source code, alter and re-distribute open source software. There is
however less of an emphasis in the open source movement on the right of
information and source code to be free and in some cases companies are able to
develop proprietary products based on open source ones.”
Even thought this operating system is known for being proprietary and proprietary
hardware requirements, it can almost seamlessly function on a network with Windows
based computers (Stange & Kilmer, 2006).
FreeBSD
The fourth operating system player is FreeBSD which is a BSD Unix architecture based
operating system created by the University of California Berkeley designed to run on
individual computers as well as servers (FreeBSD.org, 2005). The FreeBSD organization
states that the OS will work with Windows and Mac systems and provides many of the
same features as other operating systems like transmission control protocol/internet
protocol (TCP/IP), multi-treaded symmetric multi-processing (SMPT architecture,
kernels, plug and play, remote connections, and file transfer protocol (FTP). The name of
this operating system is misleading because the word “Free” would make some believe it
is a free for use OS when in reality the operating system must be purchased from a
limited number of suppliers.
The fifth operating system player is Linux, which was built from the UNIX operating
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system and uses the portable operating system interface (POSIX) and single UNIX
specification compliance (Kernel.org, 2005). The Linux operating system is designed to
run on 32-bit hardware and is considered the pioneer in the area of free applications. This
operating system can be downloaded directly from the Internet and the source code is free
which allows customizability. Machtelt Garrels (2003) states that Linux is famous for its
security, versatility, and scalability. In comparison to the Windows operating system
debugging and error correction times are faster due to the concept of open source (any
user can correct instead of only a few company employees). Garrels (2003) does say that
the Linux OS has disadvantages like: too many different distribution sites, it is not user
friendly, and trustworthiness.
Ubuntu
The final operating system (OS) playing in the initial game is the Ubuntu OS. This is a
Linux based operating system that includes user support from not only the actual
programming developers but also from several business supporters and users (Stange &
Kilmer, 2006). Ubuntu (2005, ¶3) states that they provide free security and application
fixes and that the company’s goal is to release a new version every 6 to 8 months. Ubuntu
(¶6) states that the OS comes with “more than 16,000 pieces of software, but the core
desktop installation fits on a single compact disk (CD). Ubuntu can run as a client
machine or a server machine on a personal computer while also functioning on Apple
computers.

Operating System Game Design
Duke (1974) states that the first step in game development is to create a precise
purpose statement (p75). In this game the purpose statement is to determine the best
operating system or systems to operate the computers of a global manufacturing
company.
Duke (1974, p80) then states that the game design looks at user needs in
comparison to the purpose, which ties to the CERT Coordination Center’s
recommendations. CERT Coordination Center’s 1999 recommend that a strong
understanding user needs be achieved before evaluating and selecting an operating
system. The step before applying game theory is to evaluate the users needs based on
topics like availability, internal and external technical expertise, support, usability,
customer interfacing, and budgeting (CERT, 1999).
This company and the user of the game has limited internal technical skills except
in the area of UNIX and older Windows systems. They are looking for a strong support
system as their manufacturing plants run in a 24/7 mode and they want a plant to be able
to get immediate help. The winning operating system(s) needs to be able to interact with
older DOS computers as most of the roll covering manufacturing machines on the plant
floor are at least 30 years old.
The company needs the OS to be well documented
or easy to learn as they try to cross train all manufacturing employees and learning time is
only minimally allocated. The budget of the company is strictly maintained as this
business functions under the lean manufacturing principle and being forced to purchase
additional software or upgrade frequently is not something this company wants to do. The
company is looking for a stable and proven operating system that has a positive track
record. Multi-language and multi-country support is critical to this business, as some
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countries have different technology requirements or specifications.
Security is a major factor for this company as it holds many patents and this is a
very competitive business with only 3 or 4 major players in the market. Selected
employees must be able to remotely dial into the company network to work without
jeopardizing the information located on the network. Data and information needs to be
easily transported between client computers and users. The company is currently trying to
develop a secure customer site, where customers can monitor the status of their order.
The customer will also be able to generate reports from data entered into a Microsoft
Access database. The selected operating system(s) must co-exist with existing Windows
based applications such as Pointman, Office, and other in house applications. Duke
(1974) then states that game design moves into the third phase which is to address the
game subject, participants, and the use determination (p. 85).
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The Actual Game
The game is written in the program language C, DirectX 9, and uses wxWidgets.
The game is based on several decision and game theory methods that provide
management of the company important information in the decision making process. The
game then follows a well-defined approach for testing six operating systems against up to
25 criteria that will serve as the primary rules of advancement.
The game consists of three levels that can be played individually or together with
other levels. Level one is the manual non-technical management level. This level is
where the 25 criteria are entered, weighted year values, points for criteria matching,
expected returns are calculated, and decision trees are used for graphical representation.
This level produces multiple reports and makes suggestions to management from a nontechnical view.
A: Windows
B: UNIX
C: Mac
D: FreeBSD
E: Linux
F: Ubuntu
Table 1: Player Representative Code
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Table 2: Events to Test on Players:
The payoff values were assigned based on the number of events each player could
do. The payoff numbers are assigned from the least desired to the optimal payoff. It
should be noted that the payoff values start at one (1) instead of zero (0) in order to keep
the number of events different from the payoff values, this will allow for easier
separation between the two values.

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.
XII.
XIII.
XIV.
XV.
XVI.
XVII.
XVIII.
XIX.
XX.
XXI.

Windows based
Windows compatible
32 bit application support
64 bit application support
Cost
Technical Support
Trust worthiness
Client capable
Server capable
User friendly
Security
Remote functionality
Resource sharing
Length in service
Proven track record
Applications included
Multi-platform
Multi-user
Bi-lingual Support
Customizable
Propriety hardware
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Number of Events Payoff Value
0
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
9
9
10
10
11
11
12
12
13
13
14
14
15
15
16
16
17
17
18
18
19
19
20
20
21
21
22
Table 3: Events versus Payoff Values

Player

Total Payoff

A

20

B

18

C

17

D

13

E

18

F

19

Table 4: Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) Results
The Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) used above is also known as Multiple
Criteria Decision Aid or Multiple Criteria Decision Management (MCDM). The game
also runs the players and events through using the Bayesian decision theory. There are
several different features that are being measured, so a feature vector x in Rd for d
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different features. There are 6 possible states of nature, where w1 ... w6 represents the
number of states of nature. Bayes' formula can be computed as: P(wj|x) = p(x|wj)P(wj)/
p(x), for j=1..6 and the p(x) can be calculated using the Bayes’ Law of Total Probabilities
so that p(x)=j=1∑6p(x/wj)P(wj).
Management also elected to have the game create a payoff table after they
assigned values as to the number of years it would take to recap the investment if each of
the possible operating systems were a strong or weak contender. Management weighted
items like additional hardware and software purchases, additional end user and technical
training, and strength of customer support.
Operating System Strong (S) Weak (W)
A
3
5
B
5
7
C
6
7
D
4
6
E
3
4
F
3
5
Table 5: Resulting Investment Payoff Table
Management’s best estimates of the probabilities of a strong or weak decision are
0.55 and 0.45 respectively. To determine the best operating system the game also
computes the expected return on investment for each operating system.
ERA=3(0.55)+5(0.45)=3.9
ERB=5(0.55)+7(0.45)=5.9
ERC=6(0.55)+7(0.45)=6.45
ERD=4(0.55)+6(0.45)=6.15
ERE=3(0.55)+4(0.45)=3.45
ERF=3(0.55)+5(0.45)=3.9
This shows that the optimal decision is a tie between operating system A and
operating system B with an expected return of 3.9.
A decision tree is also generated using a square node to represent a decision point
each line leading from the square represents a possible decision. A circular node
represents situations where the outcome is uncertainty and each line leading from a circle
node indicates a possible income. The decision trees were created using an application
called Gambit. The decision tree came out with the same result and was used for
graphical representation only. A reduced decision tree showing the expected return on
investment was also available for viewing and was created by folding the terminal
branches and calculating the expected value for each terminal node.
The second level of the game is where the company’s Information Systems (IS) or
technical management would provide more specific by actually putting in price values for
site and/or seat license fees, hardware and software purchases required, length of time the
software company has been in business, the length of support on older versions, technical
knowledge currently existing in the company’s IS department, and other technical
factors. There is room for up to 25 technical values to be entered for each operating
system to be compared against. The game is set into play after all the technical
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specifications are entered. The play at level 2 involves each operating system’s graphical
characters take turns stating their answers to the technical values entered into the game.
Each player has one additional chance after all players have answered on each criteria to
gain additional points. This additional feature deals with the players learning via access to
the scores of other players. Players can pull information from other details box where IS
management may have entered additional information on the player. After all 25
technical values have been revealed and players have been assigned points, the game will
eliminate the lowest two players.
The next round starts and IS management must enter another set of technical
values in which to compare the players. This process continues until there is a winner.
Each round will eliminate only one player at a time except for the first round of level two
play which eliminates two players to quickly reduce the number of active players. The
final outcome is the best player from a technical point of view. In playing this game the
company in question had a result of Player F being the best choice for a company
operating system, with Player B only 3 points behind.
The third level of play combines level one and level two and is the most detailed
level. Level two cannot be played until level one has completed. The results from level
one are not displayed until level two play has completed. Level three play combines nontechnical with technical points of view to give the company the optimal player or players
in case of a tie. The result of playing the game at level three for this company was a finish
with in five point difference between the final players.

Conclusion
Based on the game as it currently is in the raw form the company would be almost
equally well off to go with either operating system A or operating system F which is
Windows and Ubuntu.
Management then can take this information and explore just these two operating
systems instead of spending a lot of time looking at each one of the operating systems.
The IS team is skilled with Windows, so management has selected to download Ubuntu
on to a couple of computers and evaluate the ease of use.
One problem with this game is that the result may be different as different
management employee’s play. Even though the game takes into account the nontechnical and technical aspects there is still room for bias and error based on employee
playing the game. To handle this problem in the initial test of the game, the company
selected two key management staff to participate in the experiment. However, it was
discovered that the technical management selected was very biased toward Player F and
defined technical criteria to elevate that Player during play. This is a failure of the game
as there are no controls built into the game, but it does represent the real life way business
decisions are made.
One hope was that the game would somehow reduce or eliminate the bias that
management may bring to the decision process. In this respect the game failed. This
research did show that using decision theory and game theory to make business decisions
is a valid replication of real life choices by management. In this respect the game
succeeded. As one of the company’s management staff involved in this project stated that
at least using a game the decision process was a little more relaxing.
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Future Research
It is recommended that the game be modified to take into account the bias factor
and to try and use the prisoner’s dilemma, the Winner’s curse, and the Wallet Game. It
might also be better to code the game in another language like Java or VB.net.
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REVERSING THE BRAIN DRAIN: A
PRACTICAL APPROACH TO THE CAPTURE
AND RETENTION OF TACIT KNOWLEDGE
WITHIN THE FIRM
LT. Mark O. Thomas, USNR

Abstract
The subject of this paper is knowledge management as it pertains to the firm’s
efforts to effectively capture and retain the tacit intellectual capital vested in its
knowledge workers. This paper will present methods and techniques for improving the
firm’s competitiveness through the implementation of a pedagogic methodology that will
greatly improve the firm’s ability to effectively capture and retain critical tacit knowledge
resources in an increasingly competitive labor market. In this paper, the following themes
will be discussed:
1. Causes and effects of critical knowledge loss within the firm.
2. Current thinking in the realm of corporate knowledge management.
3. Theoretical basis for current methods in technical education.
An alternate pedagogy for facilitating enhanced meaningful learning in technical
environments applicable to the task of improving the firm’s ability to effectively capture
and retain its critical tacit knowledge resources.

Keywords
Concept Map, Technical Education, Knowledge Management, Grounded Theory

Introduction
Strategies for management and retention of critical institutional knowledge are
vital to the survival of the firm in markets that are becoming increasingly competitive at
the national and international level. High on the list of threats to the firm’s ability to
maintain positive control of its institutional knowledge is retirements and employee
turnover. While high rates of turnover are a problem under any circumstance, employee
turnover does not present as much of an immediate threat to the firm as would be the case
for a sudden and dramatic mass retirement of employees in possession of critical
institutional knowledge key to the firm’s economic competitiveness. Baby boomers, who
comprise “more than 25 percent of the U.S. population” (Krishnan, 2006, p. 36) and a
disproportionate number of key positions associated with vital organizational knowledge,
are fast approaching retirement. In some industries, nearly half the key technical and
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managerial talent within the organization can be classified as potential, near-term retirees.
Nowhere is this situation more critical than in the many agencies of the U.S. federal
government. Years of attrition, reduction-in-forces (RIFs), and hiring freezes has
produced a rapidly aging workforce of skilled employees who may not have been able to
adequately train their eventual replacements. Many non-government organizations have
made similar mistakes, and have yielded similar results. In order to survive the
impending exodus of critical skills, talent, and knowledge, firms must “begin thinking
‘outside-of-the-box’” (Krishnan, 2006, p. 36) by adopting knowledge management
strategies that are more efficient at capturing and redistributing this critical knowledge
within the firm. According to Hoffman, Coffey, Ford, and Novak (2006), many firms are
not even aware of the fact that knowledge vested in their employees is an important
corporate asset.

Contemporary Issues In Corporate Knowledge Management
Part of the problem with managing the exodus of vital corporate knowledge stems
from the fact that many firms have not fully identified all of their critical knowledge
assets. According to Holsapple and Joshi (2002), the firm’s knowledge assets “are
complex and multifaceted, ranging from tacit components to knowledge that is explicitly
represented” (Holsapple & Joshi, 2002, p. 47). Under the contemporary knowledge
management paradigm, explicit knowledge is defined as knowledge that exists in a
tangible form such as print, audio/visual recording, computerized database, etc. In
contrast, tacit knowledge is defined as that knowledge that exists as the intangible
experiences or mental notes of a given person. Both tacit and explicit knowledge can
exist as a form of descriptive, procedural, or reasoning knowledge (Holsapple & Joshi,
2002). Accordingly, Holsapple and Joshi state further that “this portfolio of skills and
how they are deployed in manipulating available knowledge resources go a long way
toward determining the nature of an organization’s innovations and outputs, and hence its
competitiveness in a dynamic environment” (Holsapple & Joshi, 2002, p. 47). Alavi and
Leidner (2001) add to this discussion, of the criticality of the firm’s portfolio of skills to
the firm’s competitiveness, the notion that “knowledge-based resources are usually
difficult to imitate and socially complex” (Alavi & Leidner, 2001, p. 108). In short, a
successful firm with a competitive advantage (no matter how slight) must work tirelessly
to ensure that the knowledge that led to the advent of the advantage not leave the
company lest the company loose the advantage. Businesses that are astute enough to
recognize this fact, tend to view employee know how as an asset that “may produce longterm sustainable competitive advantage” (Alavi & Leidner, 2001, p. 108). Yet, this view
masks the real underlying truth of employee knowledge, and is itself partly responsible
for the failure of many contemporary knowledge management initiatives. Alavi and
Leidner suggest that it is not the knowledge itself that provides the competitive
advantage, but rather the “firm’s ability to effectively apply the existing knowledge to
create new knowledge and to take action that forms the basis for achieving competitive
advantage from knowledge-assets” (Alavi & Leidner, 2001, p. 108). This higher order
capability is what firms loose when key, long-term employees retire, and is representative
of the skills that are largely irreplaceable when lost.
The traditional problem with knowledge management initiatives is that they
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wrongly focus too heavily on the technical aspects of knowledge retention (i.e., generate
a report, store a report, make reports available for others to utilize, etc.). Not enough
attention is paid to the art and science of the knowledge itself, as defined by the resident
expert—the knowledge owner. Many experienced workers have vast stores of knowledge
that do not translate well to report form. Even worse, many of these workers either lack
the skill or lack the patience to actually write a report detailed enough to allow a lesser
skilled employee to develop a competent understanding of the tacit knowledge at issue.
The traditional method for sharing tacit knowledge in years past has always been through
an apprenticeship of some sort. However, the disadvantage of apprenticing is that the
apprentice usually must serve in this capacity for years in order to master the requisite
tacit knowledge of the teacher. In the modern economy, there is generally not enough
time or money allowed for students to serve as apprentices of the experienced workers,
necessitating a more efficient means of transferring tacit knowledge from the proverbial
“master” to his student.

Contemporary Issues In Technical Education
With the looming specter of future mass retirements of critical employees existing
as an indelible feature of today’s reality, developing adequate coping strategies is
becoming ever more important for at-risk firms with each passing day. In technical fields,
however, the development of coping strategies is complicated by the fact that not
everyone can be trained to perform the tasks currently being performed by the retiring
experts (regardless of the level of prior education that new employees bring to the table
prior to on-the-job training). Part of the problem originates in the assumption that all
knowledge is both definable and absolute. To be considered definable, the knower has to
be able to make the knowledge explicit. Sounds easy enough, right? Well, defining
knowledge acquired through direct experience, perception, and individual cognition is
extremely difficult to convey using words (hence the advent of the phrase, “a picture is
worth a thousand words”).
Contemporary technical education relies heavily upon cognitivist theory for its
pedagogic foundation. According to cognitivist theory, all knowledge is absolute and
definable, which allows this knowledge to be transferable between two parties engaged in
some form of communication. The definability property of cognitivist knowledge imparts
the ability of two communicating parties to establish a common word or set of words to
describe something, and that terms in use will always invoke understanding of the thing
“by definition.” Absolutism implies that the definition of the something will not change
regardless of whether or not there is variability in the language used to describe it. For
example, a stone is a stone, regardless of whether or not someone refers to it as gravel,
rock, or a pebble. While there may be additional contextual information conveyed by the
use of the many colloquial names for a stone (such as its relative size, purpose, or
composition), it is highly unlikely that a rational person would be confused by hearing a
rock or pebble referred to as a stone. The foregoing example implies that cognitivist
theory has the additional requirement that a fully descriptive and complete lexicon
associated with the defined cognitivist knowledge exist, and that this lexicon be common
to both parties prior to their attempt to convey knowledge. Without such a lexicon,
communication between the two parties with respect to the subject knowledge would be
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largely impossible. Consider the situation in which a person is asked to describe how he
feels upon seeing a blooming flower. The concepts of self, flower, and feeling are
absolute and definable, and thus, are easily accommodated by the lexicon of everyday
speech. In contrast, the language associated with the descriptive nature of one’s feelings
as they relate to that individual’s response to such a singular and personal event is neither
absolute (one person’s reaction will not necessarily be the same as another’s), nor
definable (person A’s definition of feeling may be different from person B’s definition of
the same feeling). Thus, pedagogy based on cognitivist theory would fail to provide an
avenue for sharing tacit knowledge based (in this example) on the descriptive nature of
one’s feelings.
This limitation on the efficacy of cognitivist theory has significant implications
for the development and successful implementation of knowledge management
initiatives. Existing knowledge management initiatives rely heavily on the ability of the
knower and the learner being able to communicate effectively using the lexicon of the
knowledge domain. However, it is often the case that learners will use the lexicon
associated with the knowledge domain properly, yet lack significant understanding of the
knowledge domain to be able to perform tasks necessary to demonstrate a mastery of the
subject knowledge. According to Case and Marshall (2004), this is an example of the
surface approach to learning. The surface approach describes a learning strategy
characterized by learners whose sole purpose is to perform memorization of knowledge
for later recall. The learner makes
no attempt to relate new knowledge
to prior knowledge. This approach
INTENTION
Learn for Test
Learn to
stands in contrast to the conceptual
Preparation
Comprehend
deep approach (Case & Marshall,
STRATEGY
2004) in which the learner’s
strategy consists mainly of
Surfa c e
Memorize
developing a conceptual
A p pro a c h
understanding of the new
Pro c e d ural
knowledge such that this new
Pro c e d ural
Solve Problems
Surfa c e
Dee p A p pro a c h
knowledge can be related to prior
Ap pro a c h
knowledge in order to generate
C onc e p tual
Conceptualize
more new knowledge. Figure 1
Dee p A p pro a c h
illustrates the learning strategy
continuum as it relates to the
Figure 1. Student learning strategies (adapted
surface and conceptual deep
from Case & Marshall, 2004, p. 613)
approaches to learning. Case and
Marshall seem to suggest that a strong relationship exists between the chosen learning
strategy exhibited by learners and the chosen pedagogic approach used by the teacher,
and that the learner’s choice of strategy will manifest as a response to learning style
required by the teacher. According to Case and Marshall (2004), different academic
disciplines will require different learning strategies.
In engineering disciplines, for example, educators typically presume that the
subject knowledge of their knowledge domain is tangible and absolute. This presumption
extends naturally from the fact that they were at one point taught this belief by their own
instructors, who were in turn taught this by their instructors (and so on and so on). Even
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if an individual instructor were to raise a question about the tangibility and absoluteness
of the domain knowledge, others could easily counter by making the argument that
textbooks could not exist if the domain knowledge were not tangible and, by inference,
absolute and definable. Thus, a common lexicon exists such that people educated in this
domain of knowledge can communicate with a common understanding of the symbolic
representation of the knowledge in accordance with cognitivist theory (knowledge, once
defined, can be shared). Thus, there is no reason for an educator to assume that
meaningful learning (procedural deep or conceptual deep learning strategy) will not occur
with contemporary pedagogic methods for knowledge sharing. However, there are some
serious flaws with this reasoning. First, the shared lexicon is taught in a manner that
encourages rote memorization. Students are presented with words, symbols, components,
tools, etc., and are required to memorize their purpose, proper use, and other such
relevant information (Marshall’s surface approach). Secondly, the educator presumes that
through this process, the learner will develop the requisite knowledge and skill necessary
to adequately perform secondary tasks such as analyzing or solving contextual problems,
as well as designing solutions to the problem using the components and tools with which
they have become familiar. This presumption is, however, fallacious. Current pedagogic
methods fail because of an over-reliance on cognitivist theory, as well as a presumption
that students will choose the most appropriate learning strategy for acquiring the requisite
knowledge at issue.
As addressed previously, contemporary pedagogic approaches to technical
education do not adequately address the facilitation of meaningful learning (procedural
deep or conceptual deep learning strategy), due to the failure of its cognitivist approach to
ensure that a shared lexicon is both defined and existent prior to the initiation of
knowledge sharing. Meaningful learning is described by Novak (1998) as a learning
process in which an individual relates his existing knowledge to knowledge that has
recently been acquired. What makes learning meaningful is the fact that the learning
individual is not simply relying on rote memorization to acquire knowledge. Instead, the
learner is making an effort to contextualize the new information, and to attempt to draw
relationships between this new information and any existing related knowledge that he
may possess (see Figure 1). For learning to be meaningful, the following requirements
must be met (Novak 1998). First, all involved knowledge (newly acquired, as well as
extent knowledge) must be relevant. This should come as no surprise, since irrelevant
knowledge tends to be avoided by learners anyway. Next, the individual must make a
conscious and deliberate effort to relate the new knowledge to existing knowledge, which
meets the relevance criteria. Without meaningful learning, it would be difficult for an
individual to make explicit knowledge (e.g., textbooks, journals, lecture material) useful,
since such an act would first require that the individual be capable of relating the explicit
knowledge to their own tacit knowledge (i.e., personal experience, etc.) in order to
synthesize new knowledge.
In order to better understand why this is the case, it is necessary to gain an
understanding of a competing explanatory learning theory: constructivism.
Constructivism is an explanatory learning theory that contrasts with cognitivism.
According to constructivist theory: (a) all knowledge is by definition intangible and
abstract, (b) knowledge exists merely as a fabrication of the individual knower’s mind,
(c) knowledge is unique to the individual who possesses it, and (d) that the fabrication of
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knowledge results from the learning process through which the individual originally
acquired the knowledge (Novak, 1998). The most significant difference between
constructivist and cognitivist ideology is constructivist theory’s inferential notion that
knowledge, once learned, cannot be transferred directly from one individual to another.

Concept Maps As A Teaching Instrument
The concept map, developed in the early1970s by Joseph D. Novak (Novak
1998), is a visual method for representing knowledge and for making sense of
knowledge. The concept map was first used by Novak in studies of elementary schoolaged children to identify their base level of knowledge and understanding of various
concepts, and to determine the effectiveness of various teaching methods on their
understanding of new knowledge concepts (Novak, 1998). However, the usefulness of a
concept map as a sense-making tool for capturing and conveying knowledge extends well
beyond this early application. Figure 2, for example, depicts a concept map that was used
by the author to teach basic foundational electrical engineering material to students at the
U.S. Naval Academy during the fall semester of 2006. In this example, the knowledge
contained in the requisite chapters of the course text was reduced to a single visual
diagram that emphasized conceptual relationships between individual knowledge objects,
as opposed to a strict conveyance of textual facts, numbers, and formulae. The method of
teaching consisted of displaying the concept map for the day’s unit, and then walking the
students through the relationships between individual knowledge objects, while being
sure to define individual units of knowledge in the context of other units of knowledge
with which it relates.
This independent teaching initiative consisted of an attempt to demonstrate that
the first third of an engineering course could be effectively taught exclusively using
concept maps. To encourage meaningful learning, students were required to read the next
day’s chapter assignment, and then produce a concept map for the given chapter that was
collected as a homework assignment on the day that the chapter was to be covered in
class. The author would then display his own concept map for the same chapter
assignment, and then explain the relevant concepts as normal, while allowing the students
to compare their own version of chapter knowledge to that of the author. In this manner,
students were forced to modify their learning strategies to produce a conceptually deep
understanding of the course material by:
1. Identifying relevant concepts in the chapter.
2. Consciously decomposing the relevant concept into their basic knowledge
modules and knowledge components.
3. Drawing connections between the relevant concepts of the chapter.
4. Defining the relevant concepts in terms of their basic knowledge components.
Initially, students tended to be awestruck by the level of detail contained in the
author’s concept maps, and reacted with bewilderment and skepticism to its introduction
in class. Typical comments referenced the fact that this method was radically different
from teaching methods currently taught in other courses. However, after being walked
through the concept map in class, students began to recognize that the differences
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between the author’s concept map and their own extended beyond level of detail. In time,
as the students became more comfortable with the process of creating and analyzing
concept maps, the quality and detail of their individual concept maps improved
substantially. Several students expressed that they not only found this approach to be
meritorious, but that it substantially improved their understanding of a subject that had a
reputation for being extremely difficult to learn (this course is taught to non-engineering
majors exclusively). A student, who often expressed the fact that she regularly performed
poorly in math and science classes, stated that she found the visual nature of the concept
map to be extremely enlightening. Another student with a similar problematic
relationship with math and science classes, lamented the fact that he felt that the class
seemed too easy, and that he was afraid that he was somehow missing something in class
because it was not as hard as he was expecting it to be. The author reiterated to these and
other students the logic of using concept maps to enhance meaningful learning by helping
them learn complex concepts through the establishment of relationships between
comparatively primitive concepts. One surprise came when a student asked if it would be
acceptable to read ahead in the textbook, and to begin putting together concept maps for
these chapters in advance of being given such an assignment.
Conducted independently and without prior knowledge of the Case/Marshall
study, the author’s teaching initiative produced results consistent with the observations
made by Case and Marshall. First, the author’s pedagogic approach to teaching
engineering material emphasized conceptualization over memorization, which, in time,
forced students to adapt by adopting either a procedural deep or conceptual deep learning
strategy. Secondly, it demonstrates that students will change their learning strategies over
time as they assess the perceived value of its effectiveness, and in order to “comply with
perceived procedural course requirements” (Case & Marshall, 2004, p. 613). Since the
basic purpose of the concept map is to represent knowledge concepts in visual form, it
provides a natural starting point for defining information that would otherwise remain
undefined. The power of the concept map lies in its ability to allow learners to visually
perceive relationships between disparate knowledge objects.
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Knowledge Management: A Grounded Theory Approach
According to Mellion and Tovin (2002), grounded theory is considered by some
researchers to be “the most comprehensive qualitative research methodology available”
(Mellion & Tovin, 2002, p. 109). A grounded theory approach intends to answer the
following three questions: “(1) What is the data a study of, (2) what category does this
line or incident (group of lines) indicate, and (3) what is actually happening in the data?”
(Duchscher & Morgan, 2004, p. 608). According to Glaser (one of the two co-founders of
this research methodology), these three questions are “the only questions necessary to
facilitate the advancement of the emerging theory” (Duchscher & Morgan, 2004, p. 608).
According to Charmaz (2002), all variants of grounded theory include the following six
analytical steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Simultaneous data collection and analysis
Pursuit of emergent themes through early data analysis
Discovery of basic social processes within the data
Inductive construction of abstract categories that explain and synthesize
these processes
5. Sampling to refine the categories through comparative processes
6. Integration of categories into a theoretical framework that specifies causes,
conditions, and consequences of the processes studied
These six analytical steps constitute the two basic phases of any grounded theory
study: data collection, and coding & analysis (Duchscher & Morgan, 2004). The data
collection phase is where open coding (initial coding) takes place. During the data
collection phase, the researcher approaches the data and the study with a “blank slate”
approach. The intent of this approach is to reduce the likelihood that any prejudices or
other preconceived notions will be allowed to influence the outcome of theory
development. During the coding and analysis phase, the researcher reduces the data from
a vast set of bulk collections down to a manageable array of individual codes. This data
reduction is a very important part of the methodology, because a failure to properly code
the data may lead to improper analysis of the coded data. The resultant theory emerges as
the result of exposure of the coded data to the constant comparative analysis that results
from the researcher constantly asking the aforementioned three questions, while
reviewing the data and determining which new data must be collected and coded.
Knowledge Management Initiative
The knowledge management initiative advocated by the author consists of using concept
maps to (a) capture individual knowledge objects (i.e., reports, documentation, customer
testimonials, worker interviews, photographs, etc.), and to (b) illustrate the relationships
between these knowledge objects. The grounded theory methodology is used to develop a
comprehensive explanatory theory that is grounded in the knowledge objects collected
during research of the object of study. When utilized in this manner, grounded theory
methodology will exhibit characteristics of an ethnographic, phenomenological, and/or
case study research approach.
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Knowledge Management Process
In pursuit of answers to the three basic questions of grounded theory, the
knowledge manager would begin the inquiry with a “blank-slate” phase 1 data collection.
Since experienced employees and employees nearing retirement generally have the most
critical knowledge in need of recovery, considerable attention should be paid to gaining
access to these individuals. In many corporate knowledge management programs,
employees with critical knowledge are asked to produce written documentation intended
to capture their knowledge. Unfortunately for these firms, most employees are loath to
produce documentation of any kind. In many cases, employees will give such a project an
extremely low level of priority and attention, or will attempt to blow it off all together. In
some cases, an employee is capable of producing valuable services for the company or
producing written knowledge objects, but not both. One possible solution to this
conundrum is to conduct open-ended interviews of these and other employees during
phase 1. The audio or video interviews would be grouped and coded during phase 2, and
then placed in their proper context on the concept map, along with other phase 1 data.
After some brief introductory training on the concept map theory and practice,
employees would be allowed to review and analyze the resulting concept map. The
employees would be free to make any additions and changes to the contents of the
concept map, provided changes are within the spirit of the scope of the three basic
questions. The knowledge manager would be responsible for performing constant
comparative analysis of the concept map data. Once the data has achieved a sufficient
level of completeness, the resulting theory that emerges at this stage would take the form
of a detailed explanatory summary of the knowledge area under study. This detailed
summary would not only provide an excellent explanation of the firm’s knowledge on the
given subject, but also a good starting point for new employees who must be trained in
the knowledge domain associated with this knowledge repository. The concept map itself
would then provide a good resource for allowing new employees to identify specific
details provided by the authoring subject matter expert in the form of the original report,
documentation, customer testimonials, worker interviews, photographs, etc.

Conclusion
In this paper, knowledge management initiatives that pertain to a firm’s efforts to
effectively capture and retain tacit intellectual capital vested in its knowledge workers is
discussed. Under the contemporary knowledge management paradigm, explicit
knowledge is defined as knowledge that exists in a tangible form such as print,
audio/visual recording, computerized database, etc. In contrast, tacit knowledge is
defined as that knowledge that exists as intangible experiences or mental notes of a given
person. This paper presents both a technique (concept map) and a method (grounded
theory) for the implementation of a knowledge management initiative that will improve
the process of capturing both tacit and explicit knowledge.
The concept map (as a knowledge capture and sharing tool) has proven itself to be
very effective at facilitating meaningful learning in the author’s classroom. Based on this
“real-world” experience, the author firmly believes that the concept map can be
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extrapolated to perform a similar knowledge sharing function in the corporate
environment. In that environment, its use should greatly improve the firm’s ability to
effectively capture, retain, and distribute critical tacit knowledge resources within the
firm.
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RELATIONSHIP MARKETING TO INDIAN
CONSUMERS THROUGH STRATEGIC
SUPPLY CHAIN
Arpita Khare, Indian Institute of information Technology, Allahabad

Abstract
The basic thought behind any strategy is to be able to implement it successfully.
In the Indian context there are vast opportunities for the consumer goods industry that can
provide profits to the companies. With a middle class that has finally decided to explore
global products and services, aspiring for not only quality but value; strategies of the
companies will have to be redesigned to make the customer the major beneficiary in the
transaction process.
The paper is a result of exploratory research about transforming traditional
channels of distribution into cost efficient supply chains that develop long term
relationships with customers. The paper explores the current channels of distribution
prevailing in Class B cities (in terms of economic standard of living and Government of
India recommendations of the Pay Commission) in India and takes into account the
initiatives undertaken by Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) majors like P&G, HLL
and Dabur to build closer relationships with customers through efficient supply chains.
The paper is exploratory and descriptive in nature, wherein much of the information
about the existing supply chains has been extracted from interviews with the retailers and
wholesalers stocking the products of FMCG majors. The concerns raised here are
whether SCM and CRM can help FMCG companies improve their marketing efforts in
Class C cities and make their supply chains more effective.

Keywords
Strategic supply chain, customer relationship management, relationship marketing, value
chains, customer lifetime value
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Introduction
Marketing has always been an enthralling and challenging subject. With
technology establishing newer roles and providing new dimensions to marketing strategy,
it has become imperative to establish parameters and standards whereby desired profit
levels can be achieved. Marketing strategy in totality is supposed to cater to the needs of
the customers and to improve the organization’s financial position. With competition on
the increase, companies are constantly being pressured to keep innovating and exploring
techniques that enable them to remain competitive.
“Companies pursue cooperative relationships to capture lifetime customer share
rather than mass market share through systematic development and management of
cooperative and collaborative partnerships” (Gruen, 1997). In designing strategies to
better cater to the needs of the customer, companies are realizing the importance of
strategic supply chains or value chains; that would be able to better serve customer needs.
“Power in broad spectrum of supply chains has shifted downstream toward the customer
or end user” (LaLonde, 1997). “Manufacturers and their intermediaries must be nimble
and quick or face the prospect of losing market share and, thus relationships and
predictable performance become very important in a supply chain” (LaLonde, 1997). As
companies fight for their turf in the marketplace over retaining their share, the customer
has become quality and value conscious. “Time- and quality-based competition focuses
on eliminating waste in the form of time, effort, defective units, and inventory in
manufacturing-distribution systems” (Larson & Lusch, 1990; Schonberger & El-Ansary,
1984; Schultz, 1985).
In India, a country which has diversity inculcated in its very nature of business, it
is a challenge for FMCG companies to standardize their operations and incorporate
technology into their operations, but change is necessary. It is argued that channels of
distribution must reflect a firm’s CRM and SCM approach in order to build customer
relationships within an improved channel structure.
The paper is divided into the following sections:
•

•

•

•

Traditional Supply Chains/Distribution Channels: A description of the traditional
distribution system. The traditional distribution networks followed in cities
despite a drastic insurgence of retailing taking into consideration the companies
like Dabur, HLL and P & G.
The CRM Phenomena in Segmentation decisions: Companies are focusing more
and more on building relationships with the customers and using CRM to define
consumer needs.
Need for a Strategic Supply Chain: In India there exist distribution channels that
are unorganized, so for strategic management of the channels companies are
initiating effective SCM policies in Class B cities.
Building Customer Relationships through Supply Chains: The distribution
channels can be used as tools to identify and cater to the needs of the customer in
an efficient manner.
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Traditional Supply Chains/ Distribution Channels
“Marketing channels are sets of independent organizations involved in the process
of making a product or service available for use or consumption” (Stern & El-Ansary,
1996). The role of intermediaries is to enable companies achieve superior efficiency in
making goods available and accessible to the relevant customer segments. “Through their
contacts, experience, specialization, and scale of operations, intermediaries usually offer
the firm more than it can achieve on its own” (Kotler, 2004). “Intermediaries smooth the
flow of goods and services…..This procedure is necessary in order to bridge the
discrepancy between the assortment of goods and services generated by the producer and
the assortment demanded by the consumer. This discrepancy results from the fact that
manufacturers typically produce a large quantity of a limited variety of goods, whereas
consumers usually desire a limited variety of goods” (Stern & El-Ansary, 1996).
With changing marketing dynamics marketers are increasingly being pressurized
to take ‘value network view of businesses’. “Instead of limiting their focus to their
immediate suppliers, distributors, and customers, they are examining the whole supply
chain that links raw materials, components, and manufactured goods and shows how they
move towards the final consumer” (Kotler & Keller, 2006). It is of strategic importance
for companies that are successful to manage their “value chains” effectively in order to
establish a better long term relationship with their customers.
The important function of marketing channels is not only their ability to serve; but
they should also be able to create markets, and, as a result, the choice of appropriate
channel becomes a long term strategic marketing decision. The company’s pricing
depends on its selection of the channels of distribution to reach its customers. The firm’s
sales force and advertising/promotion decisions have to be designed on how much
training and motivation dealers need to sell the product. Channel decisions have to
involve a long term relationship and commitment with other firms who are company’s
partners in the value chain.
Channels of Distribution in India
The Indian Landscape: In India, companies are using hybrid channels depending upon
the different customer groups and regional diversities in which they might be operating.
In the Indian context, most manufacturers have been using a three-tier selling and
distribution structure that has evolved over the years: distributor, wholesaler and retailer.
“As general examples, a company operating on all India bases could have between 4002,300 distributors. The retailers served directly by a company’s distributors may similarly
be between 250,000- 750,000. Depending on how a company chooses to manage and
supervise these relationships, its sales staff could vary between 75 to 500 in number.
Typical gross percentage margins for a distributor, wholesaler and retailer, are 4-5, 3-4,
and 10-15 respectively. Wholesaling is profitable by maintaining low costs and high
turnover. Many wholesalers operate out of wholesale markets. India has approximately 4
million retailers, mostly family- owned or family run businesses. In urban areas, the more
enterprising retailers provide credit and home-delivery” (State Government, 2001).
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The Changing Business Model: In recent years, there has been a growing interest by
companies in improve their distribution and logistics so that they become better equipped
to deal with competition. Marketers are increasingly outsourcing some key functions in
the distribution and logistics areas to specialized logistics companies that would make
them more efficient in reaching the customers. Generally fast moving consumer goods
(FMCG) and pharmaceutical companies have been using Clearing and Forwarding agents
in their distribution channels and each C & F agent services stockists in an area, typically
a state. As the duty structures vary among states for the same product, it has created
disparate pricing. As the cost of establishing warehouses is high more and more
companies are becoming dependent on C & F agents. In the recent years there have been
innovative trends brought to the markets where companies are utilizing distribution
channels for selling products with complementary characteristics. Even though in India,
there are no major national store chains, departmental stores and supermarkets are
becoming a norm in most of the cities in India. Most cities have well-established market
districts and retail sales outlets locally owned. Outside the major metropolitan cities,
India is an intricate network of villages which distinctly vary in their need for products.
There have been several reasons affecting the models of distribution channels
being used. One can said to be the innovation in packaging technology adopted by
companies in India for marketing perishable and processed food items. There has been a
rapid expansion in distribution channels in India in the past few years. The total number
of retail distribution outlets in the country is now about 4 million. A firm generally takes
its products to the user through a variety of channels; it may use different types of
marketing intermediaries and can structure its channel into a single tier or a three tier
approach. After deciding the design of the distribution channel to be followed, the
number of tiers to be used, the total number of members required in each tier and
locations for the same, suitable dealers are selected and appointed.
Methodology: As exemplars of the existing distribution networks in India, an
exploratory study of HLL and Dabur, two large FMCGs, was conducted. The selection
of these two companies was based on representative Indian companies keeping in mind
that HLL has its strength in its unparalleled distribution network; and Dabur was selected
as it is one of the Indian companies which has used information technology to integrate
its disparate systems. The focus of the study was to identify the strengths of using
information technology to make supply chain and customer relationships more effective.
The companies have realized the strategic importance of information in developing long
lasting and profitable relationship with the distributors and customers.
A sample of 230 retailers and 50 distributors was selected in the small towns of
Eastern Uttar Pradesh (a Northern state of the country); and conclusion presented here
were drawn based on responses to a questionnaire about the IT usage in ordering process.
This was done to find out the relevance of IT-enabled supply chain as existing in the
Class B category cities which do not have the relevant IT support infrastructure. Despite
all talks about integrating information technology the actual penetration and usage of IT
in relationship management or marketing still remains negligible.
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Data were collected through questionnaires and personal interviews with the
dealers and retailers. The sections that follow on HLL and Dabur have been written based
on corporate reports (Dabur, HLL), press releases(Economic Times), press
reports(Express Computer India) and personal interviews conducted in the field.
The HLL Story
A country as diverse and huge as India has multi-layered distribution channels
operating for different classes and groups of consumers. While looking at the usage of IT
in the distribution channels, it was important to first of all look at the actual distribution
structure employed by companies. The information in this section has been collected
primarily through secondary sources like magazines, and newspapers. India’s largest
consumer goods company has a large distribution network comprising of 7,000 redistribution stockists and 40 C & F agents. “HLL’s distribution network is recognized as
one of its key strengths- that which helps reach out to its products across the length and
breadth of this vast country. The need for a strong distribution network is imperative;
since HLL’s corporate purpose is ‘to meet the everyday needs of people everywhere’.”
(Hll.com and Botree Case Studies). Apart from the ongoing commitment to the
traditional grocery trade, HLL is involved in building special relationships with the small
villages. It aims to reach a hundred thousand small villages, touching the lives of over
100 million rural Indians. It also aims to provide training to underprivileged women from
small villages. HLL has a substantial presence in over 1500 towns thus covering 80 per
cent of the urban population. It has built a base of over 2.5 ten thousand consultants, the
key driver being the enterprise-opportunity (Lakshman, 2004). HLL’s scale enables it to
be the provider of superior customer service, improving their range availability while
reducing inventories (Hll.com). As the competition from smaller companies grew, HLL
realized that it had to defend its position by focusing on its competitive strengths.
HLL’s distribution system was developed for a retail environment that was mostly
made up of small grocers in the years 1960s and 1970s. The whole focus of this
distribution network was to maximize the reach to the markets at the lowest possible cost.
“Everything flowed from this; retail margins, credit terms, promotional schemes, point of
purchase materials, even pack size and design, for maximum impact in the small cluttered
store space where customer did not have direct contact with the products. The company
ended up with five parallel distribution networks for detergents, soaps, beverages, foods,
and ice cream. But the retail environment was changing. In many parts of the country
supermarket chains were coming up, but perhaps more significantly, the anticipation of
the chains was forcing the larger “mom and pop” stores to modernize, expand, give their
consumers walk-in and direct access to products and provide a wider range and better
ambience” (Doctor, 2002).
HLL has been increasing its thrust into rural markets but the difficulties and costs
of accessing villages are substantial. The company officials thought of changing the
distribution patterns composed of modern retail outlets at the top end of the market and
the rural markets being at the bottom end. There was an argument for collapsing the
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company’s distribution system looking at the cost efficiency prerogative. While at the
middle (mom and pop and convenience stores) it should be left alone. In the rural
markets, the two issues were accessibility and viability. “The company realized that
accomplishing the first through traditional distribution channels would mean costs that
would make the second impossible. Hence the decision was taken to combine channels
for smaller, developing markets and reducing product portfolio. These efforts to revamp
existing channels could be described as Direct To Trade (DTT) are just one part of HLL’s
distribution experiments. The other efforts made were in the area of Direct To Consumer
(DTC)” (Doctor, 2002). DTC was mostly a part of Project Millennium, the turn-of-thecentury introspection exercise undertaken by HLL (Subbu, 2004). As consumers’
awareness grew about products it was becoming increasingly difficult for HLL to keep
match with customer needs. Economic changes in the country also made consumers more
experimental in their tastes and women were becoming more empowered to play a major
role in purchase decisions. “This led HLL to experiment with several ventures, in broadly
four areas: Sangam, a hybrid retail venture; Shakti, an ambitious attempt to use the
principles of micro credit organizations for FMCG distribution; the HLL Network, a
direct sales system and several product-plus-service ventures” (Prahlad 2005).
“HLL has been constantly looking for new models of distribution. It has initiated
the program of self help groups. It has developed a commercially successful model by
targeting women belonging to the lower income strata who can form SHG (self help
groups). HLL’s project called Shakti enables women to take micro credit to buy the
company’s products and sell this to cover 50,000 villages, involving 13,000 women in
three years” (Bhattacharya, 2005 ). One endeavour of the FMCG sector to acquire new
consumers has been through introduction of smaller pack or the low unit price strategy.
In a country like India where prices play a big role in purchase decision, this strategy has
increased product penetration into the interiors of the country by encouraging trial
purchases.
The Dabur Story
Dabur has been changing its distribution network to cater to the needs of the
people. The focus ahs been to overhaul the traditional channels and make them effective
networks in catering to the bigger objective of relationship marketing. With over 300
diverse products in the FMCG, Healthcare and Ayurveda segments, Dabur has a huge
global network of suppliers and vendors, purchasing roughly 7,000 items. “In 2001
Dabur decided to tackle its extended supply chain of over 30 factories, six key
warehouses, and 52 stocking points distributing over 1,000 SKUs to 10,000 stockists
country wide” (E-business- Express Computer). The company needed a system to
accurately control distribution and sales forecasting to reduce inventory in the pipeline.
The Central Planning and Procurement Division (CPPD) is responsible for purchase
operations at Dabur, acting in coordination with Productions and marketing divisions.
Dabur is a very old FMCG company. Dabur's outbound logistics is very
extensive. There are 29 factories where different products are manufactured and delivered
to various parts of the country. The finished products are stored in six major warehouses.
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Dabur also has 47 C&F (Carrying & Forwarding) Agents. The scale of operations is such
that the company dispatches 100 truckloads of goods every day from the 29 factories.
These products reach to more than 750 large distributors all over the country through the
C&F agents (Network Magazine, 2003).
Dabur has created an in-house, easy-to-use Intranet based data-warehouse that
displays as-of-yesterday sales, stock, receivables, banking, and other MIS. This meets the
company’s daily needs. Over 5,000 ASP pages fulfill the major requirements enabling
efficient decision making. This successful implementation led to the company's supply
chain initiative. Information technology has been ostensibly used to bring the primary
distributors under the company’s fold. For this initiative fifty-five Ku Band TDMA
VSATs are used to link primary distributors. Factories and the zonal offices were linked
by using PAMA (Permanent Assigned Multiple Access) VSATs. The hardware is owned
by the primary CFA (Carry and Forward Agent) while the networking equipment is
owned by Dabur. In the secondary systems, company’s stockists wholly own the
hardware. The IT initiative began in April 2001 and took 16 months. In the first six
months a common business model for all divisions (family products, healthcare,
ayurvedic products, and pharmaceuticals) was created, and then testing and piloting was
done. The IT initiative has given the company a major advantage in having a tight control
over the promotional schemes, stockists’ credit limit control, automated banking of
cheques, and online cheque reconciliation. “These are basically extensions to the
MFG/PRO ERP system and not core customizations” (Network Magazine, 2003).
“Dabur's stockists supply to 1.5 million retailers. Seventy percent of the sales are
accounted for by the top 500 stockists. The incorporation of these top stockists into its
supply chain is a first for any FMCG company in India. The average sale of each
stockists and the current stock are the two parameters. A 'My Page' allows the to see the
'as-of-yesterday' details pertaining to the in-transit shipments, transporter details, backorders, account statement, cheque status, credit notes, and claim settlements” (Indiatimes
Infotech, 2004).
The company collects the details from stockists on a weekly basis. The
information thus generated from the primary distribution points is sent to the central
location when the CFA closes operations for the day. The data is computed at night so
that when managers come into office in the morning the information is ready for them for
taking decisions. This integrated system has enabled each Area Manager to plan for the
month's sales forecasts, look into the stockists’ performance, and also sales officers'
performance. This kind of IT integration in the supply chain gives not only greater
visibility but also leads to effective control and monitoring of the primary and secondary
channels of distribution. Inventories and production can be better organized and
controlled leading to cost benefits. Also text messaging interface used in the company
enables greater accessibility for checking stock status, credit limits and the sales data.
Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce & Industry (2003) survey found that
more players in the sector are moving towards their own manufacturing facilities rather
than out- sourcing it. Stressing that the sector is poised for further growth, the survey
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demanded pro-active government action helping the industry achieve lower cost,
improved quality and competitiveness. It also revealed that even as most of the MNCs
have started sourcing their products from India, Indian companies are going global and
are focusing on overseas markets like Bangladesh, Pakistan, Nepal, Middle East and CIS
countries.
“Making distribution networks competitive is not easy, but several FMCG
companies have started to use unconventional routes to distribute their products.
Companies are not only finding it tough to create an extensive distribution network along
conventional lines, a la HLL or Coca Cola India; they are also looking to place their
products where there is more visibility. Kolkata based Emami Ltd has joined with Posts
and Telegraph Department to place its products across 5,000 post offices. Emami will
also use “e-choupal” (an interactive marketplace outlet; literally the electronic village
meeting place) where a computer literate villager conducts trade on the net. Indian
Tobacco Company has been successful in eliminating middlemen by creating distribution
networks in the form of e-choupals where farmers use credit to buy FMCG goods”
(Bhattacharya, 2005). ITC whose traditional and primary focus had been tobacco has
expanded into new business initiatives like hotels, paper and food. The traditional system
had focused on the idea of “mandi”, the place where the farmers could bring their
produce to be auctioned and sold. ITC decided to build a system where the farmer could
check prices and decide at what prices they wanted to sell. The idea was to provide a
better bargaining deal to the farmers. These kinds of rural initiatives by companies are
designed to increase their reach into the fast growing rural markets. In India, rural
markets present FMCG companies with vast opportunities.
LaLonde and Powers (1993) suggest that the most profound and influential
changes that directly affect companies are information technology and communication.
Fast communication that links all members of a company decreased the need for multiple
layers of people who were once the information channel and control mechanism. The
decreased cost and ready availability of information resources allow easy linkages and
eliminate time delays in the network (LaLonde & Powers, 1993).
The critical decision area which companies are realizing is that there should be a
focused approach towards building sustainable relationships with the end-customers. The
importance lies in identifying the customer requirements and recreating and remodeling
business processes to be better equipped to handle customer needs. CRM can be highly
productive and efficient mechanism in developing a comprehensive understanding with
the customer. The initiatives taken up by the FMCG companies are to develop a direct
interface with the end customer. Expanding in the rural markets has made them address
more to the customers in rural India, and one strategy that promises to give them a greater
control over customers is involving customers in the distribution channels. Once the
customers are a part of the company’s supply chain, it is easy for the company to
understand the customer’s needs and accordingly create products which better suit his
needs.
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The CRM Phenomenon in Segmentation Decisions
The ultimate goal of marketing is to create profitable exchanges; market
orientation should mean establishing relationships with suppliers that will deliver these
exchanges. Knowledge of consumers is critical for developing successful relationship
marketing strategies. It is, after all, the consumers who constitute the market and so
understanding how and when consumers choose from among the plethora of products and
services on offer encompasses a wide variety of factors. For any company, understanding
the buying behavior is essential for developing consumer relationships. CRM views
products as processes. CRM is integrated sales, marketing, and service strategy that build
on coordinated action and helps establish collaborative relationship with the customers on
long term basis. Consequently, the customer does not receive value from the purchase
itself, but from each exchange between customer and provider. As products are integral
part of relationships, so more and more companies are focusing on relationship
development. CRM adds new dimensions to product differentiation. Product
differentiation is thus no longer simply about how to differentiate product features from
competing products or how to create price differentiation; but concerns making
relationship management a core competence. The entire process related to the customer
relationship should be examined to make it a competitive advantage. CRM indicates a
two dimensional shift: on the one hand a shift from transactional thinking to relationship
thinking, and on the other hand from product-based thinking to enhancing competitive
advantage.

CRM Efforts in the FMCG Sector
Marketing has been traditionally grounded in practices that focus on selling
products and services to customers according to their needs. However, today the
marketing perspective involves trying to manage “customers as investments” and
delivering quality products that give them maximum value. Especially, in the FMCG
sector in India which is far separated from the final consumers- the distribution channel
becomes the linking chain that ought to ideally bring the customer to the company. CRM
takes the approach that advocates building a business customer portfolio through
interaction, relationships, networks, and communities of local adherents, and through a
long-term, transaction-unspecific view. CRM draws from the age old concept of
relationship marketing, which emphasizes on establishing learning relationships with
each customer, giving greater attention to valuable customers (Tiwana, 2001).
With more and more companies trying to manage their operations, marketing
efforts and consequently relationships with the motive to manage customers and
distributors for a lifetime; the effort has become more focused towards involving the
customer and the distributors. Finding what the customer wants or how he is reacting
towards the company’s sales promotion efforts requires building relationship with the
distributors and dealers. There has been much emphasis on integrating the various levels
of the distribution or supply chain to increase the efficiency of decision making and also
developing greater accessibility in the value chain. As marketing efforts are becoming
increasingly governed towards understanding not what customer values today, but what
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he would value in the coming days and months- relationship management is emerged as a
potential tool to enable this.
In developing and managing relationships with the customers, companies are
trying to devise strategies that would bring them closer to the market. Once companies
are able to devise alternative channels, they will be less dependent on traditional
channels; and customer involvement will increase. Descriptions of specific CRM
initiatives by large FMCGs are elaborated below.
The FMCG sector has traditionally recognized the importance of dealer
relationship programs; end-consumer relationship programs have been ignored. “Nestle
India’s consumer-end CRM-driven initiatives include setting up `affinity groups' like the
Maggi Club, the Nestle Kitchen in partnership with rediff.com, and Cook-n-Serve
interactive cooking demos. While customer relationship has always been an integral part
of the Nestle philosophy, CRM as a concept is beginning to be spoken about much more
within the industry” (Bhushan, 2002). CRM initiatives alone cannot deliver in the short
term and could be expensive.
“Coca-Cola India says it trains consumer response coordinators (CRCs), who
in turn train their sales teams to understand and implement its global systems. In CocaCola India, the CRM system generates daily, weekly, monthly and annual reports that
keep the management aware of routine and evolving consumer concerns, with
management reviews undertaken routinely” (Bhushan, 2002).
Chennai-based FMCG Company, CavinKare Pvt Ltd, has evolved a unique
initiative where it meets members of consumer panels once a quarter for every brand in
its portfolio to take feedback of the user to test the report submitted by the sales force.
CavinKare has reaped benefits from extensive `specific interface programs, as it had
enabled the company to develop relationship with the consumer and also getting feedback
about the products. Under the ‘hairdresser program’, the marketing team meets up with
hairdressers and explains to them product features. The idea is to takes feedback from
hairdressers on consumer experience, which can be used for strengthening the product
offering.
“Pepsi India is putting together an online monitoring system for retailer-level
demand forecasting, especially for retailers who are key Pepsi accounts — in other
words, retailers who are bulk customers on a regular basis” (Bhushan, 2002).
The following six points indicate how CRM can help FMCGs:
1. Manage promotional campaigns: The success of corporate marketing programs
has become directly proportional to a company’s ability to capture and analyze
the right data. Information technology enables companies to store relevant
information about their consumers and plan the campaign targeting the right
consumers. Earlier the marketing managers decided upon the marketing
strategies, launched the advertising and promotion campaign and wait for market
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reaction action. IT enables them today, to extract information and use it to take
decision, the results of the advertising strategy and promotions can be measured
on the day-to-day basis.

2. Involve customers in decision making: With the distribution network becoming
closely attuned to customer needs, more and more companies are giving
preference to consumers’ likes and opinions. With Lakme salons, e-choupals,
Project Shakti; there is a growth of involving consumers as a part of distribution
network. This also enables companies to get feedback about the various new
product launches immediately.
3. New product launches and innovations: New product innovations and launches
are being tailored to customer needs. Having data available at all points of the
marketing process has enabled managers to plan new product launches according
to the customer requirements and lifestyle. This reduces the probability of error.
4. Behavior prediction: This enables companies to predict what customers are
likely to purchase in future. Integrating marketing with the supply chain and
distribution channels would help companies’ in not only reducing inventory but
also understanding what products consumers are going to purchase and when. IT
has made to possible to predict which kind of products consumer would purchase
in future, which products have the likelihood of being purchased with other
products. Accordingly it becomes easier to plan promotions and discounts at
stores to increase buying of the products.
5. Channel optimization: The goal of marketing automation is to be able to provide
appropriate message to potential customer at the right time. With the increase use
of Internet, many firms are appending “through the right channel” as customer
preferences are rapidly changing. Ultimately making the distribution channels
better equipped to meet the customer needs, would mean giving more value to the
consumer.
6. Customer retention: Understanding the consumers, predicting their behavior
would also enable companies in aligning their strategies to retain the customers. It
would help companies’ to understand why a particular consumer has decided to
change his/ her preference. After all, more consumers leave means greater loss to
the company in form of revenues.
Involving the customers in the marketing endeavors of the company has two fold
benefits for the companies. It not only enables companies plan more relevant promotional
campaigns for the consumers but also helps the marketing managers understand the
peculiarities of the consumer purchase behavior. In a country like India, where regional
differences are paramount and no global or national marketing effort can promise to give
FMCGs benefits; it is a good decision to use consumers in providing the information.
Involving customers in the relational marketing efforts brings them closer to the company
and getting important information becomes much easier. In many cities and villages there
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have been efforts by companies like ITC and HLL in involving consumer in the
distribution channel and thus moving closer to the consumer. Once the consumer
becomes an integral part of the supply chain, the relation building part would also
become easier and the benefit that accrues to the company can be seen on many aspects.
It would lead to cost effectiveness in supply chain or distribution strategy. The companies
that have been able to involve the rural customers in the distribution channels are the
ones who have been able to successfully penetrate in rural India. This can be understood
from the next section.

Need for a Strategic Supply Chain: Initiating Effective SCM Policies in
Class B Cities
“HLL’s scale enables it to provide superior customer service including daily
servicing, improving their range availability whilst reducing inventories. HLL is using
the opportunity of interfacing more directly with consumers in their retail environment
through specially designed communication and promotion. This helps in building traffic
in the retail stores also increasing profits” (Hll.com). Sangam Direct is a project that
provides different brands of FMCG products to the consumer after he has placed his
order on phone. Its project Shakti is designed to provide a framework, an intellectual
direction to the operators at the grass root level. Through its distribution system, HLL is
increasing its presence in rural India, which offers extensive opportunities for expansion
and growth. “The Project was started in 2001, and already covers more than 5000 villages
in 52 districts of Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, and Gujarat, and is
progressively being extended. The vision is to reach over 100,000 villages thereby
touching 100 million consumers. The Self Help Groups have chosen to adopt distribution
of HLL’s products as a business venture, armed with training from HLL and support
from government agencies and NGOs” (Hll.com and Prahlad, 2005). The “Shakti
Ammas” chosen for the project, are independent, but they have to follow rules to be a
part of the system. HLL remains the nodal firm and provides expertise and establishes the
operating standards. The training is provided by the company representatives and through
the Shakti Ammas the company is able to reach millions of people living in the villages
(Prahlad, 2005). Not only is the company able to extend its reach to the rural consumers,
but also it is able to establish and develop a relationship with the economically backward
people, who then become the interface for the company with others of their kind. Better
informed, educated, and financially successful, the entrepreneurs created by HLL are
equipped with right information about products. A typical Shakti entrepreneur is through
her income able to increase the total income of her family. This new distribution initiative
claims to create employment opportunities for the company with a nation-wide network
of 7,000 stockists and 6,000 sub-stockists. HLL aims to cover hundred thousand small
villages (The Hindu Business Line, 2004).
Apart from this HLL has come up with Project Sarswati Scholarships in 2004.
These scholarships are granted to financially deprived young women who have aptitude,
drive and ambition to become self sufficient. The scholarships would be given to
academically deserving candidates for pursuing post graduate studies. It has launched
Ayush Therapy Centre (ATC) to offer the consumers a holistic experience of ayurveda.
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The ATC is a collaborative arrangement between HLL and Arya Vaidya Pharmacy,
Coimbatore (Jagannathan, 2006). The centre provides advice and therapy to consumers
to keep healthy and relieve stress. This strategy is build a direct interaction with the
consumer and create awareness amongst about the ayurvedic products the company
launched to combat competition from Dabur and Himalayan Drugs company.
Hindustan Lever Network (HLN) is the company’s arm in Direct Selling channel,
one of the fastest growing in India today. It already has about 3.5 hundred thousand
consultants- all independent entrepreneurs, trained and guided by HLN’s expert
managers. HLN has already established a presence in over 1500 towns and cities of the
country, and is backed by 42 offices and 240 service centers across the country, thus
presenting a range of customized products in Home and Personal Care and Foods
categories.
In an endeavor to establish relationships with the end users, HLL extended its
Lakme brand to beauty salons thus broadening the range of specialized beauty treatments
offered to consumers. The company also plans to expand the number of Lakme salons in
India. HLL also entered into an alliance with the Taj group of hotels to set up unisex
Lakme salons at some of the Taj’s key properties in the country. HLL’s foray into
establishing Lakme Salons is to provide specialized beauty services and solutions under
the popular Lakme brand. This also entails strengthening its presence in distribution
network.
Dabur started online sourcing in December 2002 and has since then adopted both
FullSource and QuickSource solutions from Ariba. Its first sourcing project was to
procure saffron from Kashmir, not an ideal place for a technology-driven process.
Though there was not a great change in the prices, this was the first step in streamlining
the purchasing process. In 2003-04, Dabur procured Rs 210 million worth of raw
materials through e-sourcing; nearly half of its total raw materials spend. This brought in
greater transparency and substantial savings, and the effort was recognized by the Indian
Institute of Materials Management, which awarded the Chief Procurement Officer Award
for 2003 to Dabur's VP-Supply Management. In 2004-05, Dabur implemented Ariba's
Spend Visibility solution as it used e-sourcing to procure items like herbs, honey, spices
and packaging. Other than bringing transparency, e-sourcing even aggregated a scattered
and fragmented market like herbs into a competitive and manageable sphere (Network
Magazine, 2003).
Dabur India Limited has signed with Accenture to outsource its information
technology infrastructure and application based management function. Under the 10-year
agreement, the company would manage Dabur's IT functions, including applications
management, and provide consulting assistance. Accenture would be also responsible for
designing, and building the IT architecture for the supply chain and secondary sales
functions.
Dabur's network has a star topology with six DAMA (Demand Assigned Multiple
Access) links from HECL (Hughes Escorts Communications Limited). There are around
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40-50 TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) VSATs (Very Small Aperture
Terminals), which are used for connecting the distribution network. Then there's VPN
(Virtual Private Network) connectivity between Dabur's offices in Delhi and Mumbai,
and the corporate office. This link will soon be extended to other locations, too. There are
some RF (Radio Frequency) links for connecting the local offices within the city. The
network runs on multiple media, the choice depending on the location and the feasibility.
The company uses IDSN connectivity as a backup for its primary connectivity.
Surprisingly, contrary to the current trend, Dabur doesn't have too many leased lines to
support its datacom network (Indiatimes Infotech, 2004).
There are IT systems, which maintain details on inventories in each location
where the finished goods are dispatched. The outbound billing is also done on these
systems. The distribution forecast planning is made on the same system to figure out the
difference between the need and the actual inventory status. This helps decide how to
stock up the different warehouses so that the outbound logistics can be supported. Dabur
works on two ERP systems. For the outbound logistics it runs QAD ERP suite known as
MFG/PRO. For manufacturing locations, there's BaaN. BaaN requires a central server.
To fit so many locations many of them situated in small and remote areas into a central
processing system, Dabur needed a VSAT (Very Small Aperture Terminal) network. As
with most companies, sales at Dabur peak towards the last 4-5 days of the month. If the
company were to depend on this kind of a central server architecture, which would be
connected through VSATs, the network would be enormously overburdened during every
month-end. However, the company never wanted to make the network a critical
component in the automation of outbound logistics (Network Magazine, 2003).
In order to enhance the customer delivery process, IT is being integrated into some
marketing programs, for example, information technology is being adopted to make
decision making faster and more efficient. The FMCG sector was the early adopter of
ERP packages. The subsequent benefits that ERP provided was cost savings but it also
led to a foundation for a strong and stable base for the IT initiatives to be pursued. As
well, ERP has helped in bringing a sense of discipline in the various business workflows,
establishing a level of efficiency in the transactions. This kind of standardization access
has made information availability easier and it has improved the transparency across
various processes.
•

Supply Chain Integration- the FMCG sector is growing fast and considerable
importance is being given to the distribution network to improve the customer
delivery process. FMCG companies are extending the domain of their IT
initiatives to encompass their suppliers and the distributors in the business model.
Extending the reach with the distributor enables the company to have greater
interaction with him and creating a long-lasting relationship with the company. In
essence this would lead to a establishment of a “pull system” translating into
inventory efficiencies right from the distributor stock point to the Carrier and
Forwarding Agents (CFAs) and finally to the manufacturing location. Efficiencies
in inventory levels would generate better ROI for the distributor thereby
strengthening his relationship with the organization. The organization would have
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access to information of secondary sales (from the distributor to the retailer)
translating into higher degree of forecasting accuracy demand planning. It would
allow an organization to align its existing processes to be more customers centric
and focused towards market needs. Building relationships with suppliers would
enable companies to move gradually towards Vendor Managed Inventory,
empowering distributors to control inventory at his level as well as the company
level.

•

IT-powered system in HLL has been implemented to supply stocks to
redistribution stockists on a continuous replenishment basis. The objective is to
make available the right product at the right place in right quantities, in the most
cost-effective manner. The company’s stockists have been connected with the
company through an Internet-based network, called RSNet, for online orders,
dispatches, information sharing and monitoring. RS Net covers about 80 percent
of the company's turnover. The sales system is created to capture information
about every day sales data of HLL stockists in almost a million outlets across the
country. RS Net is part of Project Leap, HLL's end-to-end supply chain. The
objective is to create IT system that connects suppliers, all company sites and
stockists (Hll.com)

•

Out-of-Home consumption of products and services is a growing opportunity in
India, as elsewhere in the world. Hindustan Lever is already the largest player in
the hot beverages out-of-home segment, with over 15000 tea and coffee vending
points. The company is expanding the network aggressively, in the education,
entertainment, leisure and travel segments. HLL's alliance with Pepsi will
significantly strengthen this channel.

•

HLL harnesses the best out of its distribution channels through its group of well
trained employees and channel partners; a total of in access of 300,000 people in
all. One such initiative is Project Dronacharya, in which the company imparts
training to over 10,000 stockist salesmen on a regular basis. The company is
pushing aggressively the concept of ‘Lakme Salons' and Lakme Training aimed at
providing high quality technical inputs in beauty care, hair-styling and skin care
to the beauticians and stylists. (Times of India , 2004)

•

Dabur India is exploring the idea of setting up call centers with toll-free numbers
or interactive Web sites or both. The problem of the consumers can be handled
through this move. The company recognizes the importance of CRM as an
emerging industry trend. Though the company has not yet decided on the medium
to deploy consumer-end CRM, the effort would be to provide a platform to the
consumer to get closer to the company and encourage them to offer solutions,
feedback and suggestions.
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Reality Check in Class B Cities
Irrespective of the secondary data and reports showing integration of Information
technology at different tiers of the distribution networks to make the supply chains
efficient, in the class B cities the usage of information technology is very little and in
some places; it is not being used at all. In order to reap the benefits of information
technology it becomes pertinent that the company should be able to integrate its various
layers in the distribution network. In smaller cities the ordering and billing processes are
still traditional and not even automated. Incase of any problems with the products or nonavailability of certain brands; there are no techniques where the small retailers can have
direct access to company sales force or CFAs.
The study summarized below was conducted on small cities of Eastern Uttar
Pradesh, and as stated earlier the information was gathered by direct interaction with the
retailers and distributors. The study indicates that the usage of IT by HLL and Dabur to
make the Supply chain efficient is still negligible in class B cities. As a result, there is
much to be done to improve the supply chains in smaller cities.
For Analysis the sample of distributors, wholesalers and retailers of both Dabur
and HLL was combined and taken together. This was done because in most of the cases
the wholesalers and retailers keep the products of both the FMCG companies.
The findings of the study are shown in the tables given below:
Type of Ordering Process followed

Distributor level Retailer level %
%
Computer-enabled
5.89
---Manual/ phones
22.43
7.19
Through Company Agents
71. 68
92.81
Table 1: Information Technology Integration in Ordering Process
Type of Billing Process followed

Distributor level
%
Computer-enabled
18.33
Manual
32.43
Through Company Agents
49.24
Table 2: Information Technology usage in Billing System

Retailer level %
---22.19
77.18

Techniques for Relationship management followed
Retailer level %
Computer-enabled
---Distributors Agents
65.69
Through Company Agents
34.31
Table 3: Information Technology Usage in Managing Relationship
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Type of Inventory management Distributor level Retailer level %
followed
%
Computer-enabled
------Random
53.81
89.27
Forecasting by Monthly sales
46.19
10.73
Table 4: Information Technology Usage in Managing Inventories

The distributors or dealers are having their own agents who visit the retailers and
take orders from them. The small retailers located in the interiors of the city feel that the
company does not pay much attention to their demands as at times they are stranded with
outdated and older packaged products. As the customer is aware of the promotional
campaigns, he generally demands for the latest products which give him the discount or
some advantage in the purchase. Non-availability of the product leads to loss for the
company and also creates dissatisfaction amongst the consumers.
In case of non-availability of the product, the retailer has to sell other companies
product to the consumer. The retailers located in the main shopping centers are given
greater attention by the company agents and also their requirements are met on the
priority basis.
As there is no IT enabled billing system, it becomes impossible for the company
to find out the position of stocks and status of products with the retailers. Also ordering is
done more on random basis rather than on some projections based on sales of previous
months; it creates complexity in the distribution system.
In order to reap the benefit of automation and supply chain management it makes
sense for the FMCG sector to slowly take the smaller towns also in their fold and try to
improve their reach by catering to the needs of the smaller retailers also. For building
longer lasting relationship it is important to build better relationship with smaller retailers
in the Class B cities as they are actually responsible for convincing the consumer to
purchase a particular product. As the kirana stores are having more one to one
relationship with the consumers, being located near his/her house, treating the smaller
retailers becomes important. Greater importance is being given to the wholesalers and
distributors rather than the retailers also.

Building Customer Relationships through Supply Chains
Relationship marketing is not a new phenomena; it has existed from the day
marketing was considered to be a function that brought the consumer closer to the
company. With technology there is an increasing importance given to relationship
marketing in the form of building sustainable relationships with the end customers. The
purpose of this paper was to identify the actual usage of information technology in dayto-day ordering processes of retailers located in smaller cities. Building relationships with
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the consumers enables companies to be more focused in their approach towards
understanding and handling consumer needs. The transformation that has come due to
technology is that now the consumer has more information regarding products available
in the market and also he/she demands greater attention from the company in its ability to
fulfill his/her needs. So if the company is successful in creating an environment enabled
by technology, to be closer to the end consumer through an integrated approach towards
the small retailers, it would be able to reap the benefits of customer relationship through
strategic supply chain management. Handling distribution channels adequately and
integrating it with the changing requirements of the market is all what CRM is.
In smaller towns the advantage the companies have is that the small retailers have
very personal relationship with their consumers. In a country like India, where people
tend to build relationship with the retail outlets they frequent and prefer the owner of the
retail outlet to have information regarding their preference for products; CRM has vast
potential. What is happening is that with such a huge distribution network, it becomes
difficult for companies to take full advantage of this disparate information that might be
residing with the retailer. Also there are many small outlets that are never considered
relevant by the marketing executives, so they may not even be given priority in the new
product launches and promotion endeavors. This creates dissatisfaction in the minds of
these retailers and they do not feel any loyalty towards the company; and if they get good
commission they are willing to keep the competitors products. One important thing that
emerged from the research findings was the importance companies give to big stores and
retail outlets, ignoring the importance of small outlets in the marketing process.
Whenever company wants any information, the company officials visit the larger stores
for details about consumer behavior or his preferences and they never approach the small
outlets. It is in reality the small outlets that have more relevant information regarding
consumers and they are in a position to provide the company with intricate details about
the consumers who visit them. CRM entails understanding the consumer and then
devising strategies that would lead to a sustained long-term relationship with the
company.

Conclusion
Competition is compelling companies to look at the challenges of losing market
share to smaller companies who seem to understand the consumer relatively better than
them. Bigger companies are finding it a better strategy to focus on the rural sector and
also to expand their reach in the smaller cities where the competition is not so intense.
The present offers vast opportunities for companies. Technology has penetrated
the small towns and villages also in the form of mobile phones and Internet; and using
this technology for strengthening the market presence can be immense. In the current
years companies like HLL, ITC, P&G, and Dabur are all eyeing the rural market for
expansion. However, it is not the rural sector alone that promises lucrative opportunities.
In smaller cities the consumer has become more demanding and value conscious; which
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is a good sign for companies. That entails the possibility of creating transaction points
with the company where he feels a part of the marketing process. The era knowledge
management can give companies vast benefits if it is used to understand the consumer
needs.
To begin with, companies might start by identifying certain cities and improving
the delivery processes in these cities. The strategies that have been initiated in bigger
cities have to be extended in these cities. The next important decision to take would be to
categorize the retail outlets and according to its size and locality devise strategies to meet
the consumer needs. FMCG companies need to understand the relevance of the kirana
stores (mom-pop stores) as these stores can provide the maximum information regarding
consumer purchase patterns having direct interaction with the consumers.
This paper demonstrates the importance of understanding the need for devising
strategies that integrate the consumer into the company more effectively. In India there
is a need to reduce the layers that exist in the channels of distribution and make them
efficient in terms of inventory control and more adept in interpreting consumer needs. As
traditional distribution channels are still being followed, the cost benefit cannot be
transferred to the consumer. The FMCG sector has an unwieldy distribution structure and
until it is transformed and restructured the benefits of IT in the forms of SCM and CRM
cannot be translated into profits. It would definitely not be an easy task to change the
current setup, but restructuring the supply chains can lead to benefits for the companies.
The current scenario gives the picture of scattered unwieldy structures in retail. This has
to be organized then only the relationship part of marketing would start bringing profits
for companies. The impact of relationship has to touch both the retailer and the end
consumer. Since the management task is large, it should be broken into smaller pieces
and companies may proceed incrementally. The channels can be improved, the path will
be long and hard, but the end result (profitable, long-term customer relationships) will be
worth the effort.
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ROLE OF TOP MANAGEMENT PROCESSES
IN QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Mustafa S. Shraim, SQPS, USA

Abstract
Empirical research has shown that effective internal systems directly impact
performance. However, due to the lack of top management involvement, many
established quality management systems are static in nature and mostly managed at the
operational level. In contrast, a dynamic quality management system (QMS) is driven by
the organization’s top management. To effectively implement a QMS, the role of top
management must be emphasized. This paper will examine the impact of top
management role on other processes in a typical QMS. Based on the number of inputs
and outputs, this paper will show that management review is the most critical process in
any QMS.

Keywords
ISO 9000:2000, Leadership, Management Review, Process-Approach Model, Total
Quality Management, Quality Management System

Introduction
While a quality management system (QMS) does not necessarily mean providing
defect-free products and services, an efficient and sustainable QMS through leadership
and participative management is likely to address and permanently solve quality
problems. For a QMS to be efficient and sustainable, some processes, particularly those
concerning top management, need to be underscored.
Unlike previous revision, the ISO 9001:2000 is much closer to the total quality
management (TQM) infrastructure, particularly when it comes to customer satisfaction,
management commitment, and continuous improvement. Laszlo (2002) suggested that
the principal difference between the requirements of ISO 9000:1994 and ISO 900:2000
are those related to moving from quality assurance to total quality management. In
addition, utilizing the process approach, which means managing the system in terms of
interrelated processes, is a critical factor when it comes to implementation. As described
under clause 0.2 of ISO 9001:2000, the standard “promotes the adoption of a process
approach when developing, implementing and improving the effectiveness and efficiency
of the quality management system (QMS) to enhance interested party satisfaction by
meeting interested party requirements.” Additionally, clause 4.1 requires that the
organization must both identify processes needed for effective operations and determine
the sequence and interactions among such processes.
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Literature Review
To gain a competitive advantage in an increasingly global marketplace,
organizations must produce quality goods and services better and faster with less.
According to Feigenbaum (1999), using fact-based monitoring systems within a more
structured approach is critical in quality development and in the reduction of total quality
costs. Juran (1992) estimates about one-third of what organizations do consists of work
previously “done”. The structured approach can be viewed as an integrated system of
interlinked processes, which, if implemented appropriately, should be sustainable.
Empirical research has shown that internal quality systems impact the
performance of organizations. Surveys reported in Cook and Verma (2002) indicate that
internal quality management systems impact service quality, which in turn affects the
organization’s performance. Evans and Jack (2003) validated the anecdotal research in
concluding that by strengthening practices that lead to improving internal performance,
external performance indicators, such as customer satisfaction, market share and financial
gains, would follow. Integrated, efficient, and customer-focused systems can greatly
improve the organization’s competitiveness. Kontoghiorghes and Dembeck (2001)
concluded that, among other factors, satisfaction with internal processes, effective
communication channels within and between work teams, and ISO 9000 certification, are
the most important variables when it comes to quality improvement in marketing service
organizations. Satisfaction with internal processes was also found to be strongly
associated with ISO 9001 achievement and a structure that can be improved and requires
measurable processes. Ahire (1996) concluded that there is a significant difference in
performance between organizations that embrace TQM and those that do not.
Sebastianelli and Tamimi (2003) identified obstacles when it comes to implementing
total quality management (TQM) initiatives. These obstacles include lack of customer
focus, and lack of quality planning, among others.
Many quality experts have recognized the role of leadership as a key factor in the
success of quality initiatives (Deming 1986; Juran 1989). Samson and Terziovski (1999)
demonstrated that leadership and customer focus were strong predictors of organizational
performance. Other empirical research indicated that high performance management
practices within the first six categories of the Baldrige Award criteria have a positive
impact on performance and market competitiveness (DeBaylo 1999 , Hendricks and
Singhal 1996). In addition, almost all national and international quality awards and
certification criteria start with the leadership category. Shiba et al (1993) suggested that
TQM implementation requires strong CEO leadership. Jabnoun and Al-Ghasyah (2005)
identified that, within leadership, empowerment and contingent reward as the most
important dimensions in supporting the implementation process of ISO 9001:2000.
Therefore, top management processes involvement must be clearly defined in the QMS
infrastructure.
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A System of Interlinked Processes
Shraim (2004) presented the model shown in Figure 1. This QMS Flow model is a
detailed process-oriented diagram showing how processes are sequenced and interlinked.
The model starts with all possible inputs from interested parties, particularly customers.
Suppliers can also be viewed as customers in the sense that they require timely release of
order requirements, forecasts, and other related needs. All forms of input requirements
are identified first followed by the appropriate processes to address such requirements.
For each process identified, resource needs, both human and physical, must be fulfilled
adequately.
The QMS Flow model decomposes the ISO 9001:2000 clauses of product
realization, management responsibility, resource management, and measurement,
analysis and improvement, into lower-level processes. For example, product realization is
broken down into feasibility review, planning, purchasing, supplier evaluation, and so on.
The model shows interfaces and interactions among processes.
The performance information from many processes is filtered through data
analysis conducted at different levels. The management review process itself can be
broken down into a hierarchy of reviews depending on the frequency of the data analysis.
For example, analysis of quality data of outgoing products or services can be reviewed
and acted upon more frequently than the analysis on infeasible projects.
The QMS Flow model has been used by the author, with some adjustments, as a
tool or a roadmap to effectively implement the ISO 9001:2000 requirements in both
manufacturing and service organizations

Top Management Processes
One of the roles of executive leadership or top management is to set the vision
and guiding principles for their organization or division. A vision must be inspiring and
motivating. It must also be realistic, achievable, and offers a brighter future for all
concerned (Daft 1999). Shin, Kalinowski, and El-Einin (1998) observed that while
quality management principles appear to be obvious, many organizations have
experienced difficulties in implementation. Such difficulties were attributed to the
implementation process which was described as cumbersome, lacking focus and time
consuming.
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Figure 2: The QMS Flow Model
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In addition to motivating, inspiring, and energizing employees, top
management must be engaged in reviewing business performance and taking
appropriate action. However, before reviewing performance results and taking
action, data must be collected and analyzed from different processes.
Although analysis of data is depicted as only one process activity in the QMS
Flow model, it is not suggested that data analysis be performed by one unit or one
process in the organization. Data is collected at different levels throughout the
organization and, therefore, should be analyzed accordingly. The leadership role is to
identify points of data collection, responsibility, frequency, and the output of such
analysis. Table 1 lists types of data collected and possible output.
The Possible Output column in Table 1 includes examples of data analysis
that would be used in the management review process. In the QMS Flow model in
Figure 1, the information generated by process activities are analyzed then fed into
the management review process as depicted in Figure 2.

ID
A

Input Description
Review of employee feedback

B

Infeasible projects / orders

C

Delivery to customer

D

Product / service testing

E

Production of product / service

F

Supplier evaluation

G

Performance ratings / surveys

H

Nonconformance control and
corrective / preventive action

I
J
K

Review of audits results
Initiation and monitoring of
continuous improvement projects
Resource provisions

Possible Output
Analysis of suggestions submitted by
employees. Can be used for continuous
improvement projects
Pareto analysis of why projects could not
be accepted
Analysis of delivery time (on-time vs.
late)
Analysis of quality data –e.g. capability
analysis, rework, etc.Analysis of throughput, downtime, lead
time analysis, etc.
Ratings of suppliers based on quality,
delivery, price, etc.
Analysis of customer satisfaction
indicators based on ratings / surveys
Analysis of nonconformance from audits
as well as customer complaints –e.g.
Pareto analysisAnalysis of results from audits and visits
Analysis of timely progress and results –
e.g. savings, employee satisfaction, etc.Breakdown of needed resources –e.g.
training, employees, equipment, facilities,
etc -

Table 1: Process Activities and Possible Output
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Input
D

E

F

G

A
Input

Audit / QMS Update

Management

B

Resource Provision

Review
Activities

C

Cont. Improvement

Output
H

I

J

K

Input
Figure 2: The Management Review Process
In Table 1, ten types of information are viewed as input for management
review. The output can be decisions and actions regarding:
•

Providing human and/or physical resources: This is related to acquiring new
skills, providing addition training, procuring new equipment, etc.

•

Continuous improvement initiatives: This includes initiatives for reduced
process variation and waste.

•

Process monitoring through internal audit adjustments and update of the
QMS: Priorities for auditing and process monitoring are likely to shift
overtime. For this reason, top management must recognize such shifts and
allocate auditing and monitoring resources accordingly. In addition, the QMS
may need to be updated as processes change over time.
From the number of inputs / outputs related to management review, it can be

easily seen that this top management process is critical in the effective QMS
implementation. Failure to analyze inputs of this process may result in problems
related to:
•

Customer dissatisfaction as a result of ignoring performance data

•

Employee dissatisfaction for not incorporating their feedback into
management decisions

•

Supplier quality
382
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Timely resources provisions related to employee skills, software, and
equipment

Discussion and Concluding Remarks
The importance of the management review process in implementing and
sustaining the QMS cannot be underestimated. Research has shown that effective
leadership has a significant impact on other elements of total quality management.
Data from different processes, both product realization and support, must first be
analyzed and presented in a suitable format so that effective management reviews
can be conducted.
The importance of any process can be measured by the number of its inputs
and outputs. Clearly, the management review process is the most important and
must, therefore, be taken seriously in order to realize the established vision and
goals.
Future research could investigate all performance measures generated from
the proposed model. These performance measures can then be compared to a TQMbased balanced scorecard. Once the gaps are identified, they can be used to add the
needed processes so that a more comprehensive QMS model can be developed.
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Abstract
Risk response action assessment & selection has been an important part of
Risk Management Process. Efforts have been made to review critically the most and
appropriate methodologies to be used in the risk response selection phase. Our
investigations show that there is still a significant gap in the literatures. It is found
that still there is a need to provide the user with an effective tools and techniques for
assessing the risk response actions in the area of risk management.
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Introduction
Risk is an entity that appears in all aspects of our life. From a project
management view, based on PRAM Guide [1], the risk is defined as “an uncertain
event or condition that, if it occurs, has a positive or negative effect on a project
objective”. Therefore, we require managing risks, related to our projects.
The science of risk management (RM) was developed back in the sixteenth
century during the Renaissance, a period of discovery [2], but regarding the subject of
Risk Management Process (RMP), since 1990 there have been a number of authors
proposing a range of processes [3]. The purpose of RM is to improve project
performance by systematically identifying and assessing risks, developing strategies
to reduce or avoid them and maximizing opportunities [4]. In the conventional
systematic process of RM, after risk identification and risk analysis, analyst
encounters Risk Response (RR) phase. In deed, one can assume that risk assessment
(risk identification and risk analysis) is a decision-making tool [5] and RR is the
decision made and put in practice [6]. Since, it is the RR phase that determines the
output of RMP, it is of high importance to put more emphasis on this phase which; is
often underestimated in most RMP models.
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RR is an activity that appears in all studied approaches of RMP [7]. According
to [8], RR phase includes the function of deciding what, if anything, should be done
about a risk or set of related risks. In this phase, mitigation strategies and decisions
represented by following terminologies, Risk Response Action (RRA) [9], Risk
Controlling Action [10], Risk Treatment Action [11], Risk Review Action [12], Risk
Abatement Action [13] and Risk Reduction Action [14], are developed based on
current knowledge of project risks. Responding to risks has a process from RRA
identification to RRA implementation and control. In summary, helping to identify the
possible options is central to risk analysis; choosing between such options is central to
RM [15].
Deciding how identified risks will be responded is critical [16] but few
researchers have tried their hands in the area of risk response assessment and
selection. Hillson [17] states that yet RR development is perhaps the weakest part of
the RMP and it is here that many organizations fail to gain the full benefits of RMP.
It should be noted that the prerequisite step of RRA assessment and selection
is identifying and structuring RRAs. Most of RMPs have proposed some generic
choices. For example, AS/NZS 4360 [11] recommends four generic strategies for RR
and some options for them, as table (1).
Table (1): RR strategies and options (AS/NZS 4360 [11])

Strategy

Option

Avoiding the risk
entirely

Clarifying requirements and objectives, Improving communication, Obtaining
information, Research or prototyping, Acquiring expertise or knowledge, Reducing
project scope, Adopting a familiar approach, Using proven methods, tools, techniques,
technology, Building in design redundancy.
Insurance arrangement, Use of contracts, Organizational structures such as alliances and
joint ventures to spread responsibility and Liability.
Reducing the probability that the risk will occur by targeting the cause, Reducing the
severity of the consequences by introducing contingency, Addressing commonly
encountered causes of risk with generic responses.

Transferring or sharing
the risk
Reducing the
probability and/or the
consequences of the
risk
Accepting or retaining
the risk

----

This paper focuses on the RRA assessment and selection and reviews of the literature.

Assessment Criteria for the RRA Selection
Several criteria have been recommended for RRA selection in the literature.
Perhaps, the most important criterion is the cost of RRA implementation. Besides,
key factors of project including: time, cost and quality should be regarded in the
context of RRA selection. Furthermore, researchers consider elements such as risk
measures, risk classes, RRA aspects, and etc. For example Konti [10], in the RISKIT
method, proposes five criteria for selecting the RRAs as follows:
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Ranking of risk scenarios: In this criterion, focusing on highest risk scenarios,
analyst the ranking risk scenario recognizes the highest risk scenarios.
RRA effectiveness: RISKIT uses Risk Reduction Leverage (RRL) similar to
that of Boehm process [18] as equation (1). RRL takes the effectiveness of the
proposed RRAs into account.
RRL =

(Expected Utility Loss) Before - (Expected Utility Loss) After

(1)

Cost of RRA

Resource availability: It refers to the RM budget if it has been defined or to
the amount of available resources and skills. These constraints may rule out
some otherwise effective RRAs.
Stakeholder importance: Stakeholder perspectives, also, may influence the
selection of appropriate RRAs.
Urgency of implementing RRA: It may strongly influence what risks to
mitigate and how? RRA urgency depends both on the time of the risk event
occurrence and the time delay in implementing the RRA, as figure (1) shows.
Risk Even Occurrence
RRA implementation margin (=urgency)

RRA impact delay

Figure (1): RRA urgency in RISKIT method [10]

The time of risk event occurrence, naturally, influences the urgency.
However, RRA impact delay is often omitted from risk timeframe analysis, although
it can have a big impact on a situation as some RRAs have long implementation
delays. As time goes by, some RRAs become infeasible if they are not considered
early enough [10]. It should be noted that RISKIT method in RRA selection step, has
a number of good criteria but it does not introduce clear and sound techniques for
applying criteria.
Another example is criteria which; are considered in the second phase of
AS/NZS 4360 [11] process, when developing treatment options, the following factors
should be taken into account: residual risk, secondary risks and treatment costs. (See
equation (2)).
NVT = EVU − EVR − EVS − TC

(2)

Where: NVT is Net Value of Treatment option; EVU is Expected Value of
Untreated risk; EVR is Expected Value of Residual risk; EVS is Expected Value of
Secondary risks and TC is Cost of risk Treatment.
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Zonal-Based Approach
The response analyst may use two-dimensional zonal-based diagrams to
diagnosis the whereabouts region of general RR strategy. In principle, such tools are
guidelines that could be considered as approximate methods.
Using Risk Classification Matrixes
Some of zonal-based techniques are based on a matrix featuring different
factors on a two axes diagram. The most valuable matrix is Probability-Impact
matrix. This matrix that is produced by risk analysis phase of conventional RMPs,
has two dimensions: Risk probability and Risk Impact. As illustrated in figure (3)
[19], matrix is divided into square regions which; range from lightly hatched areas to
heavy hatched areas that represent the kind of RRA to be taken. For example, figure
(3) recommends “Transfer” for a risk by high probability and high impact.
Probability

Transfer
Elimination
Reduction
Accept

Impact

Figure (3): Diagnosis of generic RR using Probability-Impact matrix

Another example is Influence-Predictability matrix. This matrix has two
dimensions: Degree of influence and degree of prediction [20]. By degree of
influence, we mean the extent to which the analyst has the risk in control. On the
other hand, degree of predictability aims to predict the frequency by which; a risk
may occur (in technical terms, the extent to which the risk is aleatoric rather than
epistemic [21]). Elkjaer and Felding [19] consider four strategies to encounter risks
and map them to influence-predictability matrix as figure (4).
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Degree of
predictability

Monitor

Action plans

Standby

Emergency plans

Degree of

Figure (4): Diagnosis of generic RR using Influence-Predictability matrix

Risk taxonomies may be a guideline to determine generic RRs. For example
Datta and Mukherjee [22] introduce a taxonomy including both immediate
environment and external environment influence on a project, and then categorize
risks relative to these environments as follow:
External project risks: Technological risks, Political risks, Risks associated
with economic climate, Risks associated with domestic climate and Social
risks.
Immediate project risks: Large and complex project risks, Risks associated
with conceptual difficulty, Risks of managing projects by an external agency,
Risks associated with mode of contract and Risks of failure by contractors.

High

Medium

- Abandon the project at

- Abandon the project at this

- Reconsider the project

this stage

stage
- Reconsider the project

- Develop alternatives

- Abandon the project at this

- Reconsider the whole project

stage
- Reconsider the project

- Develop alternatives

- Transfer the risks
- Transfer the risks
- Defer the risks
- Reduce the risks
- Assign contingencies and go

- Transfer the risks
for the projects

- Transfer the risks
- Reconsider the project
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Figure (5): Diagnosis of generic RR using RM matrix

They propose RM matrix [22] as figure (5). By calculating values in two
dimensions of this matrix, we can determine the location of an individual risk, a
bundle of risks or total project risks. For a set of risks, equation (3) has been
proposed.
n

T = ∑ (Wi + R × Wi ) × (Pi + R × Pi )
i =1
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Where T is value associated with total external risk or total immediate risk, n
stands for the number of considered risks, W represents the weight assigned to each
risk factor on the scale from 0 to 100; sum of weights of all risks in the dimension
being 100, P indicates the probability of corresponding factor occurring and R is the
random number to prevent biases. As shown in figure (5), some generic RRs are
inserted in segments of matrix, so that via determining location of risk or risks set,
the analyst receives guideline to RRA selection.
Miller and Lessard [23] consider four managerial strategies to cope with risks
within engineering projects. They determine RR strategy based on two dimensions.
First, the extent to which risks are controllable should be taken into account, the
degree of influence which was mentioned earlier, second, the degree to which risks
are specific to a project or risks which systematically affect large numbers of factors
(see figure (6)).
Types of risks
Influence and

Diversify through

Systematic

transform institutions

portfolios

Specific to

Shift and allocate

Shape and mitigate

Broad /

projects

Extent to
control over

Figure (6): Diagnosis of generic RR using risk controllability & risk type

RR Planning Chart
Piney [24] states that by establishing the thresholds of acceptability of the
impact and probability of risks at the start of the project, the subsequent tasks of RR
planning can be carried out in a structured and predictable way that has a high
chance of complying with the business objectives and constraints of the sponsoring
organization.
Piney [24] proposes an integrated decision making tool to select the right
strategy for RR known as RR Planning Chart. This tool provides a zonal-based
diagram drawn out from Probability Impact Matrix created in risk analysis phase.
Figure (7) shows RR planning chart for threats. Decision makers based on their
utilities establish these charts. Each area (1-5) on the chart defines the primary
strategy that should be considered for any risk that falls within that area; mitigation
(6) is treated as a potential adjunct to each of these strategies. The overall shape of a
RR planning chart is the same for all projects. However the values and scales of the
axes will change depending on the organization and the project.
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Figure (7): RR planning chart for threats

After construction of chart figure (7), an instruction is provided to strategy
selection. Figure (8) presents flowcharts of selection instruction for threats. This
could also be true in case of opportunities.
N
Select

Y

PASSIVE

PASSIVE

N

AVOID

ACCEPT

Y

Can risk be

Select the

Y
N

AVOID by re-

N

Can Impact be

Select the

Y
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planning or

Can risk be

Y

MITIGATION

mitigated into

N
N
Select ACTIVE
ACCEPT (develop

N

Can risk be

Y

Can probability
be mitigated

transferred?

Y

ACTIVE
ACCEPT

Y
Select the

Select

MITIGATION

TRANSFER

Y

Can
risk be

N

Figure (8): Instruction to select generic RR related to RR planning chart for threats
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Using Efficient Frontier Concept
The Markowitz’s "Efficient Frontier" [25] is a fundamental guideline in
multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM). Finding efficient RRAs, is the key in RMP
and some researchers have proposed ideas and methods to construct efficient frontier
for RRAs which; are based on the following factors:
C1: Expected cost of RRA.
R1: Cost risk of C1.
C2: Expected impact (cost) of risk after applying RRA.
R2: Degree of risk to access the RRA aims.
“Cost” Versus “Degree of Risk of Cost”
In a given problem with multiple objectives, consider efficient solutions. To
select a satisfying plan (such as RR plan) among some efficient feasible plan,
Chapman & Ward [4] propose trading off between expected cost of plan and the risk
of mentioned cost as figure (10). In figure (10), C1 and R1 are placed respectively in
the horizontal axis and the vertical axis. For example, in figure (10), the expected cost
of RRA-A is further than the expected cost of RRA-C, but uncertainty factors in
accessing to this expected cost in RRA-A are less than the ones in RRA-C.

Cost Risk
(R1)

Solution
RRA-B

Space
RRA-D

RRA-C
RRA-A

Expected Cost of
RRA (C1)

Figure (10): Effective RRA (cost risk versus expected cost)

In the other way, it is important to understand how to move from a risky RRA
to a less risky RRA and at the same time understand how to reduce the expected
impact of risk [26]. The Efficient RRA provides a minimum level of risk for a given
level of impact and a minimum level of impact for a given level of risk as shown in
the risk efficiency boundary in figure (11). Indeed, another trading off is between
expected impact of risk after applying RRA and degree of risk to access the RRA
aims (C2 & R2).
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Degree of

RRA-B
Efficient frontier

impact risk

RRA-D (non-efficient solution)
RRA-C
RRA-A

Expected impact
level of risk (C2)

Figure (11): Effective RRA (impact risk versus expected impact)

Efficient Contingency Frontier (ECF)
Regarding efficient frontier concept, Kujawski [9] presents a practical and
mathematically approach for determining the efficient RRAs set. The solution that
Kujawski [9] develops may aim to determine the RRA set that either maximizes the
probability of success for a given total project cost, or minimizes the total project cost
for a given probability of success.
In the first step, the analyst evaluates the mathematical models such as
Responses Decision Tree Analysis. For instance, consider an assumed risk (R1) in a
construction project situation. In figure (12), for this risk, three RRAs including,
accepting risk, increasing resources and employing contractor are analyzed within
which C stands for cost and P indicates probability.
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52

2 7%
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22

Figure (12): Responses decision tree analysis for an individual risk (R1)

In the second step, using Monte Carlo simulation, the analyst constructs the
risk profile (figure (13)) and cumulative risk profile (figure (14)) for RRAs. In risk
profile, one curve is drawn for each RRA. Note that on the horizontal axis of risk
profile, total cost of RRA that is C1+C2 has been placed.
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Figure (13): Risk profile for an individual risk (R1)
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Figure (14): Cumulative risk Profile for an individual risk (R1)

When selecting RRAs, there is a subset of RRAs that provides a given
probability of success considering the least costing actions. Kujawski [9] refers to the
resulting set of RRAs as the “Efficient RRA Set” and the associated points as the
“Efficient Contingency Frontier (ECF)” (figure (15)). The points that lie to the right
of the ECF represent RRAs that bear a greater cost impact than necessary for a given
probability of success. None of RRAs place below the ECF. Indeed, the ECF can be
defined as the outer envelope of all the cumulative risk profiles (see figure (16)).
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Figure (15): ECF for an individual risk
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Figure (16): ECF is outer envelope of all the cumulative risk profiles

For multiple risks, Kujawski [9] assumes that risks are independent events and
their outcomes do not affect each other. He also assumes that outcome values depend
on the joint RRAs. By these assumptions, the analyst constructs hybrid response
decision tree.
Pareto Optimal Solution & PMRM
To get the Pareto optimal solution, Haimes [27] recommends the comparison
of cost of RRA (C1) versus percentage of work losses associated with RRA (C2). For
example in a sanitary and phytosanitary situation [28], consider five RRAs: No action,
Suppression with chemicals, Suppression-no chemicals, Eradication with chemicals,
and Eradication no-chemicals. The cost of these RRAs respectively is 0, 50, 30, 100
and 70. A comparison diagram is shown in figure (17).
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60

Suppression with chemicals

40
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20

No action
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50

75

Percentage of
agriculture loss (C2)

100

Figure (17): Cost versus percentage of agricultural loss

Haimes [28] states that although the percentage of work losses can be
converted into cost, such conversion and commensuration are likely to mask the true
nature of the losses and thus are likely to be misleading. For one, with uncertain
losses, the prices of agricultural products will vary accordingly, and thus the pricing
mechanism will not be representative.
Haimes [28] asserts that the expected value of risk, which until recently has
dominated most risk analysis in the field, is not only inadequate, but also can lead to
fallacious results and interpretations. Indeed, the general public is not risk-neutral.
People are often more concerned with low-probability catastrophic events than with
more frequent but less severe losses or accidents. In contrast, Haimes [27] propose the
Partitioned Multi-objective Risk Method (PMRM) within Extreme-Event Analysis, to
calculate the percentage of work loss. PMRM generates a number of risk functions,
one for each range, which then augments the original optimization problem as new
objective functions. A conditional expectation is defined as the expected value of a
random variable given that this value lies within some pre-specified probability range.
Let
where
, denote exceedance probabilities that partition the
domain of X. On a plot of exceedance probability, there is a unique damage on the
damage axis that corresponds to the exceedance probability
on the probability
axis. Damages greater than are considered to be of high severity. If the partitioning
probability is specified, for example, to be 0.10, then is the 10th exceedance
percentile. The function f (·) is the conditional expected value of X; given that x is
greater than (see equations (4)-(5)).
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f (⋅) = E[ X | x > β ]
∞

f (⋅) =

∫β

∞

∫β

(4)

xp( x )dx

(5)

p( x ) dx

Within PMRM, the fractile method is an effective procedure for constructing
probability distribution functions by soliciting expert evidence. It dissects the [0, 1]
probability axis into sections, termed fractiles (or percentiles), and relates each
fractile to an outcome (e.g., a consequence) by soliciting evidence-based assessments
from one or more experts. Within two rounds, the experts are asked to estimate the
best, the median, the worst, the 25th and the 75th expected percentage loss of work
by deploying RRA. Table (2) summarizes the above expert information for all five
options.
Table (2): Percentage of agricultural loss for each RRA
RRA
No action
Suppression with chemicals
Suppression - no chemicals
Eradication with chemicals
Eradication - no chemicals

Best
(0)
2
2
2
0
2

25th
50
10
12
8
15

Median
50th
60
20
22
10
18

75th
90
30
35
12
20

Worst
(100)
100
40
42
15
25

The conditional expected values f(·), are then computed with these partition
points. Note that the straight line of the exceedance probability (see Figure (18))
means that the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) is also a straight line,
representing a Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of a uniform distribution.
Thus, the conditional expected value of a uniform distribution is the average
between the lowest and highest values.
Exceedance

0.25

1−α

Percentage of agricultural loss
75

x 100

Figure (18): Exceedance probability versus percentage agricultural loss
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Now, using simple geometry, we calculate the percentage of agricultural loss
that corresponds to a probability of exceedance of 0.1 for each RRA. The calculation
for RRA of “Suppression with chemicals” is shown in equations (6)-(8). Note that
equations (7) and (8) are equal but equation (8) calculates f (·) by using integration.
x − 30 0.25 − 0.1
=
; x = 36%
40 − 30
0.25
f (.) =

36 + 40
= 38%
2
40

f (⋅) =

(6)

∫
∫

36
40
36

40

xp ( x ) dx
=
p ( x )dx

∫
∫

(7)

xKdx

36
40
36

=
Kdx

x2
2
x

40

36
40

=

(1600 − 1296)
= 38%
2( 40 − 36)

(8)

36

In the context of trading off between pareto optimal solutions; Haimes states
that trade offs must consider not only the various objectives at the current stage, but
also those at different, future stages, thus adding another dimension to decision
making problems. We refer to these generalized trade offs as dynamic multi objective
trade offs or simply as stage trade offs.

Trading Off Between Duration, Cost & Quality
Klein [29] developed a conceptual model for analyzing alternative
contingency RRA while accounting for the possibility of trading-off risk among the
three key factors in project: duration, cost and quality. He pointed out that, given
numerical estimates of the impacts of the various RRAs, mathematical techniques
such as dynamic programming or integer programming could be applied to find the
combination of contingency RRAs that minimize uncertainty in multi-phase projects
[13].
Klein [29] proposes a trade-off analysis that can be considered as a particular
type of contingency planning. Klein states that an activity generally associates with
some uncertainty which; appear in the process of carrying out the activity, referred to
in terms of time and effort. This may be termed the intrinsic risk of the activity.
Although the intrinsic risk of an activity cannot be eliminated or reduced, it can
frequently be controlled so as to appear in specified proportions in particular aspects
of the execution of the activity. In other words, trade-offs can be deliberately made
between the risk associated with criteria such as duration, cost and quality.
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Quantification of intrinsic risk could be stated by the load concept. A unit of
load is the quantity of the activity that can be performed in a time unit by one unit of
personnel and equipment to the level of standard quality.
The first step of analysis is establishing an influence diagram based on
cognitive map concepts (see figure (19)) for all criteria that should be considered in
trade-off analysis. In addition to three main components including duration, cost and
quality, it may be necessary to consider more criteria in this diagram.

Quality
Duration

Cost
uncertainty

uncertainty

uncertainty

Figure (19): Influence diagram for basic relationship of project uncertainties

In the second step, the analyst constitutes the load probability distribution. An
instance of load probability distribution is shown as figure (20). For better
interpretation, as shown in the diagram, the probability of one month delay in project
completion or less than that is supposed to be 70%. Now by knowing cost of one unit
of load, the analyst can calculate the total cost of project delay (time overruns).
Probability
05

02
01

Load
(Machine Months)
0

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

Figure (20): Load-Probability distribution

The relation between quality and finished product is another matter to be
analyzed. Klein states that it is difficult to specify this relation as quantitatively and
objectively, versus, we can explore it through qualitative idea. In figure (21) a
diagram represents this relation. The main points of this diagram are established based
on subjective judgments. For example, subjective judgments could be inferred from
the following case, in which “a finished product that works perfectly but is not as
polished as clients want it to be is considered 5% below the desired quality”. In figure
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(21), the analyst has reckoned that losing one tenth of the required work would reduce
quality by 5% etc.

Degradation
in quality (%)

100
80
60
40

Fractional work

20

shortfall
01

02

03

04

Figure (21): Degradation in quality as a function of fractional work shortfall

Analysis proceeds by comparing the possible RRAs to the contingencies of
project load in various amounts. For example, if project turns out to require a twomonth delay, six RRAs are as shown in Table (3).
Table (3): Planned RRAs by trading-off between duration, cost and quality
#
1
2
3
4
5
6

RRA
Do nothing
Hire one month delay
Hire two months delay
Work one month by additional cost
Simultaneously apply the RRAs 2 & 4
Work two months by additional cost

Project delay
0 month
0 month
0 month
1 month
1 month
2 months

Kind of loss
Additional cost
0$
400 $
800 $
0$
400 $
0$

Loss of quality
13 %
4%
0%
4%
0%
0%

WBS-based Approach
The WBS-based approach refers to taking Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
of project into account. Therefore, this approach is related to project environments
and could be considered as a channel to reach integration between RMP and other
project subsystems.

SCERT
One of the earlier efforts was a methodology developed by Chapman [30] and
named Synergistic Contingency Evaluation and Review Technique (SCERT). SCERT
method provides a foundation for relating risks to work activities from a project-wide
perspective. A conventional SCERT approach would consider each activity
individually, and identifies risks and RRAs associated with that activity. For a large
401
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project, this can be a laborious and time-consuming task; however, according to [13],
SCERT does not address explicitly the costs of implementation of RRA, and does not
include any tools to support the selection of the RRAs that should be implemented.

Prototype Activity
Klein et al [31] proposed a variation on SCERT, based on the analysis of a
prototype activity, which should be reasonably representative of a substantial number
of the project activities [13]. The prototype might simply be one of the activities.
Alternatively, a hypothetical activity, encompassing properties of the range of
activities, might be invoked. The approach proceeds by treating the prototype activity
as a standard activity. The risks to which the activity is subject need be identified, and
RRAs to these risks formulated. By identifying influencing circumstances, and the
activities in which such circumstances exist or are likely to exist, a set of rules may be
developed which show how the risk analysis for the prototype activity may be
converted into analysis for the actual activities. Thus, a set of risks and RRAs and
associated parameter estimates may be generated for all the activities represented by
the prototype activity.
Optimization Model
Ben et al [13] propose a generic model that describes the RRAs selection
problem. The model opts to allocate risk abatement efforts in the planning stage of a
project by integrating the project WBS with the risk generation and effect
phenomena. This is achieved by explicitly relating the project potential risk events,
and the impacts of the obtainable RRAs. Their model consists of some elements as
follow:
Project work elements: This model describes the project activities in terms of
its WBS components (w = 1, 2,..,W as the set W of work elements).
Risk events: A risk event is a discrete occurrence that, if it materializes, will
affect the project (r = 1, 2,..,R as the set R of risk events).
Risk Source: Each risk event has a single source. Internal sources are work
elements of the project, upon which we have some control, and they are
distinguished from external sources of risk events (e.g. weather, economy). A
risk source can generate multiple risk events, however, a risk event is
generated by a single source (s = 1, 2,..,S as the set S of sources, where the
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first W sources are the work elements and the remaining part S − W refers to
external sources).
Risk Probability: The probability of occurrence of a risk event depends on its
source. This model defines a probability matrix P where its element pr,s is the
probability that source s will cause a risk event r.
Risk Impact: The occurrence of a risk event may impact one or more work
elements of the project. This model defines an impact matrix I where its
element mr,w is a monetary loss to work element w caused by risk event r.
RRAs: They modify the probability and/or the impact of risk events (a = 1,
2,...,A as the set A of RRAs); Xa as the selection decision variable of RRA
“a”, where Xa = 1 indicates selection and 0 otherwise; ca as the RRA cost;
v r,w,a as the effect factor of RRA “a” on the probability of risk r originated
from work element w, where vr,w = (vr,w,1,…,vr,w,A); ur,s,a as the effect of RRA
“a” on the impact of risk r originated from risk source s where ur,s =
(ur,s,1,…,ur,s,A).
The model distinguishes between the baseline cost of the project, which

represents the cost of carrying out all the work elements of the WBS as planned prior
to any RM considerations, and the risk related costs. The model will ignore the
baseline cost, which is not affected by the risk analysis.
The objective function of the model is to select the set of RRAs that
minimizes the TRC as equation (9). Risk related costs consist of two types: the
expected costs of the impacts caused by the risk events which can occur with a
certain probability (ERC), and the certain costs incurred by the implementation of
RRAs (CRC).
TRC = ERC + CRC

(9)

If an effect attribute (vr,w,a or ur,s,a) is zero then it has no effect. Let X(AXA) be a
diagonal matrix with Xa,a = 1 if RRA “a” is chosen and 0 otherwise. Then X vr,w and X
ur,s are the resulted probability and impact effect vectors with the chosen RRAs. In
general, the modified probability of risk event r from source w is given by f(pr,w , X
vr,w) and the modified impact of the risk event r from source s is given by h(mr,s , X
ur,s). The number of arguments each of the functions f and h gets is A + 1.
Equation (10) defines CRC.
A

CRC ( X ) = ∑ c a X a , a = cXe

(10)

a =1
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Where c is a row vector of ca and e is a column vector of appropriate size of
1’s. Clearly, if no RRA were chosen then ERC is calculated by equation (11).
R

S

W

r =1

s =1

w =1

ERC = ∑ ( ∑ p r , s )( ∑ m r , w ) = ( Pe )( Me ) ′

(11)

Where / is matrix transpose operator. The above equation sums up, over all
the risk events, the product of probability times overall impact (i.e. monetary loss) on
the project. Since within the proposed model by [13] each risk is believe to originate
from a single source, at most one component is positive in the middle summation.
The right summation is the total impact of risk r on the project. Given that some
RRAs have been selected, then the expected risks loss becomes as equations (12) or
(13).
R

W

r =1

s =1

ERC ( X ) = ∑ (∑ f ( p r , w , X v r , w ) +

S

∑

s =W +1

ERC ( X ) = ( f ( P , X v )e)( h ( M , X u ) e) ′

W

p r , s )( ∑ h ( m r , s , X u r , s ))

(12)

w =1

(13)

Where f and h are matrix versions of the function f and h. RRAs cannot affect
probabilities of risks originated from external sources; hence, the first component of
the product is split into W modifiable probabilities and the remaining (S – W), that
are not modifiable probabilities. In the matrix representation these two components
are combined with vr,s = 0 for s = W + 1,…,S.
The final model can be expressed as maximizing TRC regarding the equation
(9) which; has no constrains.
The model could be solved by application of a greedy algorithm that operates
iteratively and selects, at all iterations, the RRA that causes the greatest reduction in
the total risk costs (TRC) [13]. At the beginning of the greedy algorithm no RRA is
selected so CRC is considered to be zero and ERC is calculated by equation (11). For
each available RRA, algorithm calculates related ERC, which denotes ERC/. Then,
the model calculates the new certain risk costs, denoted by CRC/, by adding the
implementation cost of RRA to the CRC and computes the new TRC/ as the sum of
CRC/ and ERC/. The RRA that yields the largest value for the amount of difference
between TRC and TRC/ (TRC-TRC/) is selected for implementation. Implementation
of the selected RRA means that the P and I matrixes are permanently modified to
serve as the basis for future iterations and implies that the selected RRA is no longer
considered. The calculations are repeated for the remaining RRAs with the modified
matrixes, and the next best RRA is selected. This is repeated until all RRAs are
selected.
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We may add modeling features (feasibility constraints) to the above model

[14]. Often there are logical constraints that limit the combinations of RRAs that can
be selected. For instance, if we chose to exclude a certain task from the project plan
due to its high risk, then it would not be possible to select RRAs that involve
alternative resources or technologies for this task. For instance, two types of pair
wise constraints are exclusion which means that selection one RRA contradicts
another one RRA selection and implication which means that the selection of one
RRA requires that another specific RRA be selected too. They define qi,j = 1 if
RRAs “i” and “j” exclude each other, and bi,j = 1 if selection of RRA “i” implies
selection of RRA “j”, and 0 otherwise. By adding these constrains, the general
project RM problem can now be expressed as the model (14)-(17):
Min

TRC ( X ) = CRC( X ) + ERC( X )

(14)

st
X i ,i + X

j, j

X i ,i ≤ X

j, j

X i , i ∈ {0,1}

≤1

∀q i , j = 1

i, j ∉ A

(15)

∀bi , j = 1

i, j ∉ A

(16)

∀i ∈ A

(17)

Inequalities (15) are the exclusion constraints between pairs of RRAs.
Inequalities (16) guarantee that selection of RRA “i” implies selection of RRA “j” as
well. Optionally, a budget constraint can be included on the abatement RRAs
spending: CRC (X) ≤ B. Further extension of the model may include a weighted sum
of CRC (X) and ERC (X) to reflect risk preferences.

Conclusion
This paper reviews the tools and techniques for risk response action
assessment & selection, especially in the project management environment. We
conclude that few researchers have tried their hands in the area of risk response
assessment and selection.
Some of methods reviewed in this paper are zonal-based in which the analyst
uses zonal-based diagram or matrixes to select the approximate region of responses.
Establishing an efficient frontier is an efficient approach to assess the best responses.
In this paper, some related methods are discussed. Also, trading off between such
criteria such as time, cost and technical issues is a topic of high interest, which has
room for future development. Also some techniques are developed based on WBS.
Apparently, WBS-based techniques are channels for integration of risk management
and project management. Ben et al’s optimization model shows how a practical and
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relatively common problem could be modeled and treated with mathematical
optimization tools and techniques.
Our investigations depict that there is still a significant gap in the field of
response assessment and selection. It is found that still there is a need to provide the
user with effective tools and techniques for assessing risk response actions in the
area of risk management. For the future works, we expect not only development and
well-formed structuring in the existent methods, but also development in the new
integrated methods or even in the new approaches.
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UNDERSTANDING MANAGEMENT
THROUGH THE PHYSICS OF LEISURE
V. C. I. Ulinwa, Walden Univerisity

Abstract
Modern theory of management reveals organized resources, the elementary
laws of physics. The invoked axioms are of and for economic resources. With a
limited number of physics laws this thesis demonstrated how other physics laws
could be extended to management. The theories are grammatically sketched as
technical (T), organizational (O), and personal (P) perspectives or TOP to highlight
the basic principles. It is also conjectured that active live data advance management
if and only if it changes a decoder’s state of mind relative to that which is felt. The
physics encapsulates all these as meme. TOP is used to classify powers as memes.
Whereas classic theory of management posits reverence and authority as the means
to manage an enterprise, the theory of physics of management anchors management
on memes. The mechanic of a boomerang is also used to relate the laws to
management.

Keywords
Management, Meme, Multiple Perspectives Inquiring System, Physics of Management
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Introduction
Physics of management bridges the conceptual divide between management
and physics such that principles of management reveal organized resources, the
elementary laws of physics. It supposes the invocation of physics axioms of and for
economic resources. In other words, conventional usable methodologies such as
accountability, responsibility, or performance, including game theoretic approaches
is very primeval and insufficient for the advancement of management. Axerold
(1986) and Wolfram (2002) verified and proved the consequences of similar overly
sophisticated methodologies. That is to say that complex or sophisticated tools do not
necessarily guarantee solution completeness. Consequentially, management is
realizing a long held physics law that every solution creates new problems to be
solved.
This research outlines the very theory of management from the laws of
physics such that what is said about physics is said for management. The mechanic
of a boomerang, grounded on some of the laws, is used to illustrate the implications
to the management. Although a limited number of the laws are cited, the idea could
be extended to other physics laws.
Succinctly, the theory of management and the laws of physics are
grammatically sketched in such a way that technical (T), organizational (O), and
personal (P) perspectives or TOP, a holistic tool, highlight the basic principles for
evaluating, modifying, and advancing modern enterprises. TOP is summarized in the
next section. Theory of management is postulated next to emphasize that reverence
and authority are classic means to manage an enterprise relative to that which is seen
or felt. Furthermore, it is conjectured in the physics of management section that
active live data advance management if and only if it changes a decoder’s state of
mind. Physics of management encapsulates all these as meme.

The Multiple Perspectives Inquiring System
Because management theorizing requires an appropriate methodology, it is
necessary to use multiple perspectives inquiring system (Linstone, 1984; Lowell,
1995; Sapp, 1987; Tarr, 1990; Zeiber, 1996). Multiple perspectives inquiring system
consists of technical, organizational, and personal or TOP apparatus (Linstone,
1984). TOP compartmentalizes methodologies into the three types. Unlike
conventional methodologies in which a single methodology is illusionary appropriate
for all type of problems, TOP allows the possibility to combine perspectives for a
phenomenal solution. With TOP one can see the available tools in each grouped
choice (Ulinwa, 2003).
The objective of the technical perspective is to justify every means and results quantitatively
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(Linstone, 1984). The science seeks mathematical reduced methods that shortcut the amount of
computational exertion involved (Ulinwa, 2003; Wolfram, 2002); although not for the least
underlying solution but the closest one (Ulinwa, 2003). However, it fails miserably if the problem
is computational irreducible, such as in the humanities, or if it is unable to formulate shortcut
methods (Wolfram, 2002). In such cases it resorts to overly summarized results of several
observations, which leads to looping around profiles. Tersely, profiling signifies analytical
incompetence or inability to discover hidden necessary and sufficient conditions in a problem.
The organizational perspective relies on policies and ethics (Linstone, 1984). It insures that
practices are within the acceptable constraints or constitution parameter. It uses procedural and
compliance legislation to determine and monitor standard issues. However, it does not seek
optimal solution but emphasizes on compromise, ethics, and routines (Linstone, 1984).

The personal perspective is subtle. It brings to bear the psychology, moral,
and sociology of those whose decisions affect management; and these factors are
inseparable from the conceived mental models (Linstone, 1984; Senge, 1990). It
brings human persona or the "eye" of an individual into the inquiry. It is therefore the
unique insight and intuition for analyses.

Theory of Management
Theories of management are the spin-off of some of the best selling concept
books, such as the Fifth Discipline (Senge, 1990) or In Search of Excellence (Peters
& Waterman, 1982). The objective for the concepts, however, is to advance
management by amplifying the following:
Economizing available resources to achieve objectives;
Efficient production of goods or services;
Innovation facilitation;
Adaptation of modern technologies;
Creation of values;
A dynamical stable culture.
In spite of these factors, there are two postulations that anchor classic
management theory. First is the discounting of machine beings; but to include them as
ordinary tools. Classic management theory embraces humans as the only labor-force
(Marx, 1857). With the advent of modern electronics in professional fields, certain
machines are personified as beings. This is evident in modern workplaces comprising
of humans and intelligent machines wanting to be pampered differently; and whose
culture supports each other and collides sometimes. These machines change human
behaviors as much as humans adapt to and interact with them. The implication is that
autonomous intelligent machines adapt to the ways humans think work process ought
to be. It follows that a theory of management that articulates human welfare but fails
to assert those of the machines is incomplete.
Next is postulating organizational structure in terms of authority and
411
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reverencing (Presthus, 1978). Rarely does the structure considered as data routes. A
typical structural chart, a fill in the blank organizational chart, is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1 A typical structural chart
The levels are intentionally left blank to indicate that the labels may vary
among organizations.
Liken the chart to an egg. A person who does not eat eggs has a partial
recognition of eggs; only the structural configuration is recognizable. Another person
who eats eggs has a full recognition because of taste, which is an additional
information factor.
This brings to bear that management structure, “streets” and “avenues”, is
information channels data travel on rather than for authority or reverencing.
Whenever organizations undergo changes, whether simple or complex, it involves
fixing, reconstructing old or constructing new data routes. Certain levels could
emerge, eliminated, or reorganized, data continue to travel on available routes. It
implies that management creates, moves, or destroys data routes in compliance to
certain physics laws.
Only classic theory of management manifests authority and reverence.
Authority is the most provoking. It “contains” oligarchy, status, role, and honorific
settings relative to how individuals are conditioned to accept its legitimacy (Presthus,
1978). According to Presthus (1978), authority is the invocation of compliance. Such
compliance could be in the form of legal, moral, psychological, or skill. Legal
compliance is when authority is impersonal and the subjectivity of legislation, laws,
and regulations. It becomes traditional if the legitimacy is solely based on years of
experience. It is charismatic if it arises out of irrational faith in leaders whose
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endeavors appear magical and mystical. Authority that is embedded on stature, an
innate character, evokes obedience.
Complementing authority is reverence (Presthus, 1978). Reverence is the
uplift of cultured respect, loyalty, obedience, and compliance to management roles,
rules, authority, and power with the sensitivity to the opinions of those who control
career chances. The constant endowed promise of co-optation by the management to
those who fall within its penumbra reinforces expectation and the reverencing.
The theory presupposed and conditioned management as an oligarchic squad.
It implies that few salaried employees with resource controlling power, rather than
resource ownership, control the enterprise (Presthus, 1978). Management therefore is
the ability to exert force by internal elite groups supported by co-opted few outsiders
whose aspiration is elitism.

The Perspectives on the Theory of Management
Using TOP model, technical, organizational, and personal authority are
postulated. First is technical authority. Certain individuals have to their disposal
technical authority. This power could be numerical or graphical. With such ability,
technocrats assume a special power to steer management directives by providing
visual justifiable evidences. Take the Iraq prison saga for instance. Technocrats used
images to explain the use of torture to obtain information. They also conveyed,
through images, the need to evacuate the stranded New Orleans during Katrina
catastrophic mess. In the private sector, they used number manipulation to trigger the
fall of Enron.
Organizational authority is another type. This includes exclusive power
through mass perception or delegated power (Presthus, 1978). Regardless of the form,
organizational authority can inhibit or promote certain technical norms and
preferences (Linstone, 1984). The principal idea is to conceptualize how an institution
should operate (Senge, 1990). Those who have organizational authority express it
through constitution and autobiography. The power consists of rules and ethical
standards (Linstone, 1984). The complexity of such power is the results of group
decisions any of the decision makers would rather not obey personally if given a
choice (Linstone, 1984; Senge, 1990). For instance, a congressman or congresswoman
could obey a law even if he or she voted against the piece of legislation.
The third type is personal authority. By personal one implies to the power any
individual exhibits in order to interact within his or her environment. This power is
the ability to control, inhibit, and promote information with respect to the demand and
supply of public or private goods and services. To attain this power one has to
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enhance aspects of one's cognitive circuitry through personal mastery, which is the
ability to perform mastered skills unconsciously (Senge, 1990). Personal vision and
mental model are also examples of this power (Senge, 1990). By developing such
skills one becomes more competitive in the society and contributes to the dynamics of
an enterprise. It follows that a dose of such skills is the main focus of game-theoretic
models (Axelrod, 1984; Boulding, 1990; Hamburger, 1979).

The Physics of Management
Physics of management rests on the principles of meme, an infectious-thought.
Meme is a biological virus (Brodie, 1996), an encapsulated versatile concept that
transmits through all forms of information media. It is always in motion and can be
classified as technical, organizational, and personal.
Literature confirms that attitude, beliefs, and behaviors are infectious; and
spread and leap in and between populations (Langrish, 1999). The works of Gatherer
(2002) further supported that behaviors are transmittable. The assertion, in accord
with Bjarneskans, Gronnevik, & Sandberg, (1999), is that when a manager hears or
reads and talks about a compelling and convincing idea, the idea propagates and
spreads from brain to brain and machine to machine, humans to machines, and from
machine to humans. That is, from one communication channel type to another.
A contagious meme has long lasting consequences. Karl Marx theory of
political economy (Marx, 1857) is one of the earliest. The main contagion was human
freedom without fear of exploitation. Those infected believed that no one should be
dominated with a particular monotonous type of work. Rather, one should be a multipolar professional: scholar in the morning, gardener in the afternoon or an artist in the
evening.
Another meme, a scientific one, is Darwinism. Superficially, one might be
tempted to assume that Darwinism is not a meme. It is! The thesis was dangerously
misconstrued against certain societal citizenry. It amplified superiority. For the
theoretic management, it means that the most fit serves. To be an important class and
the industrial leadership (Presthus, 1978), management bases its avowal on the meme.
This is evident in the prerequisites for corporate presidents and chief executive officer
qualification.
The most recent meme is systems thinking. The motive encourages personal
mastery, teamwork, and shared vision for an effective and efficient enterprise (Senge,
1990). The personal mastery meme induces a host to acquire the necessary skills for
certain tasks and to become lifelong learners, to be bombarded with regular memes
(Brodie, 1996; Senge, 1990). Teamwork and correct team alignment and shared vision
are additional reinforcements for rejecting or accepting old ones. The overall
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objective is that when individuals learn so does the organization they work for (Senge,
1990). Shared vision develops from each member's vision (Senge, 1990). The meme
transforms mental models as if they are real; and the images appear identical to all the
staff and indistinguishable to the source.
In the course of this examination the notions of motion and force are noted.
The force is likened as centripetal force for structure and reverence and centrifugal
force for taste and authority. Let us start with Norton’s laws (Wolff, 1965). The first
law states that things at rest or in motion remains in that state unless compelled to
change due to the force asserted on them. Memes are communicable from a state of
rest. It spreads when expressed. Speaking, showing, or writing is one of the channels
memes spread. In any case, management uses memes to stimulate staff to a desired
goal or away from undesired ones.
The second law posits that the derived change of motion is proportional to the
asserted ‘motive’ force, and in the direction away from the force. Every thing being
equal, staff responds to guidance by satisfying the requested objectives and goals.
When objective or motive is transmitted to a decoder, an employee for instance, the
expected result is proportional to the force the meme is asserting.
The third law states that for every action or force there is equally an opposing
force. Meme is equal to its antidote. This satisfies Ashby’s (1956) law of requisite
variety. To be effective, an opposing meme requires equivalent variety to counter
another. For example, one needs a strong economics meme to counter production and
service outsourcing meme.
Centripetal force therefore is that which impels things to the center-gravitation
(Wolff, 1965). Management centripetal memes are ones management put in place for
stability. Centrifugal meme, on the other hand, is that which repels things from the
center. When management terminates an engagement, the act is due to centrifugal
meme. Generally, a meme is the force compelling a host to do a work. Management
memes, like any other meme, have potential energy: energy of position and kinetic
energy: energy of motion. Authority or reverence is a potential energy whereas kinetic
energy is for transmitting a desire. Generally, memes are force that causes a decoder
to change or refine his or her state proportionately to the exerted memetic energy.
Although no discipline has defined energy precisely, the study of energy and
its transformation is conceived as thermodynamics (Hubbard & Katz, 2002). Its first
law states that energy is conserved, nothing changes. It simply involves accounting
such that there is always a ‘fixed’ amount of something. What one needs is to find and
add the pieces that make up the whole. If for the moment one thinks energy as
combination of pieces of something (system, X) from which items can be removed
from two sides, it is possible to articulate the changes in the system in terms of the
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following formulae (Wolff, 1965):
⎡S⎤
∆f ⎢ ⎥ = − H − W
⎣ a⎦
(1)
S is the current state of the system. H and W are the numbers of the pieces taken out
from the system. a is determined after the change is compared to the initial state.
Likewise one can instead specify the right side as H - W, H + W, or -H + W,
depending on what is modeled. Take a water processing tank that is measured
periodically as two customers H and W buy gallons of water per period, as an
example. To apply the elementary idea of the first law, a manager uses Equation 1 to
determine when to refill the tank. Another manager wishing to determine the initial
state of the system could still manipulate the equation.
The second law posits that one can not have energy any way one prefers, even
within the confinement of conservation (Wolff, 1965). The invocation comprises of a
quantity: entropy. Thermodynamics therefore emphasizes the terms to take into
account such that
∆S + ∆ ( H + W ) = 0 , for the first law

(2)
and ∆S total ≥ 0 or ∆S + ∆ ( H + W ) ≥ 0 , for the second law.
(3)
Equations (2) and (3) take system and its surroundings into account and can be
fabricated to the field of managerial accounting. It is left for the reader to relate
thermodynamics to other management processes. In the next section, the underlining
of a primeval unmanned aircraft, boomerang, demonstrates the general physics
which goes beyond what goes around comes around.
The Theory of Boomerang
Memes are algorithmic behavioral specifications for solving problems. They
are the lone means for realizing actions and physical forms. Intuitively, boomerang, a
non-electrical, non-mechanical, and an unmanned recreational aircraft returns to its
port of departure if the right initial condition is applied. This partially depends on
hand-crafted meme, initial conditions, and air or environmental dynamics.
A typical boomerang structural algorithm, a how to build one or the meme, is
grounded on the principles of physics. Hartsfield (2002), Hunt (2000), Hunt (2003),
and Nashiyama (2002) examined how to embody a meme, to structurally realize one,
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an intelligent one! Regardless of the architecture, wing loading and aspect ratio are
very important (Nashiyama, 2002). Wing loading is realized by dividing the weight of
a boomerang by its wings area. The aspect ratio is wing span divided by chord length.
Aspect ratio, wing shapes, wing loading, and location of a center of gravity are some
of the immense meme structural realization that affects the craft’s intelligence.
Moreover, wing cross section or airfoil supports flying objects in the air. Airfoil
causes either high lift for slower speed, little lift for high speed, or angle of attack for
stunts, depending on the type or shape (Nashiyama (2002).
However, a case can be made in accord with Wolfram (2002) that one could
fail to notice the underlying meme of unknown aspects of systems that are outside the
scope of human experience. For instance, hardly can figure 2 be recognized as a
boomerang, except to an enthusiast. Souder (2000) eluded variety of shapes a
boomerang can be built and still exhibits similar basic intelligence, returning to the
port of departure.

Figure 2 Unconventional boomerang
In addition to the aesthetic appeal of some boomerangs, the builders admit that
the most important features are the laws of physics: hidden aspect ratio, wing loading
and style, and center of gravity. For instance, smaller wing loading and fairly long or
slender wings contribute to a maximum time aloft (MTA) or long flight duration.
These features seemingly are the specified meme for take off, flight, and landing
intelligence.
Another factor to the intelligence is “Push”. Every system needs either
electrical, a mechanical, human or natural push. The latter is like when air blows away
a paper. Push is an initial condition in such a way that every exerted force enforces a
certain meme. Systems are very sensitive to the condition because any error due to it
could be catastrophic, to say the least. Figure 3a shows a better thrown boomerang. A
better thrown boomerang, as in the case of figure 3a, returns to the port of departure.
Contrarily, it will land straight down, at 900, after a precipitous rise, as in figure 3b, if
thrown horizontally or wrongly (Hartsfield, 2002; Hunt, 2000; Hunt, 2003;
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Nashiyama, 2002).

Figure 3a: Good initial condition

Figure 3b Bad stop condition
Hunt (2000), Souder (2000), Hartsfield (2002), Nashiyama (2002), and Hunt (2003)
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proved this. Therefore, any meme that for some reason does things that are not
intended of it is fatal.
Air dynamics contribute to the airborne activities. Thermal and downdrafts are
some of the air conditions (Sounder, 2000). Thermals are ‘rising’ air pockets created
by sun-heated grounds mostly from inclined areas such as hills, cliffs, buildings and
football fields or paved areas like parking lots. On the other hand, downdrafts are air
pockets due to cooler and denser air compared to surrounding air.
Figure 4 represents the overall physics of a boomerang. Principles of the
physics include gyroscopic stability and precession (Nashiyama, 2002). Gyroscopic
stability implies that spinning objects do not deviate from its axis of rotation unless a
torque is applied. Torque is weight of an object times its distance from a momentous
point (Hartsfield, 2002; Hunt, 2000; Hunt, 2003; Nashiyama, 2002). The forces or
torque that acts about the center of gravity causes objects to rotate.
a

v
v+a

v

w

v
a

v-a

Figure 4 (Nashiyama, 2002): Derivation of Boomerang Theory
Gyroscopic precession, on the other hand, is due to torque acting on the
angular of momentum. Precession, therefore, is a force to a third axis which is
orthogonal to a torque axis and rotational axis causing the craft to be leftward. It
follows that a boomerang flies parallel to its angular of momentum while rotates
perpendicular and the continuous nature of the force causes the craft to return to the
base. General gyroscopic principle implies that applied forces act quarter rotation
later.
During airborne, as shown in Figure 4 with the assumption that the craft is
launched with a velocity of v mph and a rotational velocity of a mph, a comparison of
two wings will show that an upper wing will maintain forward velocity plus rotational
velocity or f A = (v + a) ; that a lower wing will maintain forward velocity minus
rotational velocity f B = (v − a) such that ∆f = f A − f B (Hunt, 2003; Nashiyama,
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2002).Where ∆f is the increasing or decreasing lift force when speed increases and
otherwise if speed is decreasing respectively. The difference between the top and
bottom of a given wing lift force produces or manifests a counterclockwise path or
left-turn force.
Optimizing MTA is a crucial undertaking for boomerang builders. The
intelligence is about optimization. Every thing being equal, not the thermal and
downdrafts but flight range and MTA are the most desired performance measures.
Flight range is distance divided by height (Souder, 2000). It follows that decreasing
the height or increasing the range optimizes the flight ratio. MTA is measured as rate
of descend-meters per second (mps). Realizing the smallest but appropriate wing
loading rate optimizes MTA. This reduces descend. It implies to the decreasing of the
craft’s weight compared to its wings’ surface area. If for any optimization reason the
rate cannot be decreased further, the least rate is the optimized preference. This is
inline with principles of management science. In addition to optimization, safety is
more meaningful than MTA. Boomerangs activities should not harm humans. It must
withstand recreational scrutiny and within the embedded constitutional constraints.

The Perspectives on the Physics of Management
TOP analysis shows that the Marx meme empowers individuals to embrace
technical power and resist any organizational power that exploits individual freedom.
It exposes the dichotomy between staff and organized class or institutions. The
analysis also shows that Darwinism meme energizes organization formation and
power to exploit individual potentials and technical power. Organized policies are
construed to favor individuals whose skills are favorable to relevant public or private
enterprises. Individuals who are outside the prescribed and ascribed skill profession
or class power are labeled unfit and undesirable. The meme weakens individualism
and promotes an organized class or management.
The following became perceptible after cross-cueing the organizational and
personal perspectives. The discovered theoretic manifest of management meme
encompasses myths, fairy tale, and stories. Management uses the memes to
personalize an enterprise as if it is a human. The memes infect staff to feel as owners
of an enterprise they do not invest in, in addition to discounting intelligent machines
from the labor force.
First but not strictly in this order, is myth. Management uses believable
myths, memes, to unify itself and shield staff from uncertainty. Although myths are
not scientifically testable, they are useful for resolving members' dynamic or
conflicting opinions and ideas because they are for expressing, explaining,
maintaining solidarity and stability, and legitimizing and remedying contradictions.
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The memes are narrative sources to anchor the present in the past (Bolman & Deal,
1984).
These memes explain managerial uncertainty in such a way that one sees
“sanity” in a state of “insanity”. They are also bipolar because they can blind
organizational citizenry from right solutions; and subjecting the labor sector to
ascribe to the ideology that authority equals responsibility. Or that graduating from
an Ivy League business college ensures a happy life. US marines, for instance, have
one of the admirable myths: once a marine always a marine.
Fairy tales complement myths for entertaining moral and ethical instructions.
Nothing is as deceptive as a fairy tale which is one of the greatest communication
apparatus after the discovery of language. They communicate general administrative
direction (Bolman & Deal, 1984). Fairy tales fulfill wishful thinking; and provide
immediate security, and sources of new knowledge and propaganda. In addition to
the myths and fairy tales, management uses story telling to describe events in such a
way that institutional members can easily remember. Some are embeddable on
motivational speeches.
Take the case of Ivory soap for example. The story goes like this (Bolman &
Deal, 1984): sensing that Procter & Gamble candle business was facing a serious
market rival, the electric bulbs, Harley Procter convinced his company’s board to
concentrate on a soap business. He pulled this off by telling the board about a
revelation he had during a Sunday service in which the pastor cited “Ivory” in Psalm
fort-fifth. The board there and then named the soap: Ivory which to date is one of the
known soaps (Bolman & Deal, 1984).
Rituals and ceremonies are two of the most common reverencing memes.
Both are methods to check loyalty, order, and participation. Intuitively, reverence is a
function of rituals and ceremonies for conveying messages to outside constituents, to
reduce anxiety over uncertainty, to stabilize structural order, and to promote
socialization. One witnesses ceremonies whenever managements conduct training,
performance appraisals, and monthly meetings for staff or testing and interviewing
job applicants or orientating new employees.
TOP analysis also reveals that the era of system thinking with respect to
systems science is a period individualism is the encapsulated technical and personal
welfare for organizations. Thus what is beneficial to the individual is also beneficial
to an enterprise. The meme is a pragmatic one. It weakens Darwin meme by
prescribing the prerequisites and requisites of management, the technical skills
relative to the humans and machines. It is the manifest of the cross-cued memes that
is commonly misconstrued as authority and reverence.
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The physics of management, boomerang behavior, and memes are also crosscued. MTA is used relatively to understand behavior. If for any reason a boomerang
lands outside the ‘expected’ launched proximity, the T perspective attributes the
performance to poor initial condition or bad throwing; however if such performance
persists it is attributed to bad design or technology or a rookie’s bad throwing. On the
other hand, a constant return to a launcher is a mark of good design or technology or
throwing. Therefore, quality and quantity of landing coupled with MTA are very
significant to the T perspective. It follows that landing is subjective whereas MTA is
not.
Relate f A = (v + a) and f B = (v − a) or ∆f = f A − f B to managerial factors that
stabilize management processes. One could realize the similarity to expected return
to investment. In this case managers should seek memes that counter an opposing
memes to satisfy the law of requisite variety. This is to say that the three TOP
resources should be cross-cued in such a way to realize optimized benefits. Take the
T to mean the required resources for production excluding humans and intelligent
machines. Take the O as internal and external regulations that influence the operation
of an enterprise. This is equivalent to the thermal and downdrafts or relevant
environment. The P should then be apparent as humans and intelligent machines.
They mastermind initial conditions.
This is perceptible because every management decision is a result of human
endeavor to minimize uncertainty. Humans also rely on intelligent machines for
analysis that are beyond human perception such as using Internet search engines for
massive inquiry. It follows that an entity that operates with a better matched memes
against opposing ones, even under topsy-turvy conditions, will maintain an above
average performance. Thus management should use gyroscopic memes to steer to
desired goals. It advocates management as an inscribed meme comparable to any
other, because it is that which comes to mind whenever it is mentioned.

Summary
Three types of memes are postulated in the passage. Technical memes infects
humans and machines quantitatively and can disguise as graphics. Technical memes
convey technical authority and reverencing. Organizational memes ensure that
opposing memes or all memes are legitimate. The memes remedy situations. Personal
memes, on the other hand, shape technical memes and useful to filter ones considered
as organizational memes.
When O and P are cross-cued, one sees centrifugal and centripetal memes in
action. Centripetal force is in effect if a company has a high employment turn over
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rate, for example whereas a management that negotiates employment policies that
retain labor force is reacting to centrifugal meme. Labor force reacts to both.
Further, management and boomerangs display common basic physics laws and
features that explain away that management is exclusively a social behavior.
Management is memes that manifest organizational objectives. Thus the meanings of
management from each perspective are examined without distorting the overall
purpose.
It is also stated that classic management theory creates reverence and authority
or ascending and descending ramps, Figure 5. The physics of management posited
three meme processing levels: top, middle, and base staff.

Top

Middle

Base Staff

Figure 5 Managerial meme manifestations
Intra-level and inter-level memes are the two broad classes of physics of
management. Inter-level memes are those that transmit from the top management to
base staff. They are formal instructions and guidance to the operations of an
enterprise. The objective is to refine the intra-level memes. These are shown as
downwards-pointing arrows between levels in figure 5. The intra-level meme, on the
other hand, are formal and informal guidance and instructions on the cultured
objectives of a level. They are useful for processing goods and services in compliance
to the inter-level memes. These types of meme are shown with the spinning arrow
around the inter-level meme ones.
It follows that that which is observed as authority or reverencing is the
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manifest of internal memes; and only an equivalent opposing meme, antidote,
enfeebles another. Obviously, physics of management manifests obvious and not so
obvious managerial effects.
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CYBER LIABILITY - NEW HEADACHES FOR
MANAGEMENT

Charles R. B. Stowe, Sam Houston State University

Abstract
While the dot.com bubble burst in 2001, the reality is that the global
economy has been transformed by the internet. Practically every company, nonprofit, and government agency conducts some of its business through the internet and
now have full time "chief information officers" responsible for managing the
computer infrastructure. Having been designed for the inexpensive and efficient
exchange of information, the internet has spun a new breed of criminal and cyber
terrorist that can reap havoc with a firm's computer system. The challenge is that
companies that use this technology must now confront a new reality - one of
expanded liability. This paper describes some of the liabilities companies face,
surveys the extent to which systems have experienced unauthorized entry and
recommends that management enter a new budget line for their firms: cyber security
expenses. The failure to install and continually monitor a firm's cyber security
system can result in huge liabilities and enormous public relations disasters.

Pre-internet Computer Environment
In order to develop an assessment as to the extent of risk an organization has
due to its computer system, one first should look at the difference between preinternet computer system and the global internet system. Prior to the development of
the internet, organizations had their own central computer with various types of
terminals for data entry and output. These systems had central housing and often the
computer systems or services department was physically isolated or at least
physically secured so that only department employees could gain entry. Data was
stored on large magnetic tapes that were bulky. Programs were entered by means of
large magnetic tapes or by means of punch cards. The point is that the physical
realities made it fairly difficult to extract large amounts of data conveniently.
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Computer systems of the 1950's era were used for reservation systems,

inventory control and personnel records. These were essentially closed systems in
that no one could gain access to the data except by obtaining the magnetic storage
tapes or discs. While some systems were connected remotely, these were
"dedicated" systems where the company would beam microwave transmissions from
one disk to a satellite and download to another dish. One company's system did not
"talk" or communicate to another's. Basically, so long as the physical controls over
access were in place, the systems were secure except for possible electronic failure
which was limited through policies of making backup tapes.
Today, the physical structure and design of the internet, servers and personal
computers affords potential access by anyone proficient in "hacking." Furthermore,
the method of transmission enables a sender to broadcast millions of messages from
a "ghost" or fictitious site and thereby conceal their true location. The design of data
storage has changed so dramatically, that "jump drives" today hold as much storage
as would have been required of several mainframe computers or scores of large,
bulky magnetic disk drives of the 1950's era. While maintaining physical security is
still an important aspect of reducing cyber liability, the fact that transactions are done
over the internet between companies and their customers has increased the types of
information and types of exposure company's face.

Internet and Expanded Liabilities
From a purely legal perspective, one difference between the segregated
computer systems and the open, global internet is to increase jurisdictional liability.
While the details of jurisdictional liability are beyond the scope of this paper, the
basic principle is that if a firm engages in commercial activity through the internet,
their customers may claim that the courts of their legal domicile have a judicial
interest in the transaction. While one of the benefits of the World Wide Web or ecommerce is the ability to market throughout the world, the flip side is the resulting
potential of finding out that one is subject to lawsuits all over the world. There are
legal strategies to limit this exposure by refusing sales outside of certain regions, by
sales agreements that contain choice of forum and choice of law clauses, or through
contracts calling for arbitration.
A second area of liability is that of maintaining certain types of records for
which there is a potential liability for theft or disclosure. The obvious issue is losing
records that invoke the wrath of the financial privacy disclosure laws (both state and
federal). Identity theft Hackers can break into these databases and steal information
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which they can use to conduct transactions in another's name. Why rob a bank when
a hacker can simply use another person's credit card to order goods and services?
More sophisticated thieves simply charge off a dollar or two so that the average
credit card holder might not recognize the theft over a few months. A million
transactions like that are easier and more profitable than robbing a convenience store.
There have even been computer programs created that generate credit card numbers
that will pass an authorization check (Bicknell, 1999).

Armed with an authorized

credit card number empowers the thief to shop at will!
As identity theft has increased, some businesses have adopted a strategy to
protect themselves and their customers by taking measures to ensure they are really
doing business with the person the customer claims to be. These measures include
compiling identifying information to confirm the identity of the customer. As a
result, the businesses are creating a larger pool of information from which the thief
can steal. This reasoning can also be applied to our expanding global markets.
Businesses are conducting transactions with persons they do not know. The
businesses want to confirm they are conducting the transaction with the right person.
So, they request and compile identifying information and that pool of information
becomes available to cyber thieves. This process has become a viscous cycle. The
more businesses try to protect themselves and their customers, the more ammunition
they are providing for the identity thief.
For years companies enclosed warranty registration cards with their products.
The real purpose of those cards was to survey their customers and obtain useful
demographic information for marketing purposes. Those lists were then sold
creating an additional stream of revenue with very little cost. Today, this is done
electronically and ever larger amounts of identifying information have been created
in order to assist businesses in making decisions about who to do business with and
who to hire to work for their companies. Information brokers gather the identifying
information of individuals and businesses, store the information in supposedly secure
computer databases and then sell the information to anyone that can pay the price for
the information. There is little to no regulation of this industry. Through these
information brokers almost anyone is able to obtain identifying information on an
individual. Staffers for Senator Charles Schumer were able to obtain Social Security
numbers for Vice President Dick Cheney, socialite Paris Hilton, former Homeland
Security Chief Tom Ridge and actor Brad Pitt from an information brokerage service
offered by Thomson Corp.’s Westlaw.
As the price of computer storage has dropped while the storage ability has
increased almost as dramatically as Moore's law predicted the increase in computing
power and drop in cost, companies are encouraged to "harvest" ever larger data mines
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of information about their customers. The problem is that there is an expanded
liability for this practice. A recent disclosure by ChoicePoint illustrates the
vulnerability of data storage in an internet connected system. They announced a
breach of their computer databases has exposed to criminals identifying information
on nearly 145,000 Americans. According to news reports, ChoicePoint databases
hold a combined 19 billion Social Security numbers, credit and medical histories,
motor vehicle registrations, deed transfers, job applications, criminal files and other
bits of sensitive information. Even though ChoicePoint knew about the breach as
early as October 2004, they did not disclose the breach until February 2005 and then
only to comply with a California law which requires notification to owners of
compromised identifying information. Shortly after this disclosure, ChoicePoint
revealed that the company’s security had been breached before, in 2002. It appears
that this earlier security breach is being disclosed for the first time, some three years
after it occurred (Stowe, 2005). In April 2005, Ameritrade Inc. advised 200,000
current and former customers that a computer backup tape containing their personal
information was lost. Customers received notices from the company that informed
them that their account number, name and social security number were on the lost
tapes (Sullivan, 2005).
In 2005, Time Warner Inc. reported that an outside storage company lost data
on some 600,000 current and former employees used to administer retirement
compensation and other benefits. Some 40 computer tapes were reported mission by
the outside contractor, Iron Mountain Inc (CNN Money, 2005). During Spring 2005,
Bank of America reported that it lost 1.2 million customer records. Of the 1.2 million
customers, 900,000 belonged to Defense Department employees and many belonged
to the United States Senators (Morrison, 2005). These are some examples of well
publicized breaches of computer systems.
A third type of cyber liability arises when an authorized user fails to comply
with existing federal and state regulations in conducting business through the
company's computer system. One striking example of this occurred when employees
of E.I. Lilly decided to send users of their drug Prozac an email. Unfortunately, when
they sent the email, almost 100,000 email addresses appeared on the communication
resulting in an FTC action against the firm and the ill will of their customers! The
Federal Trade Commission has a record of enforcement actions against companies
whose email advertisements are deemed to be deceptive or misleading. The Federal
Trade Commission's enforcement actions are described in the Federal Register. Other
less spectacular violations include failure to comply with the CAN-SPAM Act.
In addition to breaking statutes, there are lots of possibilities for breaching
common law. One example of employees creating liability from their use of the
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computer is best illustrated by a lawsuit against Illinois-based Walgreens. Janey
Karp, a 53 year old Palm Beach resident read the Walgreens printout attached to her
prescription for the sleep aid Ambien dated March 17, 2005. Typed in a field
reserved for patient information was "Crazy!" Another field, dated September 30,
2004, read: "She's really a psycho!!! Do not say her name too loud, never mention her
meds by names and try to talk her when..." The information continued on another
page which was not attached. Her suit alleges defamation, negligent supervision and
intentional infliction of emotional distress. The company has 5,122 stores nationwide
and advertises that the new computer system for filling prescriptions links all stores
into a single network (Stoddard, 2006).
A fourth type of vulnerability comes from acts that threaten to sabotage not
only the data banks but represent attempts to cause havoc with computer controlled
systems affecting the manufacturing or delivery of services. Some of these incidents
fall under bungled attempts to embezzle funds and some are malevolent attempts to
seek retribution through product interruptions. There have been attempts by juvenile
pranksters to disrupt power supplies, and to shut down water systems. Many of these
plots involve disgruntled employees or outsiders either interested in terrorism or in
simply seeking personal revenge against the company.
A fifth type of vulnerability stems from industrial espionage or unauthorized
use of proprietary software. Because most companies use Computer Assisted
Drawing (CAD) programs, much intellectual property is stored on corporate
computers. Research data bases that took millions of dollars to build represent fertile
ground for either competitors or hostile governments to obtain the benefits with
minimal investment in equipment. While not exactly a source of liability from a legal
standpoint, the threat of industrial espionage is another issue that management must
contend with.
A sixth area of vulnerability stems from viruses, worms and other software
intrusions designed to cause problems for host servers. Some of the perpetrators are
disgruntled employees or former employees, others are extortionists. Computer
extortion occurs when unauthorized individuals or groups gain access into an
organization's files and threatens to destroy them or destroy the organization's
mainframe or sell their proprietary technology to competitors if a "ransom" is not
paid.
And finally, a seventh area which is driving cyber security efforts at the
highest levels of government is the threat from terrorists and foreign espionage. The
national security dimension of cyber security issues are the most serious and
perplexing. The internet generation of computers has important implications for
national security. First, the amount of information that has been voluntarily posted
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can be very useful to a hostile observer. Several years ago, the Chairman of the Joints
Chiefs of Staff was presented with the names, locations, and room numbers of his
children by a team of national security experts to convince the Chairman to order a
total review of Department of Defense policy on what is posted on the internet.
Second, government and industry's most important and 'secret' information is now on
computers that are connected to the internet. While the Defense Department and
other agencies that have classified information may be encrypted, the reality is that
whenever there is sensitive information, there is the possibility of a breach. Defense
contractors and other organizations that provide consulting services to our
government also use computers that are connected with the internet. Espionage is
always a potential threat to our nation, but the extensive use of the internet and the
relatively inexpensive technology and software needed to access sensitive information
is a justifiable major concern.
Individuals face one other area of potential harm and this from "predators" and
scam artists who pretend to be what they are not in order to either steal money or
innocence from their victims. The number of cases of pedophiles posing as children
has reached epidemic proportions. News reports documented the arrest of a relatively
high level official of the Department of Homeland Security for attempting to lure an
underage girl (who was actually a police officer) through the internet. Other criminals
use the internet to send announcements via email asking potential winners of phony
lotteries to provide their bank account number to receive their winnings. From the
standpoint of corporate liability, the issue is whether courts will eventually hold
companies liable for failure to maintain better control of their computer systems when
their employees engage in such illegal and despicable conduct.

FBI Cyber Security Study
The following description of the FBI study is paraphrased from the 2005 FBI
Computer Crime Survey (FBI.gov., 2005). During 2005, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation sponsored a Computer Crime Survey in which a 23 question survey was
responded to be 2,066 organizations. The survey was mailed to 24,000 organizations
to 430 cities. The FBI polled organizations that had five or more employees, had
been in existence for three years or more, and had annual revenue of more than
$1,000,000. Recipients of the letter were asked to go to a web site with a name and
password to take the survey. No reminders were sent. The purpose of the survey was
to gain an accurate understanding of what computer security incidents are being
experienced by a full spectrum of sizes and types of organizations within the U.S.
The survey was conducted in four states: Iowa, Nebraska, New York and Texas in a
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manner that gave respondents the opportunity to respond anonymously.
Fifty one percent of the survey respondents were from midsize organizations
having 10-99 employees. The most common job title of respondents was "IT
Managers" (28%) with "System Administrators: making up another 21%. Since only
large organizations tend to have a Chief Security Officer or Chief Information
Security Officer it was not surprising that they constituted only 2% of the
respondents. Forty six percent of the organizations had under $5,000,000 in gross
income with the $10,000,000 to $99,000,000 category constituting 16% of the
respondents. Over 2% of the respondents represented organizations with over a
billion dollars of gross income.
Of the security technologies used, antivirus software topped the list at 98%,
firewalls at 90.7%, and virtual private networks at 46%. Only 4% reported use of
biometrics, and 7% reported using smartcards. Of 17 different methods listed, most
firms used 7.8 of security techniques.
Over 5,000 incidents were reported with 87% of the respondents
experiencing some type of incident. Almost 20% of those reported 20 or more such
incidents within a year. Over 79% had been affected by spy ware and almost 84%
had been affected by a virus attack despite the almost universal use of anti-virus
software. Only 33% reported port scans which may suggest that this type of intrusion
is undetected by most organizations. New York had the lowest percentage of
organizations experiencing unauthorized access, but the highest percentage of
experiencing insider abuse, laptop theft, telecom fraud, viruses and website
defacement.
An average of 33% knew that had experienced unauthorized access to their
systems, with 44% of educational organizations, 31% of federal government, and
25% of transportation organizations experiencing unauthorized access.
An
additional 24% stated they did not know whether they had unauthorized access. The
study raises issues as to whether firms really engage the right technology and
procedures to know if there has been unauthorized access. Twice as many intrusions
came from outside the organization as opposed to from within the organization. A
computer expert, Paul Williams of Gray Hat Research Corp. was quoted in the study
as stating "It is likely that many of the organizations reporting an intrusion did not
realize the duration, extent or severity of the intrusion, or detected only a portion of
the multiple separate intrusions during the reporting period."(FBI.gov., 2006).
Fifty three percent of those organizations reporting outside intrusions were
able to report the country of origin. Seven countries accounted for 75% of the
intrusions with the USA and China as the source of 50% of the intrusions.
Organizations with higher revenue (greater than $5 million) were twice as likely to
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identify the source of the intrusion as China. One of the difficulties of identifying
the source country is that it is technically feasible to use proxies and Trojanized
computers in other countries to mask their identity and give a false origin as the
United States.
While the survey attempted to measure the losses due to computer attacks,
the problem is that "proprietary information theft is heavily under reported. Most
organizations either have no way of even knowing if proprietary information was
stolen from them and or do not know how to quantify the loss." declares Paul
Williams, security expert. The survey revealed $12,000,000 in losses which
included $3,000,000 in laptop losses. However, it is the data on the laptop that may
have the real value and not just the purchase price of the device.
On the other hand, 62% of respondents reported that they employ logging of
events on a computer network. Of those 34% further secured their logs by storing
them on a remote protected server, but 38% did not have the logging capability
activated. Simply having a system that logs events on a computer network renders
little value if there is not a review of the events. Reviewing the event logs is how
suspicious activity is detected.

The other issue is that 28% reported that they

overwrite their logs only when a maximum file size is reached resulting in 12% of
organizations that only kept logs for 3 to 20 days and 17% keeping logs for 21 or
more days. Obviously, the more subtle events might well go undetected and
disappear due to the failure to keep the logs.

Operation Web Snare
A look at another Department of Justice program called Operation Web Snare
is useful in understanding the threat posed by criminal and industrial hackers.
Operation Websnare is a multi-agency initiative aimed at creating partnerships with
industry and across government agencies to deal with cyber crimes including
criminal spam, phishing, spoofed or hijacked accounts, international re-shipping
scheme, cyber-extortion, auction fraud, credit card fraud, intellectual property rights,
computer intrusions, economic espionage, international money laundering, and
identity theft. In 2004, over 50 task forces were established. Organizations like the
FBI, Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3), US Postal Inspection Service, US
Secret Service, the Federal Trade Commission and the Bureau of Immigration and
Customs Enforcement were among federal agencies involved. Industry groups such
as the Direct Marketing Association, the Merchants Risk Council, the Business
Software Alliance and the Software and Information Industry Association were also
involved. The operation completed 160 investigations in which more than 150,000
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victims lost more than $215 million. More than 350 subjects were targeted resulting
in 1560 arrests/convictions, 117 indictments, and the execution of more than 170
search/seizure warrants (Operation Web Snare, 2006).

The Cyber Liability Environment
The problem facing most organizations is that the potential for losses extends
far beyond the inconvenience of a downed server or the loss of a few laptops. The
problem is that internal abuses of the system can result in violations of law that carry
steep penalties, a loss of proprietary information including designs for future
products, manufacturing processes, loss of trade secrets, injection of erroneous
transactions into a distribution system, or even a deliberate attempt to shut down
systems or services (such as shutting down a hospital, causing deliveries to go to the
wrong address, or financial transactions that corrupt the integrity of the institution
(such as international laundering of funds for terrorist organizations). The legal
liability environment is quite extensive.

For example, the Health Insurance

Portability and Accountability Act require providers to establish detailed privacy
policies. Mark Lutes a partner with the Washington Law firm Epstein, Becker and
Green cites the following cases of privacy violations: "a hacker downloading the
medical records of about 5,000 patients at the University of Washington Medical
Center in Seattle, a 17 year old secretary posing electronically as a doctor at Inova,
Alexandria (Va.) Hospital; emails containing medical information about Kaiser
Permanente patients routing to the wrong people."(Haugh, 2001).
Other federal regulations require financial institutions and those handling
funds to issue detailed privacy policies to their clients or customers. The loss or
misuse of such information due to negligent computer security policies and
procedures may subject the institution to litigation in addition to direct costs of
losses.
The cyber liability issue is not simply the response of angry customers whose
data has been misused. The cyber liability issue extends to the damages caused by
restoring systems, and restoring a firm's reputation. The cyber liability issue includes
potential losses arising from industrial espionage which is known to be practiced by
China and other economic competitors. The cyber liability issue has dealt the music
industry a blow which some may contend they deserve for their reluctance to employ
new distribution methods. Now that the industry responded with legalized methods
for purchasing music for downloading to I-pods and other portable devices the
industry may recover some if its losses from the reduction in sales of CDs.
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To reduce the risks of cyber liability, the following issues need to be

addressed: (1) The development of security procedures such as remote servers,
logging event devices, antivirus software, anti-spy ware programs, firewalls, etc.
(2) Obtaining and installing the proper physical barriers. This aspect of cyber
security is perhaps the most obvious and most vulnerable of all considerations.
Employees who leave their password taped to the bottom of their keyboards are a
prime example of a simple violation that can result in serious intrusions. Disgruntled
employees who are familiar with the security systems, firewalls and password
protections need to be identified and restricted from access. Many experts attribute
as much as half of the unauthorized access to former employees. Simply requiring
that certain transactions be done on terminals that are within a restricted access area
could reduce internal unauthorized intrusions. A common example of this is that
most universities permit almost open access to computers by faculty who are directed
to enter grades on their desktop computers. The only problem with this is that
anyone getting access to faculty offices and passwords then has the ability to change
grades and reap other havoc.
(3)

Software and systems design best discourages or identifies attacks for the

money. Paul Williams contends that for a modest consulting fee, his security experts
can diagnose the most vulnerable parts of the entire scope of a computer operation
and reduce its vulnerability by 90%. (Williams, 2005).
(4) Human resistance - modification programs and training to heighten behavioral
responses to outright theft in broad daylight. An example of this was cited by Paul
Williams who explained that his firm was able to break through millions of dollars of
sophisticated biometrics barriers by posing as computer moving service employees
directed to transport magnetic tape backups and blade servers from a client's
computer services department. "All the expensive equipment and sophisticated
systems were defeated by a phony purchase order and an authoritative worker who
intimidated the computer department employees. This was a low tech way of
defeating a high-tech security system." (Williams, 2005).
(5) Content compliance to comply with the CANSPAM Act and other marketing
laws in communications with potential and actual customers. Web sites need to be
frequently reviewed for compliance with FTC advertising and deceptive trade
practice regulations as well as for accessibility under Americans with Disabilities
Act.
(6) Contractual review of all contracts that are part of any transaction handled
through the internet.
(7) Crisis management procedures for handling internal breaches of security,
external breaches of security and even worse for catastrophic loss of service through
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tornadoes, hurricanes and other forces of nature. While large financial institutions
have remote backup and instantaneous systems available, the mid size firms may not
have considered the extent to which an explosion or hurricane could wipe out their
computer service center.

Conclusion
The increasing complexity of technology does not necessarily mean a more
secure system. Witness the growth of wireless capabilities and home "wireless"
routers that permit neighbors and passers by to potentially gain access to personal
computers. The increased use of wireless laptops can subject the unwitting user to
all sorts of intrusions by those bend on obtaining information from an individual's
laptop. Even more alarming are the advancements in cell phone technology that
allow the cell phone to be connected to the internet. While these new technologies
offer greater convenience and access to the internet, they also create new avenues for
mischief. Parents give their children cell phones for their safety but will discover
that device can now connect their children to internet predators.
The issue of cyber security is not limited to large companies. While this
article has cited cases involving some well-known companies, there are literally
millions of small firms that operate servers connected to the internet that can
unwittingly enable all sorts of mischief if their cyber security is weak. There is
almost no industry that is immune from cyber liability from doctors and hospitals to
lawyers and law firms, from our government and its many entities to our utility
companies and non-profits. The issue of cyber liability and cyber security applies to
any entity using computers even if they don't operate servers. Any wireless laptop
and now even cell phones can access the internet.
There is no doubt that the internet and its world wide web offers society great
benefits: cheaper transactions, cheaper communications, less expensive access to
markets, expanded markets and services, educational opportunities, immediate
medical diagnosis and all types of access to information. However, there is a
potential for liability. Legal departments and computer service personnel must
approach the issues of budgeting for cyber security as part of a continuing business
expense much like insurance for workers compensation for property damage or for
product liability insurance. To do otherwise subjects the organization to uninsurable
calamities. William Granahan who heads the Boston-based risk management
(insurance company) consulting practice for Milliman and Robertson notes that
insurance companies "have decided that if they don't like a risk they'll exclude it
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from coverage, or they'll write a separate policy that winds up being very limited and
very expensive." (Haugh, 2001).
For now, the most sensible strategy for minimizing cyber liability is to
engage outside consultants to test and evaluate computer systems. This outside
engagement must not limit its investigation to the software dimension but to
hardware design, physical access issues, behavioral modification, crisis simulation
exercises, investigatory and data retrieval strategies and personnel strategies. In
addition, an intensive listing of the types of data (and related regulatory issues), the
use of data, the types of transactions and whether there needs to be stand alone
systems for certain types of activities (such as research and development or design
issues or legal issues) is warranted. This type of cyber audit should be done with
lawyers, information or computer service personnel, human resources personnel, and
line management.

The time for a line item budget for cyber security is now.

Computer attacks are simply too prevalent to assume that no one is interested in your
dairy business. If you have a computer and it is hooked up to the internet, your
equipment is subject to being used to convey or conduct illegal activities and your
data is subject being exploited for purposes that could even threaten the lives of your
customers if put into the hands of terrorists.
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MINIMIZING MAKESPAN IN A TWOSTAGE SYSTEM WITH OPEN AND
DISCRETE SHOP
Ling-Huey Su, Chung-Yuan Christian University, Taiwan
Hsuan-Yu Pan, Chung-Yuan Christian University, Taiwan

Abstract
Scheduling a two-stage system with open shop in the first stage and discrete
shop in the second stage to minimize the makespan is often encountered in medical
inspection, teach-class time table, maintenance and quality control management. Jobs
are processed in an arbitrary order and then fed into the next stage for processing.
Two simple and efficient heuristics and one optimization algorithm based on a
branch and bound scheme are proposed for this NP-hard problem. A polynomial time
algorithm for the restricted case arisen naturally in many industries is also developed.
Computational results show that the heuristic algorithms generate good schedule and
the branch and bound algorithm is capable of solving problems up to 45 jobs within
short time.

Keywords
Two-stage system, open shop, heuristic algorithm, branch and bound, makespan
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Introduction
This work studies the problem where a set of jobs are available for processing
in a two-stage system with the open shop and the discrete shop in the first and second
stage respectively. The objective is to minimize the makespan. Each job is processed
on two processors in an arbitrary order and then move to the other stage for
processing. Following the three-field notation of scheduling problems, we designate
this problem as a O2,1 C max problem where O2 designates the two-machine open
shop in the first stage; “1” denotes the discrete processor in the second stage, and
C max represents the makespan. This problem occurs in industries such as automobile
maintenance, ceramics, teacher-class timetabling and semiconductor manufacturing.
Since the open shop has a loose problem structure, this problem is more difficult than
other two-stage problems.
There are many studies on the open shop scheduling problem. Gonzalez and
Sahni (1976) proved that the three-machine open shop with makespan minimization
is NP-complete. Adiri and Aizikowitz (1989) provided an O(n) algorithm to solve
this problem with dominated machine. Sevastianov and Woeginger (1998) developed
a polynomial time approximation scheme for makespan minimization in the open
shop with an arbitrarily fixed number of machines. Liaw and Lin (2001) examined a
total weighted tardiness open shop scheduling problem and proposed a heuristic
based on iterative search strategy and a branch and bound algorithm to solve the
problem. Liaw et al. (2005) studied the problem of minimizing makespan in twomachine no-wait open shop scheduling problem. A two-phase heuristic algorithm
and many dominance rules to improve the branch and bound algorithm are proposed.
For the two-stage flowshop problem, Lee et al. (1993) considered a scheduling
problem in a three-machine assembly-type flowshop. Each jobs consists of three
component tasks with the first, second and third component to be processed on the
first, second and third machine, respectively. While the first and second components
can be processed simultaneously, the third component has to wait until both the fist
and second components are finished. They showed the problem is strongly NPcomplete and provided three heuristics and one branch and bound algorithm to solve
the problem. Kyparisis and Koulamas (2000) developed polynomial time algorithms
to solve the flowshop and open shop makespan problems with a critical machine and
at most two operations per job under certain assumptions. Su et al. (2005) studied the
problem of two-stage system with flowshop at the first stage followed by open shop
at the second stage. For the problem of flowshop and open shop scheduling with a
critical machine and two operations per job, Mosheiov (2004) gave several
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comments concerning the correctness of the algorithm they proposed previously,
complexity, the proof of optimality and the possible extension. A review of
literatures reveals that, while models on the two-stage scheduling problem have been
created, there is still no research on the problem we proposed.

Problem Formulation
The O2,1 C max problem can be formally stated as follows. A set of J of n
simultaneously available jobs is to be processed on M , a set of three machines,
where M = { M 1 , M 2 , M 3 }. Job J j consists of three tasks (j,1), (j,2) and (j,3) for j
= 1,2,…,n. The processing time of (j,1), (j,2) and (j,3) are P j ,1 , P j , 2 and P j ,3 ,
respectively. For convenience, we will also use ( J j ,1 , J j , 2 , J j ,3 ) to denote job J j .
These jobs must be processed in the following manner: (1) J j ,1 and J j ,2 are
processed on machine M 1 and M 2 in an arbitrarily order, and (2) J j ,3 has to wait
until both J j ,1 and J j ,2 are finished. It is assumed that no machine can handle more
than one task at a time. Furthermore, once a task is under processing, it cannot be
interrupted. For a given schedule, the start processing time and the completion time
of job J j on machine M i are denoted as S j,i and C j,i , respectively.

Mathematical programming
First, a mathematical programming model is formulated to illustrate the
problem. A binary variable Z jik is introduced. Set Z jik = 1 if J j is sequenced in the
kth position on machine M k and Z jik = 0 otherwise. Let SP i,k be the start
processing time of the kth ranked job on machine M i . Bracket is used to indicate
sequential position, i.e., C [ k ],i refers to the completion time of the kth ranked job on
machine M i .
441
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The model is formulated as follows.
Objective Function
M in Cmax
Subject to:
n

∑Z

jik

= 1 ; i = 1, 2,3 ; k = 1, 2,..., n

(1)

j =1

n

∑Z

jik

= 1 ; j = 1, 2,..., n ; i = 1, 2,3

(2)

k =1

n

S j ,i = ∑ Z ijk × SPi,k ; j = 1, 2,..., n ; i = 1, 2,3

(3)

k =1
n

C j ,i = ∑ Z jik × C[ k ],i ; j = 1, 2,..., n ; i = 1, 2,3

(4)

SPi , k ≥ C[ k −1],i

(5)

k =1

i = 1, 2,3

k = 2,3,..., n

S j ,3 ≥ C j ,i ; j = 1, 2,..., n ; i = 1, 2

(6)

n

C[ k ],i ≥ SPi ,k + ∑ Z jik × Pj ,i ; i = 1, 2,3 ; k = 1, 2,..., n

(7)

S j ,1 × (1 − t j ) + S j ,2 × t j ≥ C j ,1 × t j + C j ,2 × (1 − t j ) ; j = 1, 2,..., n

(8)

Cmax ≥ C[ n ],3

(9)

j =1

Constraint (1) specify that one and only one job is set at a given position on each
machine. Constraint (2) ensures that each job must be scheduled exactly once.
Constraint (3) and (4) define the starting time and completion time of each job on
M i . Constraint (5) ensures that the starting time of the kth ranked job on machine
M i should be greater than or equal to the completion time of the previous job.
Constraint (6) ensures that each job on machine 3 starts after its completion on M 1
and M 2 . Constraint (7) defines the completion time of the kth ranked job on M i .
Constraint (8) ensures that the starting time of each job on M 1 not exceeds its
completion time on M 2 provided that M 2 is selected for processing the job first and
vice versa. The auxiliary binary variable t j equals to 1 if

J

j

is selected to be

processed on M 1 first and equals to 0 otherwise. Finally, Constraint (9) defines the
makespan.
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Lemma 1. Sequencing the jobs in non-decreasing order of rj = max { C j ,1 , C j ,2 } on
1≤ j ≤ n

M 3 will minimize makespan when jobs on M1 and M2 are scheduled.

Proof: The problem can be reduced to the 1 r j C max problem in which the makespan
is minimized by sequencing all jobs in non-decreasing order of r j .

Heuristics
In this section we present three heuristics to solve the problem. By the
characteristic of the problem, a natural heuristic is to solve the open shop at the first
stage and then apply Lemma 1 to obtain a schedule on the discrete processor at the
second stage as heuristic H1 we proposed. Heuristic H1 is solved for benchmark.
Since the procedure proposed by Gonzalez and Sahni (1976) solve the two-machine
open shop optimally, we briefly describe the algorithm. The algorithm proceeds by
dividing the jobs into two groups A and B. The jobs in A have P j ,1 ≥ P j , 2 , while
those in B have P j ,1 ≤ P j , 2 . The schedule is built from the “middle”, with jobs from
A added on at the right and those from B at the left. The jobs in A is such that there is
no idle time on M 1 and is started on M 2 immediately following its completion on
M 1 . The jobs in B is such that the only idle time on M 2 is at the beginning. Finally
some finishing touches involving only the first and last jobs are made.
Heuristic H1
Step1. Apply the algorithm of Gonzalez and Sahni to find the optimal schedule for
jobs on M1 and M2, calculate the completion time C j ,1 and C j , 2 for each
job J j .
Step 2. Denote r j = max(C j ,1 , C j ,2 ) and sequence all jobs in non-decreasing order of
r j on machine M 3 .
Step 3. Calculate the makespan C H1 .
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Another heuristic, H2, which process all jobs through machines in
M1 → M2 → M3 and M2 → M1 → M3 machine order is developed.
Heuristic H2.
Step 1. Let A j = Pj ,1 + Pj ,2 , B1j = P j , 2 + P j ,3 and B2j = P j ,1 + P j ,3 , for j = 1,2,..,n.
Step 2. Construct an instance of F 2 C max with Ji = ( A j , B1j ) for j = 1,2,..,n. Apply
Johnson’s rule to solve the instance of F 2 C max . Arrange the sequence
obtained to machines in M1 → M2 → M3 permutation order. Calculate the
makespan C1H 2 .
Step 3. Construct an instance of F 2 C max with Ji = ( A j , B2j ) for j = 1,2,..,n. Apply
Johnson’s rule to solve the instance of F 2 C max . Arrange the sequence to
machines in M2 → M1 → M3 permutation order. Calculate the makespan C 2H 2 .
Step 4. Calculate the makespan C H 2 = min(C1H2 , C 2H 2 )

Basically, heuristic H2 orders jobs with both ( Pj ,1 + Pj ,2 ) and Pj ,3 are small in
earlier position. The task with smaller

(P

j ,1

+ Pj ,2 ) tends to be executed sooner.

However, this may cause large idle time on M3 accordingly. To eliminate this
inconsistency, we develop a simple and effective index , CV j = ( Pj ,1 + Pj ,2 ) − Pj ,3 , for
heuristic H3 as follows.
Heuristic H3.
Step 1. Let CV j = ( Pj ,1 + Pj ,2 ) − Pj ,3 for j ∈ N
Step 2. Assign jobs in non-decreasing order of CV j to machines in M1 → M2 → M3
and M2 → M1 → M3 machine order and calculate their corresponding makespan
C1H3 and C2H3 .
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Step 3. Calculate C H3 = min(C1H3 , C 2H3 ) .
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Polynomially Solvable Case
Although the problem is strongly NP-complete, the following restricted version
is polynomially solvable. When the processing times of jobs on M 3 are greater than
or equal to those on M 1 and M 2 ., i.e., min Pj ,3 ≥ max( Pj ,1 , Pj ,2 ) , the optimum is
j ∈N
j∈N
obtained in polynomially time. This situation is often encountered in health
inspection, maintenance or quality control, where the last task often takes more time
than its previous tasks.
Algorithm S
Step 1. Let J f = min ( Pj ,1 + Pj ,2 and J s =
j∈N

min [ Pj ,1 − Pf ,2 , Pj ,2 − Pf ,1 ]

j∈N , j ≠ f

Step 2. If Ps ,1 − Pf ,2 ≤ 0 , then assign J f and J s to the first and second position on
machines according to M1 → M2 → M3 machine order. The remaining jobs are
sequenced arbitrarily while retained in the M1 → M2 → M3 machine order.
n

Calculate C*max = ( Pf ,1 + Pf ,2 ) + ∑ Pj ,3 .
j =1

Step 3. If Ps ,2 − Pf ,1 ≤ 0 , the procedure is identical to step 2 except that the machine
order is M2 → M1 → M3.
Step 4. If 0 < Ps ,1 − Pf ,2 ≤ Ps ,2 − Pf ,1 , then assign J f and J s to the first and second
position on machines according to M1 → M2 → M3

machine order. The

remaining jobs are sequenced in non-decreasing order of {Pj ,1 | j ∈ J ; j ≠ f , s} .
Step 5. If 0 < Ps ,2 − Pf ,1 ≤ Ps ,1 − Pf ,2 , then assign J f and J s to the first and second
position on machines according to M2 → M1 → M3 order. The remaining jobs
are sequenced in non-decreasing order of {Pj ,2 | j ∈ J ; j ≠ f , s} .

Theorem 1. Algorithm S finds an optimal solution for the O2,1 C max problem when
condition min Pj ,3 ≥ max( Pj ,1 , Pj ,2 ) holds.
j∈N

j∈N
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Proof. First we prove that the schedule constructed by step 4 is optimum under the
condition 0 < Ps ,1 − Pf ,2 ≤ Ps ,2 − Pf ,1 .

Figure 1: Job J s ,1 cannot be assigned in the interval [ C f ,1 , ST f ,3 ] when Ps ,1 − Pf ,2 >0.

If Ps ,1 − Pf ,2 >0, then jobs after ST f ,3 should be shifted to the right as Fig. 1
shows. Two shifts are considered. First we consider a local shift which shifts tasks
J k ,1 and J s,2 to the right within the interval [ ST f ,3 , STs ,3 ], where J k ,1 denotes the
task of job J k on M 1 . The range to be shifted is [0, Pf ,3 − max( Pk ,1 , Ps ,2 ) ] and the
optimal solution is obtained. Whereas if Ps ,1 − Pf ,2 > Pf ,3 − max( Pk ,1 , Ps ,2 ) which
indicates the local shift fail to locate J s ,1 and thus the global shift is implemented. In
global shift, jobs are shift right by ∆1 = Ps ,1 − Pf ,2 − ( Pf ,3 − max( Pk ,1 , Ps ,2 )) until J s ,1
n

located in interval [ C f ,1 , ST f ,3 ] with completion time C1max = Pf ,1 + Pf ,2 + ∑ Pi ,3 + ∆1 .
i =1

Now we show that J f and J s in the first and second position and the remaining jobs
in non-decreasing order of {Pj ,1 | j ∈ J ; j ≠ f , s} give an optimal solution.
(i) Let S1 be a schedule in which J f starts first at Pf ,1 + Pf ,2 on M3. Another schedule
S2 is obtained by replacing J f with J j , j ∈ N , j ≠ f with the completion time
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n

2
Cmax
≥ Pf ,1 + Pf ,2 + ∑ Pj ,3 + ∆ 2 ,

where

∆2

= ( Pj ,1 − Pf ,2 ) + ( Pj ,2 − Pf ,1 ) .

j =1

Since ( Pj ,1 − Pf ,2 ) ≥ ( Ps ,1 − Pf ,2 ) ,

( Pj ,2 − Pf ,1 ) > 0

and

( Pf ,3 − max( Pk ,1 , Ps ,2 )) ≥ 0 ,

1
therefore ∆ 2 ≥ ∆1 , implies C2max ≥ C max
.

(ii) Let S1 be a schedule in which J s in the second position. Another schedule S3 is
obtained by replacing J s with J j , j ∈ N , j ≠ f . Since Pj ,1 ≥ Ps ,1 ≥ Pf ,2 , therefore
jobs following ST f ,3 should be shifted right by
∆ 3 = Pj ,1 − Pf ,2 − ( Pf ,3 − max( Pj ,1 , Pj +1,2 )) with makespan
n

C3max = Pf ,1 + Pf ,2 + ∑ Pj ,3 + ∆ 3 . Since Pf ,3 − max( Pk ,1 , Ps ,2 ) ≥ Pf ,3 − max( Pj ,1 , Pj +1,2 ) ,
j =1

( Pj ,1 − Pf ,2 ) ≥ ( Ps ,1 − Pf ,2 ) and
( Pj ,1 − Pf ,2 ) − ( Pf ,3 − max( Pj ,1 , Pj ,2 )) ≥ ( Ps ,1 − Pf ,2 ) − ( Pf ,3 − max( Pk ,1 , Ps ,2 )) , therefore
∆ 3 ≥ ∆1 .
(iii) It is obvious that Pk ,1 = min Pj ,1 in the third position minimizes ∆1 and the
j∈N ; j ≠ f , s

makespan accordingly. Use the similar argument, the remaining jobs is sequenced in
nondecreasing order of {Pj ,1 | j ∈ J ; j ≠ f , s} . Q.E.D.
The proofs for step 2, 3 and 5 is similar to that of step 4, therefore we omit the
proofs.

The Branch and Bound Approach
In this section a branch and bound scheme to solve the general O 2,1 C max
problem as a benchmark is developed. The solution of the heuristic algorithm serves
as an upper bound. The depth-first search is applied.
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The calculation of the Lower Bound
Let S1 and S2 be the set of the scheduled jobs on M 1 and M 2 in a given
sequence, respectively. By relaxing the restriction that no job can be performed on
more than one machines simultaneously, we develop the following algorithm to
obtain the lower bound.
Step 1. Assign tasks { J j ,1 | j ∉ S1 , j ∈ S 2 } according to the sequence in S 2 to S1 .
Step 2. Assign tasks { J j ,2 | j ∈ S1 , j ∉ S2 } according to the sequence in S1 to S2 .
Step 3. Assign tasks {J j ,1 | j ∉ S1 , j ∉ S 2 } to S1 according to nondecreasing order of
{Pj ,1 | j ∉ S1 , j ∉ S 2 } .
Step 4. Assign tasks {J j ,2 | j ∉ S1 , j ∉ S2 } to S2 according to nondecreasing order of
{Pj ,2 | j ∉ S1 , j ∉ S2 } .
Step 5. Find the completion times, C j ,1 and C j , 2 , of each unscheduled job on M 1
and M 2 . Sequence all unscheduled jobs on M 3 according to the
nondecreasing order of max(C j ,1 , C j ,2 ) . The lower bound of the makespan is
determined by the completion time of the last job on M 3 .
The branch and bound algorithm.
In this section we present a branch and bound to solve the problem. The
branch and bound algorithm combined a Modified Active Schedule Generation
(Liaw and Lin, 2001) and Lemma 1 to obtain the optimal solution. Besides, the
efficiency of the branch and bound is improved by the elimination property as
illustrated in numerical example 1. When jobs are completed on the open shop, they
are sequenced in non-decreasing order of rj = max { C j ,1 , C j ,2 } on M 3 to minimize the
1≤ j ≤ n
makespan. Let r j.i be the start processing time of J j on M i . The steps of the
branch and bound algorithm are as follows.
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Step

1.

Let

rj , i = 0 ,

{ ( j , i)

j = 1, 2,...n

|

i = 1, 2,3 },

LB

=

0,

UB = min(C H1 , C H 2 , C H3 ) and Ω be the set of all unscheduled tasks.
Step 2. t (Ω) = rj * ,i* + Pj * ,i* = min ( rj ,i + Pj ,i ) .
( j , i )∈Ω

Step 3. Remove a node with the priority given to the deepest one in the branching
tree with the least lower bound. Break ties arbitrarily. Create nodes with taask
( j , i* ) which is not processed by M i* and rj ,i* < t (Ω) , or task ( j * , i ) of
unscheduled job J j * with rj* ,i < t (Ω) . Calculate their lower bound LB . If
LB > UB , then fathom the node.
Step 4. Update rj ,i , and UB if necessary. If this is not the last node then go to step 2;
otherwise print the optimal solution.
To numerically illustrate the application of the branch and bound, consider the
following example 1.
Numerical example 1. Three jobs have to be processed and the processing times are
given in Table 1. An initial upper bound is UB = (C H 1 , C H 2 , C H 3) = 24
The unscheduled task set

Ω = { 1,1 , 2,1 , 3,1 , 1,2 , 2,2 , 3,2 }.

t (Ω) = rj * ,i* + Pj* ,i* = min (rj ,i + Pj ,i ) = r2,2 + P2,2 = 2 . Three nodes, node 2, 3 and 4 are
( j ,i )∈Ω

branched out due to rj ,i = 0 ≤ 2 and LB < 24 (see figure 2). Node 2 is selected as a
parent node to be branched and rj,i is updated as follows.
rj,i

M1

M2

J1

0

2

J2

2

-

J3

0

2
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Table – 1. Pertinent information for the example.
Pj,i

M1

M2

M3

rj,i

M1

M2

J1

8

4

1

J1

0

0

J2

5

2

7

J2

0

0

J3

5

9

4

J3

0

0

Ω = { 1,1 , 2,1 , 3,1 , 1,2 , 3,2 }.

Again,

t (Ω) = rj * ,i* + Pj* ,i* = min (rj ,i + Pj ,i ) = r3,1 + P3,1 = 5 . Node 5, 6, 7 and 8 are branched
( j ,i )∈Ω

out since their rj ,i ≤ 5 . Delete node 5 and 8 due to LB = 25 > UB = 24 . Node 4 is the
parent node to be branched, update rj,i as follows.
rj,i

M1

M2

J1

5

0

J2

-

5

J3
5
0
Furthermore, Ω = { 1,1 , 3,1 , 1,2 , 2,2 , 3,2 }. Two child nodes, node 9
and 10, are constructed. The elimination property suggests that node 9 be eliminated
due to the fact that it is identical with node 6. Node 6 is now selected by its least LB.
The
overall
branching
tree
is
presented
in
Fig.
2.
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root

Node 1
(1, 2)
LB = 26
LB>UB

Node 5
(1, 1)
LB = 25
LB>UB

Node 11
(1, 2)
LB = 24
LB>UB

Node 2
(2, 2)
LB = 20

Node 3
(3, 2)
LB = 21

Node 6
(2, 1)
LB = 21

Node 7
(3, 1)
LB = 22

Node 11
(3, 2)
LB = 25
LB>UB

Node 14
(1, 1)
LB = 25
LB>UB

Node 15
(2, 1)
LB = 22

Node 16
(1, 2)
LB = 22

Node 19
(3, 2)
LB = 22
Elimination property

Node 21
(1, 1)
LB = 26
LB>UB

Node 22
(2, 1)
LB = 22

Node 18
(1, 1)
LB = 22

Node 8
(3, 2)
LB = 25
LB>UB

Node 12
(1, 2)
LB = 25
LB>UB

Node 20
(3, 2)
OB = 23
LB>UB

Node 24
(3, 2)
OB = 22

Figure 2. The tree diagram for numerical example 1.
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Node 13
(2, 1)
LB = 23
Elimination property

Node 17
(3, 2)
LB = 22
LB>UB

Node 23
(3, 2)
LB = 22
Elimination property

Node 4
(2, 1)
LB = 20

Node 9
(1, 2)
LB = 22
Elimination property

Node 10
(3, 2)
LB = 23
LB>UB

Computational experiments
The computational experiments are conducted to evaluate the performances of the
proposed heuristics and the branch and bound algorithm. All experimental tests are run
on a personal computer with AMD Athlon 1.81GHz. The heuristics and the branch and
bound are coded in Visual C++ 6.0. The branch and bound is solved within the upper
limit time of 7,200 CPU seconds. The number of n is 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45 and
50. The processing time Pj ,i is normally generated from a discrete uniform distribution,
U(1,10 and U(1,100). For each combination of n and Pj ,i , 50 randomly generated
instances are solved, yielding a total of 900 randomly generated problem instances. In
order to test the performance of the heuristic, a relative deviation index, denoted as Vi, is
used such that Vi = [(heuristic i - optimum)/optimum]×100%.
The computational results are shown in Table 2 and 3. The execution times of three
heuristics are negligible. Even for the case of 1000 jobs, the average execution times of
three heuristics are almost zero. The average execution time for the branch and bound
drastically increases when n equal to 50. When n > 50, many instances cannot be solved
within allowable time. The distribution of processing time, U(1,10 and U(1,100), leads a
little distinction to the execution time of the branch and bound algorithm when n is less
than 30. The average execution time on uniform distribution U(1,10 takes little less
time than that of uniform distribution U(1,100 . Whereas as n increases, the wide spread
processing times increase the distinction between nodes, which in turn fathom many
branching nodes and thus incurs less time for the branch and bound algorithm.
Table – 2 The average CPU time of the B&B and the optimality deviation of the
heuristic for U(1,10)
U(1,10)
Job Number

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

CPU Time
0.07 0.07 0.11 0.36 2.62 5.32 10.14
of B&B(sec)

45

50

17.84

2175.51

Average

V1

82% 82% 85% 86% 86% 85%

87%

87%

87%

85%

V2

93% 95% 95% 96% 97% 97%

98%

98%

98%

96%

V3

94% 96% 96% 97% 97% 98%

98%

99%

98%

97%
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Table – 3 The average CPU time of the B&B and the optimality deviation of the
heuristic for U(1,100)
U(1,100)
Job Number 10
CPU Time
0.15
of B&B(sec)
V1
80%
V2
91%
V3
93%

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

Average

0.11 0.23 0.52 0.74 1.29 11.60 75.56 3921.67
82% 84% 85% 86% 86% 85%
94% 95% 95% 96% 97% 97%
96% 97% 96% 97% 98% 98%

85%
97%
98%

84%
98%
98%

84%
96%
97%

A
s table 2 and 3 shows that the average solution quality for 900 sets of testing instances is
about 84.5%, 96% and 97% for heuristic 1, 2 and 3, respectively, which implies that the
optimal procedure developed by Gonzalez (1976) for two-machine open shop combined
with FCFS rule is unable to solve the problem satisfactorily. The distribution of
processing time has no clear effect on the solution qualities of three heuristics. Table 2
and 3 reveal that the solution qualities of both heuristic 2 and 3 increase as the number of
jobs increases, indicating that both heuristics are simple and effective.

Conclusion
This paper consider the problem where open shop in the first stage and discrete shop
in the second stage with the objective to minimize the makespan. Three simple and
efficient heuristics and one optimization algorithm based on a branch and bound scheme
are proposed for this NP-hard problem. We identified a special case which arises
naturally in many industries and solve it in polynomial time. Computational experiences
show that the heuristic algorithms generate good results and the branch and bound
algorithm can solve problems up to 45 jobs within reasonable time.
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